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1

Preface. Report Motivation and Guidance for Using this

2

Synthesis and Assessment Report

3

Lead Authors: John P. McGeehin, USGS

4

John Barron, USGS

5

David M. Anderson, NOAA

6

David Verardo, NSF

7

A primary objective of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) is to provide

8

the best possible, up-to-date, scientific information to support public discussion and

9

government and private sector decision-making on key climate-related issues. To help

10

meet this objective, the CCSP has identified a set of 21 synthesis and assessment

11

products (SAP) to address its highest priority research, observation, and decision-support

12

needs. This SAP (3.4) focuses on abrupt climate change events where key aspects of the

13

climate system change faster than the responsible forcings would suggest and/or faster

14

than society can respond to those changes.

15

This report addresses Goal 3 of the CCSP Strategic Plan: Reduce uncertainty in

16

projections of how the Earth’s climate and related systems may change in the future. The

17

report: 1) summarizes the current knowledge of key climate parameters that could change

18

abruptly in the near future, potentially within years to decades, and 2) provides scientific

19

information on these topics for decision support. As such, the SAP is aimed at both the

20

decision-making audience and the expert scientific and stakeholder community.

21

Background

22

Past records of climate and environmental change derived from archives such as tree

23

rings, ice cores, corals and sediments indicate that global and regional climate has

24

experienced repeated abrupt changes, many occurring over a time span of decades or less.

25

Abrupt climate changes might have a natural cause (such as volcanic aerosol forcing), an

26

anthropogenic cause (such as increasing carbon dioxide in the atmosphere), or might be

27

unforced (related to internal climate variability). Regardless of the cause, abrupt climate

28

change presents potential risks for society that are poorly understood. An improved
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1

ability to understand and model future abrupt climate change is essential to provide

2

decision-makers with the information they need to plan for these potentially significant

3

changes.

4

The National Research Council (NRC) report “Abrupt Climate Change” (Alley et al.,

5

2002) provides an excellent treatise on this topic. Additionally, the Intergovernmental

6

Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) (IPCC, 2007)

7

addresses many of the same topics associated with abrupt climate change. This SAP picks

8

up where the NRC report and the IPCC AR4 leave off, updating the state and strength of

9

existing knowledge, both from the paleoclimate and historical records, as well as from

10

model predictions for future change.

11

Focus of This Synthesis and Assessment Product

12

The content of this report follows a prospectus that was developed by the SAP Product

13

Advisory Group, made up of the co-authors of this preface. The prospectus is available

14

from the CCSP website (http://www.climatescience.gov).

15

SAP 3.4 considers four types of change documented in the paleoclimate record that stand

16

out as being so rapid and large in their impact that they pose clear risks to society in

17

terms of our ability to adapt. They are supported by sufficient evidence in current

18

research indicating that abrupt changes could occur in the future. These four topics, each

19

addressed as a chapter in this report, are:

20

1. Rapid Changes in Glaciers and Ice Sheets;

21

2. Hydrologic Variability and Change;

22

3. Potential for Abrupt Change in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

23
24
25
26

(MOC); and
4. Potential for Abrupt Changes in Atmospheric Methane.
The following questions are considered in this report:
•

Rapid Changes in Glaciers and Ice Sheets
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°

1
2

What is the paleoclimate evidence regarding rates of rapid ice sheet
melting?

3

°

What are the recent rates and trends in ice sheet mass balance?

4

°

What will be the impact on sea level if the recently observed rapid
rates of melting continue?

5
°

6

loss?

7
8
9

What is needed to model the mechanical processes that accelerate ice

•

Hydrologic Variability and Change
°

What is our present understanding of the causes of major drought and

10

hydrologic change, including the role of the oceans or other natural or

11

non-greenhouse gas anthropogenic effects as well as land-use

12

changes?

13

(Note that this question is posed to facilitate an assessment of what is

14

known about natural causes for hydrological change as opposed to

15

anthropogenic causes, such as increased greenhouse gases. The authors

16

of the Abrupt Hydrological Change chapter also address anthropogenic

17

influences, including greenhouse gases, as a potential source of

18

hydrological change, in the past, present and future.)

19

°

megadroughts of the past 2,000 years?

20
21

What is our present understanding of the duration, extent and causes of

°

What states of oceanic/atmospheric conditions and the strength of

22

land-atmosphere coupling are likely to have been responsible for

23

sustained megadroughts?

24

°

How might such a state affect the climate in regions not affected by

25

drought? (For example, enhanced floods or hurricanes in other

26

regions.)

27
28

°

What will be the change in the state of natural variability of the ocean
and atmosphere that will signal the abrupt transition to a megadrought?
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Potential for Abrupt Change in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

2

°

What are the factors that control the overturning circulation?

3

°

How well do the current ocean general circulation models (and

4

coupled atmosphere-ocean models) simulate the overturning

5

circulation?

6

°

What is the present state of the MOC?

7

°

What is the evidence for change in the overturning circulation in the
past?

8
°

9

What are the global and regional impacts of a change in the
overturning circulation?

10
°

11

What factors that influence the overturning circulation are likely to

12

change in the future, and what is the probability that the overturning

13

circulation will change?
°

14

understand the overturning circulation and evaluate future change?

15
16
17

What are the observational and modeling requirements required to

•

Potential for Abrupt Changes in Atmospheric Methane
°

What is the volume of methane in terrestrial and marine sources and

18

how much of it is likely to be released in various climate change

19

scenarios?

20

°

quantities of methane over varying intervals of time?

21
22

°

25

What is the evidence in the past for abrupt climate change caused by
massive methane release?

23
24

What is the impact on the climate system of the release of varying

°

How much methane is likely to be released by thawing of the topmost
layer (3 m) of permafrost? Is thawing at greater depths likely to occur?
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°

1

What conditions (in terms of sea level rise and warming of bottom

2

waters) would allow methane release from hydrates in sea floor

3

sediments?
°

4

What are the observational and modeling requirements necessary to

5

understand methane storage and its release under various future

6

scenarios of abrupt climate change?

7

Each section of this report is structured to answer these questions in the manner that best

8

suits the topic. Questions are addressed either specifically as individual sections or

9

subsections of a chapter, or through a broader, more systematic discussion of the topic.

10

Additional subject matter is presented in a chapter, beyond what is asked for in the

11

prospectus, where the authors feel that this information is necessary to effectively treat

12

the topic.

13

It is important to note that the CCSP Synthesis and Assessment Products are scientific

14

documents that are intended to be of use not only to scientists but to the American public,

15

and to decisionmakers within the United States. As such, the geographic focus of the

16

Abrupt Climate Change SAP is United States, and by extension, North American climate.

17

Other regional examples of abrupt climate change are discussed when the authors feel

18

that the information serves as an important analog to past, present or future North

19

American climate.

20

Suggestions for Reading, Using, and Navigating This Report

21

This report is composed of four main chapters that correspond to the major climate

22

themes indicated above. There is also an introductory chapter that provides an extensive

23

overview of the information from the other four chapters, as well as additional

24

background information. The Executive Summary further distills the information, with a

25

focus on the key findings and recommendations from each chapter.

26

The four theme chapters have a recurring organizational format. Each chapter begins with

27

key scientific findings which are then followed by recommendations for future research

28

aimed at deepening our understanding of the critical scientific issues raised in the chapter.

29

The scientific theories, models, data, and uncertainties that are part of the author's
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1

scientific syntheses and assessments are referenced through citations to peer-reviewed

2

literature throughout the chapter. Finally, side boxes are used to discuss topics the author

3

team felt deserved additional attention or served as useful case studies.

4

A reader interested in an overview of the state-of-the-science for the topic of abrupt

5

climate change might, therefore, start by reading the Executive Summary and

6

Introduction chapter (Chapter 1) of this report, then delve deeper into the thematic

7

chapters for more detailed explanations and information.

8

To integrate a wide variety of information and provide estimates of uncertainty associated

9

with results, this report utilizes the terms from the IPCC AR4 (IPCC, 2007). Terms of

10

uncertainty range from “extremely unlikely” (< 1% likelihood) to “virtually certain” (>

11

99% likelihood). See Box 1.1 in the Introduction chapter (Chapter 1) of this report for a

12

complete explanation of the uncertainty terms.

13

The Synthesis and Assessment Product Team

14

The primary authors of this report were constituted as a Federal Advisory Committee

15

(FAC) that was charged with advising the USGS and the CCSP on the scientific and

16

technical content related to the topic of abrupt climate change as described in the SAP 3.4

17

prospectus. (See Public Law 92-463 for more information on the Federal Advisory

18

Committee Act, and the GSA website http://fido.gov/facadatabase/ for specific

19

information related to the SAP 3.4 Federal Advisory Committee.) The FAC for SAP 3.4

20

enlisted input from numerous contributing authors. These authors provided substantial,

21

relevant content to the report, but did not participate in the Federal Advisory Committee

22

deliberations upon which this SAP was developed.

23
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11

Main Results and Findings

12

For this Synthesis and Assessment Report, abrupt climate change is defined as:

13

A large-scale change in the climate system that takes place over a few

14

decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to persist) for at least a few

15

decades, and causes substantial disruptions in human and natural systems.

16

This report considers progress in understanding four types of abrupt change in the

17

paleoclimatic record that stand out as being so rapid and large in their impact that if they

18

were to recur, they pose clear risks to society in terms of our ability to adapt: (1) rapid

19

change in glaciers, ice sheets and hence sea level; (2) widespread and sustained changes

20

to the hydrologic cycle; (3) abrupt change in the northward flow of warm, salty water in

21

the upper layers of the Atlantic Ocean associated with the Atlantic meridional

22

overturning circulation (AMOC); and (4) rapid release to the atmosphere of methane

23

trapped in permafrost and on continental margins.

24

This report reflects the significant progress in understanding abrupt climate change that

25

has been made since the report by the National Research Council in 2002 on this topic,

26

and this report provides considerably greater detail and insight on these issues than did

27

the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report

28

(AR4). New paleoclimatic reconstructions have been developed that provide greater

29

understanding of patterns and mechanisms of past abrupt climate change in the ocean and
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on land, and new observations are further revealing unanticipated rapid dynamical

2

changes of moderns glaciers, ice sheets, and ice shelves as well as processes that are

3

contributing to these changes. This report reviews this progress. A summary and

4

explanation of the main results is presented first, followed by an overview of the types of

5

abrupt climate change considered in this report. The subsequent chapters then address

6

each of these types of abrupt climate change, including a synthesis of the current state of

7

knowledge and an assessment of the likelihood that one of these abrupt changes may

8

occur in response to human influences on the climate system. Throughout this report we

9

have adopted the IPCC terminology in our expert assessment of the likelihood of a

10

particular outcome or result. The term virtually certain implies a >99% probability;

11

extremely likely: >95% probability; very likely: > 90% probability; likely: >65%

12

probability; more likely than not: >50% probability; about as likely as not: 33%–66%

13

probability; unlikely: <33% probability; very unlikely: < 10% probability; extremely

14

unlikely probability; exceptionally unlikely: <1%.

15

Based on an assessment of the published scientific literature, the primary conclusions

16

presented in this report are:

17

•

Recent rapid changes at the edges of the Greenland and West Antarctic ice

18

sheets show acceleration of flow and thinning, with the velocity of some

19

glaciers increasing more than twofold. Glacier accelerations causing this

20

imbalance have been related to enhanced surface meltwater production

21

penetrating to the bed to lubricate its motion, and ice-shelf removal, ice-front

22

retreat, and glacier ungrounding that reduce resistance to flow. The present

23

generation of models do not capture these processes. It is unclear whether this

24

imbalance is a short-term natural adjustment or a response to recent climate

25

change, but processes causing accelerations are enabled by warming, so these

26

adjustments will very likely become more frequent in a warmer climate. The

27

regions likely to experience future rapid changes in ice volume are those

28

where ice is grounded well below sea level such as the West Antarctic Ice

29

Sheet or large glaciers in Greenland like the Jakobshavn Isbrae that flow into

30

the sea through a deep channel reaching far inland. Inclusion of these
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processes in models will likely lead to sea-level projections for the end of the

2

21st century that substantially exceed the projections presented in the IPCC

3

AR4 report (0.28 ± 0.10 m to 0.42 ± 0.16 m rise).

4

•

Climate model scenarios of future hydroclimatic change over North America

5

and the global subtropics indicate that subtropical aridity will likely intensify

6

and persist due to future greenhouse warming. This drying is likely to extend

7

poleward into the American West, thus increasing the likelihood of severe

8

and persistent drought there in the future. If the model results are correct then

9

this drying is likely to have already begun.

10

•

The AMOC is the northward flow of warm, salty water in the upper layers of

11

the Atlantic, and the southward flow of colder water in the deep Atlantic. It

12

plays an important role in the oceanic transport of heat from low to high

13

latitudes. It is very likely that the strength of the AMOC will decrease over

14

the course of the 21st century in response to increasing greenhouse gases,

15

with a best estimate decrease of 25-30%. However, it is very unlikely that the

16

AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition to a weakened state or collapse

17

during the course of the 21st century, and it is unlikely that the AMOC will

18

collapse beyond the end of the 21st century because of global warming,

19

although the possibility cannot be entirely excluded.

20

•

A dramatic abrupt release of methane (CH4) to the atmosphere appears

21

very unlikely, but it is very likely that climate change will accelerate the pace

22

of persistent emissions from both hydrate sources and wetlands. Current

23

models suggest that a doubling of CH4 emissions could be realized fairly

24

easily. However, since these models do not realistically represent all the

25

processes thought to be relevant to future northern high-latitude

26

CH4 emissions, much larger (or smaller) increases cannot be discounted.

27

Acceleration of release from hydrate reservoirs is likely, but its magnitude is

28

difficult to estimate.
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Major Questions and Related Findings

2

1. Will There Be an Abrupt Change in Sea Level?

3

This question is addressed in Chapter 2 of this report, with emphasis on documenting (1)

4

the recent rates and trends in the net glacier and ice sheet annual gain or loss of ice/snow

5

(known as mass balance) and their contribution to sea level rise and (2) the processes

6

responsible for the observed acceleration in ice loss from marginal regions of existing ice

7

sheets. In response to this question, Chapter 2 notes:

8
9
10

1. The record of past changes in ice volume provides important insight to the
response of large ice sheets to climate change.
•

Paleorecords demonstrate that there is a strong inverse relation between

11

atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) and global ice volume. Sea level rise

12

(SLR) associated with the melting of the ice sheets at the end of the last Ice

13

Age ~20,000 years ago averaged 10-20 millimeters per year ( mm a-1) with

14

large “meltwater fluxes” exceeding SLR of 50 mm a-1 and lasting several

15

centuries, clearly demonstrating the potential for ice sheets to cause rapid and

16

large sea level changes.

17
18

2. Sea level rise from glaciers and ice sheets has accelerated.
•

Observations demonstrate that it is extremely likely that the Greenland Ice

19

Sheet is losing mass and that this has very likely been accelerating since the

20

mid- 1990s. Greenland has been thickening at high elevations because of the

21

increase in snowfall that is consistent with high-latitude warming, but this

22

gain is more than offset by an accelerating mass loss, with a large component

23

from rapidly thinning and accelerating outlet glaciers. The balance between

24

gains and losses of mass decreased from near-zero in the early 1990’s to net

25

losses of 100 gigatonnes per year (Gt a-1) to more than 200 Gt a-1 for the most

26

recent observations in 2006.

27

•

The mass balance for Antarctica as a whole is close to balance, but with a

28

likely small net loss since 2000. Observations show that while some higher

29

elevation regions are thickening, likely as a result of high interannual
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variability in snowfall, substantial ice losses from West Antarctica and the

2

Antarctic Peninsula are very likely caused by changing ice dynamics.

3

•

The best estimate of the current (2007) mass balance of small glaciers and ice

4

caps is a loss that is at least three times greater (380 to 400 Gt a-1) than the

5

net loss that has been characteristic since the mid-19th century.

6

3. Recent observations of the ice sheets have shown that changes in ice dynamics

7

can occur far more rapidly than previously suspected.

8

•

9

Recent observations show a high correlation between periods of heavy
surface melting and increase in glacier velocity. A possible cause is rapid

10

meltwater drainage to the base of the glacier, where it enhances basal sliding.

11

An increase in meltwater production in a warmer climate will likely have

12

major consequences on ice-flow rate and mass loss.

13

•

Recent rapid changes in marginal regions of the Greenland and West

14

Antarctic ice sheets show mainly acceleration and thinning, with some glacier

15

velocities increasing more than twofold. Many of these glacier accelerations

16

closely followed reduction or loss of their floating extensions known as ice

17

shelves. Significant changes in ice shelf thickness are most readily caused by

18

changes in basal melting induced by oceanic warming. The interaction of

19

warm waters with the periphery of the large ice sheets represents one of the

20

most significant possibilities for abrupt change in the climate system. The

21

likely sensitive regions for future rapid changes in ice volume by this process

22

are those where ice is grounded well below sea level, such as the West

23

Antarctic Ice Sheet or large outlet glaciers in Greenland like the Jakobshavn

24

Isbrae that flows through a deep channel that extends far inland.

25

•

Although no ice-sheet model is currently capable of capturing the glacier

26

speedups in Antarctica or Greenland that have been observed over the last

27

decade, including these processes in models will very likely show that IPCC

28

AR4 sea level projections for the end of the 21st century are too low.
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2. Will There Be an Abrupt Change in Land Hydrology?

2

This question is addressed in Chapter 3 of this report. In general, variations in water

3

supply and in particular protracted droughts are among the greatest natural hazards facing

4

the United States and the globe today and in the foreseeable future. In contrast to floods,

5

which reflect both previous conditions and current meteorological events, and which are

6

consequently more localized in time and space, droughts occur on subcontinental to

7

continental scales, and can persist for decades and even centuries.

8

On interannual to decadal time scales, droughts can develop faster than human societies

9

can adapt to the change. Thus, a severe drought lasting several years can be regarded as

10

an abrupt change, although it may not reflect a permanent change in the state of the

11

climate system.

12

Empirical studies and climate model experiments conclusively show that droughts over

13

North America and around the world are significantly influenced by the state of tropical

14

sea-surface temperatures (SSTs), with cool La Niña-like SSTs in the eastern equatorial

15

Pacific being especially responsible for the development of droughts over the American

16

West and northern Mexico. Warm subtropical North Atlantic SSTs played a role in

17

forcing the 1930s Dust Bowl and 1950s droughts as well. Unusually warm Indo-Pacific

18

SSTs have also been strongly implicated in the development of global patterns of drought

19

observed in recent years.

20

Historic droughts over North America have been severe, but not nearly as prolonged as a

21

series of “megadroughts” reconstructed from tree rings from about A.D. 900 up to about

22

A.D. 1600. These megadroughts are significant, because they occurred in a climate

23

system that was not being perturbed by major changes in its boundary conditions such as

24

increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. Modeling experiments indicate that these

25

megadroughts may have occurred in response to cold tropical Pacific SSTs and warm

26

subtropical North Atlantic SSTs externally forced by high irradiance and weak volcanic

27

activity. However, this result is tentative and the exceptional duration of the droughts has

28

not been adequately explained, nor whether they also involved forcing from SST changes

29

in other ocean basins.
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Even larger and more persistent changes in hydroclimatic variability worldwide are

2

indicated over the last 10,000 years by a diverse set of paleoclimatic indicators. The

3

climate boundary conditions associated with those changes were quite different from

4

those of the past millennium and today, but they show the additional range of natural

5

variability and truly abrupt hydroclimatic change that can be expressed by the climate

6

system.

7

With respect to this question, Chapter 3 concludes:

8

•

Climate model scenarios of future hydroclimatic change over North America

9

and the global subtropics indicate that subtropical aridity will likely intensify

10

and persist due to future greenhouse warming. This drying is likely to extend

11

poleward into the American West, thus increasing the likelihood of severe

12

and persistent drought there in the future. If the model results are correct then

13

this drying is likely to have already begun.

14

•

The cause of model-projected subtropical drying is an overall widespread

15

warming of the ocean and atmosphere, in contrast to the causes of historic

16

droughts, and the likely causes of Medieval megadroughts, which were

17

related to changes in the patterns of SSTs. However, systematic biases within

18

current coupled atmosphere-ocean models raise concerns as to whether they

19

correctly represent the response of the tropical climate system to radiative

20

forcing and whether greenhouse forcing will actually induce El

21

Nino/Southern Oscillation-like patterns of tropical SST change that will

22

create impacts on global hydroclimate in addition to those caused by overall

23

warming.

24

3. Do We Expect an Abrupt Change in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning

25

Circulation?

26

This question is addressed in Chapter 4 of this report. The Atlantic Meridional

27

Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is an important component of the Earth’s climate

28

system, characterized by a northward flow of warm, salty water in the upper layers of the

29

Atlantic, and a southward flow of colder water in the deep Atlantic. This ocean current
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system transports a substantial amount of heat from the Tropics and Southern

2

Hemisphere toward the North Atlantic, where the heat is transferred to the atmosphere.

3

Changes in this ocean circulation could have a profound impact on many aspects of the

4

global climate system.

5

There is growing evidence that fluctuations in Atlantic sea surface temperatures,

6

hypothesized to be related to fluctuations in the AMOC, have played a prominent role in

7

significant climate fluctuations around the globe on a variety of time scales. Evidence

8

from the instrumental record shows pronounced, multidecadal swings in widespread

9

Atlantic temperature that may be at least partly due to fluctuations in the AMOC.

10

Evidence from paleorecords suggests that there have been large, decadal-scale changes in

11

the AMOC, particularly during glacial times. These abrupt changes have had a profound

12

impact on climate, both locally in the Atlantic and in remote locations around the globe.

13

In response to the question of an abrupt change in the AMOC, Chapter 4 notes:

14

•

It is very likely that the strength of the AMOC will decrease over the course

15

of the 21st century in response to increasing greenhouse gases, with a best

16

estimate decrease of 25-30%.

17

•

Even with the projected moderate AMOC weakening, it is still very likely

18

that on multidecadal to century time scales a warming trend will occur over

19

most of the European region downstream of the North Atlantic Current in

20

response to increasing greenhouse gases, as well as over North America.

21

•

22
23

It is very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo a collapse or an abrupt
transition to a weakened state during the 21st century.

•

It is also unlikely that the AMOC will collapse beyond the end of the 21st

24

century because of global warming, although the possibility cannot be

25

entirely excluded.

26
27

•

Although it is very unlikely that the AMOC will collapse in the 21st century,
the potential consequences of this event could be severe. These might include
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a southward shift of the tropical rainfall belts, additional sea level rise around

2

the North Atlantic, and disruptions to marine ecosystems.

3

4. What Is the Potential for Abrupt Changes in Atmospheric Methane?

4

This question is addressed in Chapter 5 of this report. The main concerns about abrupt

5

changes in atmospheric methane stem from (1) the large quantity of methane believed to

6

be stored in clathrate hydrates in the sea floor and to a lesser extent in permafrost soils

7

and (2) climate-driven changes in emissions from northern high-latitude and tropical

8

wetlands. The size of the hydrate reservoir is uncertain, perhaps by up to a factor of 10.

9

Because the size of the reservoir is directly related to the perceived risks, it is difficult to

10

make certain judgment about those risks.

11

Observations show that there have not yet been significant increases in methane

12

emissions from northern high-latitude hydrates and wetlands resulting from increasing

13

Arctic temperatures. Although there are a number of suggestions in the literature about

14

the possibility of a dramatic abrupt release of methane to the atmosphere, modeling and

15

isotopic fingerprinting of ice-core methane do not support such a release to the

16

atmosphere over the last 100,000 years or in the near future. Previous suggestions of a

17

large release of methane at the Paleocene-Eeocene boundary (about 55 million years ago)

18

face a number of objections, but may still be viable.

19

In response to the question of an abrupt increase in atmospheric methane, Chapter 5

20

notes:

21

•

While the risk of catastrophic release of methane to the atmosphere in the

22

next century appears very unlikely, it is very likely that climate change will

23

accelerate the pace of persistent emissions from both hydrate sources and

24

wetlands. Current models suggest that wetland emissions could double in the

25

next century. However, since these models do not realistically represent all

26

the processes thought to be relevant to future northern high-latitude

27

CH4 emissions, much larger (or smaller) increases cannot be discounted.

28

Acceleration of persistent release from hydrate reservoirs is likely, but its

29

magnitude is difficult to estimate.
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Recommendations

2

How can the understanding of the potential for abrupt changes be improved?

3

We answer this question with eight primary recommendations that are required to

4

substantially improve our understanding of the likelihood of an abrupt change occurring

5

in the future. An overarching recommendation is the urgent need for committed and

6

sustained monitoring of those components of the climate system identified in this report

7

that are particularly vulnerable to abrupt climate change. The eight primary

8

recommendations are:

9

1. Efforts should be made to improve observing systems of glaciers and ice sheets in

10

order to (i) reduce uncertainties in estimates of mass balance and (ii) derive better

11

measurements of glacier and ice-sheet topography and velocity. This includes

12

maintaining and extending established programs, both governmental and

13

university-based, of mass-balance measurements on small glaciers, and

14

completing the World Glacier Inventory through programs such as the Global

15

Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) program. This further includes

16

developing and implementing satellite missions (e.g. InSAR and IceSAT-II) to

17

observe flow rates of glaciers and ice sheets, and sustaining aircraft observations

18

of surface elevation and ice thickness to ensure that such information is acquired

19

at the high spatial resolution that cannot be obtained from satellites.

20

2. Current ice-sheet models lack proper representation of the physics of the

21

processes suggested by modern observations as being the most important in

22

potentially causing an abrupt loss of ice and resulting sea level rise. Emphasis

23

should be given to a committed national-level ice-sheet modeling effort aimed at

24

addressing these shortcomings and thereby significantly improving the prediction

25

of future sea level rise.

26

3. Research is needed to improve existing capabilities to forecast short- and long-

27

term drought conditions and to make this information more useful and timely for

28

decision making to reduce drought impacts. In the future, drought forecasts

29

should be based on an objective multimodel ensemble prediction system to
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enhance their reliability and the types of information expanded to include soil

2

moisture, runoff, and hydrological variables.

3

4. Improved understanding of the dynamic causes of long-term changes in oceanic

4

conditions, the atmospheric responses to these ocean conditions, and the role of

5

soil moisture feedbacks are needed to advance drought prediction capabilities.

6

Ensemble drought prediction is needed to maximize forecast skill, and

7

“downscaling” is needed to bring coarse resolution drought forecasts from

8

General Circulation Models down to the resolution of a watershed.

9

5. Efforts should be made to improve the theoretical understanding of the processes

10

controlling the AMOC, including its inherent variability and stability, especially

11

with respect to climate change. This will likely be accomplished through synthesis

12

studies combining models and observational results.

13

6. Deployment of a sustained, decades-long observation system for the AMOC is

14

needed to properly characterize and monitor the AMOC. Parallel efforts should be

15

made to develop a system to more confidently predict the future behavior of the

16

AMOC and the risk of an abrupt change. Such a prediction system will include

17

advanced computer models, systems to start model predictions from the observed

18

climate state, and projections of future changes in greenhouse gases and other

19

agents that affect the Earth’s energy balance.

20

7. Monitoring of atmospheric methane abundance and its isotopic composition

21

should be maintained and expanded to allow detection of any change in net

22

emissions from northern and tropical wetland regions. The feasibility of

23

monitoring methane in the ocean water column or in the atmosphere to detect

24

emissions from the hydrate reservoir should be investigated. Efforts are needed to

25

reduce uncertainties in the size of the global methane hydrate reservoir in marine

26

and terrestrial environments and to identify the size and location of hydrate

27

reservoirs that are most vulnerable to climate change.

28

8. Additional modeling efforts should be focused on (i) processes involved in

29

releasing methane from the hydrate reservoir and (ii) the current and future
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climate-driven acceleration of release of methane from wetlands and terrestrial

2

hydrate deposits.
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6

Canada.

7
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10
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11

Konrad Steffen,* CIRES, University of Colorado, Boulder

12

*SAP 3.4 FACA Committee Member

13

1. Background

14

Ongoing and projected growth in global population and its attendant demand for carbon-

15

based energy is placing human societies and natural ecosystems at ever-increasing risk to

16

climate change (IPCC, 2007). In order to mitigate this risk, the United Nations

17

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) would stabilize greenhouse gas

18

(GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent “dangerous

19

anthropogenic interference” with the climate system (UNFCCC, 1992, Article 2).

20

Successful implementation of this objective requires that such a level be achieved “within

21

a time frame sufficient to allow ecosystems to adapt naturally to climate change, to

22

ensure that food production is not threatened and to enable economic development to

23

proceed in a sustainable manner” (UNFCCC, 1992, Article 2).

24

Among the various aspects of the climate change problem, the rate of climate change is

25

clearly important in determining whether proposed implementation measures to stabilize

26

GHG concentrations are adequate to allow sufficient time for mitigation and adaptation.

27

In particular, the notion of adaptation and vulnerability takes on a new meaning when
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considering the possibility that the response of the climate system to radiative forcing †

2

from increased GHG concentrations may be abrupt. Because the societal, economic, and

3

ecological impacts of such an abrupt climate change would be far greater than for the

4

case of a gradual change, assessing the likelihood of an abrupt, or nonlinear, climate

5

response becomes critical to evaluating what constitutes dangerous human interference

6

(Alley et al., 2003).

7

Studies of past climate demonstrate that abrupt changes have occurred frequently in Earth

8

history, even in the absence of radiative forcing. Although geologic records of abrupt

9

change have been available for decades, the decisive evidence that triggered widespread

10

scientific and public interest in this behavior of the climate system came in the early

11

1990’s with the publication of climate records from long ice cores from the Greenland Ice

12

Sheet (Fig. 1.1). Subsequent development of marine and terrestrial records (Fig. 1.1) that

13

also resolve changes on these short time scales has yielded a wide variety of climate

14

signals from highly resolved and well-dated records from which the following

15

generalizations can be drawn:

16

•

abrupt climate change is a fundamental characteristic of the climate system;

17

•

some past changes were subcontinental to global in extent;

18

•

the largest of these changes occurred during times of greater-than-present

19

global ice volume;
•

20

all components of the Earth’s climate system (ocean, atmosphere, cyrosphere,

21

biosphere) were involved in the largest changes, indicating a closely coupled

22

system response with important feedbacks.

23

These developments have led to an intensive effort by climate scientists to understand the

24

possible mechanisms of abrupt climate change. This effort is motivated by the fact that if
†

The term “forcing” is used throughout this Report to indicate any mechanism that causes the climate
system to change, or respond. As defined by the IPCC Third Assessment Report (Church et al., 2001),
radiative forcing refers to a change in the net radiation at the top of the troposphere caused by a change in
the solar radiation, the infrared radiation, or other changes that affect the radiation energy absorbed by the
surface (e.g., changes in surface reflection properties), resulting in a radiation imbalance. A positive
radiative forcing tends to warm the surface on average, whereas a negative radiative forcing tends to cool it.
Changes in GHG concentrations represent a radiative forcing through their absorption and emission of
infrared radiation.
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such large changes were to recur, they would have a potentially devastating impact on

2

human society and natural ecosystems because of their inability to adapt on such short

3

time scales. While past abrupt changes occurred in response to natural forcings, or were

4

unforced, the prospect that human influences on the climate system may trigger similar

5

abrupt changes in the near future (Broecker, 1997) adds further urgency to the topic.

6

Significant progress has been made since the report on abrupt climate change by the

7

National Research Council (NRC) in 2002 (NRC, 2002), and this report provides

8

considerably greater detail and insight on many of these issues than was provided in the

9

2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report

10

(AR4) (IPCC, 2007). New paleoclimate reconstructions have been developed that

11

provide greater understanding of patterns and mechanisms of past abrupt climate change

12

in the ocean and on land, and new observations are further revealing unanticipated rapid

13

dynamical changes of modern glaciers, ice sheets, and ice shelves as well as processes

14

that are contributing to these changes. Finally, improvements in modeling of the climate

15

system have further reduced uncertainties in assessing the likelihood of an abrupt change.

16

The present report reviews this progress.

17

2. Definition of Abrupt Climate Change

18

What is meant by abrupt climate change? Several definitions exist, with subtle but

19

important differences. Clark et al. (2002) defined abrupt climate change as “a persistent

20

transition of climate (over subcontinental scale) that occurs on the timescale of decades.”

21

The NRC report “Abrupt Climate Change” (NRC, 2002) offered two definitions of abrupt

22

climate change. A mechanistic definition defines abrupt climate change as occurring

23

when “the climate system is forced to cross some threshold, triggering a transition to a

24

new state at a rate determined by the climate system itself and faster than the cause.” This

25

definition implies that abrupt climate changes involve a threshold or nonlinear feedback

26

within the climate system from one steady state to another, but is not restrictive to the

27

short time scale (1-100 years) that has clear societal and ecological implications.

28

Accordingly, the NRC report also provided an impacts-based definition of abrupt climate

29

change as “one that takes place so rapidly and unexpectedly that human or natural

30

systems have difficulty adapting to it.” Finally, Overpeck and Cole (2006) defined abrupt
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climate change as “a transition in the climate system whose duration is fast relative to the

2

duration of the preceding or subsequent state.” Similar to the NRC’s mechanistic

3

definition, this definition transcends many possible time scales, and thus includes many

4

different behaviors of the climate system that would have little or no detrimental impact

5

on human (economic, social) systems and ecosystems.

6

For this report, we have modified and combined these definitions into one that

7

emphasizes both the short time scale and the impact on ecosystems. In what follows we

8

define abrupt climate change as:

9

A large-scale change in the climate system that takes place over a few

10

decades or less, persists (or is anticipated to persist) for at least a few

11

decades, and causes substantial disruptions in human and natural systems.

12

3. Organization of Report

13

Synthesis and Assessment Product 3.4 considers four types of change documented in the

14

paleoclimate record that stand out as being so rapid and large in their impact that they

15

pose clear risks to the ability of society and ecosystems to adapt. These changes are (i)

16

rapid decrease in ice sheet mass with resulting global sea level rise; (ii) widespread and

17

sustained changes to the hydrologic cycle that induces drought; (iii) changes in the

18

Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC); and (iv) rapid release to the

19

atmosphere of the potent greenhouse gas methane, which is trapped in permafrost and on

20

continental slopes. Based on the published scientific literature, each chapter examines

21

one of these types of change (sea level, drought, AMOC, and methane), providing a

22

detailed assessment of the likelihood of future abrupt change as derived from

23

reconstructions of past changes, observations and modeling of the present physical

24

systems that are subject to abrupt change, and where possible, climate model simulations

25

of future behavior of changes in response to increased GHG concentrations. In providing

26

this assessment, we adopt the IPCC AR4 standard terms used to define the likelihood of

27

an outcome or result where this can be determined probabilistically (Box 1.1).
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4. Abrupt Change in Sea Level

2

Population densities in coastal regions and on islands are about three times higher than

3

the global average, with approximately 23% of the world’s population living within 100

4

kilometers (km) distance of the coast and <100 meters (m) above sea level (Nicholls et

5

al., 2007). This allows even small sea level rise to have significant societal and economic

6

impacts through coastal erosion, increased susceptibility to storm surges and resulting

7

flooding, ground-water contamination by salt intrusion, loss of coastal wetlands, and

8

other issues (Fig. 1.2).

9

An increase in global sea level largely reflects a contribution from water expansion from

10

warming, and from the melting of land ice which dominates the actual addition of water

11

to the oceans. Over the last century, the global average sea level rose at a rate of ~1.7 ±

12

0.5 millimeters per year (mm yr-1). However, the rate of global sea level rise for the

13

period 1993 to 2003 accelerated to 3.1 ± 0.7 mm yr-1, reflecting either variability on

14

decadal time scales or an increase in the longer term trend. Relative to the period 1961-

15

2003, estimates of the contributions from thermal expansion and from glaciers and ice

16

sheets indicate that increases in both of these sources contributed to the acceleration in

17

global sea level rise that characterized the 1992-2003 period (Bindoff et al., 2007).

18

By the end of the 21st century, and in the absence of ice-dynamical contributions, the

19

IPCC AR4 projects sea level to rise by 0.28 ± 0.10 m to 0.42 ± 0.16 m in response to

20

additional global warming, with the contribution from thermal expansion accounting for

21

70-75% of this rise (Meehl et al., 2007). Projections for contributions from ice sheets are

22

based on models that emphasize accumulation and surface melting in controlling the

23

amount of mass gained and lost by ice sheets (mass balance), with different relative

24

contributions for the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Because the increase in mass

25

loss (ablation) is greater than the increase in mass gain (accumulation), the Greenland Ice

26

Sheet is projected to contribute to a positive sea level rise and may melt entirely from

27

future global warming (Ridley et al., 2005). In contrast, the Antarctic Ice Sheet is

28

projected to grow through increased accumulation relative to ablation and thus contribute

29

to a negative sea level rise. The net projected effect on global sea level from these two

30

differing ice-sheet responses to global warming over the remainder of this century is to
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nearly cancel each other out. Accordingly, the primary contribution to sea-level rise from

2

projected mass changes in the IPCC AR4 is associated with retreat of glaciers and ice

3

caps (Meehl et al., 2007).

4

Rahmstorf (2007) used the relation between 20th-century sea level rise and global mean

5

surface temperature increase to predict a sea level rise of 0.5 to 1.4 m above the 1990

6

level by the end of the 21st century, considerably higher than the projections by the IPCC

7

AR4 (Meehl et al., 2007). Insofar as the contribution to 20th century sea level rise from

8

melting land ice is thought to have been dominated by glaciers and ice caps (Bindoff et

9

al., 2007), the Rahmstorf (2007) projection does not include the possible contribution to

10

sea level rise from ice sheets.

11

Recent observations of startling changes at the margins of the Greenland and Antarctic

12

ice sheets indicate that dynamic responses to warming may play a much greater role in

13

the future mass balance of ice sheets than considered in current numerical projections of

14

sea level rise. Ice-sheet models used as the basis for the IPCC AR4 numerical projections

15

did not include the physical processes that may be governing these dynamical responses,

16

but if they prove to be significant to the long-term mass balance of the ice sheets, sea

17

level projections will likely need to be revised upwards substantially. By implicitly

18

excluding the potential contribution from ice sheets, the Rahmstorf (2007) estimate will

19

also likely need to be revised upwards if dynamical processes cause future ice-sheet mass

20

balance to become more negative.

21

Chapter 2 of this report summarizes the available evidence for recent changes in the mass

22

of glaciers and ice sheets. The Greenland Ice Sheet is losing mass and very likely on an

23

accelerated path since the mid-1990s. Observations show that Greenland is thickening at

24

high elevations, because of an increase in snowfall, but that this gain is more than offset

25

by an accelerating mass loss at the coastal margins, with a large component from rapidly

26

thinning and accelerating outlet glaciers. The mass balance of the Greenland Ice Sheet

27

during the period with good observations indicates that the loss increased from 100

28

gigatonnes per year (Gt a-1) (where 360 Gt of ice = 1 mm of sea level) in the late 1990s to

29

more than 200 Gt a-1 for the most recent observations in 2006.
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Determination of the mass budget of the Antarctic ice sheet is not as advanced as that for

2

Greenland. The mass balance for Antarctica as a whole has likely experienced a net loss

3

since 2000 at rates of a few tens of Gt a-1 that are increasing with time, but with

4

uncertainty of a similar magnitude to the estimated amount. There is little surface melting

5

in Antarctica, but substantial ice losses are occurring from West Antarctica and the

6

Antarctic Peninsula primarily in response to changing ice dynamics.

7

The record of past changes provides important insight to the behavior of large ice sheets

8

during warming. At the last glacial maximum about 21,000 years ago, ice volume and

9

area were more than twice modern. Deglaciation was forced by warming from changes in

10

the Earth’s orbital parameters, increasing greenhouse gas concentrations, and attendant

11

feedbacks. Deglacial sea level rise averaged 10 mm a-1, but with variations including two

12

extraordinary episodes at 19 thousand years ago (ka) and 14.5 ka when peak rates

13

potentially exceeded 50 mm a-1 (Fairbanks, 1989; Yokoyama et al., 2000). Each of these

14

“meltwater pulses” added the equivalent of 1.5 to 3 Greenland ice sheets (7 m) to the

15

oceans over a one- to five-century period, clearly demonstrating the potential for ice

16

sheets to cause rapid and large sea level changes.

17

The primary factor that raises concerns about the potential of future abrupt changes in sea

18

level is that large areas of modern ice sheets are currently grounded below sea level.

19

Where it exists, it is this condition that lends itself to many of the processes that can lead

20

to rapid ice-sheet changes, especially with regard to atmosphere-ocean-ice interactions

21

that may affect ice shelves and calving fronts of glaciers terminating in water (tidewater

22

glaciers). An important aspect of these marine-based ice sheets is that the beds of ice

23

sheets grounded below sea level tend to deepen inland. The grounding line is the critical

24

juncture that separates ice that is thick enough to remain grounded from either an ice

25

shelf or a calving front. In the absence of stabilizing factors, this configuration indicated

26

that marine ice sheets are inherently unstable, whereby small changes in climate could

27

trigger irreversible retreat of the grounding line.

28

The amount of retreat clearly depends on how far inland glaciers remain below sea level.

29

Of greatest concern is the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, with 5 to 6 m sea level equivalent,
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where much of the base of the ice sheet is grounded well below sea level, with deeper

2

trenches lying well inland of their grounding lines. A similar situation applies to the

3

entire Wilkes Land sector of East Antarctica. In Greenland, a number of outlet glaciers

4

remain below sea level, indicating that glacier retreat by this process will continue for

5

some time. A notable example is Greenland’s largest outlet glacier, Jakobshavn Isbrae,

6

which appears to tap into the central region of Greenland that is below sea level.

7

The key requirement for stabilizing grounding lines of marine-based ice sheets appears to

8

be the presence of an extension of floating ice beyond the grounding line, referred to as

9

an ice shelf. A thinning ice shelf results in ice-sheet ungrounding, which is the main

10

cause of the ice acceleration because it has a large effect on the force balance near the ice

11

front. Recent rapid changes in marginal regions of both ice sheets are characterized

12

mainly by acceleration and thinning, with some glacier velocities increasing more than

13

twofold. Many of these glacier accelerations closely followed reduction or loss of ice

14

shelves. If glacier acceleration caused by thinning ice shelves can be sustained over many

15

centuries, sea level will rise more rapidly than currently estimated.

16

Such behavior was predicted almost 30 years ago by Mercer (1978), but was discounted

17

as recently as the IPCC Third Assessment Report (Church et al., 2001) by most of the

18

glaciological community based largely on results from prevailing model simulations.

19

Considerable effort is now underway to improve the models, but it is far from complete,

20

leaving us unable to make reliable predictions of ice-sheet responses to a warming

21

climate if such glacier accelerations were to increase in size and frequency.

22

A nonlinear response of ice-shelf melting to increasing ocean temperatures is a central

23

tenet in the scenario for abrupt sea-level rise arising from ocean – ice-shelf interactions.

24

Significant changes in ice-shelf thickness are most readily caused by changes in basal

25

melting. The susceptibility of ice shelves to high melt rates and to collapse is a function

26

of the presence of warm waters entering the cavities beneath ice shelves. Future changes

27

in ocean circulation and ocean temperatures will produce changes in basal melting, but

28

the magnitude of these changes is currently neither modeled nor predicted.
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Another mechanism that can potentially increase the sensitivity of ice sheets to climate

2

change involves enhanced flow of the ice over its bed due to the presence of pressurized

3

water, a process known as sliding. Where such basal flow is enabled, total ice flow rates

4

may increase by 1-10 orders of magnitude, significantly decreasing the response time of

5

an ice sheet to a climate or ice-marginal perturbation.

6

Recent data from Greenland show a high correlation between periods of heavy surface

7

melting and an increase in glacier velocity (Zwally et al., 2002). A possible cause for this

8

relation is rapid drainage of surface meltwater to the glacier bed, where it enhances

9

lubrication and basal sliding. There has been a significant increase in meltwater runoff

10

from the Greenland Ice Sheet for the 1998-2007 period compared to the previous three

11

decades (Fig. 1.3). Total melt area is continuing to increase during the melt season and

12

has already reached up to 50% of the Greenland Ice Sheet; further increase in Arctic

13

temperatures will very likely continue this process and will add additional runoff.

14

Because water represents such an important control on glacier flow, an increase in

15

meltwater production in a warmer climate will likely have major consequences on flow

16

rate and mass loss.

17

Because sites of global deepwater formation occur immediately adjacent to the Greenland

18

and Antarctic ice sheets, any significant increase in freshwater fluxes from these ice

19

sheets may induce changes in ocean heat transport and thus climate. This question is

20

addressed in Chapter 4 of this report.

21

Summary

22

The Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets are losing mass, likely at an accelerating rate.

23

Much of the loss from Greenland is by increased summer melting as temperatures rise,

24

but an increasing proportion of the combined mass loss is caused by increasing ice

25

discharge from the ice-sheet margins, indicating that dynamicalresponses to warming

26

may play a much greater role in the future mass balance of ice sheets than previously

27

considered. The interaction of warm waters with the periphery of the ice sheets is very

28

likely one of the most significant mechanisms to trigger an abrupt rise in global sea level.

29

The potentially sensitive regions for rapid changes in ice volume are thus likely those ice
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masses grounded below sea level such as the West Antarctic Ice Sheet or large glaciers in

2

Greenland like the Jakobshavn Isbrae with an over-deepened channel reaching far inland.

3

Ice-sheet models currently do not include the physical processes that may be governing

4

these dynamical responses, so quantitative assessment of their possible contribution to

5

sea level rise is not yet possible. If these processes prove to be significant to the long-

6

term mass balance of the ice sheets, however, current sea level projections based on

7

present-generation numerical models will likely need to be revised substantially upwards.

8

5. Abrupt Change in Land Hydrology

9

Much of the research on the climate response to increased GHG concentrations, and most

10

of the public’s understanding of that work, has been concerned with global warming.

11

Accompanying this projected globally uniform increase in temperature, however, are

12

spatially heterogeneous changes in water exchange between the atmosphere and the

13

Earth’s surface that are expected to vary much like the current daily mean values of

14

precipitation and evaporation (IPCC, 2007). Although projected spatial patterns of

15

hydroclimate change are complex, these projections suggest that many already wet areas

16

are likely to get wetter and already dry areas are likely to get drier, while some

17

intermediate regions on the poleward flanks of the current subtropical dry zones are

18

likely to become increasingly arid.

19

These anticipated changes will increase problems at both extremes of the water cycle,

20

stressing water supplies in many arid and semi-arid regions while worsening flood

21

hazards and erosion in many wet areas. Moreover, the instrumental, historical and

22

prehistorical record of hydrological variations indicates that transitions between extremes

23

can occur rapidly relative to the time span under consideration. Over the course of several

24

decades, for example, transitions between wet conditions and dry conditions may occur

25

within a year and can persist for several years.

26

Abrupt changes or shifts in climate that lead to drought have had major impacts on

27

societies in the past. Paleoclimatic data document rapid shifts to dry conditions that

28

coincided with downfall of advanced and complex societies. The history of the rise and

29

fall of several empires and societies in the Middle East between 7000 and 2000 B.C. have
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been linked to abrupt shifts to persistent drought conditions (Weiss and Bradley, 2001).

2

Severe drought leading to crop failure and famine in the mid-8th century have been

3

suggested as causes for the decline and collapse of the Tang Dynasty (Yancheva et al.,

4

2007) and the Classic Maya (Hodell et al., 1995). A more recent example of the impact

5

of severe and persistent drought on society is the 1930s Dust Bowl in the central United

6

States (Fig. 1.4), which led to a large-scale migration of farmers from the Great Plains to

7

the western United States. Societies in many parts of the world today may now be more

8

insulated to the impacts of abrupt climate shifts in the form of drought through managed

9

water resources and reservoir systems. Nevertheless, population growth and over-

10

allocation of scarce water supplies in a number of regions have made societies even more

11

vulnerable to the impacts of abrupt climate change involving drought.

12

Variations in water supply in general, and protracted droughts in particular, are among

13

the greatest natural hazards facing the United States and the globe today and in the

14

foreseeable future. According to the National Climatic Data Center, National Oceanic

15

and Atmospheric Administration (NCDC, NOAA), over the period from 1980 to 2006

16

droughts and heatwaves were the second most expensive natural disaster in the U.S.

17

behind tropical storms. The annual cost of drought to the U.S. is estimated to be in the

18

billions of dollars. Although there is much uncertainty in these figures, it is clear that

19

drought leads to (1) crop losses resulting in a loss of farm income and an increase in

20

Federal disaster relief funds and food prices, (2) disruption of recreation and tourism, (3)

21

increased fire risk and loss of life and property, (4) reduced hydroelectric energy

22

generation, and (5) enforced water conservation to preserve essential municipal water

23

supplies and aquatic ecosystems (Changnon et al., 2000; Pielke and Landsea, 1998; Ross

24

and Lott, 2003).

25

5.1. History of North American Drought

26

In Chapter 3 of this report, we examine North American drought and its causes from the

27

perspective of the historical record and, based on paleoclimate records, the last 1,000

28

years and the last 10,000 years. This longer temporal perspective relative to the historical

29

record allows us to evaluate the natural range of drought variability under a diverse range

30

of mean climatic conditions including those similar to the present.
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Instrumental precipitation and temperature data and tree-ring analyses provide sufficient

2

information to identify six serious multiyear droughts in western North America since

3

1856. Of these, the most famous is the ‘Dust Bowl’ drought that included most of the

4

1930s decade (Fig. 1.4). The other two in the 20th century are the severe drought in the

5

Southwest from that late 1940s to the late 1950s and the drought that began in 1998 and

6

is ongoing. Three droughts in the middle to late 19th century occurred (with approximate

7

dates) from 1856 to 1865, from 1870 to 1876, and from 1890 to 1896.

8

Is the 1930s Dust Bowl drought the worst that can conceivably occur over North

9

America? The instrumental and historical data only go back about 130 years with an

10

acceptable degree of spatial completeness over the U.S., which does not provide us with

11

enough time to characterize the full range of hydroclimatic variability that has happened

12

in the past and could conceivably happen in the future independent of any added effects

13

due to greenhouse warming. To do so, we must look beyond the historical data to longer

14

natural archives of past climate information to gain a better understanding of the past

15

occurrence of drought and its natural range of variability.

16

Much of what we have learned about the history of North American drought over the past

17

1,000 years is based on annual ring-width patterns of long-lived trees that are used to

18

reconstruct summer drought based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI). This

19

information and other paleoclimate data have identified a period of elevated aridity

20

during the “Medieval Climate Anomaly” (MCA) period (A.D. 900-1300) that included

21

four particularly severe multi-decadal megadroughts (Fig. 1.5) (Cook et al., 2004). The

22

range of annual drought variability during this period was not any larger than that seen

23

after 1470, suggesting that the climate conditions responsible for these early droughts

24

each year were apparently no more extreme than those conditions responsible for

25

droughts during more recent times. This can be appreciated by noting that only 1 year of

26

drought during the MCA was marginally more severe than the 1934 Dust Bowl year. This

27

suggests that the 1934 event may be used as a worst-case scenario for how severe a given

28

year of drought can get over the West. What sets these MCA megadroughts apart from

29

droughts of more modern times, however, is their duration, with droughts during the

30

MCA lasting much longer than historic droughts in the Western United States.
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The emphasis up to now has been on the semi-arid to arid Western United States because

2

that is where the late-20th century drought began and has largely persisted up to the

3

present time. Yet, previous studies indicate that megadroughts have also occurred in the

4

important crop-producing states in the Midwest and Great Plains as well (Stahle et al.,

5

2007). In particular, a tree-ring PDSI reconstruction for the Great Plains shows the MCA

6

period with even more persistent drought than the Southwest, but now on a centennial

7

time scale.

8

Examination of drought history over the last 10,000 years (referred to as the Holocene

9

Epoch) is motivated by noting that the projected changes in both the radiative forcing and

10

the resulting climate of the 21st century far exceed those registered by either the

11

instrumental records of the past century or by geologic archives that can be calibrated to

12

derive climate (proxy records) of the past few millennia. In other words, all of the

13

variations in climate over the instrumental period and over the past millennia reviewed

14

above have occurred in a climate system whose controls have not differed much from

15

those of the 20th century. Consequently, a longer term perspective is required to describe

16

the behavior of the climate system under controls as different from those at present as

17

those of the 21st century will be, and to assess the potential for abrupt climate changes to

18

occur in response to gradual changes in large-scale forcing.

19

It is important to emphasize that the controls of climate during the 21st century and during

20

the Holocene differ from one another, and from those of the 20th century, in important

21

ways. The major difference in controls of climate between the early 20th, late 20th, and

22

21st century is in atmospheric composition (with an additional component of land-cover

23

change). In contrast, the major difference between the controls in the 20th and 21st

24

centuries and those in the early to middle Holocene is in the latitudinal and seasonal

25

distribution of solar radiation. Accordingly, climatic variations during the Holocene

26

should not be thought of either as analogs for future climates or as examples of what

27

might be observable under present-day climate forcing if records were longer, but instead

28

should be thought of as the result of a natural experiment within the climate system that

29

features large perturbations of the controls of climate.
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The paleoclimatic record from North America indicates that drier conditions than present

2

commenced in the mid-continent between 10 and 8 thousand years ago (ka) (Webb et al.,

3

1993), and ended after 4 ka. The variety of paleoenvironmental indicators reflect the

4

spatial extent and timing of these moisture variations, and in general suggest that the dry

5

conditions increased in their intensity during the interval from 11 ka to 8 ka, and then

6

gave way to increased moisture after 4 ka. During the middle of this interval (around 6

7

ka) dry conditions were widespread. Lake-status indicators at 6 ka indicate lower-than-

8

present levels (and hence drier-than-present conditions) across most of the continent, and

9

quantitative interpretation of pollen data shows a similar pattern of overall aridity, but

10

again with some regional and local variability, such as moister-than-present conditions in

11

the Southwestern United States (Williams et al., 2004). Although the region of drier-than-

12

present conditions extends into the Northeastern United States and eastern Canada, most

13

of the evidence for mid-Holocene dryness is focused on the mid-continent, in particular

14

the Great Plains and Midwest, where the evidence for aridity is particularly clear.

15

5.2. Causes of North American Drought

16

Empirical studies and climate model experiments show that droughts over North America

17

and globally are significantly influenced by the state of tropical sea surface temperatures

18

(SSTs), with cool, persistent La Niña-like SSTs in the eastern equatorial Pacific

19

frequently causing development of droughts over the American West and northern

20

Mexico. Climate models that have evaluated this linkage need only prescribe small

21

changes in SSTs, no more than a fraction of a degree Celsius, to result in reductions in

22

precipitation. It is the persistence of the SST anomalies and associated moisture deficits

23

that creates serious drought conditions. In the Pacific, the SST anomalies presumably

24

arise naturally from dynamics similar to those associated with the El Niño Southern

25

Oscillation (ENSO) on time scales of a year to a decade (Newman et al., 2003). On long

26

time scales, the dynamics that link tropical Pacific SST anomalies to North American

27

hydroclimate appear as analogs of higher frequency phenomena associated with ENSO

28

(Shin et al., 2006). In general, the atmospheric response to La Niña-like conditions forces

29

descent of air over western North America that suppresses precipitation. In addition to the

30

ocean influence, some modeling and observational estimates indicate that soil-moisture

31

feedbacks also influence precipitation variability.
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1

The causes of the MCA megadroughts appear to have similar origin to the causes of

2

modern droughts, which is consistent with the similar spatial patterns expressed by MCA

3

and modern droughts (Herwijer et al., 2007). In particular, modeling experiments

4

indicate that these megadroughts may have occurred in response to cold tropical Pacific

5

SSTs and warm subtropical North Atlantic SSTs externally forced by high irradiance and

6

weak volcanic activity (Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2007). However, this result

7

is tentative, and the exceptional duration of the droughts has not been adequately

8

explained, nor whether they also involved forcing from SST changes in other ocean

9

basins.

10

Over longer time spans, the paleoclimatic record indicates that even larger hydrological

11

changes have taken place in response to past changes in the controls of climate that rival

12

in magnitude those predicted for the next several decades and centuries. These changes

13

were driven ultimately by variations in the Earth’s orbit that altered the seasonal and

14

latitudinal distribution of incoming solar radiation. The climate boundary conditions

15

associated with those changes were quite different from those of the past millennium and

16

today, but they show the additional range of natural variability and truly abrupt

17

hydroclimatic change that can be expressed by the climate system.

18

Summary

19

The paleoclimatic record reveals dramatic changes in North American hydroclimate over

20

the last millennium that were not associated with changes in greenhouse gases and

21

human-induced global warming. Accordingly, one important implication of these results

22

is that because these megadroughts occurred under conditions not too unlike today’s, the

23

United States still has the capacity to enter into a prolonged state of dryness even in the

24

absence of increased greenhouse-gas forcing.

25

In response to increased concentration of GHGs, the semi-arid regions of the Southwest

26

are projected to dry in the 21st century, with the model results suggesting, if they are

27

correct, that the transition is likely already underway (Seager et al., 2007). The drying in

28

the Southwest is a matter of great concern because water resources in this region are

29

already stretched, new development of resources will be extremely difficult, and the
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1

population and thus demand for water) continues to grow rapidly. Other subtropical

2

regions of the world are also expected to dry in the near future, turning this feature of

3

global hydroclimatic change into an international issue with potential impacts on

4

migration and social stability. The mid-continental U.S. Great Plains could also

5

experience changes in water supply impacting agricultural practices, grain exports, and

6

biofuel production.

7

6. Abrupt Change in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation

8

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is an important component of

9

the Earth’s climate system, characterized by a northward flow of warm, salty water in the

10

upper layers of the Atlantic, a transformation of water mass properties at higher northern

11

latitudes of the Atlantic in the Nordic and Labrador Seas that induces sinking of surface

12

waters to form deep water, and a southward flow of colder water in the deep Atlantic

13

(Fig. 1.6). There is also an interhemispheric transport of heat associated with this

14

circulation, with heat transported from the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern

15

Hemisphere. This ocean current system thus transports a substantial amount of heat from

16

the Tropics and Southern Hemisphere toward the North Atlantic, where the heat is

17

released to the atmosphere (Fig. 1.7).

18

Changes in the AMOC have a profound impact on many aspects of the global climate

19

system. There is growing evidence that fluctuations in Atlantic sea surface temperatures,

20

hypothesized to be related to fluctuations in the AMOC, have played a prominent role in

21

significant climate fluctuations around the globe on a variety of time scales. Evidence

22

from the instrumental record (based on the last ~130 years) shows pronounced,

23

multidecadal swings in large-scale Atlantic temperature that may be at least partly a

24

consequence of fluctuations in the AMOC. Recent modeling and observational analyses

25

have shown that these multidecadal shifts in Atlantic temperature exert a substantial

26

influence on the climate system ranging from modulating African and Indian monsoonal

27

rainfall to tropical Atlantic atmospheric circulation conditions of relevance for

28

hurricanes. Atlantic SSTs also influence summer climate conditions over North America

29

and Western Europe.
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1

Evidence from paleorecords suggests that there have been large, decadal-scale changes in

2

the AMOC, particularly during glacial times. These abrupt change events have had a

3

profound impact on climate, both locally in the Atlantic and in remote locations around

4

the globe (Fig. 1.1). Research suggests that these abrupt events were related to discharges

5

of freshwater into the North Atlantic from surrounding land-based ice sheets. Subpolar

6

North Atlantic air temperature changes of more than 10oC on time scales of a decade or

7

two have been attributed to these abrupt change events.

8

6.1. Uncertainties in Modeling the AMOC

9

As with any projection of future behavior of the climate system, our understanding of the

10

AMOC in the 21st century and beyond relies on numerical models that simulate the

11

important physical processes governing the overturning circulation. An important test of

12

model skill is to conduct transient simulations of the AMOC in response to the addition

13

of freshwater and compare with paleoclimatic data. Such a test requires accurate,

14

quantitative reconstructions of the freshwater forcing, including its volume, duration, and

15

location, plus the magnitude and duration of the resulting reduction in the AMOC. This

16

information is not easy to obtain; coupled general circulation model (GCM) simulations

17

of most events have been forced with idealized freshwater pulses and compared with

18

qualitative reconstructions of the AMOC (e.g., Hewitt et al., 2006; Peltier et al., 2006;

19

see also Stouffer et al., 2006). There is somewhat more information about the freshwater

20

pulse associated with an event 8200 years ago, but important uncertainties remain

21

(Clarke et al., 2004; Meissner and Clark, 2006). Thus, simulations of such paleoclimatic

22

events provide important qualitative perspectives on the ability of models to simulate the

23

response of the AMOC to forcing changes, but their ability to provide quantitative

24

assessments is limited. Improvements in this area would be an important advance, but the

25

difficulty in measuring even the current AMOC makes this task daunting.

26

Although numerical models show good skill in reproducing the main features of the

27

AMOC, there are known errors that occur that introduce uncertainty in model results.

28

Some of these model errors, particularly in temperature and heat transport, are related to

29

the representation of western boundary currents and deep-water overflow across the

30

Greenland-Iceland-Scotland ridge. Increasing the resolution of current coupled ocean-
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1

atmosphere models to better address these errors will require an increase in computing

2

power by an order of magnitude. Such higher resolution offers the potential of more

3

realistic and robust treatment of key physical processes, including the representation of

4

deep-water overflows. Efforts are being made to improve this model deficiency

5

(Willebrand et al., 2001; Thorpe et al., 2004; Tang and Roberts, 2005). Nevertheless,

6

recent work by Spence et al. (2008) using an Earth-system model of intermediate

7

complexity (EMIC) found that the duration and maximum amplitude of their coupled

8

model response to freshwater forcing showed little sensitivity to increasing resolution.

9

They concluded that the coarse-resolution model response to boundary layer freshwater

10

forcing remained robust at finer horizontal resolutions.

11

6.2. Future Changes in the AMOC

12

A particular focus on the AMOC in Chapter 4 of this report is to address the widespread

13

notion, both in the scientific and popular literature, that a major weakening or even

14

complete shutdown of the AMOC may occur in response to global warming. This

15

discussion is driven in part by model results indicating that global warming tends to

16

weaken the AMOC both by warming the upper ocean in the subpolar North Atlantic, and

17

through increased freshwater input (by more precipitation, more river runoff, and melting

18

inland ice) into the Arctic and North Atlantic. Both processes reduce the density of the

19

upper ocean in the North Atlantic, thereby stabilizing the water column and weakening

20

the AMOC.

21

It has been theorized that these processes could cause a weakening or shutdown of the

22

AMOC that could significantly reduce the poleward transport of heat in the Atlantic,

23

thereby possibly leading to regional cooling in the Atlantic and surrounding continental

24

regions, particularly Western Europe. This mechanism can be inferred from paleodata

25

and is reproduced at least qualitatively in the vast majority of climate models (Stouffer et

26

al., 2006). One of the most misunderstood issues concerning the future of the AMOC

27

under anthropogenic climate change, however, is its often-cited potential to cause the

28

onset of the next ice age. As discussed by Berger and Loutre (2002) and Weaver and

29

Hillaire-Marcel (2004), it is not possible for global warming to cause an ice age by this

30

mechanism.
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1

In the past, there was disagreement in determining which of the two processes governing

2

upper-ocean density will dominate under increasing GHG concentrations, but a recent 11-

3

model intercomparison project found that a MOC reduction in response to increasing

4

GHG concentrations was caused more by changes in surface heat flux than by changes in

5

surface freshwater flux (Gregory et al., 2005). Nevertheless, different climate models

6

show different sensitivities toward an imposed freshwater flux (Gregory et al., 2005). It

7

is therefore not fully clear to what degree salinity changes will affect the total overturning

8

rate of the AMOC. In addition, by today’s knowledge, it is hard to assess how large

9

future freshwater fluxes into the North Atlantic might be. This is due to uncertainties in

10

modeling the hydrological cycle in the atmosphere, in modeling the sea-ice dynamics in

11

the Arctic, as well as in estimating the melting rate of the Greenland ice sheet (see

12

Chapter 2 of this report).

13

It is important to distinguish between an AMOC weakening and an AMOC collapse.

14

Historically, coupled models that eventually lead to a collapse of the AMOC under global

15

warming scenarios have fallen into two categories: (1) coupled atmosphere-ocean general

16

circulation models (AOGCMs) that required ad hoc adjustments in heat or moisture

17

fluxes to prevent them from drifting away from observations, and (2) intermediate-

18

complexity models with longitudinally averaged ocean components. Current AOGCMs

19

used in the IPCC AR4 assessment typically do not use flux adjustments, and incorporate

20

improved physics and resolution. When forced with plausible estimates of future changes

21

in greenhouse gases and aerosols, these newer models project a gradual 25-30%

22

weakening of the AMOC, but not an abrupt change or collapse. Although a transient

23

collapse with climatic impacts on the global scale can always be triggered in models by a

24

large enough freshwater input (e.g., Vellinga and Wood, 2007), the magnitude of the

25

required freshwater forcing is not currently viewed as a plausible estimate of the future.

26

In addition, many experiments have been conducted with idealized forcing changes, in

27

which atmospheric CO2 concentration is increased at a rate of 1%/year to either two

28

times or four times the preindustrial levels and held fixed thereafter. In virtually every

29

simulation, the AMOC reduces but recovers to its initial strength when the radiative

30

forcing is stabilized at two times or four times the preindustrial levels.
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Summary

2

Our analysis indicates that it is very likely that the strength of the AMOC will decrease

3

over the course of the 21st century. In models where the AMOC weakens, warming still

4

occurs downstream over Europe due to the radiative forcing associated with increasing

5

greenhouse gases. No model under plausible estimates of future forcing exhibits an

6

abrupt collapse of the MOC during the 21st century, even accounting for estimates of

7

accelerated Greenland ice sheet melting. We conclude that it is very unlikely that the

8

AMOC will abruptly weaken or collapse during the course of the 21st century. Based on

9

available model simulations and sensitivity analyses, estimates of maximum Greenland

10

ice sheet melting rates, and our understanding of mechanisms of abrupt climate change

11

from the paleoclimatic record, we further conclude that it is unlikely that the AMOC will

12

collapse beyond the end of the 21st century as a consequence of global warming, although

13

the possibility cannot be entirely excluded.

14

The above conclusions depend upon our understanding of the climate system and on the

15

ability of current models to simulate the climate system. An abrupt collapse of the

16

AMOC in the 21st century would require either a sensitivity of the AMOC to forcing that

17

is far greater than current models suggest or a forcing that greatly exceeds even the most

18

aggressive of current projections (such as extremely rapid melting of the Greenland ice

19

sheet). While we view these as very unlikely, we cannot exclude either possibility.

20

Further, even if a collapse of the AMOC is very unlikely, the large climatic impacts of

21

such an event, coupled with the significant climate impacts that even decadal scale

22

AMOC fluctuations induce, argues for a strong research effort to develop the

23

observations, understanding, and models required to predict more confidently the future

24

evolution of the AMOC.

25

7. Abrupt Change in Atmospheric Methane Concentration

26

After carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) is the next most important greenhouse gas

27

that humans directly influence. Methane is a potent greenhouse gas because it strongly

28

absorbs terrestrial infrared (IR) radiation. Methane’s atmospheric abundance has more

29

than doubled since the start of the Industrial Revolution (Etheridge et al., 1998;

30

MacFarling Meure et al., 2006), amounting to a total contribution to radiative forcing
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1

over this time of ~0.7 watts per square meter (W m-2), or nearly half of that resulting

2

from parallel increase in the atmospheric concentration of CO2 (Hansen and Sato, 2001).

3

Additionally, CO2 produced by CH4 oxidation is equivalent to ~6% of CO2 emissions

4

from fossil fuel combustion. Over a 100-year time horizon, the direct and indirect effects

5

on radiative forcing from emission of 1 kg CH4 are 25 times greater than for emission of

6

1 kg CO2 (IPCC, 2007).

7

The primary geological reservoirs of methane that could be released abruptly to the

8

atmosphere are found in ocean sediments and terrestrial soils as methane hydrate.

9

Methane hydrate is a solid in which methane molecules are trapped in a lattice of water

10

molecules (Fig. 1.8). On Earth, methane hydrate forms under high pressure – low

11

temperature conditions in the presence of sufficient methane. These conditions are most

12

often found in relatively shallow marine sediments on continental margins but also in

13

some high-latitude soils (Kvenvolden, 1993). Estimates of the total amount of methane

14

hydrate vary widely, from 500-10,000 gigatons of carbon (GtC) total stored as methane

15

in hydrates in marine sediments, and 7.5-400 GtC in permafrost (both figures are

16

uncertain). The total amount of carbon in the modern atmosphere is ~810 GtC, but the

17

total methane content of the atmosphere is only ~4 GtC (Dlugokencky et al., 1998).

18

Therefore, even a release of a small portion of the methane hydrate reservoir to the

19

atmosphere could have a substantial impact on radiative forcing.

20

There is little evidence to support massive releases of methane from marine or terrestrial

21

hydrates in the past. Evidence from the ice core record indicates that abrupt shifts in

22

methane concentration have occurred in the past 110,000 years (Brook et al., 1996), but

23

the concentration changes during these events were relatively small. Farther back in

24

geologic time, an abrupt warming at the Paleocene-Eocene boundary about 55 million

25

years ago has been attributed by some to a large release of methane to the atmosphere.

26

Concern about future abrupt release in atmospheric methane stems largely from the

27

possibility that the massive amounts of methane present as solid methane hydrate in

28

ocean sediments and terrestrial soils may become unstable in the face of global warming.
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1

Warming or release of pressure can destabilize methane hydrate, forming free gas that

2

may ultimately be released to the atmosphere (Fig. 1.9).

3

The processes controlling hydrate stability and gas transport are complex, and only partly

4

understood. In Chapter 5 of this report, three categories of mechanisms are considered as

5

potential causes of abrupt increases in atmospheric methane concentration in the near

6

future. These are summarized in the following.

7

7.1. Destabilization of Marine Methane Hydrates

8

This issue is probably the most well known due to extensive research on the occurrence

9

of methane hydrates in marine sediments, and the large quantities of methane apparently

10

present in this solid phase in primarily continental margin marine sediments.

11

Destabilization of this solid phase requires mechanisms for warming the deposits and/or

12

reducing pressure on the appropriate time scale, transport of free methane gas to the

13

sediment-water interface, and transport through the water column to the atmosphere

14

(Archer, 2007). Warming of bottom waters, slope failure, and their interaction are the

15

most commonly discussed mechanisms for abrupt release. However, bacteria are efficient

16

at consuming methane in oxygen-rich sediments and the ocean water column, and there

17

are a number of physical impediments to abrupt release from marine sediments.

18

On the time scale of the coming century, it is likely that most of the marine hydrate

19

reservoir will be insulated from anthropogenic climate change. The exception is in

20

shallow ocean sediments where methane gas is focused by subsurface migration. These

21

deposits will very likely respond to anthropogenic climate change with an increased

22

background rate of sustained methane release, rather than an abrupt release.

23

7.2. Destabilization of Permafrost Hydrates

24

Hydrate deposits at depth in permafrost soils are known to exist, and although their extent

25

is uncertain, the total amount of methane in permafrost hydrates appears to be much

26

smaller than in marine sediments. Surface warming eventually would increase melting

27

rates of permafrost hydrates. Inundation of some deposits by warmer seawater and lateral

28

invasion of the coastline are also concerns and may be mechanisms for more rapid

29

change.
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1

Destabilization of hydrates in permafrost by global warming is unlikely over the next few

2

centuries (Harvey and Huang, 1995). No mechanisms have been proposed for the abrupt

3

release of significant quantities of methane from terrestrial hydrates (Archer, 2007). Slow

4

and perhaps sustained release from permafrost regions may occur over decades to

5

centuries from mining extraction of methane from terrestrial hydrates in the arctic

6

(Boswell, 2007), over decades to centuries from continued erosion of coastal permafrost

7

in Eurasia (Shakova et al., 2005), and over centuries to millennia from the propagation of

8

any warming 100 to 1,000 meters down into permafrost hydrates (Harvey and Huang,

9

1995).

10

7.3. Changes in Wetland Extent and Methane Productivity

11

Although a destabilization of either the marine or terrestrial methane hydrate reservoirs is

12

the most likely pathway for an abrupt increase in atmospheric methane concentration, the

13

potential exists for a more gradual, but substantial, increase in natural methane emissions

14

in association with projected changes in climate. The most likely region to experience a

15

dramatic change in natural methane emission is the northern high latitudes, where there is

16

increasing evidence for accelerated warming, enhanced precipitation, and widespread

17

permafrost thaw which could lead to an expansion of wetland areas into organic-rich soils

18

that, given the right environmental conditions, would be fertile areas for methane

19

production (Jorgenson et al., 2001, 2006).

20

Tropical wetlands are a stronger methane source than boreal/arctic wetlands, and will

21

likely continue to be over the next century, during which fluxes from both regions are

22

expected to increase. However, several factors that differentiate northern wetlands from

23

tropical wetlands make them more likely to experience a larger increase in fluxes.

24

The balance of evidence suggests that anticipated changes to northern wetlands in

25

response to large-scale permafrost degradation, thermokarst development, a positive

26

trend in water balance in combination with substantial soil warming, enhanced vegetation

27

productivity, and an abundant source of organic matter will very likely drive a sustained

28

increase in CH4 emissions from the northern latitudes during the 21st century. A doubling
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1

of CH4 emissions could be realized fairly easily. Much larger increases cannot be

2

discounted.

3

Summary

4

The prospect of a catastrophic release of methane to the atmosphere as a result of

5

anthropogenic climate change appears very unlikely. However, the carbon stored as

6

methane hydrate and as potential methane in the organic carbon pool of northern (and

7

tropical) wetland soils is likely to play a role in future climate change. Changes in

8

climate, including warmer temperatures and more precipitation in some regions, will very

9

likely gradually increase emission of methane from both melting hydrates and natural

10

wetlands. The magnitude of this effect cannot be predicted with great accuracy yet, but is

11

likely to be at least equivalent to the current magnitude of many anthropogenic sources.

12
13

Box 1.1—Treatment of Uncertainties in the SAP 3.4 Assessment
This report follows the 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

14

Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) (IPCC, 2007) in the treatment of uncertainty,

15

whereby the following standard terms are used to define the likelihood of an outcome

16

or result where this can be estimated probabilistically based on expert judgment about

17

the state of that knowledge:

18

Likelihood terminology

Likelihood of occurrence/outcome

19

Virtually certain

>99% probability

20

Extremely likely

>95% probability

21

Very likely

>90% probability

22

Likely

>66% probability

23

More likely than not

>50% probability

24

About as likely as not

33 to 66% probability

25

Unlikely

<33% probability

26

Very unlikely

<10% probability

27

Extremely unlikely

<5% probability

28

Exceptionally unlikely

<1% probability

29
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Figure 1.1. Records of climate change from the time period 35,000 to 65,000 years ago,
illustrating how many aspects of the Earth’s climate system have changed abruptly in the
past. In all panels, the upward-directed gray arrows indicate the direction of increase in
the climate variable recorded in these geologic archives (i.e., increase in temperature,
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increase in monsoon strength, etc.). The upper panel shows changes in the oxygenisotopic composition of ice (δ18O) from the GISP2 Greenland ice core (Grootes et al.,
1993). Isotopic variations record changes in temperature of the high northern latitudes,
with intervals of cold climate (more negative values) abruptly switching to intervals of
warm climate (more positive values), representing temperature increases of 8oC to 15oC
typically occurring within decades (Huber et al., 2006). The next panel down shows a
record of strength of the Indian monsoon, with increasing values of total organic content
(TOC) indicating an increase in monsoon strength (Schulz et al., 1998). This record
indicates that changes in monsoon strength occurred at the same time as, and at similar
rates as, changes in high northern-latitude temperatures. The next panel down shows a
record of the biological productivity of the surface waters in the southwest Pacific Ocean
east of New Zealand, as recorded by the concentration of alkenones in marine sediments
(Sachs and Anderson, 2005). This record indicates that large increases in biological
productivity of these surface waters occurred at the same time as cold temperatures in
high-northern latitudes and weakened Indian monsoon strength. The next panel down is a
record of changes in the concentration of atmospheric methane (CH4) from the GISP2 ice
core (Brook et al., 1996). As discussed in Chapter 5 of this report, methane is a powerful
greenhouse gas, but the variations recorded were not large enough to have a significant
effect on radiative forcing. However, these variations are important in that they are
thought to reflect changes in the tropical water balance that controls the distribution of
methane-producing wetlands. Times of high-atmospheric methane concentrations would
thus correspond to a greater distribution of wetlands, which generally correspond to
warm high northern latitudes and a stronger Indian monsoon. The bottom panel is an
oxygen-isotopic (δ18O) record of air temperature changes over the Antarctic continent
(Blunier and Brook, 2001). In this case, warm temperatures over Antarctica correspond to
cold high northern latitudes, weakened Indian monsoon and drier tropics, and great
biological productivity of the southwestern Pacific Ocean.
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Figure 1.2. Portions (shown in red) of the southeastern United States, Central America,
and the Caribbean that would be inundated by a 6-meter sea level rise (from Rowley et
al., 2007).

1996

2007

5
6
7

Figure 1.3. The map shows the average number of melt days from 1979 to 1996 (left)
and 1979-2007 (right) at each passive microwave pixel on the ice sheet. The lower graph
shows the total area experiencing melt during each annual melt cycle summed from April
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1 through October 31. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval (from K. Steffen,
CIRES, University of Colorado).

3
4
5

Figure 1.4. Photograph showing a dust storm approaching Stratford, Texas, during the
1930’s Dust Bowl. (NOAA Photo Library, Historic NWS collection).
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Figure 1.5. Percent area affected by drought (PDSI<-1) in the area defined as the West
(see Chapter 3 of this report) (from Cook et al., 2004). Annual data are in gray and a 60year low-pass filtered version is indicated by the thick smooth curve. Dashed blue lines
are 2-tailed 95% confidence limits based on bootstrap resampling. The modern (mostly
20th century) era is highlighted in yellow for comparison to an increase in aridity prior to
about A.D. 1300.
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of the ocean circulation (from Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007) associated
with the global Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), with special focus on the
Atlantic section of the flow (AMOC). The red curves in the Atlantic indicate the
northward flow of water in the upper layers. The filled orange circles in the Nordic and
Labrador Seas indicate regions where near-surface water cools and becomes denser,
causing the water to sink to deeper layers of the Atlantic. The light blue curve denotes the
southward flow of cold water at depth. See Chapter 4 of this report for further
explanation.
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Figure 1.7. Palm trees on Mullaghmore Head, County Sligo, Ireland, which are symbolic
of the relatively balmy climates of Ireland provided in part by the heat supplied from the
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation. (Reprinted with permission from
http://www.a-wee-bit-of-ireland.com, copyright 2004).
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Figure 1.8. Clathrate hydrates are inclusion compounds in which a hydrogen-bonded
water framework—the host lattice—traps “guest” molecules (typically gases) within ice
cages. The gas and water don’t chemically bond, but interact through weak van der Waals
forces, with each gas molecule—or cluster of molecules in some cases—confined to a
single cage. Clathrates typically crystallize into one of the three main structures
illustrated here. As an example, structure I is composed of two types of cages:
dodecahedra, 20 water molecules arranged to form 12 pentagonal faces (designated 512),
and tetrakaidecahedra, 24 water molecules that form 12 pentagonal faces and two
hexagonal ones (51262). Two 512 cages and six 51262 cages combine to form the unit cell.
The pictured structure I illustrates the water framework and trapped gas molecules (from
Mao et al., 2007). See Chapter 5 of this report for further explanation.
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Figure 1.9. A piece of methane clathrate displays its potential as an energy source. As the
compound melts, released gas feeds the flame and the ice framework drips off as liquid
water. Inlay shows the clathrate structure. Source: U.S. Geological Survey.
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Chapter 2. Rapid Changes in Glaciers and Ice Sheets and

2

their Impacts on Sea Level
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14

Key Findings

15

•

Since the mid-19th century, small glaciers (sometimes called “glaciers and ice

16

caps”; see Box 2.1 for definitions) have been losing mass at an average rate

17

equivalent to 0.3-0.4 millimeters per year of sea level rise.

18

•

The best estimate of the current (2007) mass balance of small glaciers is

19

about -400 gigatonnes per year, or nearly 1.1 millimeters sea level equivalent

20

per year.

21

•

The mass balance loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet during the period with

22

good observations decreased from 100 gigatonnes per year (Gt a-1) in the mid

23

1990’s to more than 200 Gt a-1 for the most recent observations in 2006.

24

Much of the loss is by increased summer melting as temperatures rise, but an

25

increasing proportion is by enhanced ice discharge down accelerating

26

glaciers.

27

•

The mass balance for Antarctica is a net loss of about 100 Gt a-1 in the mid

28

1990s, increasing to almost 200 Gt a-1 in 2006. There is little surface melting

29

in Antarctica, and the substantial ice losses from West Antarctica and the
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1

Antarctic Peninsula are very likely caused by increasing ice discharge as

2

glacier velocities increase.

3

•

During the last interglacial period (~120 thousand years ago) with similar

4

carbon dioxide levels to pre-industrial values and Arctic summer

5

temperatures warmer than today, sea level was 4-6 meters above present, and

6

sea level rise averaged 10-20 millimeters per year during the deglaciation

7

period after the last ice age with large “meltwater fluxes” exceeding sea level

8

rise of 50 millimeters per year lasting several centuries.

9

•

The cause and mechanism of these meltwater fluxes is not well understood,

10

yet the rapid large loss of ice likely had an effect on ocean circulation that

11

resulted in a forcing of the global climate.

12

•

The potentially sensitive regions for rapid changes in ice volume are those

13

with ice masses grounded below sea level such as the West Antarctic Ice

14

Sheet, with 5 to 6 meters sea level equivalent, or large glaciers in Greenland

15

like the Jakobshavn Isbræ, also known as Jakobshavn Glacier and Sermeq

16

Kujalleq (in Greenlandic) with an over-deepened channel reaching far inland;

17

total breakup of Jakobshavn Isbræ ice tongue in Greenland as well as other

18

tidewater glaciers and ice cap outlets were preceded by its very rapid

19

thinning.

20

•

Several ice shelves in Antarctica are thinning, and their area declined by

21

more than 13,500 square kilometers in the last 3 decades of the 20th century,

22

punctuated by the collapse of the Larsen A and Larsen B ice shelves, soon

23

followed by several-fold increases in velocities of their tributary glaciers.

24

•

The interaction of warm waters with the periphery of the large ice sheets

25

represents a strong potential cause of abrupt change in the big ice sheets, and

26

future changes in ocean circulation and ocean temperatures will very likely

27

produce changes in ice-shelf basal melting, but the magnitude of these

28

changes cannot currently be modeled or predicted. Moreover, calving, which
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1

can originate in fractures far back from the ice front, and ice-shelf breakup

2

are very poorly understood.

3

•

Existing models suggest that climate warming would result in increased

4

melting from coastal regions in Greenland and an overall increase in

5

snowfall. However, they are incapable of realistically simulating the outlet

6

glaciers that discharge ice into the ocean and cannot predict the substantial

7

acceleration of some outlet glaciers that we are already observing.

8
9

Recommendations
•

Maintain and extend established programs, both governmental and

10

university-based, of mass-balance measurements on small glaciers, and

11

complete the World Glacier Inventory through programs such as the Global

12

Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) program.

13

•

14
15

Maintain climate networks on ice sheets to detect regional climate change
and calibrate climate models.

•

Utilize existing satellite interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data

16

to measure ice velocity, and develop and implement an InSAR mission to

17

allow frequent and comprehensive observations of flow rates in glaciers and

18

ice sheets worldwide.

19

•

Use observations of the time-varying gravity field from satellites such as

20

GRACE, and urgently plan for an appropriate follow-on mission with finer

21

spatial resolution, to contribute to estimating changes in ice sheet mass and

22

data continuity.

23

•

Survey changes in ice-sheet topography using satellite radar (e.g., Envisat

24

and Cryosat-2) and laser (e.g., ICESat-1/2) altimeters, and plan follow-on

25

laser-altimeter missions with a wide-swath altimeter.

26

•

Sustain aircraft observations of surface elevation, ice thickness, and basal

27

characteristics to ensure that such information is acquired at high spatial

28

resolution along specific routes, such as glacier flow lines, and along
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1

transects close to the grounding lines. Observations of ice thickness along

2

these specific routes are particularly important and needed urgently.

3

•

4
5

Improve coverage of longer term (centennial to millennial) records of ice
sheet and ocean history from geological observations.

•

Support field, theoretical, and computational investigations of processes

6

beneath and along ice shelves and beneath glaciers, especially near to the

7

grounding lines of the latter, with the goal of understanding recent increases

8

in mass loss.

9

•

Support a major effort to develop ice-sheet models on a par with current

10

models of the atmosphere and ocean. Particular effort is needed with respect

11

to the modeling of ocean/ice-shelf interactions, of surface mass balance from

12

climatic information, and of all (rather than just some, as now) of the forces

13

which drive the motion of the ice.

14

1. Summary

15

1.1 Paleorecord

16

The most recent time with no ice on the globe was 35 million years ago during a period

17

when the atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) was 1,250± 250 parts per million by volume

18

(ppmV) and a sea level +73 meters (m) higher than today. During the last interglacial

19

period (~120 thousand years ago, ka) with similar CO2 levels to pre-industrial values and

20

Arctic summer temperatures warmer than today, sea level was 4-6 m above present. Most

21

of that sea level rise (SLR) is believed to have originated from the Greenland Ice Sheet.

22

Sea level rise averaged 10-20 millimeters per year (mm a-1) during the deglaciation

23

period after the last ice age with large “meltwater fluxes” exceeding SLR of 50 mm a-1

24

lasting several centuries. Each of these meltwater fluxes added 1.5–3 times the volume of

25

the current Greenland Ice Sheet (7 m) to the oceans. The cause, ice-sheet source, and

26

mechanism of the meltwater fluxes is not well understood, yet the rapid loss of ice must

27

have had an effect on ocean circulation resulting in a forcing of the global climate.
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1.2 Ice Sheets

2

Rapid changes in ice-sheet mass have surely contributed to abrupt changes in climate and

3

sea level in the past. The mass balance of the Greenland Ice Sheet decreased in the late

4

1990s to -100 gigatonnes per year (Gt a-1) or even less than -150 Gt a-1 for the most

5

recent observations in 2006. It is extremely likely that the Greenland Ice Sheet is losing

6

mass and very likely on an accelerated path since the mid-1990s. The mass balance for

7

Antarctica as a whole is close to balance, but with a likely net loss since 2000 at rates of a

8

few tens of gigatonnes per year. The largest losses are concentrated along the Amundsen

9

and Bellinghausen sectors of West Antarctica and the northern tip of the Antarctic

10

Peninsula. The potentially sensitive regions for rapid changes in ice volume are those

11

with ice masses grounded below sea level such as the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, with 7 m

12

sea level equivalent (SLE), or large glaciers in Greenland like the Jakobshavn, also

13

known as Jakobshavn Isbræ and Sermeq Kujalleq (in Greenlandic), with an over-

14

deepened channel reaching far inland. There are large mass-budget uncertainties from

15

errors in both snow accumulation and calculated ice losses for Antarctica (~±160 Gt a-1)

16

and for Greenland (~±35 Gt a1). Mass-budget uncertainties from aircraft or satellite

17

observations (i.e., radar altimeter, laser altimeter, gravity measurements) are similar in

18

magnitude. Most climate models suggest that climate warming would result in increased

19

melting from coastal regions in Greenland and an overall increase in snowfall. However,

20

they do not predict the substantial acceleration of some outlet glaciers that we are

21

observing. This results from a fundamental weakness in the existing models, which are

22

incapable of realistically simulating the outlet glaciers that discharge ice into the ocean.

23

Observations show that Greenland is thickening at high elevations, because of the

24

increase in snowfall, which was predicted, but that this gain is more than offset by an

25

accelerating mass loss, with a large component from rapidly thinning and accelerating

26

outlet glaciers. Although there is no evidence for increasing snowfall over Antarctica,

27

observations show that some higher elevation regions are also thickening, likely as a

28

result of high interannual variability in snowfall. There is little surface melting in

29

Antarctica, and the substantial ice losses from West Antarctica and the Antarctic

30

Peninsula are very likely caused by increased ice discharge as velocities of some glaciers

31

increase. This is of particular concern in West Antarctica, where bedrock beneath the ice
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sheet is deep below sea level, and outlet glaciers are to some extent “contained” by the

2

ice shelves into which they flow. Some of these ice shelves are thinning, and some have

3

totally broken up, and these are the regions where the glaciers are accelerating and

4

thinning most rapidly.

5

1.3 Small Glaciers

6

Within the uncertainty of the measurements, the following generalizations are justifiable.

7

Since the mid-19th century, small glaciers have been losing mass at an average rate

8

equivalent to 0.3-0.4 mm a-1 of sea level rise. The rate has varied. There was a period of

9

reduced loss between the 1940s and 1970s, with the average rate approaching zero in

10

about 1970. We know with very high confidence that it has been accelerating. The best

11

estimate of the current (2007) mass balance is near to -380 to -400 Gt a-1, or nearly 1.1

12

mm SLE a-1; this may be an underestimate if, as suspected, the inadequately measured

13

rate of loss by calving outweighs the inadequately measured rate of gain by “internal” †

14

accumulation. Our physical understanding allows us to conclude that if the net gain of

15

radiative energy at the Earth’s surface continues to increase, then so will the acceleration

16

of mass transfer from small glaciers to the ocean. Rates of loss observed so far are small

17

in comparison with rates inferred for episodes of abrupt change during the last few

18

hundred thousand years. In a warmer world the main eventual constraint on mass balance

19

will be exhaustion of the supply of ice from glaciers, which may take place in as little as

20

50-100 years.

21

1.4 Causes of Change

22

Potential causes of the observed behavior of ice bodies include changes in snowfall

23

and/or surface melting, long-term response to past changes in climate, and changes in ice

24

dynamics. Smaller glaciers appear to be most sensitive to radiatively induced changes in

25

melting rate, but this may be because of inadequate attention to the dynamics of tidewater

26

glaciers (see Box 2.1 for definitions). Recent observations of the ice sheets have shown

27

that changes in dynamics can occur far more rapidly than previously suspected. There has

28

been a significant increase in meltwater production on the Greenland Ice Sheet for the
† Refreezing at depth of percolating meltwater in spring and summer, and of retained capillary water during winter. Inability to
measure these gains leads to a potentially significant systematic error in the net mass balance.
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1998-2003 time period compared to the previous three decades, but this loss was partly

2

compensated by increased precipitation. Total melt area is continuing to increase during

3

summer and fall and has already reached up to 50% of the Greenland Ice Sheet; further

4

increase in Arctic temperatures will continue this process and will add additional runoff.

5

Recent rapid changes in marginal regions of both ice sheets show mainly acceleration and

6

thinning, with some glacier velocities increasing more than twofold. Most of these glacier

7

accelerations closely followed reduction or loss of ice shelves. Total breakup of

8

Jakobshavn Isbræ ice tongue in Greenland was preceded by its very rapid thinning.

9

Thinning of more than 1 meter per year (m a-1), and locally more than 5 m a-1, was

10

observed during the past decade for many small ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea and

11

along the Antarctic Peninsula. Significant changes in ice shelf thickness are most readily

12

caused by changes in basal melting. Recent data show a high correlation between periods

13

of heavy surface melting and increase in glacier velocity. A possible cause is rapid

14

meltwater drainage to the glacier bed, where it enhances lubrication of basal sliding.

15

Although no seasonal changes in the speeds were found for the rapid glaciers that

16

discharge most ice from Greenland, meltwater remains an essential control on glacier

17

flow and an increase in meltwater production in a warmer climate could likely have

18

major consequences of increased flow rates and ice mass loss.

19

1.5 Ocean Influence

20

The interaction of warm waters with the periphery of the large ice sheets represents one

21

of the most significant possibilities for abrupt change in the climate system. Mass loss

22

through oceanic melting and iceberg calving accounts for more than 95% of the ablation

23

from Antarctica and 40-50% of the ablation from Greenland. Future changes in ocean

24

circulation and ocean temperatures will produce changes in basal melting, but the

25

magnitude of these changes is currently not well modeled or predicted. The susceptibility

26

of ice shelves to high melt rates and to collapse is a function of the presence of warm

27

waters entering the cavities beneath ice shelves. Ocean circulation is driven by density

28

contrasts of water masses and by surface wind forcing. For abrupt climate change

29

scenarios, attention should be focused on the latter. A change in wind patterns could

30

produce large and fast changes in the temperatures of ocean waters. A thinning ice shelf

31

results in glacier ungrounding, which is the main cause of the glacier acceleration
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because it has a large effect on the force balance near the ice front. Calving, which can

2

originate in fractures far back from the ice front, is very poorly understood. Antarctic ice-

3

shelf area declined by more than 13,500 square kilometers (km2) in the last 3 decades of

4

the 20th century, punctuated by the collapse of the Larsen A and Larsen B ice shelves. Ice

5

shelf viability is compromised if mean annual air temperature exceeds −5°C.

6

Observations from the last decade have radically altered the thinking on how rapidly an

7

ice sheet can respond to perturbations at the marine margin. Several-fold increases in

8

discharge followed the collapse of ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula; this is

9

something models did not predict a priori. No ice sheet model is currently capable of

10

capturing the glacier speedups in Antarctica or Greenland that have been observed over

11

the last decade.

12

1.6 Sea Level Feedback

13

The primary factor that raises concerns about the potential of abrupt changes in sea level

14

is that large areas of modern ice sheets are currently grounded below sea level. An

15

important aspect of these marine-based ice sheets which has long been of interest is that

16

the beds of ice sheets grounded below sea level tend to deepen inland, either due to

17

overdeepening from glacial erosion or isostatic adjustment. Marine ice sheets are

18

inherently unstable, whereby small changes in climate could trigger irreversible retreat of

19

the grounding line (locations along the coast where the ice is no longer ground supported

20

and begins to float). For a tidewater glacier, rapid retreat occurs because calving rates

21

increase with water depth. In Greenland, few outlet glaciers remain below sea level very

22

far inland, indicating that glacier retreat by this process will eventually slow down or halt.

23

A notable exception may be Greenland's largest outlet glacier, Jakobshavn Isbræ, which

24

appears to tap into the central core of Greenland that is below sea level. Given that a

25

grounding line represents the point at which ice becomes buoyant, then a rise in sea level

26

will cause grounding line retreat. This situation thus leads to the potential for a positive

27

feedback to develop between ice retreat and sea level rise. In considering various

28

stabilizing factors, however, we conclude that, provided there is no rapid loss of ice

29

shelves and attendant sea level rise, sea level forcing and feedback is unlikely to be a

30

significant determinant in causing rapid ice-sheet changes in the coming century.
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2. What is the Record of Past Changes in Ice Sheets and Global Sea Level?

2

2.1 Reconstructing Past Changes in Ice Sheets

3

There are several methods available to reconstruct past changes in ice-sheet area and

4

mass, each with their own strengths and shortcomings. Terrestrial records provide

5

information of former ice-sheet extent, whereby temporary stabilization of an ice margin

6

may be recorded by an accumulation of sediment (moraine) that may be dated by isotopic

7

methods (e.g., 10Be, 14C, etc.). These records are important in identifying the last

8

maximum extent and retreat history of an ice sheet (e.g., Dyke, 2004), but most terrestrial

9

records of glaciation prior to the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) ~21,000 years ago have

10

been removed by erosion, limiting the application of these records to times since the

11

LGM. Moreover, in most cases they only provide information on extent but not thickness,

12

so that potential large changes in volume are not necessarily captured by these records.

13

Application of this strategy to the retreat of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) from its

14

LGM position provides important context for understanding current ice dynamics.

15

Conway et al. (1999) dated recession of the WAIS grounding line in the Ross Sea

16

embayment and found that modern grounding-line retreat is part of an ongoing recession

17

that has been underway for the last ~9,000 years. Stone et al. (2003) took a slightly

18

different approach to evaluating WAIS deglaciation whereby they determined the rate of

19

lowering of the ice-sheet surface by dating recessional features preserved on a mountain

20

slope that projected upwards through the ice sheet. Their results complemented those of

21

Conway et al. (1999) in showing ice-sheet thinning for the last ~10,000 years that may

22

still be underway. These results are important not only in providing constraints on long-

23

term changes against which to evaluate short-term controls on ice-sheet change but also

24

in providing important benchmarks for modeling ice sheet evolution. Nevertheless, the

25

spatial coverage of these data from Antarctica remains limited, and additional such

26

constraints are needed.

27

Another strategy for constraining past ice-sheet history is based on the fact that the

28

weight of ice sheets results in isostatic compensation of the underlying solid Earth,

29

generally referred to as glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). Changes in ice-sheet mass

30

cause vertical motions that may be recorded along a formerly glaciated coastline where
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the global sea level serves as a datum. Since changes in ice mass will also cause changes

2

in local (due to gravity) and global (due to volume) sea level, the changes in sea level at a

3

particular coastline record the difference between vertical motions of the land and sea,

4

commonly referred to as near-field relative sea level (RSL) changes. Models that

5

incorporate the physical properties of the solid Earth invert the RSL records to determine

6

the ice-loading history required to produce the isostatic adjustment preserved by these

7

records (e.g., Peltier, 2004). Because of the scarcity of such near-field RSL sites from the

8

Antarctic continent, Ivins and James (2005) constructed a history of Antarctic ice mass

9

changes from geologic evidence of ice-margin and ice-thickness changes, such as

10

described above (Conway et al., 1999; Stone et al., 2003). This ice-load history was then

11

used to derive a model of present-day GIA.

12

Regardless how it is derived, the GIA process must be accounted for when using satellite

13

altimetry and gravity data to infer changes in ice mass (e.g., Velicogna and Wahr, 2006b)

14

(see Sec. 3). Given the poor constraints from near-field RSL records and geologic records

15

(and their dating) of ice limits and thicknesses for Antarctica, as well as uncertainties in

16

properties of the solid Earth used in these models, uncertainties in this GIA correction is

17

large (Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Barletta et al., 2008). Accordingly, improvements in

18

understanding present-day GIA are required to improve ice-mass estimates from

19

altimetry and gravity data.

20

2.2 Reconstructing Past Sea Level

21

Sea level is a dynamic feature of the Earth system, changing at all time scales in response

22

to tectonics and climate. As discussed above, changes that occur locally, due to regional

23

uplift or subsidence, relative to global sea level are referred to as relative sea level (RSL)

24

changes, whereas changes that occur globally are referred to as eustatic changes. On time

25

scales greater than 100,000 years, eustatic changes occur primarily from changes in

26

ocean-basin volume induced by variations in the rate of sea-floor spreading. On shorter

27

time scales, eustatic changes occur primarily from changes in ice volume, with secondary

28

contributions (order of 1 m) associated with changes in ocean temperature or salinity

29

(steric changes). Changes in global ice volume also cause global changes in RSL in

30

response to the redistribution of mass between land to sea and attendant isostatic
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compensation and gravitational reequilibration. This GIA process must be accounted for

2

in determining eustatic changes from geomorphic records of former sea level. Because

3

the effects of the GIA process diminish with distance from areas of former glaciation,

4

RSL records from far-field sites provide a close approximation of eustatic changes.

5

An additional means to constrain past sea level change is based on the change in the ratio

6

of 18O to 16O of seawater (expressed in reference to a standard as δ18O) that occurs as the

7

lighter isotope is preferentially removed and stored in growing ice sheets (and vice

8

versa). These δ18O changes are recorded in the carbonate fossils of microscopic marine

9

organisms (foraminifera) and provide a near-continuous time series of changes in ice

10

volume and corresponding eustatic sea level. However, because changes in temperature

11

also affect the δ18O of foraminifera through temperature dependent fractionation during

12

calcite precipitation, the δ18O signal in marine records reflects some combination of ice

13

volume and temperature. Figure 2.1 shows one attempt to isolate the ice-volume

14

component in the marine δ18O record (Waelbroeck et al., 2002). Although to a first order

15

this record agrees well with independent estimates of eustatic sea level, this approach

16

fails to capture some of the abrupt changes in sea level that are documented by

17

paleoshoreline evidence (Clark and Mix, 2002), suggesting that large changes in ocean

18

temperature may not be accurately captured at these times.

19

2.3 Sea Level Changes During the Last Glacial Cycle

20

The record of past changes in ice volume provides important insight to the response of

21

large ice sheets to climate change. Our best constraints come from the last glacial cycle

22

(125,000 years ago to the present), when the combination of paleoshorelines and the

23

global δ18O record provides reasonably well-constrained evidence of changes in eustatic

24

sea level (Fig. 2.1). Changes in ice volume over this interval were paced by changes in

25

the Earth’s orbit around the sun (orbital timescales, 104-105 a), but amplification from

26

changes in atmospheric CO2 is required to explain the synchronous and extensive

27

glaciation in both polar hemispheres. Although the phasing relationship between sea level

28

and atmospheric CO2 remains unclear (Shackleton, 2000; Kawamura et al., 2007), their

29

records are coherent and there is a strong positive relation between the two (Fig. 2.2).
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A similar correlation holds for earlier times in Earth history when atmospheric CO2

2

concentrations were in the range of projections for the end of the 21st century (Fig. 2.2).

3

The most recent time when no permanent ice existed on the planet (sea level = +73 m)

4

occurred >35 million years ago when atmospheric CO2 was 1,250±250 ppmV (Pagani et

5

al., 2005). In the early Oligocene (~32 million years ago), atmospheric CO2 decreased to

6

500±50 ppmV (Pagani et al., 2005), which was accompanied by the first growth of

7

permanent ice on the Antarctic continent, with an attendant eustatic sea level lowering of

8

45±5 m (DeConto and Pollard, 2003). The fact that sea level projections for the end of

9

the 21st century (Meehl et al., 2007; Rahmstorf, 2007; Horton et al., 2008) are far below

10

those suggested by this relation (Fig. 2.2) reflects the long response time of ice sheets to

11

climate change. With sufficient time at elevated atmospheric CO2 levels, sea level will

12

continue to rise as ice sheets continue to lose mass (Ridley et al., 2005). What remains

13

unclear, however, is what the response time of large ice sheets is. If the ice-dynamical

14

changes observed over the last few years (see Sec. 3) are sustained under global warming,

15

the response time will be significantly shorter.

16

During the last interglaciation period (LIG), from ~129,000 years ago to at least 118,000

17

years ago, CO2 levels were similar to pre-industrial levels (Petit et al., 1999; Kawamura

18

et al., 2007), but large positive anomalies in early-summer solar radiation driven by

19

orbital changes caused Arctic summer temperatures to be warmer than they are today

20

(Otto-Bleisner et al., 2006). Corals on tectonically stable coasts indicate that sea level

21

during the LIG was 4 to 6 m above present (Fig. 2.1) (Stirling et al., 1995, 1998; Muhs et

22

al., 2002), and ice-core records (Koerner, 1989; Raynaud et al., 1997) and modeling

23

(Cuffey and Marshall, 2000; Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006) indicate that much of this rise

24

originated from a reduction in the size of the Greenland Ice Sheet, although some

25

contribution from the Antarctic Ice Sheet may be required as well.

26

At the last glacial maximum, about 21,000 years ago, ice volume and area were more

27

than twice modern, with most of the increase occurring in the Northern Hemisphere

28

(Clark and Mix, 2002). Deglaciation was forced by warming from changes in the Earth’s

29

orbital parameters, increasing greenhouse gas concentrations, and attendant feedbacks.

30

The record of deglacial sea level rise is particularly well-constrained from paleoshoreline
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evidence (Fig. 2.3). Deglacial sea-level rise averaged 10-20 mm a-1, or at least 5 times

2

faster than the average rate of the last 100 years (Fig. 2.1), but with variations including

3

two extraordinary episodes at 19,000 thousand years before present (19 ka BP) and 14.5

4

ka BP, when peak rates potentially exceeded 50 mm a-1 (Fairbanks, 1989; Yokoyama et

5

al., 2000; Clark et al., 2004) (Fig. 2.3), or five times faster than projections for the end of

6

this century (Rahmstorf, 2007). Each of these “meltwater pulses” added the equivalent of

7

1.5 to 3 Greenland ice sheets (~7 m) to the oceans over a one- to five-century period,

8

clearly demonstrating the potential for ice sheets to cause rapid and large sea level

9

changes. A third meltwater pulse may have occurred ~11,700 years ago (Fairbanks,

10

1989), but the evidence for this event is less clear (Bard et al., 1996; Bassett et al., 2005).

11

Recent analyses indicate that the earlier 19-ka event originated from Northern

12

Hemisphere ice (Clark et al., 2004). The ~20-m sea level rise ~14,500 years ago

13

(Fairbanks, 1989; Hanebuth et al., 2000), commonly referred to as meltwater pulse

14

(MWP) 1A, indicates an extraordinary episode of ice-sheet collapse, with an associated

15

freshwater flux to the ocean of ~0.5 sverdrup (Sv) over several hundred years. The

16

timing, source and climatic effect of MWP-1A, however, remain widely debated. In one

17

scenario, the event was triggered by an abrupt warming (start of the Bølling warm

18

interval) in the North Atlantic region, causing widespread melting of Northern

19

Hemisphere ice sheets (Fairbanks et al., 1992; Peltier, 2005). In another scenario, MWP-

20

1A largely originated from the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Clark et al., 1996, 2002; Bassett et

21

al., 2005), possibly in response to the ~3,500-year warming in the Southern Hemisphere

22

that preceded the event (Blunier and Brook, 2001; Clark et al., 2004). Although the cause

23

of these events has yet to be established, their occurrences following hemispheric

24

warming may implicate short-term dynamic processes activated by that warming, similar

25

to those now being identified around Greenland and Antarctica.

26

Direct evidence from terrestrial geologic records of one scenario versus the other,

27

however, thus far remains inconclusive. Well-dated terrestrial records of deglaciation of

28

Northern Hemisphere ice sheets, which largely constrain changes in area only, show no

29

acceleration of ice-margin retreat at this time (e.g., Dyke, 2004; Rinterknecht et al.,

30

2006), leading some to conclude that the event occurred largely by ice-sheet deflation
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with little response of the margin (Simms et al., 2007). The record of deglaciation of the

2

Antarctic Ice Sheet is less well constrained, and available evidence presents conflicting

3

results, from no contribution (Ackert et al., 2007; Mackintosh et al., 2007), to a small

4

contribution (Heroy and Anderson, 2007; Price et al., 2007), to a dominant contribution

5

(Bassett et al., 2007).

6

The large freshwater fluxes that these events represent also underscore the significance of

7

rapid losses of ice to the climate system through their effects on ocean circulation. An

8

important component of the ocean’s overturning circulation involves formation of

9

deepwater at sites in the North Atlantic Ocean and around the Antarctic continent,

10

particularly the Weddell and Ross Seas. The rate at which this density-driven

11

thermohaline circulation occurs is sensitive to surface fluxes of heat and freshwater.

12

Eustatic rises associated with the two deglacial meltwater pulses correspond to freshwater

13

fluxes ≥ 0.25 Sv, which according to climate models would induce a large change in the

14

thermohaline circulation (Stouffer et al., 2006; Weaver et al., 2003).

15

3. The current state of glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets

16

Rapid changes in ice sheet mass have surely contributed to abrupt climate change in the

17

past, and any abrupt change in climate is sure to affect the mass balance (see Box 2.2) of

18

at least some of the ice on Earth.

19

3.1 Mass-Balance Techniques

20

Traditional estimates of the surface mass balance are from repeated measurements of the

21

exposed length of stakes planted in the snow or ice surface. Temporal change in this

22

length, multiplied by the density of the mass gained or lost, is the surface mass balance at

23

the location of the stake. (In principle the density of mass gained can be measured in

24

shallow cores or snow pits; but in practice there can be considerable uncertainty about

25

density; see, e.g., Sec. 3.1.2.2.) Various means have been devised to apply corrections for

26

sinking of the stake bottom into the snow, densification of the snow between the surface

27

and the stake bottom, and the refreezing of surface meltwater at depths below the stake

28

bottom. Such measurements are time consuming and expensive, and they need to be

29

supplemented at least on the ice sheets by model estimates of precipitation, internal
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accumulation, sublimation, and melting. Regional atmospheric climate models, calibrated

2

by independent in situ measurements of temperature and pressure (e.g., Steffen and Box,

3

2001; Box et al., 2006) provide estimates of snowfall and sublimation. Estimates of

4

surface melting/evaporation come from energy-balance models and degree-day or

5

temperature-index models (reviewed in, e.g., Hock, 2003), which are also validated using

6

independent in situ measurements. Within each category there is a hierarchy of models in

7

terms of spatial and temporal resolution. Energy-balance models are physically based,

8

require detailed input data and are more suitable for high resolution in space and time.

9

Degree-day models are advantageous for the purposes of estimating worldwide glacier

10

melt, since the main inputs of temperature and precipitation are readily available in

11

gridded form from Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models (AOGCMs).

12

Techniques for measuring total mass balance include:

13

•

the mass-budget approach, comparing gains by surface and internal

14

accumulation with losses by ice discharge, sublimation, and meltwater

15

runoff;

16

•

17
18
19

repeated altimetry, or equivalently levelling or photogrammetry, to measure
height changes, from which mass changes are inferred;

•

satellite measurements of temporal changes in gravity, to infer mass changes
directly.

20

All three techniques can be applied to the large ice sheets; most studies of ice caps and

21

glaciers are annual (or seasonal) mass-budget measurements, with recent studies also

22

using multi-annual laser and radar altimetry. The third technique is applied only to large,

23

heavily glaciated regions such as Alaska, Patagonia, Greenland, and Antarctica. Here, we

24

summarize what is known about total mass balance, to assess the merits and limitations

25

of different approaches to its measurement, and to identify possible improvements that

26

could be made over the next few years.
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3.1.1 Mass Balance

2

Snow accumulation is estimated from stake measurements, annual layering in ice cores,

3

sometimes with interpolation using satellite microwave measurements (Arthern et al.,

4

2006), or meteorological information (Giovinetto and Zwally, 2000) or shallow radar

5

sounding (Jacka et al., 2004), or from regional atmospheric climate modeling (e.g., van

6

de Berg et al., 2006; Bromwich et al., 2004). The state of the art in estimating snow

7

accumulation for periods of up to a decade is rapidly becoming the latter, with surface

8

data being used mostly for validation, not to drive the models. This is not surprising

9

given the immensity of large ice sheets and the difficulty of obtaining appropriate spatial

10

and temporal sampling of snow accumulation at the large scale by field parties, especially

11

in Antarctica.

12

Ice discharge is the product of velocity and thickness, with velocities measured in situ or

13

remotely, preferably near the grounding line where velocity is almost depth independent.

14

Thickness is measured by airborne radar, seismically, or from measured surface

15

elevations assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, for floating ice near grounding lines.

16

Velocities are measured by ground-based survey, photogrammetry or with satellite

17

sensors; the latter are mostly imaging radars operating interferometrically. Grounding

18

lines are poorly known from in situ measurement or visible-band imagery but can be

19

mapped very accurately with satellite interferometric imaging radars.

20

Meltwater runoff (large on glaciers and ice caps, and near the Greenland coast and parts

21

of the Antarctic Peninsula, but small or zero elsewhere) is traditionally inferred from

22

stake measurements but more and more from regional atmospheric climate models

23

validated with surface observations where available (e.g., Hanna et al., 2005; Box et al.,

24

2006). The typically small mass loss by melting beneath grounded ice is also estimated

25

from models.

26

Mass-budget calculations involve the comparison of two very large numbers, and small

27

errors in either can result in large errors in estimated total mass balance. For example,

28

total accumulation over Antarctica, excluding ice shelves, is about 1,850 Gt a–1 (Vaughan

29

et al., 1999; Arthern et al., 2006; van de Berg et al., 2006), and 500 Gt a–1 over
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Greenland (Bales et al., 2001). Associated errors are difficult to assess because of high

2

temporal and spatial variability, but they are probably about ±5% (20-25 Gt a-1) for

3

Greenland. The errors for Antarctica (Rignot et al., 2008) range from 5% in dry interior

4

basins to 20% in wet coastal basins. The overall uncertainty on the 2055 Gt a–1

5

accumulation is 122 Gt a–1 or 6%.

6

Broad interferometric SAR (InSAR) coverage and progressively improved estimates of

7

grounding-line ice thickness have substantially improved ice-discharge estimates, yet

8

incomplete data coverage and residual errors imply errors on total discharge of 2%

9

(Rignot et al., 2008). Consequently, assuming these errors in both snow accumulation and

10

ice losses, current (2006) mass-budget uncertainty is ~ ±92 Gt a–1 (Rignot et al., 2008) for

11

Antarctica and ±35 Gt a–1 for GreenlandMoreover, additional errors may result from

12

accumulation estimates being based on data from the past few decades; at least in

13

Greenland, we know that snowfall is increasing with time. Similarly, it is becoming clear

14

that glacier velocities can change substantially over quite short time periods (Rignot and

15

Kanagaratnam, 2006), and the time period investigated (last decade) showed an increase

16

in ice velocities, so these error estimates might well be lower limits.

17

3.1.2 Repeated Altimetry

18

Rates of surface-elevation change with time (dS/dt) reveal changes in ice-sheet mass after

19

correction for changes in depth/density profiles and bedrock elevation, or for hydrostatic

20

equilibrium if the ice is floating. Satellite radar altimetry (SRALT) has been widely used

21

(e.g., Shepherd et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2005; Johannessen et al., 2005; Zwally et al.,

22

2005), together with laser altimetry from airplanes (Arendt et al., 2002; Krabill et al.,

23

2000), and from NASA’s ICESat (Zwally et al., 2002a; Thomas et al., 2006). Modeled

24

corrections for isostatic changes in bedrock elevation (e.g, Peltier, 2004) are small (a few

25

millimeters per year) but with errors comparable to the correction. Those for near-surface

26

snow density changes (Arthern and Wingham, 1998; Li and Zwally, 2004) are larger (1 or

27

2 cm a–1) and also uncertain.
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3.1.2.1 Satellite Radar Altimetry

2

Available SRALT data are from altimeters with a beam width of 20 km or more,

3

designed and demonstrated to make accurate measurements over the almost flat,

4

horizontal ocean. Data interpretation is more complex over sloping and undulating ice-

5

sheet surfaces with spatially and temporally varying dielectric properties. Errors in

6

SRALT-derived values of dS/dt are typically determined from the internal consistency of

7

the measurements, often after iterative removal of dS/dt values that exceed some multiple

8

of the local value of their standard deviation. This results in small error estimates (e.g.,

9

Zwally et al., 2005, Wingham et al., 2006) that are smaller than the differences between

10

different interpretations of essentially the same SRALT data (Johannessen et al., 2005;

11

Zwally et al., 2005). In addition to processing errors, uncertainties result from the

12

possibility that SRALT estimates are biased by the effects of local terrain or by surface

13

snow characteristics, such as wetness (Thomas et al., in press). Observations by other

14

techniques reveal extremely rapid thinning along Greenland glaciers that flow along

15

depressions where dS/dt cannot be inferred from SRALT data, and collectively these

16

glaciers are responsible for most of the mass loss from the ice sheet (Rignot and

17

Kanagaratnam, 2006), implying that SRALT data underestimate near-coastal thinning

18

rates significantly. Moreover, the zone of summer melting in Greenland progressively

19

increased between the early 1990s and 2005 (Box et al., 2006), probably raising the radar

20

reflection horizon within near-surface snow by a meter or more over a significant fraction

21

of the ice-sheet percolation facies (Jezek et al., 1994). Comparison between SRALT and

22

laser estimates of dS/dt over Greenland show differences that are equivalent to the total

23

mass balance of the ice sheet (Thomas et al., 2007)

24

3.1.2.2 Aircraft and Satellite Laser Altimetry

25

Laser altimeters provide data that are easier to validate and interpret: footprints are small

26

(about 1 m for airborne laser, and 60 m for ICESat), and there is negligible laser

27

penetration into the ice. However, clouds limit data acquisition, and accuracy is affected

28

by atmospheric conditions and particularly by laser-pointing errors. The strongest

29

limitation by far is that existing laser data are sparse compared to SRALT data.
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Airborne laser surveys over Greenland in 1993-94 and 1998-89 yield elevation estimates

2

accurate to ~10 cm along survey tracks (Krabill et al., 2002), but with large gaps between

3

flight lines and an incomplete coverage of the glaciers. ICESat orbit-track separation is

4

also quite large compared to the size of a large glacier, particularly in southern Greenland

5

and the Antarctic Peninsula where rapid changes are occurring, and elevation errors along

6

individual orbit tracks can be large (many tens of centimeters) over sloping ice.

7

Progressive improvement in ICESat data processing is reducing these errors and, for both

8

airborne and ICESat surveys, most errors are independent for each flight line or orbit

9

track, so that estimates of dS/dt averaged over large areas containing many survey tracks

10

are affected most by systematic ranging, pointing, or platform-position errors, totaling

11

probably less than 5 cm. In Greenland, such conditions typically apply at elevations

12

above 1,500-2,000 m. dS/dt errors decrease with increasing time interval between

13

surveys. Nearer the coast there are large gaps in both ICESat and airborne coverage,

14

requiring dS/dt values to be supplemented by degree-day estimates of anomalous melting

15

(Krabill et al., 2000, 2004). This increases overall errors and almost certainly

16

underestimates total losses because it does not take full account of dynamic thinning of

17

unsurveyed outlet glaciers.

18

In summary, dS/dt errors cannot be precisely quantified for either SRALT data, because

19

of the broad radar beam, limitations with surface topography at the coast, and time-

20

variable penetration, or laser data, because of sparse coverage. The SRALT limitations

21

discussed above will be difficult to resolve. Laser limitations result primarily from poor

22

coverage and can be partially resolved by increasing spatial resolution.

23

All altimetry mass-balance estimates include additional uncertainties in:

24

1. The density (rho) assumed to convert thickness changes to mass changes. If

25

changes are caused by recent changes in snowfall, the appropriate density may be

26

as low as 300 kilograms per cubic meter (kg m–3); for long-term changes, it may

27

be as high as 900 kg m–3. This is of most concern for high-elevation regions with

28

small dS/dt, where the simplest assumption is rho = 600±300 kg m–3. For a 1-cm

29

a–1 thickness change over the million square kilometers of Greenland above 2,000
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m, uncertainty would be ±3 Gt a–1. Rapid, sustained changes, commonly found

2

near the coast, are almost certainly caused by changes in melt rates or glacier

3

dynamics, and for which rho is ~900 kg m–3.

4

2. Possible changes in near-surface snow density. Densification rates are sensitive to

5

snow temperature and wetness. Warm conditions favor more rapid densification

6

(Arthern and Wingham, 1998; Li and Zwally, 2004), and melting is likely to be

7

followed by refreezing as ice. Consequently, recent Greenland warming probably

8

caused surface lowering simply from this effect. Corrections are inferred from

9

largely unvalidated models and are typically <2 cm a–1, with unknown errors. If

10

overall uncertainty is 5 mm a–1, associated mass-balance errors are approximately

11

±8 Gt a–1 for Greenland and ±60 Gt a–1 for Antarctica.

12

3. The rate of crustal uplift. This is inferred from glacio-isostatic models and has

13

uncertain errors. An overall uncertainty of 1 mm a–1 would result in mass-balance

14

errors of about ±2 Gt a–1 for Greenland and ±12 Gt a–1 for Antarctica.

15

4. There is evidence for large interannual to decadal changes in snowfall and hence

16

accumulation in Antarctica (Monaghan et al., 2006) and also a lack of overall

17

trend in net accumulation over the entire continent. This makes it particularly

18

difficult to estimate the mass balance of interior regions because satellite missions

19

have been collecting data for merely 10-15 years. Such investigation clearly

20

requires several decades of data to provide meaningful results.

21

3.1.3 Temporal Variations in Earth’s Gravity

22

Since 2002, the GRACE satellite has measured Earth’s gravity field and its temporal

23

variability. After removing the effects of tides, atmospheric loading, spatial and temporal

24

changes in ocean mass, etc., high-latitude data contain information on temporal changes

25

in the mass distribution of the ice sheets and underlying rock. Because of its high altitude,

26

GRACE makes coarse-resolution measurements of the gravity field and its changes with

27

time. Consequently, resulting mass-balance estimates are also at coarse resolution –

28

several hundred kilometers. But this has the advantage of covering entire ice sheets,

29

which is extremely difficult using other techniques. Consequently, GRACE estimates

30

include mass changes on the many small ice caps and isolated glaciers that surround the
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big ice sheets; the former may be quite large being strongly affected by changes in the

2

coastal climate. Employing a surface mass concentration (mascon) solution technique,

3

Luthcke et al. (2006) computed multi-year time series of GRACE-derived surface mass

4

flux for Greenland and Antarctica coastal and interior ice sheet sub-drainage systems as

5

well as the Alaskan glacier systems. These mascon solutions provide important

6

observations of the seasonal and inter-annual evolution of the Earth’s land ice.

7

Error sources include measurement uncertainty, leakage of gravity signal from regions

8

surrounding the ice sheets, interannual variability in snowfall, melt and ice dynamics, and

9

causes of gravity changes other than ice-sheet changes. Of these, the most serious are the

10

gravity changes associated with vertical bedrock motion. Velicogna and Wahr (2005)

11

estimated a mass-balance correction of 5±17 Gt a–1 for bedrock motion in Greenland,

12

and a correction of 173±71 Gt a–1 for Antarctica (Velicogna and Wahr, 2006a), which

13

may be under-estimated (Horwath and Dietrich, 2006) or quite reasonable (Barletta et

14

al., 2008). Although other geodetic data (variations in length of day, polar wander, etc.)

15

provide constraints on mass changes at high latitudes, unique solutions are not yet

16

possible from these techniques. One possible way to reduce uncertainties significantly,

17

however, is to combine time series of gravity measurements with time series of elevation

18

changes, records of rock uplift from GPS receivers, and records of snow accumulation

19

from ice cores. Yet, this combination requires years to decades of data to provide a

20

significant reduction in uncertainty (see point 4 above).

21

3.2 Mass Balance of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets

22

Ice locked within the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets (Table 2.1) has long been

23

considered comparatively immune to change, protected by the extreme cold of the polar

24

regions. Most model results suggested that climate warming would result primarily in

25

increased melting from coastal regions and an overall increase in snowfall, with net 21st

26

century effects probably a small mass loss from Greenland and a small gain in Antarctica,

27

and little combined impact on sea level (Church et al., 2001). Observations generally

28

confirmed this view, although Greenland measurements during the 1990s (Krabill et al.,

29

2000; Abdalati et al., 2001) began to suggest that there might also be a component from

30

ice-dynamical responses, with very rapid thinning on several outlet glaciers. Such
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responses had not been seen in prevailing models of glacier motion, primarily determined

2

by ice temperature and basal and lateral drag, coupled with the enormous thermal inertia

3

of a large glacier.

4

Increasingly, measurements in both Greenland and Antarctica show rapid changes in the

5

behavior of large outlet glaciers. In some cases, once-rapid glaciers have slowed to a

6

virtual standstill, damming up the still-moving ice from farther inland and causing the ice

7

to thicken (Joughin et al., 2002; Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002). More commonly,

8

however, observations reveal glacier acceleration. This may not imply that glaciers have

9

only recently started to change; it may simply mean that major improvements in both

10

quality and coverage of our measurement techniques are now exposing events that also

11

occurred in the past. But in some cases, changes have been very recent. In particular,

12

velocities of tributary glaciers increased markedly very soon after ice shelves or floating

13

ice tongues broke up (e.g., Scambos et al., 2004; Rignot et al., 2004a). Moreover, this is

14

happening along both the west and east coasts of Greenland (Joughin et al., 2004; Howat

15

et al., 2005; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006) and in at least two locations in Antarctica

16

(Rignot et al., 2002; Joughin et al., 2003; Scambos et al., 2004; Rignot et al., 2004a).

17

Such dynamic responses are not explainable in large-scale ice sheet predictive models,

18

nor is the forcing thought responsible for initiating them included in these ice sheet

19

evolutive models.

20

3.2.1 Greenland

21

Above ~2,000 m elevation, near-balance between about 1970 and 1995 (Thomas et al.,

22

2001) shifted to slow thickening thereafter (Thomas et al., 2001, 2006; Johannessen et

23

al., 2005; Zwally et al., 2005). Nearer the coast, airborne laser altimetry (ATM) surveys

24

supplemented by modeled summer melting show widespread thinning (Krabill et al.,

25

2000, 2004), resulting in net loss from the ice sheet of 27±23 Gt a–1, equivalent to ~0.08

26

mm a–1 sea level equivalent (SLE) between 1993-94 and 1998-89 doubling to 55±23 Gt

27

a–1 for 1997-2003 ‡ . However, the airborne surveys did not include some regions where

‡

Note that these values differ from those in the Krabill et al. publications primarily because they take
account of possible surface lowering by accelerated snow densification as air temperatures rise; moreover,
they probably underestimate total losses because the ATM surveys undersample thinning coastal glaciers.
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other measurements show rapid thinning, so these estimates represent lower limits of

2

actual mass loss.

3

More recently, four independent studies also show accelerating losses from Greenland:

4

(1) Analysis of gravity data from GRACE show total losses of 75±20 Gt a-1 between

5

April 2002 and April 2004 rising to 223±33 Gt a-1 between May 2004 and April 2006

6

(Velicogna and Wahr, 2005, 2006a). (2) Other analyses of GRACE data show losses of

7

129±15 Gt a-1 for July 2002 through March 2005 (Ramillien et al., 2006), (3) 219±21 Gt

8

a-1 for April 2002 through November 2005 (Chen et al., 2006), and (4) 101±16 Gt a-1 for

9

July 2003 to July 2005 (Luthcke et al., 2006). Although the large scatter in the estimates

10

for similar time periods suggests that errors are larger than quoted, these results show an

11

increasing trend in mass loss.

12

Interpretations of SRALT data from ERS-1 and 2 (Johannessen et al., 2005; Zwally et

13

al., 2005) show quite rapid thickening at high elevations, with lower elevation thinning at

14

far lower rates than those inferred from other approaches that include detailed

15

observations of these low-elevation regions. The Johannessen et al. (2005) study

16

recognized the unreliability of SRALT data at lower elevations because of locally sloping

17

and undulating surface topography. Zwally et al. (2005) attempted to overcome this by

18

including dS/dt estimates for about 3% of the ice sheet derived from earlier laser

19

altimetry, to infer a small positive mass balance of 11±3 Gt a–1 for the entire ice sheet

20

between April 1992 and October 2002.

21

Mass-budget calculations for most glacier drainage basins indicate total ice-sheet losses

22

increasing from 83±28 Gt a–1 in 1996 to 127±28 Gt a–1 in 2000 and 205±38 Gt a–1 in

23

2005 (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006). Most of the glacier losses are from the southern

24

half of Greenland, especially the southeast sector, center east, and center west. In the

25

northwest, losses were already significant in the early 1990s and did not increase in

26

recent decades. In the southwest, losses are low but slightly increasing. In the north,

27

losses are very low, but also slightly increasing in the northwest and northeast.
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Comparison of 2005 ICESat data with 1998-89 airborne laser surveys shows losses

2

during the interim of 80±25 Gt a–1 (Thomas et al., 2006), and this is probably an

3

underestimate because of sparse coverage of regions where other investigations show

4

large losses.

5

The pattern of thickening/thinning over Greenland, derived from laser-altimeter data, is

6

shown in Figure 2.4, with the various mass-balance estimates summarized in Figure 2.5.

7

It is clear that the SRALT-derived estimate differs widely from the others, each of which

8

is based on totally different methods, suggesting that the SRALT interpretations

9

underestimate total ice loss for reasons discussed in Section 3.1.1. Here, we assume this

10

to be the case, and focus on the other results shown in Figure 2.5, which strongly indicate

11

net ice loss from Greenland at rates that increased from at least 27 Gt a–1 between 1993-

12

94 and 1998-99 to about double between 1997 and 2003, to more than 80 Gt a–1 between

13

1998 and 2004, to more than 100 Gt a–1 soon after 2000, and to more than 200 Gt a-1

14

after 2005. There are insufficient data for any assessment of total mass balance before

15

1990, although mass-budget calculations indicated near overall balance at elevations

16

above 2,000 m and significant thinning in the southeast (Thomas et al., 2001).

17

3.2.2 Antarctica

18

Determination of the mass budget of the Antarctic ice sheet is not as advanced as that for

19

Greenland. Melt is not a significant factor, but uncertainties in snow accumulation are

20

larger because fewer data have been collected, and ice thickness is poorly characterized

21

along outlet glaciers. Instead, ice elevations, which have been improved with ICESat

22

data, are used to calculate ice thickness from hydrostatic equilibrium at the glacier

23

grounding line. The grounding line position and ice velocity are inferred from Radarsat-1

24

and ERS-1/2 InSAR. For the period 1996-2000, Rignot and Thomas (2002) inferred East

25

Antarctic growth at 20±1 Gt a–1, with estimated losses of 44±13 Gt a–1 for West

26

Antarctica, and no estimate for the Antarctic Peninsula, but the estimate for East

27

Antarctica was based on only 60% coverage. Using improved data for 1996-2004 that

28

provide estimates for more than 85% of Antarctica (and which were extrapolated on a

29

basin per basin basis to 100% of Antarctica), Rignot et al. (2008) found an ice loss of

30

106±60 Gt a–1 for West Antarctica, 28±45 Gt a-1 for the Peninsula, and a mass gain of
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4±61 Gt a-1 for East Antarctica in year 2000. In year 1996, the mass loss for West

2

Antarctica was 83±59 Gt a-1, but the mass loss increased to 132±60 Gt a-1 in 2006 due to

3

glacier acceleration. In the Peninsula, the mass loss increased to 60±46 Gt a-1 in 2006 due

4

to the massive acceleration of glaciers in the northern Peninsula following the break up of

5

the Larsen B ice shelf in year 2002. Overall, the ice sheet mass loss nearly doubled in ten

6

years, nearly entirely from West Antarctica and the northern tip of the Peninsula, while

7

little changes have been found in East Antarctica. Other mass-budget analyses indicate

8

thickening of drainage basins feeding the Filchner-Ronne ice shelf from portions of East

9

and West Antarctica (Joughin and Bamber, 2005) and of some ice streams draining ice

10

from West Antarctica into the Ross Ice Shelf (Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002), but mass loss

11

from the northern part of the Antarctic Peninsula (Rignot et al., 2005) and parts of West

12

Antarctica flowing into the Amundsen Sea (Rignot et al., 2004b). In both of these latter

13

regions, losses are increasing with time.

14

Although SRALT coverage extends only to within about 900 km of the poles (Fig. 2.6),

15

inferred rates of surface elevation change (dS/dt) should be more reliable than in

16

Greenland, because most of Antarctica is too cold for surface melting (reducing effects of

17

changing dielectric properties), and outlet glaciers are generally wider than in Greenland

18

(reducing uncertainties associated with rough surface topography). Results show that

19

interior parts of East Antarctica monitored by ERS-1 and ERS-2 thickened during the

20

1990s, equivalent to growth of a few tens of gigatonnes per year, depending on details of

21

the near-surface density structure (Davis et al., 2005; Wingham et al., 2006; Zwally et al.,

22

2005), but Monaghan et al. (2006) and van den Broeke et al. (2006) show no change in

23

accumulation over a longer time period in this region, suggesting that SRALT may be

24

biased by the large decadal variability in snowfall in Antarctica With ~80% SRALT

25

coverage of the ice sheet, and interpolating to the rest, Zwally et al. (2005) estimated a

26

West Antarctic loss of 47±4 Gt a–1, East Antarctic gain of 17±11 Gt a–1, and overall loss

27

of 30±12 Gt a–1, excluding the Antarctic Peninsula, a large fraction of the coastal sectors,

28

and with error estimates neglecting potential uncertainties. Wingham et al. (2006)

29

interpret the same data to show that mass gain from snowfall, particularly in the Antarctic

30

Peninsula and East Antarctica, exceeds dynamic losses from West Antarctica. More

31

importantly, however, Monaghan et al. (2006) and van den Broeke et al. (2006) found
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very strong decadal variability in Antarctic accumulation, which suggests that it will

2

require decades of data to separate decadal variations from long-term trends in

3

accumulation, for instance, associated with climate warming.

4

The present ice mass balance of Antarctica and its deglaciation history from the Last

5

Glacial Maximum are still poorly known. It has been shown recently that the uplift rates

6

derived from Global Positioning System (GPS) can be employed to discriminate between

7

different ice loading scenarios. There is general agreement that Antarctica was a major

8

participant in the last glacial age within the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), perhaps

9

contributing more than 25 m to rising sea level during the last 21,000 years (Clark et al.,

10

2002). The main controversy is whether or not the dominant Antarctic melt contribution

11

to sea level rise is relatively young, perhaps related to Hypsithermal period warming

12

events during the Holocene (10–8 to 6–4 ka), or older, corresponding to the initial

13

collapse phase (21–14 ka) of Northern Hemispheric ice sheets (Peltier, 1998). Post-

14

glacial rebound rates are not well constrained and are an error source for ice mass-

15

balance assessment with GRACE satellite data. Analyses of GRACE measurements for

16

2002-05 show the ice sheet to be very close to balance with a gain of 3±20 Gt a-1 (Chen

17

et al, 2006) or net loss sheet ranging from 40±35 Gt a-1 (Ramillien et al., 2006) to 137±72

18

Gt a-1 (Velicogna and Wahr, 2006b), primarily from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.

19

Taken together, these various approaches indicate a likely net loss of 100 Gt a-1 in the

20

mid 1990s growing to 200 Gt a-1 in mid 2000s.

21

The largest losses are concentrated along the Amundsen and Bellingshausen sectors of

22

West Antarctica, in the northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula, and to a lesser extent in

23

the Indian Ocean sector of East Antarctica.

24

A few glaciers in West Antarctic are losing a disproportionate amount of mass. The

25

largest mass loss is from parts of the ice sheet flowing into Pine Island Bay, which

26

represents enough ice to raise sea level by 1.2 m.

27

In East Antarctica, with the exception of glaciers flowing into the Filchner/Ronne,

28

Amery, and Ross ice shelves, nearly all the major glaciers are thinning, with those
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draining the Wilkes Land sector losing most mass. Like much of West Antarctica, this

2

sector is grounded well below sea level.

3

There are insufficient observations to provide reliable estimates of mass balance before

4

1990, yet there is evidence for long-term loss of mass from glaciers draining the

5

Antarctic Peninsula (Pritchard and Vaughan, 2007) and speed up of Pine Island Glacier

6

and neighbors since at least the 1970s (Joughin and Bohlander, 2003) In addition,

7

balancing measured sea-level rise since the 1950s against potential causes such as

8

thermal expansion and non-Antarctic ice melting leaves a “missing” source equivalent to

9

many tens of gigatonnes per year.

10

3.3 Rapid Changes of Small Glaciers

11

3.3.1 Introduction

12

Small glaciers are those other than the two ice sheets. Mass balance is a rate of either gain

13

or loss of ice, and so a change in mass balance is an acceleration of the process. Thus we

14

measure mass balance in units such as kg m-2 a-1 (mass change per unit surface area of the

15

glacier; 1 kg m-2 is equivalent to 1 mm depth of liquid water) or, more conveniently at the

16

global scale, Gt a-1 (change of total mass, in gigatonnes per year). A change in mass

17

balance is measured in Gt a-2, gigatonnes per year per year: faster and faster loss or gain.

18

3.3.2 Mass Balance Measurements and Uncertainties

19

Most measurements of the mass balance of small glaciers are obtained in one of two

20

ways. Direct measurements are those in which the change in glacier surface elevation is

21

measured directly at a network of pits and stakes. Calving is treated separately. In

22

geodetic measurements, the glacier surface elevation is measured at two times with

23

reference to some fixed external datum. Recent advances in remote sensing promise to

24

increase the contribution from geodetic measurements and to improve spatial coverage,

25

but at present the observational database remains dominated by direct measurements. The

26

primary source for these is the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS; Haeberli et

27

al., 2005). Kaser et al. (2006) (see also Lemke et al., 2007; Sec. 4.5) present compilations

28

which build on the WGMS dataset and extend it significantly.
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In Figure 2.3 (see also Table 2.2), the three spatially corrected curves agree rather well,

2

which motivated Kaser et al. (2006) to construct their consensus estimate of mass

3

balance, denoted MB. The arithmetic-average curve C05a is the only curve extending

4

before 1961 because measurements are too few at those times for area-weighting or

5

spatial interpolation to be practicable. The early measurements suggest weakly that mass

6

balances were negative. After 1961, we can see with greater confidence that mass balance

7

became less negative until the early 1970s, and that thereafter it has been growing more

8

negative.

9

The uncorrected C05a, a simple arithmetic average of all the measurements, generally

10

tracks the other curves with fair accuracy. Apparently spatial bias, while not negligible, is

11

of only moderate significance. However the C05a estimate for 2001-04 is starkly

12

discordant. The discordance is due in large part to the European heat wave of 2003 and to

13

under-representation of the high Arctic latitudes, where measurements are few and 2003

14

balances were only moderately negative. It illustrates the extent to which spatial bias can

15

compromise global estimates. The other curves, C05i, DM05 and O04, each attempt to

16

correct carefully for spatial bias.

17

Mass-balance measurements at the glacier surface are relatively simple, but difficulties

18

arise with contributions from other parts of the glacier. Internal accumulation is one of

19

the most serious problems. It happens in the lower percolation zones of cold glaciers

20

(those whose internal temperatures are below freezing) when surface meltwater

21

percolates beneath the current year’s accumulation of snow. Internal accumulation is

22

impractical to measure and is difficult to model with confidence. It is a plausible

23

conjecture that there are many more cold glaciers than temperate glaciers (in which

24

meltwater can be expected to run off rather than to refreeze).

25

The calving of icebergs is a significant source of uncertainty. Over a sufficiently long

26

averaging period, adjacent calving and noncalving glaciers ought not to have very

27

different balances, but the time scale of calving is quite different from the annual scale of

28

surface mass balance, and it is difficult to match the two. Tidewater glaciers tend to

29

evolve by slow growth (over centuries) alternating with brief (decades-long) episodes of
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rapid retreat. Many tidewater glaciers are undergoing such retreat at present, but in

2

general they are under-represented in the list of measured glaciers. The resulting bias,

3

which is known to be opposite to the internal-accumulation bias, must be substantial.

4

We can draw on geodetic and gravimetric measurements of multidecadal mass balance to

5

reinforce our understanding of calving rates. To illustrate, Larsen et al. (2007) estimated

6

the mass balance in southeastern Alaska and adjacent British Columbia as -16.7±4.4 Gt a-

7

1

8

estimated an acceleration in mass loss for the entire state from 52±15 Gt a-1 (mid-1950s

9

to mid-1990s) to 96±35 Gt a-1 (mid-1990s to 2001). These are significantly greater losses

. Earlier, Arendt et al. (2002) measured glaciers across Alaska by laser altimetry and

10

than the equivalent direct estimates, and much of the discrepancy must be due to under-

11

representation of calving in the latter. This under-representation is compounded by a lack

12

of basic information. The extent, and even the total terminus length, of glacier ice

13

involved in calving is not known, although a substantial amount of information is

14

available in scattered sources.

15

Global mass-balance estimates suffer from uncertainty in total glacierized area, and the

16

rate of shrinkage of that area is not known accurately enough to be accounted for. A

17

further problem is delineating the ice sheets so as to avoid double-counting or omitting

18

peripheral ice bodies.

19

Measured glaciers are a shifting population. Their total number fluctuates, and the list of

20

measured glaciers changes continually. The commonest record length is 1 year; only

21

about 50 are longer than 20 years. These difficulties can be addressed by assuming that

22

each single annual measurement is a random sample. However, the temporal variance of

23

such a short sample is difficult to estimate satisfactorily, especially in the presence of a

24

trend.

25

On any one glacier, a small number of point measurements must represent the entire

26

glacier. It is usually reasonable to assume that the mass balance depends only on the

27

surface elevation, increasing from net loss at the bottom to net gain above the equilibrium

28

line altitude. A typical uncertainty for elevation-band averages of mass balance is ±200

29

kilograms per square meter per year (kg m-2 a-1), but measurements at different
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elevations are highly correlated, meaning that whole-glacier measurements have intrinsic

2

uncertainty comparable with that of elevation-band averages.

3

At the global scale, the number of measured glaciers is small by comparison with the

4

total number of glaciers. However the mass balance of any one glacier is a good guide to

5

the balance of nearby glaciers. At this scale, the distance to which single-glacier

6

measurements yield useful information is of the order of 600 km. Glacierized regions

7

with few or no measured glaciers within this distance obviously pose a problem. If there

8

are no nearby measurements at all, we can do no better in a statistical sense than to set the

9

regional average equal to the global average, attaching to it a suitably large uncertainty.

10

3.3.3 Historical and Recent Balance Rates

11

To extend the short time series of measured mass balance, Oerlemans et al. (2007) have

12

tried to calibrate records of terminus fluctuations (i.e., of glacier length) against the direct

13

measurements by a scaling procedure. This allowed them to interpret the terminus

14

fluctuations back to the mid-19th century in mass-balance units. Figure 2.7 shows

15

modeled mass loss since the middle of the 19th century, at which time mass balance was

16

near to zero for perhaps a few decades. Before then, mass balance had been positive for

17

probably a few centuries. This is the signature of the Little Ice Age, for which there is

18

abundant evidence in other forms. The balance implied by the Oerlemans et al. (2007)

19

reconstruction is a net loss of about 110 to 150 Gt a-1 on average over the past 150 years.

20

This has led to a cumulative rise of sea level by 50-60 mm.

21

It is not possible to detect mass-balance acceleration with confidence over this time span,

22

but we do see such an acceleration over the shorter period of direct measurements (Fig.

23

2.7). This signature matches well with the signature seen in records of global average

24

surface air temperature (Trenberth et al., 2007). Temperature remained constant or

25

decreased slightly from the 1940s to the 1970s and has been increasing since. In fact,

26

mass balance also responds to forcing on even shorter time scales. For example, there is a

27

detectable small-glacier response to large volcanic eruptions. In short, small glaciers have

28

been evolving as we would expect them to when subjected to a small but growing

29

increase in radiative forcing.
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At this point, however, we must recall the complication of calving, recently highlighted

2

by Meier et al. (2007). Small glaciers interact not only with the atmosphere but also with

3

the solid earth beneath them and with the ocean. They are thus subject to additional

4

forcings which are only indirectly climatic. Meier et al. (2007) made some allowance for

5

calving when they estimated the global total balance for 2006 as -402±95 Gt a-1, although

6

they cautioned that the true magnitude of loss was probably greater.

7

“Rapid” is a relative term when applied to the mass balance of small glaciers. For

8

planning purposes we might choose to think that the 1850-2000 average rate of

9

Oerlemans et al. (2007) is “not very rapid”. After all, human society has grown

10

accustomed to this rate, although it is true that the costs entailed by a consistently non-

11

zero rate have only come to be appreciated quite recently. But a loss of 110 to 150 Gt a-1

12

can be taken as a useful benchmark. It is greater in magnitude than the net loss of 54±82

13

Gt a-1 estimated by Kaser et al. (2006) for 1971-75 and significantly less than the Kaser

14

et al. (2006) net loss of 354±70 Gt a-1 for 2001-04. So in the last three decades the

15

world’s small glaciers have moved from losing mass at half the benchmark rate to rates

16

two or three times faster than the benchmark rate. As far as the measurements are able to

17

tell us, this acceleration has been steady.

18

What can we say about extreme rates in the past? We have to rely on estimated changes

19

of temperature. Severinghaus et al. (1998) estimated a mean-annual warming rate at the

20

abrupt (decadal- to century-scale) termination of the Younger Dryas episode, ~11.64 ka,

21

of order 0.1-1.0 Kelvin (K) a-1, while Denton et al. (2005) argued that the total summer

22

warming during this event was about 4 K. Huber et al. (2006) gave a typical warming

23

rate for the onset of Dansgaard-Oeschger events during the last glacial period of 0.05 K a-

24

1

25

they must have responded to them and probably provided the leading edge of the

26

response.

27

Figure 2.8 shows accordance between balance and temperature. Each degree of warming

28

yields about another -300 Gt a-1 of mass loss beyond the 1961-90 average, -136 Gt a-1.

29

This suggestion is roughly consistent with the current warming rate, about 0.025 K a-1,

. The small glaciers of the time are unlikely to have had a role in forcing these shifts, but
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and balance acceleration, about -10 Gt a-2 (Fig. 2.8). The warming rate is not very much

2

less than the extreme rates of the previous paragraph, and it may be permissible to

3

extrapolate (with caution, because we are neglecting the sensitivity of mass balance to

4

change in precipitation and also the sensitivity of dB/dT, the change in mass balance per

5

degree of warming, to change in the extent and climatic distribution of the glaciers). For

6

example, at the end of the Younger Dryas, small glaciers could have contributed at least

7

1,200 Gt a-1 [4 K × (300) Gt a-1 K-1] of meltwater if we adopt the summer warming rate

8

of the previous paragraph

9

Such large rates, if reached, could readily be sustained for at least a few decades during

10

the 21st century. At some point the total shrinkage must begin to impact the rate of loss

11

(we begin to run out of small-glacier ice). Against that certain development must be set

12

the probability that peripheral ice caps would also begin to detach from the ice sheets,

13

thus “replenishing” the inventory of small glaciers. Meier et al. (2007), by extrapolating

14

the current acceleration, estimated a total contribution to sea level of 240±128 mm by

15

2100, implying a negative balance of 1,500 Gt a-1 in that year. These figures assume that

16

the current acceleration of loss continues. Alternatively, if loss continues at the current

17

rate of 400 Gt a-1, the total contribution is 104±25 mm. In contrast Raper and Braithwaite

18

(2006), who allowed for glacier shrinkage, estimated only 97 mm by 2100. Part of the

19

difference is due to their exclusion of small glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica. If

20

included, and if they were assumed to contribute at the same rate as the other glaciers,

21

these would raise the Raper-Braithwaite (2006) estimate to 137 mm.

22

3.4 Causes of Changes

23

Potential causes of the observed behavior of the ice sheets include changes in snowfall

24

and/or surface melting, long-term responses to past changes in climate, and changes in

25

the dynamics, particularly of outlet glaciers, that affect total ice discharge rates. Recent

26

observations have shown that changes in dynamics can occur far more rapidly than

27

previously suspected, and we discuss causes for these in more detail in Section 4.
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3.4.1 Changes in Snowfall and Surface Melting

2

Recent studies find no continent-wide significant trends in Antarctic accumulation over

3

the interval 1980-2004 (van den Broeke et al., 2006; Monaghan et al., 2006), and surface

4

melting has little effect on Antarctic mass balance. Modeling results indicate probable

5

increases in both snowfall and surface melting over Greenland as temperatures increase

6

(Hanna et al., 2005; Box et al., 2006). An update of estimated Greenland Ice Sheet runoff

7

and surface mass balance (i.e., snow accumulation minus runoff) results presented in

8

Hanna et al. (2005) shows significantly increased runoff losses for 1998-2003 compared

9

with the 1961-90 climatologically “normal” period. But this was partly compensated by

10

increased precipitation over the past few decades, so that the decline in surface mass

11

balance between the two periods was not statistically significant. Data from more recent

12

years, extending to 2007, however, suggest a strong increase in the net loss from the

13

surface mass balance. However, because there is summer melting over ~50% of

14

Greenland already (Steffen et al., 2004b), the ice sheet is particularly susceptible to

15

continued warming. Small changes in temperature substantially increasing the zone of

16

summer melting, and, a temperature increase by more than 3ºC would probably result in

17

irreversible loss of the ice sheet (Gregory et al., 2004). Moreover, this estimate is based

18

on imbalance between snowfall and melting and would be accelerated by changing

19

glacier dynamics of the type we are already observing.

20

In addition to the effects of long-term trends in accumulation/ablation rates, mass-balance

21

estimates are also affected by inter-annual variability. This increases uncertainties

22

associated with measuring surface accumulation/ablation rates used for mass-budget

23

calculations, and it results in a lowering/raising of surface elevations measured by

24

altimetry (e.g., van der Veen, 1993). Remy et al. (2002) estimate the resulting variance in

25

surface elevation to be around 3 m over a 30-year time scale in parts of Antarctica. This

26

clearly has implications for the interpretation of altimeter data.

27

3.4.2 Ongoing Dynamic Ice Sheet Response to Past Forcing

28

The vast interior parts of an ice sheet respond only slowly to climate changes, with time

29

scales up to 10,000 years in central East Antarctica. Consequently, current ice-sheet

30

response does includes a component from ongoing adjustment to past climate changes.
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Model results [e.g., Huybrechts (2002) and Huybrechts et al. (2004)] show only a small

2

long-term change in Greenland ice-sheet volume, but Antarctic shrinkage of about 90 Gt

3

a–1, concomitant with the tail end of Holocene grounding-line retreat since the Last

4

Glacial Maximum. This places a lower bound on present-day ice sheet losses.

5

3.4.3 Dynamic Response to Ice-Shelf Break-Up

6

Recent rapid changes in marginal regions of both ice sheets include regions of glacier

7

thickening and slowdown but mainly acceleration and thinning, with some glacier

8

velocities increasing more than twofold. Most of these glacier accelerations closely

9

followed reduction or loss of ice shelves. Such behavior was predicted almost 30 years

10

ago by Mercer (1978), but was discounted, as recently as the IPCC Third Assessment

11

Report (Church et al., 2001) by most of the glaciological community, based largely on

12

results from prevailing model simulations. Considerable effort is now underway to

13

improve the models, but it is far from complete, leaving us unable to make reliable

14

predictions of ice-sheet responses to a warming climate if such glacier accelerations were

15

to increase in size and frequency. It should be noted that there is also a large uncertainty

16

in current model predictions of the atmosphere and ocean temperature changes which

17

drive the ice-sheet changes, and this uncertainty could be as large as that on the marginal

18

flow response.

19

Total breakup of Jakobshavn Isbræ ice tongue in Greenland was preceded by its very

20

rapid thinning, probably caused by a massive increase in basal melting rates (Thomas et

21

al., 2003). Despite an increased ice supply from accelerating glaciers, thinning of more

22

than 1 m a-1, and locally more than 5 m a-1, was observed between 1992 and 2001 for

23

many small ice shelves in the Amundsen Sea and along the Antarctic Peninsula

24

(Shepherd et al., 2003; Zwally et al., 2005). Thinning of ~1 m a-1 (Shepherd et al., 2003)

25

preceded the fragmentation of almost all (3,300 km2) of the Larsen B ice shelf along the

26

Antarctic Peninsula in fewer than 5 weeks in early 2002 (Scambos et al., 2003), and the

27

correlation between long melt seasons and ice shelf break-up was highlighted by

28

Fahnestock et al. (2002). A southward-progressing loss of ice shelves along the Antarctic

29

Peninsula is consistent with a thermal limit to ice-shelf viability (Mercer, 1978; Morris

30

and Vaughan, 1994). found that no ice shelves exist on the warmer side of the –5°C mean
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annual isotherm, whereas no ice shelves on the colder side of the –9°C isotherm have

2

broken up. Before the 2002 breakup of Larsen B ice shelf, local air temperatures

3

increased by more than 1.5°C over the previous 50 years (Vaughan et al., 2003),

4

increasing summer melting and formation of large melt ponds on the ice shelf. These may

5

have contributed to breakup by draining into and wedging open surface crevasses that

6

linked to bottom crevasses filled with seawater (Scambos et al., 2000).

7

Most ice shelves are in Antarctica, where they cover an area of ~1.5x106 km2 with nearly

8

all ice streams and outlet glaciers flowing into them. The largest ones in the Weddell and

9

Ross Sea Embayments also occupy the most poleward positions and are currently still far

10

from the viability criteria cited above. By contrast, Greenland ice shelves occupy only a

11

few thousand square kilometers, and many are little more than floating glacier tongues.

12

Ice shelves are nourished by ice flowing from inland and by local snow accumulation,

13

and mass loss is primarily by iceberg calving and basal melting. Melting of up to tens of

14

meters per year has been estimated beneath deeper ice near grounding lines (Rignot and

15

Jacobs, 2002). Significant changes in ice-shelf thickness are most readily caused by

16

changes in basal melting or iceberg calving.

17

Ice-shelf basal melting depends on temperature and ocean circulation within the cavity

18

beneath (Jenkins and Doake, 1991). Isolation from direct wind forcing means that the

19

main drivers of below-ice-shelf circulation are tidal and density (thermohaline) forces,

20

but lack of knowledge of bathymetry below the ice has hampered the use of three-

21

dimensional models to simulate circulation beneath the thinning ice shelves as well as a

22

lack of basic data on changes in ocean thermal forcing.

23

If glacier acceleration caused by thinning ice shelves can be sustained over many

24

centuries, sea level will rise more rapidly than currently estimated. A good example are

25

tidewater glaciers as discussed in Section 3.3.2. But such dynamic responses are poorly

26

understood and, in a warmer climate, the Greenland Ice Sheet margin would quickly

27

retreat from the coast, limiting direct contact between outlet glaciers and the ocean. This

28

would remove a likely trigger for the recently detected marginal acceleration.

29

Nevertheless, although the role of outlet-glacier acceleration in the longer term
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(multidecade) evolution of the ice sheet is hard to assess from current observations, it

2

remains a distinct possibility that parts of the Greenland Ice Sheet may already be very

3

close to their threshold of viability.

4

3.4.4 Increased Basal Lubrication

5

Observations on some glaciers show seasonal variations in ice velocity, with marked

6

increases soon after periods of heavy surface melting (e.g., O’Neel et al., 2001). Similar

7

results have also been found on parts of the Greenland ice sheet, where ice is moving at

8

~100 m a-1 (Zwally et al., 2002b). A possible cause is rapid meltwater drainage to the

9

glacier bed, where it enhances lubrication of basal sliding. If so, there is a potential for

10

increased melting in a warmer climate to cause an almost simultaneous increase in ice-

11

discharge rates. However, there is little evidence for seasonal changes in the speeds of the

12

rapid glaciers that discharge most Greenland ice. In northwest, northeast, southeast, and

13

central west Greenland, Rignot and Kanagaratnam (2006) found a 8-10% increase in

14

monthly velocity over the summer months compared to the winter months, so that

15

abundance of meltwater in the summer is not providing a significant variation in ice

16

discharge compared to the yearly average. However, this does not mean that a doubling

17

of the meltwater production could only drive a 16-20% increase in speed. Meltwater

18

remains an essential control on glacier flow as many studies of mountain glaciers have

19

shown for many decades, so it is quite likely that an increase in meltwater production

20

from a warmer climate could likely have major consequences on the flow rates of

21

glaciers.

22

4. Potential Mechanism of Rapid Ice Response

23

4.1 Ocean-Ice Interactions

24

The interaction of warm waters of the global ocean with the periphery of the large ice

25

sheets represents one of the most significant possibilities for abrupt change in the climate

26

system. Ocean waters provide a source of energy that can drive high melt rates beneath

27

ice shelves and at tidewater glaciers. Calving of icebergs at glacier termini is an

28

additional mechanism of ice loss and has the capacity to destabilize an ice front. Mass

29

loss through oceanic melting and iceberg calving accounts for more than 95% of the

30

ablation from Antarctica and 40-50% of the ablation from Greenland. As described in the
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previous section, we have seen evidence over the last decade or so, largely gleaned from

2

satellite and airborne sensors, that the most evident changes in the ice sheets have been

3

occurring at their periphery. Some of the changes, for example in the area of the Pine

4

Island Glacier, Antarctica, have been attributed to the effect of warming ocean waters at

5

the margin of the ice sheet (Payne et al., 2004). There does not yet exist, however, an

6

adequate observational database against which to definitively correlate ice shelf thinning

7

or collapse with warming of the surrounding ocean waters.

8

4.1.1 Ocean Circulation

9

To understand how changes in ocean temperature can impact ice shelves and tidewater

10

glaciers, it is necessary first to understand properties of the global ocean circulation. The

11

polar oceans receive warm salty water originating in the nonpolar oceans. In the North

12

Atlantic Ocean, the northward flowing extension of the Gulf Stream ultimately arrives in

13

the vicinity of the Greenland Ice Sheet, at depth. In the Southern Ocean, the southward

14

extension of the North Atlantic Deep Waters ultimately arrive in the vicinity of the

15

Antarctic Ice Sheet, again at depth. The polar oceans themselves produce cold, fresh

16

water, and salty waters are denser than the cold, fresh waters. The result is that the warm,

17

salty waters are found at depths of several hundred meters in the polar oceans, having

18

subducted beneath the cold, fresh surface polar waters.

19

Despite the potential of the warm, deep waters to impact the basal melting of ice shelves,

20

little observational progress has been made in studying these waters, nor is there any

21

information on the pre-instrumental (geologic) record of these waters. The main obstacle

22

to progress has been that no sustained observation program can provide a regional and

23

temporal view of the behavior of these deep waters. Instead, for the most part, we have

24

only scattered ship-based observations, poorly sampled in time and space of the locations

25

and temperatures of the deep waters. Limited observations have established that warm,

26

deep waters are present near some Antarctic ice shelves (e.g., Pine Island Glacier, Jacobs

27

et al., 1996) and not near others (e.g., Ross Ice Shelf, Jacobs and Giulivi, 1998).

28

Greenland’s ice shelves follow similarly with some having warm, deep waters present

29

(e.g., Jakobshavn Isbræ, Holland et al., 2007a) and others much less so (e.g., Petermann

30

Gletscher, Steffen et al., 2004a).
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The nature of the circulation of ocean waters beneath an ice shelf can be broadly

2

classified into two regimes. In one regime, only cold ocean waters (i.e., near the freezing

3

point) are found in front of and beneath an ice shelf. These waters produce little melting

4

of the ice shelf base, as for instance, the base of the Ross Ice Shelf, which is estimated to

5

melt at about 0.2 m a-1 (Holland et al., 2003). In a second regime, warm waters (i.e., a

6

few degrees above the freezing point) are found in front of and beneath the ice shelf.

7

Here, the melt rate can be one-hundred-fold stronger, up to 20 m a-1, as for example at the

8

base of the Pine Island Glacier (Jacobs et al., 1996). This nonlinear sensitivity of basal

9

mass balance to ocean temperature has recently been highlighted (Holland et al., 2007b),

10

as well as the sensitivity of melt rate to the geometry of the environment. The presence of

11

warm water in the vicinity of an ice shelf is a necessary condition for high melting, but it

12

is not sufficient by itself. Additional factors such as the details of the bathymetry can be

13

equally important, as for example, a submarine sill can block access of warm waters

14

while a submarine canyon can facilitate the exchange of warm, deep waters into a cavity

15

beneath an ice shelf. Recent years have seen an increase in the collection of bathymetric

16

data around the Greenland and Antarctic continental shelves, and in some instances even

17

beneath the ice shelves.

18

4.1.2 Ice-Pump Circulation

19

The manner in which ocean waters circulate beneath an ice shelf has loosely become

20

known as the ‘ice-pump’ circulation (Lewis and Perkins, 1986). The circulation can be

21

visualized as dense, salty water (either cold or warm), entering an ice shelf cavity and

22

flowing toward the back of the cavity, to the grounding line where the ice shelf first goes

23

afloat on the ocean. Here at the grounding line, the ice shelf is at its greatest thickness.

24

Because the freezing point of seawater decreases as ocean depth increases, the invading

25

ocean waters have an ever increasing thermal head with respect to the ice as the depth of

26

the ice increases. The thermal head determines the amount of melting at the grounding

27

line. An end result of melting is a cooled and freshened ocean water mass at the

28

grounding line. An empirical consequence of the equation of state for seawater is that this

29

water mass will always be less dense than the source waters that originally fed into the

30

ice shelf cavity. These light waters subsequently flow upward along the ice shelf base as

31

a kind of upside-down gravity current, a flow feature termed a plume. As the waters rise,
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the depth-dependent freezing point also rises, and at some point the rising waters can

2

actually become supercooled with respect to the local freezing point. In this instance

3

some of the meltwaters refreeze to the base of the ice shelf, forming so-called marine ice,

4

in contrast to the meteoric ice (also called snow/ice) that feeds the ice shelf from the

5

inland ice sheet. It is the manner in which ocean waters can melt the deep ice and refreeze

6

ice at shallow depths that has given rise to the term ‘ice pump’. In the case of warm

7

waters in the cavity beneath the ice shelf, the term ice pump is a misnomer, as there may

8

be no refreezing of ice whatsoever, just melting. These under-ice circulation processes

9

are clearly important to the stability of ice shelves or ice tongues, but it is difficult to yet

10

predict their impact on Antarctica and Greenland in the coming decades. Future changes

11

in ocean circulation and ocean temperatures will produce changes in basal melting, but

12

the magnitude of these changes is currently not modeled or predicted.

13

4.2 Ice Shelf Processes

14

4.2.1 Ice Shelf Basal Melting

15

A nonlinear response of ice shelf melting to increasing ocean temperatures is a central

16

tenet in the scenario for abrupt climate change arising from ocean–ice-shelf interaction.

17

The nonlinear response is a theoretical and computational result; observations are yet

18

inadequate to verify this conclusion. Nonetheless, the basis of this result is that the melt

19

rate at the base of an ice shelf is the product of the thermal head and the velocity of the

20

ocean waters at the base. The greater the thermal head or the velocity, then the greater the

21

melt rate. A key insight from the theoretical and modeling research is that as the ocean

22

water temperature is increased, the buoyancy of the plume beneath the ice shelf is

23

increased because greater melting is initiated by the warmer waters. A more buoyant

24

plume rises faster, and causes greater melting, and becomes more buoyant. This positive

25

feedback is a key nonlinear response mechanism of an ice shelf base to warming ocean

26

waters.

27

The susceptibility of ice shelves to high melt rates and to collapse is a function of the

28

presence of warm waters entering the ice shelf cavities. But the appearance of such warm

29

waters does not actually imply that the global ocean needs to warm. It is true that

30

observational evidence (Levitus et al., 2000) does indicate that global ocean has warmed
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over the past decades, and that the warming has been modest (approximately 0.5° C

2

globally). While this is one mechanism for creating warmer waters to enter a cavity

3

beneath the ice shelf, a more efficient mechanism for melting is not to warm the global

4

ocean waters but to redirect existing warm water from the global ocean toward ice shelf

5

cavities. Ocean circulation is driven by density contrasts of water masses and by surface

6

wind forcing. Subtle changes in surface wind forcing (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995)

7

may have important consequence for the redistribution of warm water currents in polar

8

oceans A change in wind patterns (i.e., a relatively fast process) could produce large and

9

fast changes in the temperatures of ocean waters appearing at the doorstep of the ice

10

shelves.

11

4.2.2 Ice Shelf Thinning

12

Changes in the geometry of ice shelves or floating ice tongues can cause a dynamic

13

response that penetrates hundreds of kilometers inland. This can be triggered through

14

high rates of basal melt or through a calving episode, providing the perturbation impacts

15

the ice sheet grounding zone (Thomas et al., 2005; Payne et al., 2004; Pattyn et al.,

16

2006). Grounding-zone thinning can induce rapid and widespread inland ice response if

17

fast-flowing ice streams are present. This has been observed in the Pine Island and

18

Thwaites Glacier systems (Rignot et al., 2002; Shepherd et al., 2002). Glacier discharge

19

also increased on the Antarctic Peninsula following the 2002 collapse of the Larsen B ice

20

shelf (Rott et al., 2002; DeAngelis and Skvarca, 2003; Rignot et al., 2004a).

21

Whether or not a glacier will stabilize following a perturbation depends to a large degree

22

on whether it is grounded or floating. Flow rates of more than 300 tidewater glaciers on

23

the Antarctic Peninsula increased by an average of 12% from 1992 to 2005 (Pritchard

24

and Vaughan, 2007). Pritchard and Vaughan interpret this as a dynamic response to

25

thinning at the ice terminus. Glaciers in contact with the ocean are likely to see an

26

ongoing response to ice-shelf removal.

27

A thinning ice shelf results in glacier ungrounding, which is the main cause of the glacier

28

acceleration because it has a large effect on the force balance near the ice front (Thomas,
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2004). This effect also explains the retreat of Pine Island Glacier (Thomas et al., 2005)

2

and the recent acceleration and retreat of outlet glaciers in east Greenland.

3

4.2.3 Iceberg Calving

4

Calving is the separation of ice blocks from a glacier at a marginal cliff. This happens

5

mostly at ice margins in large water bodies (lakes or the ocean), and the calved blocks

6

become icebergs. The mechanism responsible for iceberg production is the initiation and

7

propagation of fractures through the ice thickness. Calving can originate in fractures far

8

back from the ice front (Fricker et al., 2005). This process is incompletely understood,

9

partly because of the difficulty and danger of making observations.

10

While it is not clear that calving is a deterministic process (because outcome cannot be

11

predicted exactly from knowledge of initial condition), some internal (ice dynamical) and

12

external influences on calving rates have been qualitatively elucidated. Internal

13

dynamical controls are related to the stiffness and thickness of ice, longitudinal strain

14

rates, and the propensity for fractures to form and propagate. High rates of ice flow

15

promote longitudinal stretching and tensile failure. External influences on calving rates

16

include ocean bathymetry and sea level, water temperature, tidal amplitude, air

17

temperature, sea ice, and storm swell.

18

These variables may have a role in a general “calving law” that can be used to predict

19

calving rates. Such a law does not yet exist but is important because calving has the

20

capacity to destabilize an ice front. Acceleration of Jakobshavn Isbræ beginning in 2000

21

has been interpreted as a response to increased calving at the ice front and collapse of the

22

floating tongue following very rapid thinning (Thomas, 2004; Joughin et al., 2004).

23

The external variables that trigger such an event are not well understood. Increased

24

surface melting due to climatic warming can destabilize the ice front and lead to rapid

25

disintegration of an entire ice shelf (Scambos et al., 2004). Penetration of surface

26

meltwater into crevasses deepens the fissures and creates areas of weakness that can fail

27

under longitudinal extension.
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A number of small ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula collapsed in the last three

2

decades of the 20th century. Ice shelf area declined by more than 13,500 km2 in this

3

period, punctuated by the collapse of the Larsen A and Larsen B ice shelves in 1995 and

4

2002 (Scambos et al., 2004). This was possibly related to atmospheric warming in the

5

region, estimated to be about 3°C over the second half of the 20th century. Vaughan and

6

Doake (1996) suggest that ice shelf viability is compromised if mean annual air

7

temperature exceeds −5°C. Above this temperature, meltwater production weakens

8

surface crevasses and rifts and may allow them to propagate through the ice thickness. It

9

is also likely that thinning of an ice shelf, caused by increased basal melting,

10

preconditions it for breakup. Consequently, warming of ocean waters may also be

11

important. The Weddell Sea warmed in the last part of the 20th century, and the role that

12

this ocean warming played in the ice shelf collapses on the Antarctic Peninsula is

13

unknown. Warmer ocean temperatures cause an increase in basal melt rates and ice-shelf

14

thinning. If this triggers enhanced extensional flow, it might cause increased crevassing,

15

fracture propagation, and calving.

16

Similarly, the impacts of sea ice and iceberg-clogged fjords are not well understood.

17

These could damp tidal forcing and flexure of floating ice tongues, suppressing calving.

18

Reeh et al. (1999) discuss the transition from tidewater outlets with high calving rates in

19

southern Greenland to extended, floating tongues of ice in north Greenland, with limited

20

calving flux and basal melting representing the dominant ablation mechanism. Permanent

21

sea ice in northeast Greenland may be one of the factors enabling the survival of floating

22

ice tongues in the north (Higgins, 1991). This is difficult to separate from the effects of

23

colder air and ocean temperatures.

24

4.3 Ice Stream and Glacier Processes

25

Ice masses that are warm based (at the melting point at the bed) can move via basal

26

sliding or through deformation of subglacial sediments. Sliding at the bed involves

27

decoupling of the ice and the underlying till or bedrock, generally as a result of high basal

28

water pressures (Bindschadler, 1983). Glacier movement via sediment deformation

29

involves viscous flow or plastic failure of a thin layer of sediments underlying the ice

30

(Kamb, 1991; Tulaczyk et al., 2001). Pervasive sediment deformation requires large
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supplies of basal meltwater to dilate and weaken sediments. Sliding and sediment

2

deformation are therefore subject to similar controls; both require warm-based conditions

3

and high basal water pressures, and both processes are promoted by the low basal friction

4

associated with subglacial sediments. In the absence of direct measurements of the

5

prevailing flow mechanism at the bed, basal sliding and subglacial sediment deformation

6

can be broadly combined and referred to as basal flow.

7

4.3.1 Basal Flow

8

Basal flow can transport ice at velocities exceeding rates of internal deformation: 100s to

9

more than 10,000 meters per year, and glacier surges, tidewater glacier flow, and ice

10

stream motion are governed by basal flow dynamics (Clarke, 1987). Ice streams are

11

responsible for drainage of as much as 90% of West Antarctica (Paterson, 1994), leading

12

to a low surface profile and a mobile, active ice mass that is poorly represented by ice

13

sheet models that cannot portray these features.

14

Glaciers and ice sheets that are susceptible to basal flow can move quickly and

15

erratically, making them intrinsically less predictable than those governed by internal

16

deformation. They are more sensitive to climate change because of their high rates of ice

17

turnover, which gives them a shorter response time to climate (or ice-marginal)

18

perturbations. In addition, they may be directly responsive to increased amounts of

19

surface meltwater production associated with climate warming.

20

This latter process is crucial to predicting dynamic feedbacks to the expanding ablation

21

area, longer melt season, and higher rates of surface meltwater production that are

22

predicted for most ice masses.

23

Although basal meltwater has traditionally been thought to be the primary source of

24

subglacial water, models have shown that supraglacial streams with discharges of over

25

0.15 m3 s-1 can penetrate down through 300 m of ice to reach bedrock, via self-

26

propagation of water-filled crevasses (Arnold and Sharp, 2002). There are several

27

possible subglacial hydrological configurations: ice-walled conduits, bedrock conduits,

28

water film, linked cavities, soft-sediment channels, porous sediment sheets, and ordinary

29

aquifers (Mair et al., 2001; Flowers and Clarke, 2002).
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Modern interest in water flow through glaciers can be dated from a pair of theoretical

2

papers published in 1972. In one of these, Shreve (1972) discussed the influence of ice

3

pressure on the direction of water flow through and under glaciers, and in the other

4

Röthlisberger (1972) presented a theoretical model for calculating water pressures in

5

subglacial conduits. Through a combination of these theoretical considerations and field

6

observations, it is concluded that the englacial drainage system probably consists of an

7

arborescent network of passages. The millimeter-sized finger-tip tributaries of this

8

network join downward into ever larger conduits. Locally, moulins provide large direct

9

connections between the glacier surface and the bed. Beneath a valley glacier the

10

subglacial drainage is likely to be in a tortuous system of linked cavities transected by a

11

few relatively large and comparatively straight conduits. The average flow direction in

12

the combined system is controlled by a combination of ice-overburden pressure and bed

13

topography, and in general is not normal to contours of equal elevation on the bed.

14

Although theoretical studies usually assume that subglacial conduits are semicircular in

15

cross section, there are reasons for believing that this ideal is rarely realized in nature.

16

Much of the progress in subglacial hydrology has been theoretical, as experimental

17

techniques for studying the englacial hydraulic system are few, and as yet not fully

18

exploited, and observational evidence is difficult to obtain.

19

How directly and permanently do these effects influence ice dynamics? It is not clear at

20

this time. This process is well known in valley glaciers, where surface meltwater that

21

reaches the bed in the summer melt season induces seasonal or episodic speedups (Iken

22

and Bindschadler, 1986). Speedups have also been observed in response to large rainfall

23

events (e.g., O’Neel et al., 2005).

24

4.3.2 Flow Acceleration and Meltwater

25

Summer acceleration has also been observed in the ablation area of polar icefields

26

(Copland et al., 2003), where meltwater ponds drain through moulins and reach the bed

27

through up to 200 m of cold ice (Boon and Sharp, 2003). The influx of surface meltwater

28

triggers a fourfold speedup in flow in the lower ablation area each year. There is a clear

29

link between the surface hydrology, seasonal development of englacial drainage

30

connections to the bed, and basal flow, at least at this site.
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It is uncertain whether surface meltwater can reach the bed through thick columns of cold

2

ice. Cold ice is impermeable on the intergranular scale (Paterson, 1994). However, water

3

flowing into moulins may carry enough kinetic and potential energy to penetrate to the

4

bed and spread out over an area large enough to affect the basal velocity. Zwally et al.

5

(2002a) record summertime speedup events near the western margin of the Greenland Ice

6

Sheet, associated with the drainage of large supraglacial lakes in a region where the ice

7

sheet is several hundred meters thick. It is unknown whether the meltwater penetrated all

8

the way to the bed, but this is interpreted to be the cause of the summer speedups and is

9

consistent with observations on valley glaciers.

10

These observations are unequivocal but the speedups are modest (10%) and localized.

11

Alternative interpretations of the Zwally et al. (2002a) data have also been proposed. The

12

region may be influenced by seasonal acceleration at the downstream ice margin or

13

through accelerated summer flow in nearby Jakobshavn Isbræ, rather than local

14

supraglacial lake drainage. Recent summer speedups in Jakobshavn Isbræ are believed to

15

be a response to marine conditions (summer calving, seasonal sea ice, and basal melting

16

on the floating ice tongue).

17

More studies like that of Zwally et al. (2002a) are needed to determine the extent to

18

which supraglacial water actually reaches the bed and influences basal motion. At this

19

time it is still unclear how influential surface meltwater is on polar icefield dynamics, but

20

it may prove to be an extremely important feedback in icefield response to climate

21

change, as it provides a direct link between surface climate and ice dynamics. A

22

modeling study by Parizek and Alley (2004) that assumes surface-meltwater-induced

23

speedups similar to those observed by Zwally et al. (2002a) found this effect to increase

24

the sensitivity of the Greenland Ice Sheet to specified warmings by 10-15%. This is

25

speculative, as the actual physics of meltwater penetration to the bed and its influence on

26

basal flow are not explicitly modeled or fully understood.
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4.4 Modeling

2

4.4.1 Ice-Ocean Modeling

3

There has been substantial progress in the numerical modeling of the ice-shelf–ocean

4

interaction over the last decade. A variety of ocean models have now been adapted so that

5

they can simulate the interaction of the ocean with an overlying ice shelf (see ISOMIP

6

Group, 2007, for summary of modeling activities). The present state of the art in these

7

simulations is termed as static-geometry simulations, as the actual shape of the ice-shelf

8

cavity does not change during these simulations. Such static geometry simulations are a

9

reasonable first step in advancing understanding of such a complex system. Steps are now

10

being taken to co-evolve the ocean and ice shelf (Grosfeld and Sandhager, 2004; Walker

11

and Holland, 2007) in what can be termed as dynamic-geometry simulations. It is only

12

the latter type of simulations that can ultimately provide any predictive capability on

13

abrupt change in global sea level as resulting from changing ocean temperatures in

14

cavities beneath the ice shelf. The scientific community presently does not possess an

15

adequate observational or theoretical understating of this problem. Progress is being

16

made, but given the relatively few researchers and resources tackling the problem, the

17

rate of progress is slow. It is conceivable that changes are presently occurring or will

18

occur in the near term (i.e., the present century) in the ice-shelf–ocean interaction that we

19

are not able to observe or model.

20

4.4.2 Ice Modeling

21

The extent of impact of ice-marginal perturbations depends on the nature of ice flow in

22

the inland ice. Ice dynamics in the transition zone between inland and floating ice – the

23

grounding zone – are complex, and few whole-ice-sheet models have rigorously

24

addressed the mechanics of ice flow in this zone. MacAyeal (1989) introduced a model of

25

ice shelf-ice stream flow that provides a reasonable representation of this transition zone,

26

although the model has only been applied on regional scales. This model, which has had

27

good success in simulating Antarctic ice-stream dynamics, assumes that ice flux is

28

dominated by flow at the bed and longitudinal stretching, with negligible vertical shear

29

deformation in the ice.
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The Western half of Antarctica contains enough ice to raise sea levels by about 6 m. It

2

also rests on bedrock below sea level, which leaves it vulnerable to irreversible shrinkage

3

if the rate of ice flow from the grounded ice sheet into the surrounding ice shelves were

4

to increase, causing partial flotation and hence retreat of the grounded ice sheet. A hotly

5

debated hypothesis in glaciology asserts that a marine ice sheet is susceptible to such

6

irreversible shrinkage if its grounding line rests on an upward-sloping bed, because a

7

small retreat in grounding line position should lead to increased discharge, which leads to

8

further retreat and so on. The key to this hypothetical positive feedback is that discharge

9

through the grounding line - where grounded ice lifts off the bed to become an ice shelf -

10

must increase with water depth there. The assertion that this is the case has been around

11

for over 30 years but has not previously been proven. Schoof (2007) has been able to use

12

the boundary layer theory to show that the positive feedback does indeed exist.

13

Recent efforts have explored higher order simulations of ice sheet dynamics, including a

14

full-stress solution that allows modeling of mixed flow regimes (Pattyn, 2002; Payne et

15

al., 2004). The study by Payne et al. (2004) examines the inland propagation of

16

grounding-line perturbations in the Pine Island Glacier. The dynamic response has two

17

different time scales: an instantaneous mechanical response through longitudinal stress

18

coupling, felt up to 100 km inland, followed by an advective-diffusive thinning wave

19

propagating upstream on a decadal time scale, with a new equilibrium reached after about

20

150 years. These modeling results are consistent with observations of recent ice thinning

21

in this region.

22

Full-stress solutions have yet to be deployed on continental scales (or applied to the sea-

23

level question), but this is becoming computationally tractable. Improvements may also

24

be possible through nested modeling, with high-resolution grids and high-order physics in

25

regions of interest. Moving-grid techniques for explicit modeling of the ice sheet - ice

26

shelf grounding zone are also needed (Vieli and Payne, 2005). The current suite of

27

models does not handle this well. Most regional-scale models that focus on ice shelf

28

dynamics use fixed grounding lines, while continental-scale ice sheet models distinguish

29

between grounded and floating ice, but the grounding zone falls into the horizontal grid

30

cell where this transition occurs. At model resolutions of 10s of kilometers, this does not
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capture the details of grounding line migration. Vieli and Payne (2005) show that this has

2

a large effect on modeled ground-line stability to external forcing.

3

Observations from the last decade have radically altered the thinking on how rapidly an

4

ice sheet can respond to perturbations at the marine margin. Several-fold increases in

5

discharge followed the collapse of ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula, with

6

accelerations of up to 800% following collapse of the Larsen B ice shelf (Scambos et al.,

7

2004; Rignot et al., 2004a). The effects on inland ice flow are rapid, large, and propagate

8

immediately over very large distances. This is something models did not predict a priori,

9

and the modeling community is now scrambling to catch up with the observations. No

10

whole-ice sheet model is presently capable of capturing the glacier speedups in

11

Antarctica or Greenland that have been observed over the last decade. This means that we

12

have no real idea of how quickly or widely the ice sheets will react if they are pushed out

13

of equilibrium.

14

4.5 Sea-Level Feedback

15

Perhaps the primary factor that raises concerns about the potential of abrupt changes in

16

sea level is that large areas of modern ice sheets are currently grounded below sea level

17

(i.e., the base of the ice sheet occurs below sea level) (Fig. 2.10). Where it exists, it is this

18

condition that lends itself to many of the processes described in previous sections that can

19

lead to rapid ice-sheet changes, especially with regard to atmosphere-ocean-ice

20

interactions that may affect ice shelves and calving fronts of tidewater glaciers.

21

An equally important aspect of these marine-based ice sheets which has long been of

22

interest is that the beds of ice sheets grounded below sea level tend to deepen inland,

23

either due to overdeepening from glacial erosion or isostatic adjustment. The grounding

24

line is the critical juncture that separates ice that is thick enough to remain grounded from

25

either an ice shelf or a calving front. In the absence of stabilizing factors, this

26

configuration indicated that marine ice sheets are inherently unstable, whereby small

27

changes in climate could trigger irreversible retreat of the grounding line (Hughes, 1973;

28

Weertman, 1974; Thomas and Bentley, 1978). For a tidewater glacier, rapid retreat occurs

29

because calving rates increase with water depth (Brown et al., 1983). Where the
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grounding line is fronted by an unconfined ice shelf, rapid retreat occurs because the

2

extensional thinning rate of an ice shelf increases with thickness, such as would

3

accompany grounding-line retreat (Weertman, 1974).

4

The amount of retreat clearly depends on how far inland glaciers remain below sea level.

5

Of greatest concern is West Antarctica, where all the large ice streams are grounded well

6

below sea level, with deeper trenches lying well inland of their grounding lines (Fig.

7

2.10). A similar situation applies to the entire Wilkes Land sector of East Antarctica. In

8

Greenland, few outlet glaciers remain below sea level very far inland, indicating that

9

glacier retreat by this process will eventually slow down or halt. A notable exception may

10

be Greenland's largest outlet glacier, Jakobshavn Isbræ, which appears to tap into the

11

central core of Greenland that is below sea level (Fig. 2.10).

12

Several factors determine the position of the grounding line, and thus the stability of

13

marine ice sheets. On time scales that may lead to rapid changes, the two most important

14

of these are the backstress provided by ice-shelf buttressing and sea level (Thomas and

15

Bentley, 1978). Given that a grounding line represents the point at which ice becomes

16

buoyant, then a rise in sea level will cause grounding line retreat (and vice versa).

17

Following some initial perturbation, this situation thus leads to the potential for a positive

18

feedback to develop between ice retreat and sea level rise. Recent studies from West

19

Antarctica, however, suggest that for some geological situations, the sensitivity of

20

grounding line retreat to sea level rise may be less important than previously considered.

21

Anandakrishnan et al. (2007) documented formation of a wedge of subglacial sediment at

22

the grounding line of the Whillans Ice Stream, resulting in ice to be substantially thicker

23

there than floating ice in hydrostatic equilibrium. Alley et al. (2007) showed with

24

numerical ice-flow models that a grounding line sitting on a sedimentary wedge is

25

immune to sea-level changes of up to 10 m. Because the wedges develop by

26

accumulation of debris delivered to the grounding line from a subglacial deforming

27

sediment layer, this stabilizing mechanism only applies to those places where such a

28

process is operating. Today, this likely applies to the Siple Coast ice streams and perhaps

29

those flowing into the Ronne Ice Shelf. It is not clear, however, that it applies to ice
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streams flowing into other Antarctic ice shelves or to the outlet glaciers draining

2

Greenland.

3

Of these two factors, the buttressing force of the ice shelf is likely more important than

4

sea level in affecting grounding-line dynamics. If this force is greater than that just

5

caused by seawater pressure, then the grounding line is vulnerable to ice-shelf changes.

6

For thick grounding lines, such as characterize most outlet glaciers and ice streams

7

draining Greenland and Antarctica today, this vulnerability far exceeds that associated

8

with feasible sea-level changes expected by the end of this century (0.5-1.0 m)

9

(Rahmstorf, 2007), particularly in the context of the likelihood of substantial climate

10

change that would affect the ice shelves in the same timeframe. In considering the

11

wedge-stability factor as well, we thus conclude that, in the absence of rapid loss of ice

12

shelves and attendant sea level rise, sea level forcing and feedback are unlikely to be

13

significant determinants in causing rapid ice-sheet changes in the coming century.

14

Box 2.1—Glaciers: Some Definitions

15

Glaciers are bodies of ice resting on the Earth’s solid surface (Box 2.1 Fig. 1). We

16

distinguish between ice sheets (Box 2.1 Fig. 2), which are glaciers of near-continental

17

extent and of which there are at present two, the Antarctic Ice Sheet and the

18

Greenland Ice Sheet, and small glaciers, sometimes also referred to as glaciers and

19

ice caps (Box 2.1 Fig. 2). There are several hundred thousand small glaciers. They are

20

typically a few hundred meters to a few tens of kilometers long, while the ice sheets

21

are drained by ice streams many tens to hundreds of kilometers long. In terms of

22

volume, the ice sheets dwarf the small glaciers. If they all melted, the equivalent sea

23

level rise would be 57 m from Antarctica and 7 m from Greenland but only 0.5 m

24

from the small glaciers. Of the Antarctic total, about 7 m would come from West

25

Antarctica, which may be especially vulnerable to abrupt changes.

26

Ice at the Earth’s surface is a soft solid because it is either at or not far below its

27

melting point. It therefore deforms readily under stress, spreading under its own

28

weight until a balance is achieved between mass gains, mainly as snowfall, in the cold

29

interior or upper parts of the glacier, and mass loss in the lower parts by melting or
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1

right at sea level by the calving of icebergs. The glacier may, however, keep

2

spreading when it reaches sea level, and in this case it has a floating tongue or, when

3

several glaciers are involved, a buttressing ice shelf (Box 2.1 Fig. 3), the weight of

4

which is supported not by the solid earth but by the ocean. A glacier which reaches

5

sea level is called a tidewater glacier.

6

Ice shelves, which are mostly confined to Antarctica, are typically a few hundred

7

meters thick and must not be confused with sea ice, typically a few meters thick.

8

They are a critical part of the picture because they can lose mass not just by melting

9

at their surfaces and by calving but also by melting at their bases. Increased basal

10

melting, due for example to the arrival of warmer seawater, can “pull” more ice

11

across the grounding line.

12

The grounding line separates the grounded inland ice from the floating shelf or

13

tongue ice. It is also where the ice makes its contribution to sea level change. When it

14

begins to float, it displaces seawater whether or not it becomes an iceberg.

15

There is another crucial role for ice shelves, for they appear to be thermally unstable –

16

there are no ice shelves where the annual average temperature is higher than about

17

minus 5°C. Recently several “warm” ice shelves have collapsed dramatically, and

18

their disintegration has been followed by equally dramatic acceleration of tributary

19

glaciers across what was once the grounding line, where the grounded ice calves

20

directly into the ocean at a far greater rate than before ice-shelf breakup.

21

Ice streams are rapid flows of ice with walls of slower ice, and are the principal

22

means by which ice is evacuated from the interiors of the ice sheets and supplied to

23

the larger ice shelves. Similar flows with walls of rock are called outlet glaciers,

24

although this term is sometimes used quite loosely.
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Box 2.1 Figure 1. Glaciers are slow-moving rivers of ice, formed from compacted
layers of snow, that slowly deforms and flows in response to gravity. Glacier ice is
the largest reservoir of freshwater, and second only to oceans the largest reservoir of
total water. Glaciers cover vast areas of polar regions and are restricted to the
mountains in mid latitudes. Glaciers are typically a few hundred meters to a few tens
of kilometers long; most of the glaciers in mid latitudes have been retreating in the
last two centuries (Rhône Glacier, Switzerland, photograph courtesy of K. Steffen,
CIRES, University of Colorado at Boulder.)
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Box 2.1 Figure 2. The ice cover in Greenland and Antarctica has two components –
thick, grounded, inland ice that rests on a more or less solid bed, and thinner floating
ice shelves and glacier tongues. An ice sheet is actually a giant glacier, and like most
glaciers it is nourished by the continual accumulation of snow on its surface. As
successive layers of snow build up, the layers beneath are gradually compressed into
solid ice. Snow input is balanced by glacial outflow, so the height of the ice sheet
stays approximately constant through time. The ice is driven by gravity to slide and to
flow downhill from the highest points of the interior to the coast. There it either melts
or is carried away as icebergs which also eventually melt, thus returning the water to
the ocean whence it came. Outflow from the inland ice is organized into a series of
drainage basins separated by ice divides that concentrate the flow of ice into either
narrow mountain-bounded outlet glaciers or fast-moving ice streams surrounded by
slow-moving ice rather than rock walls. In Antarctica, much of this flowing ice has
reached the coast and has spread over the surface of the ocean to form ice shelves that
are floating on the sea but are attached to ice on land. There are ice shelves along
more than half of Antarctica’s coast, but very few in Greenland (UNEP Maps and
Graphs; K. Steffen, CIRES, University of Colorado at Boulder.).
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Box 2.1 Figure 3. An ice shelf is a thick, floating platform of ice that forms where a
glacier or ice sheet flows down to a coastline and onto the ocean surface. Ice shelves
are found in Antarctica, Greenland, and Canada. The boundary between the floating
ice shelf and the grounded (resting on bedrock) ice that feeds it is called the
grounding line. The thickness of modern-day ice shelves ranges from about 100 to
1,000 meters. The density contrast between solid ice and liquid water means that only
about 1/9 of the floating ice is above the ocean surface. The picture shows the ice
shelf of Petermann Glacier in northwestern Greenland (right side of picture) with a
floating ice tongue of 60 km in length and 20 km wide. Glaciers from the left are
merging with the ice shelf. (Petermann Glacier, northwest Greenland, photograph
courtesy of K. Steffen, CIRES, University of Colorado at Boulder.)

13
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1

Box 2.2—Mass Balance, Energy Balance, and Force Balance

2

The glaciological analyses which we summarize here can all be understood in terms

3

of simple arithmetic.

4

To determine the mass balance, we add up all the gains of mass, collectively known

5

as accumulation and dominated by snowfall, and all the losses, collectively known as

6

ablation and dominated by melting and calving. The difference between accumulation

7

and ablation is called, by long-established custom, the total mass balance, although

8

the reader will note that we really mean “mass imbalance.” That is, there is no reason

9

why the difference should be zero; the same is true of the energy balance and force

10

balance.

11

The mass balance is closely connected to the energy balance. The temperature of the

12

glacier surface is determined by this balance, which is the sum of gains by the

13

absorption of radiative energy, transfer of heat from the overlying air, and heat

14

released by condensation, and losses by radiative emission, upward transfer of heat

15

when the air is colder than the glacier surface, and heat consumed by evaporation. A

16

negative energy balance means that the ice temperature will drop. A positive energy

17

balance means either that the ice temperature will rise or that the ice will melt.

18

Ice deformation or dynamics is the result of a balance of forces, which we determine

19

by arithmetic operations comparable to those involved in the mass and energy

20

balances. Shear forces, proportional to the product of ice thickness and surface slope,

21

determine how fast the glacier moves over its bed by shear deformation where the ice

22

is frozen to the bed, or by basal sliding where the bed is wet. Spreading forces,

23

determined by ice thickness, are resisted by drag forces at the glacier bed and its

24

margins, and by forces transmitted upstream from its floating tongue or ice shelf as

25

this pushes seaward past its margins and over locally shoaling seabed. The sum of

26

these forces determines the speed at which the ice moves, together with its direction.

27

However, we must also allow for ice stiffness, which is strongly affected by its

28

temperature, with cold ice much stiffer (more sluggish) than ice near its melting

29

point.
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1

The temperature becomes still more important when we consider basal drag, which is

2

high for a dry-based glacier (one frozen to its bed), but can be very small for wet-

3

based glaciers where their beds have been raised to the melting point by heat

4

conducted from the Earth’s interior and frictional heat generated on the spot. Once the

5

bed is at the melting point, any further gain of heat yields meltwater. One of

6

glaciology’s bigger surprises is that large parts of the ice sheets, whose surfaces are

7

among the coldest places on Earth, are wet-based.

8

The varying pressure of basal meltwater on the moving ice can alter the force balance

9

markedly. Its general impact is to promote basal sliding, by which mechanism the

10

glacier may flow much more rapidly than it would by shear deformation alone. Basal

11

sliding, in conjunction with the presence of a porous reservoir for meltwater where

12

the bed consists of soft sediment rather than rock, plays a major role in the behavior

13

of ice streams.

14

There are subtle links between the mass balance and the force balance. The ice flows

15

from where there is net accumulation to where there is net ablation, and the changing

16

size and shape of the glacier depend on the interplay of dynamics and climate, the

17

latter including the climate of the ocean.

18
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Table 2.1 Summary of the recent mass balance of Greenland and Antarctica. (*) 1 km3 of
ice = ~0.92 Gt; (#) Excluding ice shelves; SLE = sea level equivalent.
6

2

Area (10 km )
Volume (106 km3)*
Total accumulation
(Gt a-1)#
Mass Balance

Greenland
1.7
2.9 (7.3 m SLE)
500 (1.4 mm SLE)

Antarctica
12.3
24.7 (56.6 m SLE)
1850 (5.1 mm SLE)

Since ~1990: Thickening
above 2,000 m, at an
accelerating rate; thinning at
lower elevations also
accelerating to cause a net loss
from the ice sheet of perhaps
>100 Gt a-1 after 2000.

Since early 1990s: slow thickening in
central regions and southern Antarctic
Peninsula; localized thinning at
accelerating rates of glaciers in
Antarctic Peninsula and Amundsen Sea
region. Probable net loss, but close to
balance.

4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 2.2 Global small-glacier mass balance for different periods. Consensus estimates
(Kaser et al., 2006), including small glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica, of global
average specific mass balance (b); global total mass balance (B), equal to A×b where
A=785×109 m2 is the areal extent of small glaciers; and the sea level equivalent (SLE),
equal to –B/(ρw AO), where ρw=1,000 kg m-3 and ocean area AO=362×1012 m2.
Period
b
B
SLE
(kg m-2 a-1)
(Gt a-1)
(mm a-1)
1961-2004
-231±101
-182±78
0.50±0.22
1961-1990
-173±89
-136±70
0.37±0.19
1991-2004
-356±121
-280±95
0.77±0.26
2001-2004
-451±89
-354±70
0.98±0.19
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Figure 2.1 (a) Record of sea-level change over the last 130,000 years. Thick blue line is
reconstruction from δ18O records of marine sediment cores through regression analyses
(Waelbroeck et al., 2002), with ±13 m error shown by thin gray lines. The × symbols
represent individually dated shorelines from Australia (Stirling et al., 1995, 1998), New
Guinea (Edwards et al., 1993; Chappell, 2002; Cutler et al., 2003), Sunda Shelf
(Hanebuth et al., 2000), Bonaparte Gulf (Yokoyama et al., 2000), Tahiti (Bard et al.,
1996), and Barbados (Peltier and Fairbanks, 2006). (b) Rate of sea level change (mm a-1)
and equivalent freshwater flux (Sv, where 1 Sv = 106 m3 s-1 = 31,500 Gt a-1) derived
from sea-level record in (a). Horizontal gray bars represent average rates of sea level
change during the 20th century (lower bar) and projected for the end of the 21st century
(upper bar) (Rahmstorf, 2007).
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Figure 2.2. Relation between estimated atmospheric CO2 and the ice contribution to
eustatic sea level indicated by geological archives and referenced to modern (preindustrial era) conditions [CO2 =280 parts per million by volume (ppmV), eustatic sea
level = 0 m]. Horizontal gray box represents range of atmospheric CO2 concentrations
projected for the end of the 21st century based on IPCC emission scenarios (lower end is
B1 scenario, upper end is A1F1 scenario) (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). The vertical red bar
represents the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) estimate of sea level rise by the
end of the 21st century (Meehl et al., 2007). The difference between the IPCC AR4
estimate and the high paleo-sea levels under comparable atmospheric CO2 levels of the
past (blue dots with vertical bar given as uncertainties) largely reflects the long response
time of ice sheets. A central question raised by the dynamical changes in ice sheets
described in this chapter (and that are not included in the IPCC AR4 estimates) is how
much they will reduce the ice-sheet response time to climate change.
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Figure 2.3. Pentadal average mass-balance rates of the world’s glaciers and ice caps,
excluding Greenland and Antarctica, for the last half century. Specific mass balance (left
axis) is converted to total balance and to sea level equivalent (right axis) as described in
Table 2.2. C05a: an arithmetic mean over all annual measurements within each pentad,
with confidence envelope shaded grey and number of measurements given at top of
graph. C05i, DM05, O04: independently obtained spatially corrected series. MB:
arithmetic mean of C05i, DM05 and O04, with confidence envelope shaded red. See
Kaser et al. (2006) for sources and uncertainties; the latter are “2-sigma-like”. Estimates
are incomplete for the most recent pentad. Copyright American Geophysical Union,
2006; reprinted with permission.
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Figure 2.4. Rates of elevation change (dS/dt) for Greenland derived from comparisons at
more than 16,000 locations where ICESat data from Oct/Nov and May/June 2004 overlay
ATM surveys in 1998/9, averaged over 50-km grid squares. Locations of rapidly thinning
outlet glaciers at Jakobshavn (J), Kangerdlugssuaq (K), Helheim (H), and along the
southeast coast (SE) are shown, together with plots showing their estimated mass balance
i Gt a-1) versus time (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006).
(M
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Figure 2.5. Mass-balance estimates for the entire Greenland ice sheet: green—airborne
laser altimetry (ATM); purple—ATM/ICESat (summarized in Thomas et al., 2006);
black—Satellite Radar Altimetry (SRALT) (4: Zwally et al., 2005); red—mass budget
(5,6,7: Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006); blue—GRACE (8 and 9: Velicogna and Wahr,
2005, 2006a; 10: Ramillien et al., 2006; 11: Chen et al., 2006; 12: Luthcke et al., 2006).
The ATM results were supplemented by degree-day estimates of anomalous melting near
the coast (Krabill et al., 2000,; 2004), and probably underestimate total losses by not
taking full account of dynamic thinning of outlet glaciers (Abdalati et al., 2001). SRALT
results seriously underestimate rapid thinning of comparatively narrow Greenland
glaciers, and may also be affected by progressively increased surface melting at higher
elevations.
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Figure 2.6. Rates of elevation change (dS/dt) derived from ERS radar-altimeter
measurements between 1992 and 2003 over the Antarctic Ice Sheet (Davis et al., 2005).
Locations of ice shelves estimated to be thickening or thinning by more than 30 cm a-1
(Zwally et al., 2005) are shown by purple triangles (thinning) and red triangles
(thickening). Inset shows mass-balance estimates for the ice sheet: red—mass budget (1:
Rignot and Thomas, 2002); blue—GRACE (2: Ramillien et al., 2006; 3: Velicogna and
Wahr, 2006b; 4: Chen et al., 2006); black—ERS SRALT (5: Zwally et al., 2005; 6:
Wingham et al., 2006).
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Figure 2.7. Reconstruction of the cumulative glacier contribution to sea level change
relative to an arbitrary zero in 1961 (Oerlemans et al., 2007). The three smooth curves
represent different choices for η, a parameter which regulates the conversion of
normalized glacier length to volume. SDM (dots) is the cumulative contribution estimated
directly from measurements. Copyright of the author; reprinted with permission.
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Figure 2.8. Correlation of the anomaly (relative to the 1961-1990 average) in pentadal
mean annual mass balance B (Kaser et al., 2006) with the corresponding anomaly in T,
surface air temperature over land (CRUTEM3; Trenberth et al., 2007). The fitted line
suggests a proportionality dB/dT of -297±133 Gt a-1 K-1 for the era of direct balance
measurements (1961-2004).
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Figure 2.9. Bedrock topography for Antarctica highlighting areas below sea level (in
black), fringing ice shelves (in dark grey), and areas above sea level (in rainbow colors).
Areas of enhanced flow are identified by contours (in white) of estimated steady-state
velocities, known as balance velocities. From Bamber et al. (2007).
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Figure 2.10. Bedrock topography for Greenland; areas below sea level are shown in blue.
Note the three channels in the north (1: Humboldt Glacier; 2: Petermann Glacier; 3: 79North Glacier or Nioghalvfjerdsfjorden Glacier) and at the west coast (4: Jakobshavn
Isbrae) connecting the region below sea level with the ocean (Russell Huff and Konrad
Steffen, CIRES, University of Colorado at Boulder.)
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Key Findings

12

•

Protracted droughts, and their impacts on agricultural production and water

13

supplies, are among the greatest natural hazards facing the United States and

14

the globe today and in the foreseeable future.

15

•

Floods predominantly reflect both antecedent conditions and meteorological

16

events and are often more localized relative to drought in both time and

17

space. Droughts occur more frequently than floods on subcontinental-to-

18

continental scales, and can persist for decades and even centuries.

19

•

On interannual to decadal time scales, droughts can develop faster than the

20

time scale needed for human societies to adapt to the change. Thus, a severe

21

drought lasting several years can be regarded as an abrupt change, although it

22

may not reflect a permanent change of state of the climate system.

23

•

Empirical studies and climate model experiments conclusively show that

24

droughts over North America are significantly influenced by the state of

25

tropical sea surface temperatures (SSTs). Of particular relevance to North

26

America, cool La Niña-like SSTs in the eastern equatorial Pacific frequently

27

cause development of droughts over the American West and northern

28

Mexico. Warm subtropical North Atlantic SSTs play a secondary role in

29

forcing drought in southwestern North America.
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Historic droughts over North America have been severe, the “Dust Bowl”

2

drought of the 1930s being the canonical example, but those droughts were

3

not nearly as prolonged as a series of “megadroughts” reconstructed from tree

4

rings since Medieval times (ca. 1,000 years ago) up to about A.D. 1600.

5

Modeling experiments indicate that these megadroughts were likely partly

6

forced by cool SSTs in the eastern equatorial Pacific as well. However, their

7

exceptional duration has not been adequately explained nor has any

8

involvement in forcing from SST changes in other oceans.

9

•

These megadroughts are significant because they occurred in a climate

10

system that was not being perturbed in a major way by human activity (i.e.,

11

the ongoing anthropogenic changes in greenhouse gas concentrations,

12

atmospheric dust loadings, and land-cover changes).

13

•

Even larger and more persistent changes in hydroclimatic variability

14

worldwide are indicated throughout the Holocene (the past 11,500 years) by a

15

diverse set of paleoclimatic indicators including some with annual-to-decadal

16

resolution (e.g., speleothems, varved-lake records, high-resolution lake-

17

sediment records). The global-scale controls associated with those changes

18

were quite different from those of the past millennium and today, but they

19

show the additional range of natural variability and abrupt hydroclimatic

20

change that can be expressed by the climate system including widespread and

21

protracted (multi-century) droughts.

22

•

Climate model scenarios of future hydroclimatic change over North America

23

and the global subtropics indicate that subtropical aridity is likely to intensify

24

and persist due to future greenhouse warming. This drying is likely to extend

25

poleward into the American West, thus increasing the likelihood of severe

26

and persistent drought there in the future. If the model results are correct then

27

this drying is likely to have already begun.

28
29
30

Recommendations
•

Research is needed to improve existing capabilities to forecast short- and
long-term drought conditions and to make this information more useful and
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1

timely for decision making. In the future drought forecasts should be based

2

on an objective multi-model ensemble prediction system to enhance their

3

reliability and the types of information should be expanded to include soil

4

moisture, runoff, and hydrological variables (See also the Western

5

Governors’ Association (2004) National Integrated Drought Information

6

System Report).

7

•

The trend toward increasing subtropical aridity indicated by climate model

8

projections needs to be investigated further to determine the degree to which

9

it is likely to happen. If the model projections are correct, strategies for

10

response to this pending aridity, on both regional and global scales, are

11

urgently needed.

12

•

Improved understanding of the dynamical causes of long-term changes in

13

oceanic conditions, the atmospheric responses to these ocean conditions, and

14

the role soil moisture feedbacks are needed to advance drought prediction

15

capabilities. Ensemble drought prediction is needed to maximize forecast

16

skill and downscaling is needed to bring coarse-resolution drought forecasts

17

from General Circulation Models down to the resolution of a watershed (See

18

also the National Integrated Drought Information System Implementation

19

Team, 2007).

20

•

High-resolution paleoclimatic reconstructions of past drought have been

21

fundamental to the evaluation of causes over North America in historic times

22

and over the past millennium. This research should be expanded

23

geographically to encompass as much of the global land masses as possible

24

for the development and testing of predictive models.

25

•

The record of past drought from tree rings and other proxies has revealed a

26

succession of megadroughts prior to A.D. 1600 that easily eclipsed the

27

duration of any droughts known to have occurred over North America since

28

that time. Understanding the causes of these extraordinary megadroughts is

29

vitally important.
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On longer time scales, significant land-cover changes have occurred in

2

response to persistent droughts, and the role of land-cover changes in

3

amplifying or damping drought conditions should be evaluated.

4

•

Improved understanding of the links among gradual changes in climate (e.g.,

5

meridional overturning circulation or MOC), the role of critical

6

environmental thresholds, and abrupt hydrologic changes is needed to

7

enhance society’s ability to plan and manage risks.

8

•

9

quality and biogeochemical responses is not well understood and needs to be

10
11

The relationship between climate changes and abrupt changes in water
a priority area for modern process and paleoclimate research.

•

The integration of high-resolution paleoclimate records with climate model

12

experiments requires active collaboration between paleoclimatologists and

13

modelers. This collaboration should be encouraged in future research on

14

drought and climatic change in general.

15

•

In order to reduce uncertainties in the response of floods to abrupt climate

16

change, improvements in large-scale hydrological modeling, enhanced data

17

sets for documenting past hydrological changes, and better understanding of

18

the physical processes that generate flooding are all required.

19

1. Introduction—Statement of the Problem

20

A reliable and adequate supply of clean fresh water is essential to the survival of each

21

human being on Earth and the maintenance of terrestrial biotic systems worldwide. Yet,

22

rising human populations everywhere are increasing the stress on currently available

23

water supplies even without the anticipated impacts of climatic change. In many areas,

24

the impacts of changing climate are going to make securing a reliable and adequate clean

25

fresh water supply for all even more daunting. These concerns follow naturally from the

26

general definition of drought used by the international meteorological community: the

27

“prolonged absence or marked deficiency of precipitation”, a “deficiency of precipitation

28

that results in water shortage for some activity or for some group”, or a “period of

29

abnormally dry weather sufficiently prolonged for the lack of precipitation to cause a
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serious hydrological imbalance” (Heim, 2002). Flooding is another important class of

2

hydrologic variability that tends to affect smaller geographic regions and to last for

3

shorter periods of time compared to drought. Consequently, floods generally have smaller

4

impacts on human activities compared to droughts in North America. See the section on

5

floods in the latter part of this chapter for more details.

6

Much of the research on climatic change, and most of the public’s understanding of that

7

work, has concerned temperature and the term “global warming.” Global warming

8

describes ongoing warming in this century by a few degrees Celsius, in some areas a bit

9

more and in some a bit less. In contrast, changes in water flux between the surface of the

10

Earth and the atmosphere are not expected to be spatially uniform but to vary much like

11

the current daily mean values of precipitation and evaporation (IPCC, 2007). Although

12

projected spatial patterns of hydroclimate change are complex, many already wet areas

13

are likely to get wetter and already dry areas are likely to get drier, while some

14

intermediate regions on the poleward flanks of the current subtropical dry zones are

15

likely to become increasingly arid. These anticipated changes will increase problems at

16

both extremes of the water cycle, stressing water supplies in many arid and semi-arid

17

regions while worsening flood hazards and erosion in many wet areas. Changes in

18

precipitation intensity – the proportion of the total precipitation falling in events of

19

different magnitude – have the potential to further challenge the management of water in

20

the future. Moreover, the instrumental, historical, and prehistorical record of hydrological

21

variations indicates that transitions between extremes can occur rapidly relative to the

22

time span under consideration. Within time spans of decades, for example, transitions

23

between wet conditions and dry conditions may occur within a year and can persist for

24

several years.

25

The United States faces all of these problems. The semi-arid regions of the Southwest are

26

projected to dry, with the model results suggesting that the transition may already be

27

underway (Hoerling and Kumar, 2003; Seager et al., 2007d). Intensity of precipitation is

28

also expected to increase across most of the country. The drying in the Southwest is a

29

matter of great concern because water resources in this region are already stretched, new

30

development of resources will be extremely difficult, and the population (and thus
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demand for water) continues to grow rapidly (see Fig. 3.6). This situation raises the

2

politically charged issue of whether the allocation of around 90% of the region’s water to

3

agriculture is sustainable and consistent with the course of regional development. Mexico

4

is also expected to dry in the near future, turning this feature of hydroclimatic change into

5

an international and cross-border issue with potential impacts on migration and social

6

stability. The U.S. Great Plains could also experience changes in water supply that affect

7

agricultural practices, grain exports, and biofuel production. Other normally well-watered

8

regions of the United States may also face water shortages caused by short-term droughts

9

when demand outstrips supply and access to new water supplies is severely limited (e.g.,

10

Atlanta, GA). Other regions of the United States, while perhaps not having to face a

11

climatic change-induced water shortage, may also have to make changes to infrastructure

12

to deal with the erosion and flooding implications of increases in precipitation intensity.

13

In addition, the United States could be affected by hydroclimatic changes in other regions

14

of the world if global climate change becomes a global security issue. Security, conflict

15

and migration are most directly related to economic, political, social and demographic

16

factors. However environmental factors, including climate variability and climate change

17

can also play a role, even if secondary (Lobell et al., 2008; Nordas and Gleditsch, 2007).

18

Two recent examples of a quantitative approach to determine the links between conflict

19

and climate are Raleigh and Urdal (2007) and Hendrix and and Glaser (2007). Raleigh

20

and Urdal, basing their arguments on statistical relations between late twentieth century

21

conflict data and environmental data, find that the influence of water scarcity is at best

22

weak. Hendrix and Glaser focused on sub-Saharan Africa and found that climate

23

variabilty (e.g. a transition into a dry period) could foster conflict when other political,

24

economic, demographic etc. conditions favored conflict anyway. Hendrix and Glaser also

25

examined a climate projection for sub-Saharan Africa from a single model and found that

26

this led to no significant increase in conflict risk because the year to year climate

27

variability did not change. Such quantitative methods need to be applied to regions that

28

show more robust mean climate change and, possibly, changes in climate variability as

29

well. Across different regions of the world projected increases in flooding risk, potential

30

crop damage and declines in water quality, combined with rising sea level, have the

31

potential to force migration and cause social, economic, and political instability.
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1

However, currently there are no comprehensive assessments of the security risk posed by

2

climate change that take account of all the available climate change projection

3

information and also take account of the multiple causes of conflict and migration.

4

Consequently no conclusions can yet be drawn on the climate change impact on global or

5

national security.

6

The paleoclimatic record reveals dramatic changes in North American hydroclimate over

7

the last millennium that had nothing to do with changes in greenhouse gases and human-

8

induced global warming. In particular, tree ring reconstructions of the Palmer Drought

9

Severity Index (PDSI) show vast areas of the Southwest and the Great Plains were

10

severely affected by a succession of megadroughts between about A.D. 800 and 1600 that

11

lasted decades at a time and contributed to the development of a more arid climate during

12

the Medieval Period (A.D. 800 to 1300) than in the last century. These megadroughts

13

have been linked to La Niña-like changes in tropical Pacific SSTs, changes in solar

14

irradiance, and explosive volcanic activity. These megadroughts are dynamically distinct

15

from projected future drying, which is associated with a quite spatially uniform surface

16

warming based on model projections. However, the paleoclimatic records differ enough

17

from climate model results to suggest that the models may not respond correctly to

18

radiative forcing. The climate system dynamics associated with these prehistoric

19

megadroughts need to be better understood, modeled, and related to the processes

20

involved in future climate change.

21

Over longer time spans, the paleoclimatic record indicates that even larger hydrological

22

changes have taken place, in response to past changes in the controls of climate that rival

23

in magnitude those expected during the next several decades and centuries. For example,

24

the mid-continent of North America experienced conditions that were widespread and

25

persistently dry enough to activate sand dunes, lower lake levels, and change the

26

vegetation from forest to grassland for several millennia during the mid-Holocene

27

(roughly 8,000 to 4,000 years ago). These changes were driven primarily by variations in

28

the Earth’s orbit that altered the seasonal and latitudinal distribution of incoming solar

29

radiation. Superimposed on these Holocene variations were variations on centennial and
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1

shorter time scales that also were recorded by aeolian activity, and by geochemical and

2

paleolimnological indicators.

3

The serious hydrological changes and impacts known to have occurred in both historic

4

and prehistoric times over North America reflect large-scale changes in the climate

5

system that can develop in a matter of years and, in the case of the more severe past

6

megadroughts, persist for decades. Such hydrological changes fit the definition of abrupt

7

change because they occur faster than the time scales needed for human and natural

8

systems to adapt, leading to substantial disruptions in those systems. In the Southwest, for

9

example, the models project a permanent drying by the mid-21st century that reaches the

10

level of aridity seen in historical droughts, and a quarter of the projections may reach this

11

level of aridity much earlier. It is not unreasonable to think that, given the complexities

12

involved, the strategies to deal with declining water resources in the region will take

13

many years to develop and implement. If hardships are to be minimized, it is time to

14

begin planning to deal with the potential hydroclimatic changes described here.

15

2. Causes and Impacts of Hydrological Variability Over North America in the

16

Historical Record

17

After the 1997-98 El Niño, the Western United States entered a drought that has persisted

18

until the time of writing (July 2007). The driest years occurred during the extended La

19

Niña of 1998-2002. Although winter 2004-05 was wet, dry conditions returned

20

afterwards and even continued through the modest 2006-07 El Niño. In spring 2007 the

21

two massive reservoirs on the Colorado River, Lakes Powell and Mead were only half

22

full. Droughts of this severity and longevity have occurred in the West before and Lake

23

Mead (held back by Hoover Dam which was completed in 1935) was just as low for a

24

few years during the severe 1950s drought in the Southwest. Studies of the instrumental

25

record make clear that western North America is a region of strong meteorological and

26

hydrological variability in which, amidst dramatic year-to-year variability, there are

27

extended droughts and pluvials (wet periods) running from a few years to a decade.

28

These dramatic swings of hydroclimatic variability have tremendous impacts on water

29

resources, agriculture, urban water supply, and terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.

30

Drought and its severity can be numerically defined using indices that integrate
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1

temperature, precipitation, and other variables that affect evapotranspiration and soil

2

moisture. See Heim (2002) for details.

3

2.1 What Is Our Current Understanding of the Historical Record?

4

Instrumental precipitation and temperature data over North America only become

5

extensive toward the end of the 19th century. Records of sea surface temperatures (SSTs)

6

are sufficient to reconstruct tropical and subtropical ocean conditions starting around

7

A.D. 1856. The large spatial scales of SST variations (in contrast to those of

8

precipitation) allow statistical methods to be used to “fill in” spatial and temporal gaps

9

and provide near global coverage from this time on (Kaplan et al., 1998; Rayner et al.,

10

2003). A mix of station data and tree ring analyses has been used to identify six serious

11

multiyear droughts in western North America during this historical period (Fye et al.,

12

2003; Herweijer et al., 2006). Of these, the most famous is the “Dust Bowl” drought that

13

included most of the 1930s decade. The other two in the 20th century are the severe

14

drought in the Southwest from that late 1940s to the late 1950s and the drought that

15

began in 1998 and is ongoing. Three droughts in the mid to late 19th century occurred

16

(with approximate dates) from 1856 to 1865, from 1870 to 1876, and from 1890 to 1896.

17

In all of these droughts, dry conditions impacted most of western North America from

18

northern Mexico to southern Canada and from the Pacific Coast to the Mississippi River

19

and sometimes farther east, with wet conditions farther north and farther south. The

20

pattern of the Dust Bowl drought seemed unique in that the driest conditions were in the

21

central and northern Great Plains and that dry conditions extended into the Pacific

22

Northwest, while anomalies in the Southwest were modest.

23

Early efforts used observations to link these droughts to mid-latitude ocean variability.

24

Since the realization of the powerful impacts of El Niño on global climate, studies have

25

increasingly linked persistent, multiyear North American droughts with tropical Pacific

26

SSTs and persistent La Niña events (Cole and Cook, 1998; Cole et al., 2002; Fye et al.,

27

2004).
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2.1.1 Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Forcing of North American Hydrological

2

Variability

3

The standard approach that uses models to demonstrate a link between SSTs and

4

observed climate variability involves forcing an atmospheric general circulation model

5

with observed SSTs as a lower boundary condition. Ensembles of simulations are used

6

with different initial conditions such that the internally generated atmospheric weather in

7

the ensemble members is uncorrelated from one member to the next and, after averaging

8

over the ensemble, the part of the model simulation common to all - the part that is SST

9

forced - is isolated. The relative importance of SST anomalies in different ocean basins

10

can be assessed by specifying observed SSTs only in some areas and using climatological

11

SSTs (or SSTs computed with a mixed layer (ML) ocean) elsewhere.

12

Schubert et al. (2004a,b) performed a climate model simulation from 1930 to 2004,

13

which suggested that both a cold eastern equatorial Pacific and a warm subtropical

14

Atlantic were the underlying forcing for drought over North America in the 1930s.

15

Seager et al. (2005b) and Herweijer et al. (2006) performed ensembles that covered the

16

entire period of SST observations since 1856. These studies conclude that cold eastern

17

equatorial Pacific SST anomalies in each of the three 19th century droughts, the Dust

18

Bowl, and the 1950s drought were the prime forcing factors(?). Seager (2007) has made

19

the same case for the 1998-2002 period of the current drought, suggesting a supporting

20

role for warm subtropical Atlantic in forcing drought in the West. During the 1930s and

21

1950s droughts, the Atlantic was warm, whereas, the 19th century droughts seem to be

22

more solely Pacific driven. Results for the Dust Bowl drought are shown in Figure 3.1

23

and time series of modeled and observed precipitation over the Great Plains are shown in

24

Figure 3.2. Hoerling and Kumar (2003) instead emphasize the combination of a La Niña-

25

like state and a warm Indo-west Pacific Ocean in forcing the 1998-2002 period of the

26

most recent drought. On longer time scales, Huang et al. (2005) have shown that models

27

forced by tropical Pacific SSTs alone can reproduce the North American wet spell

28

between the 1976-77 and 1997-98 El Niños. The Dust Bowl drought was unusual in that

29

it did not impact the Southwest. Rather, it caused reduced precipitation and high

30

temperatures in the northern Rocky Mountain States and the western Canadian prairies, a

31

spatial pattern that models generally fail to simulate (Seager et al., 2007c).
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The SST anomalies prescribed in the climate models that result in reductions in

2

precipitation are small, no more than a fraction of a degree Celsius. These changes are an

3

order of magnitude smaller than the SST anomalies associated with interannual El

4

Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events or Holocene SST variations related to

5

insolation (incoming solar radiation) variations (~0.50°C; Liu et al., 2003, 2004). It is the

6

persistence of the SST anomalies and associated moisture deficits that create serious

7

drought conditions. In the Pacific, the SST anomalies presumably arise naturally from

8

ENSO-like dynamics on time scales of a year to a decade (Newman et al., 2003). The

9

warm SST anomalies in the Atlantic that occurred in the 1930s and 1950s (and in

10

between), and usually referred to as part of an Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO),

11

are of unknown origin. Kushnir (1994), Sutton and Hodson (2005), and Knight et al.

12

(2005) have linked them to changes in the meridional overturning circulation (see

13

Chapter 4), which implies that a stronger overturning and a warmer North Atlantic Ocean

14

would induce a drying in southwestern North America. However, others have argued that

15

the AMO related changes in tropical Atlantic SSTs are actually locally forced by changes

16

in radiation associated with aerosols, rising greenhouse gases and solar irradiance (Mann

17

and Emanuel, 2005).

18

The dynamics that link tropical Pacific SST anomalies to North American hydroclimate

19

are better understood and, on long time scales, appear as analogs of higher frequency

20

phenomena associated with ENSO. The influence is exerted in two ways: First, through

21

propagation of Rossby waves from the tropical Pacific polewards and eastwards to the

22

Americas (Trenberth et al., 1998) and, second, through the impact that SST anomalies

23

have on tropospheric temperatures, the subtropical jets, and the eddy-driven mean

24

meridional circulation (Seager et al., 2003b, 2005a,b; Lau et al., 2006). During La Niñas

25

both mechanisms force air to descend over western North America, which suppresses

26

precipitation. Although models, and analysis of observations (Enfield et al., 2001;

27

McCabe et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006), support the idea that warm subtropical North

28

Atlantic SSTs can cause drying over western North America, the dynamics that underlay

29

this have not been so clearly diagnosed and explained within model experiments.
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2.1.2 Land Surface Feedbacks on Hydroclimate Variability

2

The evidence that multiyear North American droughts appear systematically together

3

with tropical SST anomalies and that atmospheric models forced by these anomalies can

4

reproduce some aspects of these droughts indicates that the ocean is an important driver.

5

In addition to the ocean influence, some modeling and observational studies estimate that

6

soil moisture feedbacks also influence precipitation variability (Oglesby and Erickson,

7

1989; Namias, 1991; Oglesby, 1991). Koster et al. (2004) used observations to show that

8

on the time scale of weeks, precipitation in the Great Plains is significantly correlated

9

with antecedent precipitation. Schubert et al. (2004b) compared models run with average

10

SSTs, with and without variations in evaporation efficiency, and showed that multiyear

11

North American hydroclimate variability was significantly reduced if evaporation

12

efficiency was not taken into account. Indeed, their model without SST variability was

13

capable of producing multiyear droughts from the interaction of the atmosphere and deep

14

soil moisture. This result needs to be interpreted with caution since Koster et al. (2004)

15

also show that the soil moisture feedback in models seems to exceed that deduced from

16

observations. In a detailed analysis of models, observations and reanalyses, Ruiz-

17

Barradas and Nigam (2005) and Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas (2006) conclude that

18

interannual variability of Great Plains hydroclimate is dominated by atmospheric

19

moisture transport variability and that the local precipitation recycling, which depends on

20

soil moisture, is overestimated in models and provides a spuriously strong coupling

21

between soil moisture and precipitation.

22

Past droughts have also caused changes in vegetation. For example, during the Dust Bowl

23

drought there was widespread failure of non-drought-resistant crops that led to exposure

24

of bare soil. Also, during the Medieval megadroughts there is evidence of dune activity in

25

the Great Plains (Forman et al., 2001), which implies devegetation. Conversions of

26

croplands and natural grasses to bare soil could also impact the local hydroclimate

27

through changes in surface energy balance and hydrology. Further, it is conceivable that

28

the dust storms of the 1930s could have impacted the drought by altering the radiation

29

balance over the affected area (Cook et al., 2008) and, possibly, the cloud microphysics.

30

These aspects of land surface feedbacks on drought over North America have not yet

31

been comprehensively analyzed.
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2.1.3 Historical Droughts Over North America and Their Impacts

2

According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA; see

3

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/reports/billionz.html for periodically updated economic

4

information regarding U.S. weather diasters), over the period from 1980 to 2006 droughts

5

and heat waves were the second most expensive natural disaster in the U.S. behind

6

tropical storms (a figure that includes the devastating 2005 hurricane season). The annual

7

cost of drought to the U.S. is estimated to be in the billions of dollars.

8

The above describes the regular year-in-year-out costs of drought. In addition, persistent

9

multiyear droughts have had important consequences in national affairs. The icon of

10

drought impacts in North America is the Dust Bowl of the 1930s. In the early 20th

11

century, settlers transferred large areas of the Great Plains from natural prairie grasses,

12

used to some extent for ranching, to wheat farms. After World War I, food demand in

13

Europe encouraged increased conversion of prairie to crops. This was all possible

14

because these decades were unusually wet in the Great Plains. When drought struck in

15

the early 1930s, the non-drought-resistant wheat died, thus exposing bare soil. Faced with

16

a loss of income, farmers responded by planting even more, leaving little land fallow.

17

When crops died again there was little in the way of “shelter belts” or fallow fields to

18

lessen wind erosion. This led to monstrous dust storms that removed vast amounts of top

19

soil and caused hundreds of deaths from dust inhalation (Worster, 1979; Hansen and

20

Libecap, 2004; Egan, 2006). As the drought persisted year after year and conditions in

21

farming communities deteriorated, about a third of the Great Plains residents abandoned

22

the land and moved out, most as migrant workers to the Southwest and California, which

23

had not been severely hit by the drought.

24

The Dust Bowl disaster is a classic case of how a combination of economic and political

25

circumstances interacted with a natural event to create a change of course in national and

26

regional history. It was in the 1930s that the Federal Government first stepped in to

27

provide substantial relief to struggling farm communities heralding policies that remain

28

to this day. The Dust Bowl drought also saw an end to the settlement of the semi-arid

29

lands of the United States based on individual farming families acting independently. In

30

addition, wind erosion was brought under control via collective action, organized within
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Soil Conservation Districts, while farm abandonment led to buyouts and a large

2

consolidation of land ownership (Hansen and Libecap, 2004). Ironically, the population

3

migration to the West likewise provided the manpower needed in the armaments industry

4

after 1941 to support the U.S. World War II effort.

5

Earlier droughts in the late 19th century have also tested the feasibility of settlement of the

6

West based on provisions within the Homestead Act of 1862. This act provided farmers

7

with plots of land that may have been large enough to support a family in the East but not

8

enough in the arid West, and it also expected them to develop their own water resources.

9

The drought of the early to middle 1890s led to widespread abandonment in the Great

10

Plains and acceptance, contrary to frontier mythology of “rain follows the plow”

11

(Libecap and Hansen, 2002), that if the arid lands were to be successfully settled and

12

developed, the Federal Government was going to have to play an active role. The result

13

was the Reclamation Act of 1902 and the creation of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,

14

which in the following decades developed the mammoth water engineering works that

15

sustain agriculture and cities across the West from the Great Plains to the Pacific Coast

16

(Worster, 1985).

17

On a different level, the Great Plains droughts of the 1850s and early 1860s played a role

18

in the combination of factors that led to the near extinction of the American bison (West,

19

1995). Traditionally, bison tried to cope with drought by moving into the better-watered

20

valleys and riparian zones along the great rivers that flowed eastward from the Rocky

21

Mountains. However, by the mid-19th century, these areas had become increasingly

22

populated by Native Americans who had recently moved to the Great Plains after being

23

evicted from their villages in more eastern regions by settlers and the U.S. Army, thereby

24

putting increased hunting pressure on the bison herds for food and commercial sale of

25

hides. In addition, the migration of the settlers to California after the discovery of gold

26

there in 1849 led to the virtual destruction of the riparian zones used by the bison for

27

over-wintering and refuge during droughts. The 1850s and early 1860s droughts also

28

concentrated the bison and their human predators into more restricted areas of the Great

29

Plains still suitable for survival. Drought did not destroy the bison, but it did establish
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conditions that almost lead to the extinction of one of America’s few remaining species

2

of megafauna (West, 1995; Isenberg, 2000).

3

The most recent of the historical droughts, which began in 1998 and persists at the time

4

of writing, has yet to etch itself into the pages of American history, but it has already

5

created a tense situation in the West as to what it portends. Is it like the 1930s and 1950s

6

droughts and, therefore, is likely to end relatively soon? Or is it the emergence of the

7

anthropogenic drying that climate models project will impact this region - and the

8

subtropics in general -within the current century and, quite possibly, within the next few

9

years to decades? Breshears et al. (2005) noted that the recent Southwest drought was

10

warmer than 1950s drought and the higher temperatures exacerbated drought impacts in

11

ways that are consistent with expectations for the amplification of drought severity in

12

response to greenhouse forcing. If this drying comes to pass it will impact the future

13

economic, political, and social development of the West as it struggles to deal with

14

declining water resources.

15

2.2 Global Context of North American Drought

16

When drought strikes North America it is not an isolated event. In “The Perfect Ocean for

17

Drought,” Hoerling and Kumar (2003) noted that the post-1998 drought that was then

18

impacting North America extended from the western subtropical Pacific across North

19

America and into the Mediterranean region, Middle East, and central Asia. There was

20

also a band of subtropical drying in the Southern Hemisphere during the same period. It

21

has long been known that tropical SST anomalies give rise to global precipitation

22

anomalies, but the zonal and hemispheric symmetry of ENSO impacts has only recently

23

been emphasized (Seager et al., 2005a).

24

Hemispheric symmetry is expected if the forcing for droughts comes from the tropics.

25

Rossby waves forced by atmospheric heating anomalies in the tropics propagate eastward

26

and poleward from the source region into the middle and high latitudes of both

27

hemispheres (Trenberth et al., 1998). The forced wave train will, however, be stronger in

28

the winter hemisphere than the summer hemisphere because the mid-latitude westerlies

29

are both stronger and penetrate farther equatorward, increasing the efficiency of wave
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propagation from the tropics into higher latitudes. The forcing of tropical tropospheric

2

temperature change by the tropical SST and air-sea heat flux anomalies will also tend to

3

create globally coherent hydroclimate patterns because (1) the temperature change will be

4

zonally uniform and extend into the subtropics (Schneider, 1977) and (2) the result will

5

require a balancing change in zonal winds that will potentially interact with transient

6

eddies to create hemispherically and zonally symmetric circulation and hydroclimate

7

changes.

8

In the tropics the precipitation anomaly pattern associated with North American droughts

9

is very zonally asymmetric with reduced precipitation over the cold waters of the eastern

10

and central equatorial Pacific and increased precipitation over the Indonesian region. The

11

cooler troposphere tends to increase convective instability (Chiang and Sobel, 2002), and

12

precipitation increases in most tropical locations outside the Pacific with the exception of

13

coastal East Africa, which dries, possibly as a consequence of cooling of the Indian

14

Ocean (Goddard and Graham, 1999).

15

North American droughts are therefore a regional realization of persistent near-global

16

atmospheric circulation and hydroclimatic anomalies orchestrated by tropical

17

atmosphere-ocean interactions. During North American droughts, dry conditions are also

18

expected in mid-latitude South America, wet conditions in the tropical Americas and over

19

most tropical regions, and dry conditions again over East Africa. Subtropical to mid-

20

latitude drying should extend across most longitudes and potentially impact the

21

Mediterranean region. However, the signal away from the tropics and the Americas is

22

often obscured by the impact of other climate phenomena such as the North Atlantic

23

Oscillation (NAO) impact on precipitation in the Mediterranean region (Hurrell, 1995;

24

Fye et al., 2006).

25

2.2.1 The Perfect Ocean for Drought: Gradual Climate Change Resulting in Abrupt

26

Impacts

27

The study of the 1998-2002 droughts that spread across the United States, Southern

28

Europe, and Southwest Asia provides an example of a potential abrupt regime shift to one

29

with more persistent and/or more severe drought in response to gradual changes in global
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or regional climate conditions. Research by Hoerling and Kumar (2003) provides

2

compelling evidence that these severe drought conditions were part of a persistent climate

3

state that was strongly influenced by the tropical oceans.

4

During 1998-2002, prolonged below-normal precipitation and above normal temperatures

5

caused the U.S. to experience drought in both the Southwest and Western States and

6

along the Eastern Seaboard. These droughts extended across southern Europe and

7

Southwest Asia, with as little as 50% of the average rainfall in some regions (Fig. 3.3).

8

The Hoerling and Kumar (2003) study used climate model simulations to assess how the

9

ocean conditions over the 4-year period influenced climate. Three different climate

10

models were run a total of 51 times, and the responses averaged to identify the common,

11

reproducible element of the atmosphere’s sensitivity to the ocean. Results showed that

12

the tropical oceans had a substantial effect on the atmosphere (Fig. 3.4). The combination

13

of unprecedented warm sea-surface conditions in the western tropical Pacific and 3-plus

14

consecutive years of cold La Niña conditions in the eastern tropical Pacific shifted the

15

tropical rainfall patterns into the far western equatorial Pacific.

16

Over the 1998-2002 period, the cold eastern Pacific tropical sea surface temperatures,

17

though unusual, were not unprecedented. However, the warmth in the tropical Indian

18

Ocean and the west Pacific Ocean was unprecedented during the 20th century, and

19

attribution studies indicate this warming (roughly 1°C since 1950) is beyond that

20

expected of natural variability. The atmospheric modeling results suggest an important

21

role for tropical Indian Ocean and the west Pacific Ocean sea surface conditions in the

22

shifting of westerly jets and storm tracks to higher latitudes with a nearly continuous belt

23

of high pressure and associated drying in the lower mid-latitudes. The tropical ocean

24

forcing of multiyear persistence of atmospheric circulation not only increased the risk for

25

severe and synchronized drying of the mid-latitudes between 1998 and 2002 but may

26

potentially do so in the future, if such ocean conditions occur more frequently.

27

The Hoerling and Kumar (2003) analysis illustrates how changes in regional climate

28

conditions such as slow increases in Indo-Pacific “Warm Pool” SSTs, when exceeding

29

critical environmental thresholds, can lead to abrupt shifts in climate regimes (e.g., the
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anomalous atmospheric circulation patterns), which in turn alter the hydrologic response

2

to natural variability. The study points out that the overall pattern warmth in the Indian

3

and west Pacific Oceans was both unprecedented and consistent with greenhouse gas

4

forcing of climate change. Could similar abrupt shifts in climate regimes explain the

5

persistence of droughts in the past? From a paleoclimatic perspective, simulations by

6

Shin et al. (2006) using an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) with a “slab”

7

ocean, and by Liu et al. (2003) and Harrison et al. (2003) with a fully coupled

8

atmosphere-ocean general circulation model (AOGCM) indicate that a change in the

9

mean state of tropical Pacific SSTs to more La Niña-like conditions can explain North

10

American drought conditions during the mid-Holocene. An analysis of Medieval

11

hydrology by Seagar et al. (2007b) suggests the widespread drought in North America

12

occurred in response to cold tropical Pacific SSTs and warm subtropical North Atlantic

13

SSTs externally forced by high irradiance and weak volcanic activity (see Mann et al.,

14

2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2007).

15

2.3 Is There Evidence Yet for Anthropogenic Forcing of Drought?

16

Analyses by Karoly et al. (2003) and Nicholls (2004) suggest that 2002 drought and

17

associated heat waves in Australia were more extreme than the earlier droughts, because

18

the impact of the low rainfall was exacerbated by high potential evaporation. Zhang et al.

19

(2007) have suggested that large-scale precipitation trends can be attributed to

20

anthropogenic influences. However there is no clear evidence to date of anthropogenic

21

influence on North American precipitation amounts. The Fourth Assessment Report

22

(AR4) of the IPCC (IPCC, 2007) presents maps of the trend in precipitation over 1901 to

23

2005 that shows mostly weak moistening over most of North America and a weak drying

24

in the Southwest. This is not very surprising in that both the first two decades and the last

25

two decades of the 20th entury were anomalously wet over much of North America

26

(Swetnam and Betancourt, 1998; Fye et al., 2003; Seager et al., 2005b; Woodhouse et

27

al., 2005). The wettest decades between the 1976/77 and 1997/98 El Niños may have

28

been caused by natural Pacific decadal variability (Huang et al., 2005). In contrast to the

29

twentieth century record the southern parts of North America are projected to dry as a

30

consequence of anthropogenic climate change. After the 1997/98 El Niño drought has
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indeed settled into the West but since it has gone along with a more La Niña-like Pacific

2

Ocean this makes it difficult to determine if some part of the drying is anthropogenic.

3

Trends based on the shorter period of the post-1950 period show a clear moistening of

4

North America, but this period extends from the 1950s drought to the end of the late-20th

5

century wet period (or pluvial). The 1950s drought has been linked to tropical Pacific and

6

Atlantic SSTs and is presumed to have been a naturally occurring event. Further, the

7

trend from 1950 to the end of the last century is likely to have been caused by the

8

multidecadal change from a more La Niña-like tropical Pacific before 1976 to a more El

9

Niño-like Pacific from 1976 to 1998 (Zhang et al., 1997), a transition usually known as

10

the 1976-77 climate or regime shift, which caused wet conditions in the mid-latitude

11

Americas (Huang et al., 2005). Again, this change in Pacific SSTs is generally assumed

12

to have been a result of natural Pacific variability, and it has been shown that simple

13

models of the tropical Pacific alone can create multidecadal variations that have this

14

character (Karspeck et al., 2004). The warm phase of tropical Pacific decadal variability

15

may have ended with the 1997/98 El Niño after which La Niña-like conditions prevailed

16

until 2002 followed by weak El Ninos and a return to La Nina in 2007. In these post-1998

17

years, drought conditions have also prevailed across the West as in previous periods of

18

persistent La Niñas. Consequently, it would be very premature to state that the recent

19

drought heralds a period of anthropogenic drying as opposed to the continuation of

20

natural decadal and multidecadal variations. Detailed analysis of not only precipitation

21

patterns but also patterns of stationary and transient atmospheric circulation, water vapor

22

transports, and SSTs may be able to draw a distinction, but this has not yet been done.

23

A different view is offered by Vecchi et al. (2006), who used sea level pressure (SLP)

24

data to show a weakening of the along-Equator east-to-west SLP gradient from the late-

25

19th century to the current one. The rapid weakening of this gradient during the 1976-77

26

climate shift contributes to this trend. Vecchi et al. (2006) showed that coupled climate

27

model simulations of the 20th century forced by changes in CO2, solar irradiance, and

28

other factors also exhibit a weakening of the SLP gradient - a weaker Walker Circulation

29

- which could be taken to mean that the 1976-77 shift, and associated wetting of North

30

America, contained an anthropogenic component. However, it would be very premature
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to state that the post-2002 period heralds a period of anthropogenic drying as opposed to

2

the continuation of natural decadal and multidecadal variations. Detailed analysis of not

3

only precipitation patterns but also patterns of stationary and transient atmospheric

4

circulation, water vapor transports, and SSTs may be able to draw a distinction, but this

5

has not yet been done.
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2

Box 3.1—Impacts of Change in the Atmospheric Branch of the Hydrological
Cycle for Ground Water and River Flow

3

Introduction

4

Abrupt changes or shifts in climate regimes have had, and will continue to have,

5

major impacts on society. Gradual shifts in the climate background state may

6

modulate, and either constructively or destructively influence, the “typical”

7

hydrologic impacts of seasonal to interannual climate variability. An example is the

8

wetter or drier conditions that have been historically associated with the El Niño and

9

the La Niña patterns of anomalously warmer and colder tropical SSTs in the Pacific

10

and Indian Oceans. Southern States in the U.S. tend to receive higher than average

11

winter-time precipitation during an El Niño and the Southwestern and Southeastern

12

States tend to receive lower than average wintertime precipitation during a La Niña

13

(Fig. 3.5). El Niños and La Niña also influence the hydrologic conditions in semiarid

14

regions across Australia, South America, Africa, and Asia. In the semi-arid

15

Southwestern U.S., the hydrologic impacts of past El Niños have been critical to

16

refilling water supply reservoirs that were built to mitigate the impacts of drought.

17

The Department of Interior analysis of Western U.S. water supply issues (DOI,

18

Bureau of Reclamation, 2005) identifies a number potential water supply crises and

19

conflicts by the year 2025 based on a combination of technical and other factors,

20

including population trends and potential endangered species’ needs for water. This

21

determination assumes a statistically stationary climate in the Western U.S. with no

22

changes in moisture supply or demand in response to future changes in climate (Fig.

23

3.6). Any transient change in climate conditions that leads to an abrupt regime shift to

24

more persistent and/or more severe drought will only compound these water supply

25

conflicts and impact society.

26

Rapid changes in climate that influence the atmospheric part of the hydrological cycle

27

can affect the amount, form, and delivery of precipitation, which in turn influence soil

28

moisture, runoff, ground water, surface flows, and lake levels, as well as atmospheric

29

features such as clouds. Changes can take the form of shifts in state to overall wetter

30

or drier conditions, more persistent drought or flooding-causing events, and/or a

31

greater frequency of extreme events. All of these types of rapid changes can have
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serious societal impacts with far-reaching effects on water availability, quality, and

2

distribution (National Assessment, 2000). Drought provides many examples of the

3

impacts that may result from abrupt shifts in hydroclimate and will be the focus of

4

this section.

5

Abrupt Change: Drought

6

Abrupt changes or shifts in climate, in particular those that lead to drought, have had

7

major impacts on societies in the past. Paleoclimatic data document rapid shifts to dry

8

conditions that coincided with downfall of advanced and complex societies. The

9

history of the rise and fall of several empires and societies in the Middle East between

10

7000 and 2000 B.C. have been linked to abrupt shifts to persistent drought conditions

11

(Weiss and Bradley, 2001, and others). Severe drought leading to crop failure and

12

famine in the mid-8th century have been suggested as causes for the decline and

13

collapse of the Tang Dynasty (Yancheva et al., 2007) and the Classic Maya (Hodell et

14

al., 1995). A more recent example of the impact of severe and persistent drought on

15

society is the 1930s Dust Bowl in the Central United States, which led to a large-scale

16

migration of farmers from the Great Plains to the Western United States. Societies in

17

many parts of the world today may now be more insulated from the impacts of abrupt

18

climate shifts in the form of drought through managed water resources and reservoir

19

systems. However, population growth and over-allocation of scarce water supplies in

20

a number of regions have made societies even more vulnerable to the impacts of

21

abrupt climate change and consequent drought.

22

Abrupt climate change leading to persistent and/or severe drought can impact the

23

water sector directly through deficits in surface- and ground-water supplies. A

24

reduction in surface-water supplies affects reservoir storage and operations, and

25

delivery of water to users. Impacts on ground water include drawdown of aquifers,

26

increased pumping costs, subsidence, and reductions of adjacent or connected

27

surface-water flows. Rapid climate changes also challenge the management and

28

maintenance of infrastructures for water storage and delivery, and wastewater

29

treatment.

30

A multitude of water uses, including irrigated and unirrigated agriculture,

31

hydroelectric and thermoelectric power (cooling), municipal and industrial water
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uses, transportation, and recreation (National Assessment, 2000), can be severely

2

impacted by rapid hydroclimatic changes in the form of drought. In forests, which

3

support the timber and recreation sectors, drought can lead to mortality due to insect

4

infestation, and wildfire. Reductions in water supplies that impact any of these sectors

5

can have profound impacts on regional economies. For example, drought in the late

6

1980s and early 1990s in California resulted in a reduction in hydropower and

7

increased reliance on fossil fuels, and an additional $3 billion in energy costs (Gleick

8

and Nash, 1991). In addition, impacts on water supplies, both quantity and quality,

9

can affect quality of life and human health, and well as ecosystem health.

10

Abrupt changes in hydroclimate that lead to sustained drought can have enormous

11

impacts on the management of water systems, in particular, the large managed river

12

systems in western areas of the Western U.S. Many of these managed systems are

13

facing enormous challenges today, even without abrupt changes, due to increased

14

demands, new uses, endangered species requirements, and tribal water right claims.

15

Many of these systems are extremely vulnerable to relatively small changes in runoff

16

(e.g., Nemec and Schaake, 1982; Christensen and Lettenmaier, 2006). For example,

17

in modeling experiments, Christensen and Lettenmaier (2006) report that a 10%

18

inflow change results in a 20% storage impact in the Colorado River system. In many

19

parts of the Western U.S., surface water is administered through the prior

20

appropriations doctrine, where severe drought conditions can lead to the curtailment

21

of all but the most senior water rights, leaving junior water rights holders, who are

22

often municipalities, to find alternative water supplies.

23

An Example From the Colorado River

24

As an example of the potential impacts of a rapid change to more drought-prone

25

conditions can be illustrated by the recent drought and its impacts on the Colorado

26

River system. The Colorado River basin, as well as much of the Western U.S.,

27

experienced extreme drought conditions from 1999 to 2004, with inflows into Lake

28

Powell between 25% and 62% of average. In spring 2005, the basin area average

29

reservoir storage was at about 50%, down from over 90% in 1999 (Fulp, 2005).

30

Although this most recent drought has caused serious water resource problems,

31

paleoclimatic records indicate droughts as or more severe occurred as recently as the
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mid-19th century (Woodhouse et al., 2005). Impacts of the most recent drought were

2

exacerbated by greater demand due to a rapid increase in the populations of the seven

3

Colorado River basin States of 25% over the past decade (Griles, 2004). Underlying

4

drought and increases in demand is the fact that the Colorado River resources have

5

been over-allocated since the 1922 Colorado River Compact, which divided water

6

supplies between upper and lower basin States based on a period of flow that has not

7

been matched or exceeded in at least 400 years (Stockton and Jacoby, 1976;

8

Woodhouse et al., 2006).

9

During the relatively short (in a paleoclimatic context) but severe 1999-2004 drought,

10

vulnerabilities of the Colorado River system to drought became evident. Direct

11

impacts included a reduction in hydropower and losses in recreation opportunities and

12

revenues. At Hoover Dam, hydroelectric generation was reduced by 20%, while

13

reservoir levels were at just 71 feet above the minimum power pool at Glen Canyon

14

Dam in 2005 (Fulp, 2005). Hydroelectric power generated from Glen Canyon Dam is

15

the source of power for about 200 municipalities (Ostler, 2005). Low reservoir levels

16

at Lakes Powell and Mead resulted in the closing of three boat ramps and $10 million

17

in costs to keep others in operation, as well as an additional $5 million for relocation

18

of ferry services (Fulp, 2005). Blue ribbon trout fishing and whitewater rafting

19

industries in the upper Colorado River basin (Upper Basin) also suffered due to this

20

drought. In the agricultural sector, depletion of storage in reservoirs designed to

21

buffer impacts of short-term drought in the Upper Basin resulted in total curtailment

22

of 600,000 to 900,000 acre feet a year during the drought (Ostler, 2005). As a result

23

of this drought, in combination with current demand, reservoir levels in Lake Mead,

24

under average runoff and normal reservoir operations, are modeled to rise to only

25

1,120 feet over the next two decades (Maguire, 2005). Since the reservoir spills at

26

1221.4 feet (Fulp, 2005), this means the reservoir will not completely fill during this

27

time period.

28

The Colorado River water system was impacted by the 5-year drought, but water

29

supplies were adequate to meet most needs, with some conservation measures enacted

30

(Fulp, 2005). How much longer could the system have handled drought conditions is

31

uncertain, and at some point, a longer drought is certain to have much greater
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impacts. The Colorado River Compact and subsequent legal agreements currently

2

require the Upper Basin to pass 8.25 million acre feet to the Lower Basin each year

3

(although there are some unresolved issues concerning the exact amount). If that

4

amount is not available in storage, a call is placed on the river, and Upper Basin

5

junior water rights holders must forgo their water to fulfill downstream and senior

6

water rights. In the Upper Basin, the junior water rights are held by major water

7

providers and municipalities in the Front Range, including Denver Water, the largest

8

urban water provider in Colorado. Currently, guidelines that deal with the

9

management of the Colorado River system under drought condition are being

10

developed, because supplies are no longer ample to meet all demands during multi-

11

year droughts (USBR, 2007). However, uncertainties related to future climate

12

projections make planning difficult.

13

Abrupt Changes in Water Quality

14

Most studies of past and modern impacts on water resources focus on abrupt changes

15

in the physical system such as the duration of ice cover and timing of snow melt, lake

16

thermal structure, evaporation, or water level with considerably less attention on

17

abrupt changes in water quality. Assessing recent climate impacts on water quality

18

has been complicated by human land use. For example, analysis of contemporary data

19

in the northern Great Plains suggests that climate impacts are small relative to land

20

use (Hall et al., 1999). A similar conclusion has been reached in Europe based on the

21

paleoclimate literature, where humans have been impacting the environment for

22

thousands of years (Hausmann et al., 2002). Some of the best evidence for climate

23

changes resulting in changes in water quality and on aquatic biological communities

24

comes from work in the Experimental Lakes Area in Canada where land use changes

25

have been more limited (Schindler, 1996a,b). This work showed how climate changes

26

affect ion concentration, nutrients, and dissolved organic carbon concentrations, often

27

amplifying acidification and other external perturbations. Other evidence suggests

28

that that climate warming might affect water quality (phytoplankton biomass and

29

nutrient concentrations) indirectly by affecting lake thermal structure (Lebo et al.,

30

1994; Gerten and Adrian, 2000). The climate changes may lead to abrupt changes in
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salinity and water quality for drinking, irrigation, and livestock. The recent

2

paleolimnological records of abrupt changes in salinity have been inferred from

3

changes in diatoms in the sediments of Moon Lake, ND (Laird et al., 1996), and the

4

Aral Sea (Austin et al., 2007); however, determining if the magnitude of these abrupt

5

changes represents a significant degradation of water quality is difficult to discern.

6

3. North American Drought Over the Past Millennia

7

Historical climate records provide considerable evidence for the past occurrence of

8

exceptional multi-year droughts on the North American continent and their impacts on

9

American history. In addition, modeling experiments have conclusively demonstrated the

10

importance of large-scale tropical SSTs on forcing much of the observed hydroclimatic

11

variability over North America and other global land areas. What is still missing from

12

this narrative is a better understanding of just how bad droughts can become over North

13

America. Is the 1930s Dust Bowl drought the worst that can conceivably occur over

14

North America? Or, is there the potential for far more severe droughts to develop in the

15

future? Determining the potential for future droughts of unprecedented severity can be

16

investigated with climate models (Seager et al., 2007d), but the models still contain too

17

much uncertainty in them to serve as a definitive guide. Rather, what we need is an

18

improved understanding of the past occurrence of drought and its natural range of

19

variability. The instrumental and historical data only go back about 130 years with an

20

acceptable degree of spatial completeness over the U.S. (see the 19th century instrumental

21

data maps in Herweijer et al., 2006), which does not provide us with enough time to

22

characterize the full range of hydroclimatic variability that has occurred in the past and

23

could conceivably occur in the future independent of any added effects due to greenhouse

24

warming. To do so, we must look beyond the historical data to longer natural archives of

25

past climate information.

26

3.1 Tree Ring Reconstructions of Past Drought Over North America

27

In the context of how North American drought has varied over the past 2,000 years, an

28

especially useful source of “proxy” climate information is contained in the annual ring-

29

width patterns of long-lived trees (Fritts, 1976). The past 2,000 years is especially

30

relevant here because the Earth’s climate boundary conditions are not markedly different
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from those of today, save for the 20th century changes in atmospheric trace gas

2

composition and aerosols that are thought to be responsible for recent observed warming.

3

Consequently, a record of drought variability from tree rings in North America over the

4

past two millennia would provide a far more complete record of extremes for determining

5

how bad conditions could become in the future. Again, this assessment would be

6

independent of any added effects due to greenhouse warming.

7

An excellent review of drought in the Central and Western U.S., based on tree rings and

8

other paleo-proxy sources of hydroclimatic variability, can be found in Woodhouse and

9

Overpeck (1998). In that paper, the authors introduced the concept of the “megadrought,”

10

a drought that has exceeded the intensity and duration of any droughts observed in the

11

more recent historical records. They noted that there was evidence in the paleoclimate

12

records for several multi-decadal megadroughts prior to 1600 that “eclipsed” the worst of

13

the 20th century droughts including the Dust Bowl. The review by Woodhouse and

14

Overpeck (1998) was limited geographically and also restricted by the lengths of tree-ring

15

records of past drought available for study. At that time, a gridded set of summer drought

16

reconstructions, based on the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI; Palmer, 1965), was

17

available for the conterminous U.S., but only back to 1700 (Cook et al., 1999). Those

18

data indicated that the Dust Bowl was the worst drought to have hit the U.S. over the past

19

three centuries. However, a subset of the PDSI reconstructions in the western,

20

southeastern, and Great Lakes portions of the U.S. also extended back to 1500 or earlier.

21

This enabled Stahle et al. (2000) to describe in more detail the temporal and spatial

22

properties of the late 16th century megadrought noted earlier by Woodhouse and

23

Overpeck (1998) and compare it to droughts in the 20th century. In concurrence with

24

those earlier findings, Stahle et al. (2000) showed that even the past 400 years were

25

insufficient to capture the frequency and occurrence of megadroughts that clearly

26

exceeded anything in the historical records in many regions.

27

3.2 The North American Drought Atlas

28

Since that time, great progress has been made in expanding the spatial coverage of tree-

29

ring PDSI reconstructions to cover most of North America (Cook and Krusic, 2004a,b;

30

Cook et al., 2004). The grid used for that purpose is shown in Figure 3.7. It is a 286-point
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2.5° by 2.5° regular grid that includes all of the regions described in Woodhouse and

2

Overpeck (1998), Cook et al. (1999), and Stahle et al. (2000). In addition, the

3

reconstructions were extended back 1,000 or more years at many locations. This was

4

accomplished by expanding the tree-ring network from the 425 tree-ring chronologies

5

used by Cook et al. (1999) to 835 series used by Cook et al. (2004). Several of the new

6

series also exceeded 1,000 years in length, which facilitated the creation of new PDSI

7

reconstructions extending back into the megadrought period in the Western U.S. prior to

8

1600. Extending the reconstructions back at least 1,000 years was an especially important

9

goal. Woodhouse and Overpeck (1998) summarized evidence for at least four widespread

10

multi-decadal megadroughts in the Great Plains and the Western U.S. during the A.D.

11

750-1300 interval. These included two megadroughts lasting more than a century each

12

during “Medieval” times in California’s Sierra Nevada (Stine, 1994). Therefore, being

13

able to characterize the spatial and temporal properties of these megadroughts in the

14

Western U.S. was extremely important.

15

Using the same basic methods as those in Cook et al. (1999) to reconstruct drought over

16

the conterminous U.S., new PDSI reconstructions were developed on the 286-point North

17

American grid (Fig. 3.7) and incorporated into a North American Drought Atlas (NADA;

18

Cook and Krusic, 2004a,b; Cook et al., 2007). The complete contents of NADA can be

19

accessed and downloaded at

20

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.LDEO/.TRL/.NADA2004/.pdsi-atlas.html. In

21

Figure 3.7, the irregular polygon delineates the boundaries of the area we refer to as the

22

American West. It encompasses all grid points on and within 27.5°-50°N. latitude and

23

97.5°-125°W. longitude and was the area used by Cook et al. (2004). The dashed line

24

along the 40th parallel separates the West into northwest and southwest sectors, which

25

will be compared later.

26

3.3 Medieval Megadroughts in the Western United States

27

Cook et al. (2004) examined the NADA contents back to A.D. 800 for the West to place

28

the current drought there in a long-term context. In so doing, a period of elevated aridity

29

was found in the A.D. 900-1300 period that included four particularly widespread and

30

prolonged multi-decadal megadroughts (Fig. 3.8). This epoch of large-scale elevated
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aridity was corroborated by a number of independent, widely scattered, proxy records of

2

past drought in the West (Cook et al., 2004). In addition, the four identified

3

megadroughts agreed almost perfectly in timing with those identified by Woodhouse and

4

Overpeck (1998), which were based on far less data. These findings were rather sobering

5

for the West because they (1) verified the occurrence of several past multi-decadal

6

megadroughts prior to 1600, (2) revealed an elevated background state of aridity that

7

lasted approximately four centuries, and (3) demonstrated that there are no modern

8

analogs to the A.D. 900-1300 period of elevated aridity and its accompanying

9

megadroughts. This is clearly a cause for concern because the data demonstrate that the

10

West has the capacity to enter into a prolonged state of dryness without the need for

11

greenhouse gas forcing.

12

The timing of the A.D. 900-1300 period of elevated aridity is especially worrisome

13

because it occurred during what has historically been referred to as the ‘Medieval Warm

14

Period’ (MWP; Lamb, 1965), a time of persistently above-average warmth over large

15

parts of the Northern Hemisphere (Esper et al., 2002), including the Western U.S.

16

(LaMarche, 1974). Stine (1994) also noted the association of his prolonged Sierra Nevada

17

droughts with the MWP. Given that his particular climate expression was more related to

18

hydroclimatic variability than to pure temperature change, Stine (1994) argued that a

19

more appropriate name for this unusual climate period should be the ‘Medieval Climate

20

Anomaly’ (MCA) period. We will use MCA from here on out when referring to drought

21

during the Medieval period.

22

Herweijer et al. (2007) made some detailed examinations of the NADA in order to

23

determine how the megadroughts during the MCA differed from droughts of more

24

modern times. That analysis was restricted to effectively the same spatial domain as that

25

used by Cook et al. (2004) for the West, in this case the grid points in the 25°-50°N.

26

latitude, 95°-125°W. longitude box (cf. Fig. 3.7). Herweijer et al. (2007) also restricted

27

their analyses to a subset of 106 grid points within this domain with reconstructions

28

available since A.D. 1000. This restriction had no appreciable effect on their results (see

29

also Cook et al., 2004). Herweijer et al. (2007) compared the average PDSI over the 106

30

grid points for two distinct periods: A.D. 1000-1470 and 1470-2003. Even without any
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further analyses, it was clear that the earlier period, especially before 1300, was distinctly

2

more drought-prone than the later period. Of particular interest was the fact that the range

3

of annual drought variability during the MCA was not any larger than that seen after

4

1470. So, the climate conditions responsible for droughts each year during the MCA were

5

apparently no more extreme than those conditions responsible for droughts during more

6

recent times. This can be appreciated by noting that only 1 year of drought during the

7

MCA was marginally more severe than the 1934 Dust Bowl year. This suggests that the

8

1934 event may be used as a worst-case scenario for how bad a given year of drought can

9

get over the West.

10

So what does differentiate MCA droughts from modern droughts? As shown by

11

Herweijer et al. (2007), the answer is duration. Droughts during the MCA lasted much

12

longer, and it is this characteristic that most clearly differentiates megadroughts from

13

ordinary droughts in the Western U.S. Herweijer et al. (2007) identified four

14

megadroughts during the MCA — A.D. 1021-1051, 1130-1170, 1240-1265, and 1360-

15

1382 — that lasted 31, 41, 26, and 23 years, respectively. In contrast, the four worst

16

droughts in the historic period — A.D. 1855-1865, 1889-1896, 1931-1940, and 1950-

17

1957 — lasted only 11, 8, 9, and 8 years, respectively. The difference in duration is

18

striking.

19

The research conducted by Cook et al. (2004), Herweijer et al. (2006, 2007), and Stahle

20

et al. (2007) was based on the first version of NADA (henceforth, NADAv1). Since the

21

creation of NADAv1 in 2004, great improvements have been made in the tree-ring

22

network used for drought reconstruction with respect to the total number of chronologies

23

available for use in NADAv2 (up from 835 to 1825) and especially the number extending

24

back into the MCA (from 89 to 195 beginning before A.D. 1300). In addition, better

25

geographic coverage during the MCA was also achieved, especially in the Northwest and

26

the Rocky Mountain States of Colorado and New Mexico. Consequently, it is worth

27

revisiting the results of Herweijer et al. (2007).

28

Figure 3.9A-B shows the NADAv1 results for the West in a way very comparable to that

29

in Herweijer et al. (2007). It shows a persistently dry MCA and the four megadroughts
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within it noted above. Figure 3.9C-D shows the NADAv2 results in the identical manner.

2

While the relative patterns of variability are extremely similar throughout, the amplitude

3

of overall aridity and the megadroughts in the MCA are considerably reduced in

4

NADAv2. This difference reflects the improved spatial distribution of tree-ring

5

chronologies used in NADAv2, which provides a more uniform geographic weighting in

6

the average over the West. The intensity of drought during the MCA has not gone away,

7

however. Rather, it is now focused more clearly toward the Southwest. This is shown in

8

Figure 3.10, which compares the Southwest and the Northwest as defined on the map in

9

Figure 3.7. This comparison indicates that the MCA aridity period is more strongly

10

expressed in the Southwestern U.S., where drought is more directly associated with

11

forcing from the tropical oceans (Cole et al., 2002; Seager et al., 2005b; Herweijer et al.,

12

2006, 2007).

13

Aside from the shift of geographic emphasis in the West during the MCA, NADAv2 still

14

indicates the occurrence of multidecadal megadroughts that mostly agree with those of

15

Herweijer et al. (2007) and an overall period of elevated aridity as described by Cook et

16

al. (2004). From Figure 3.10A, two of those megadroughts stand out especially strong in

17

the Southwest: A.D. 1130-1158 (29 years) and 1270-1297 (28 years). The latter is the

18

“Great Drouth” documented by A.E. Douglass (1929, 1935) for its association with the

19

abandonment of Anasazi dwellings in the Southwest. Another prolonged drought in A.D.

20

1434-1481 (48 years) is also noteworthy. Herweijer et al. (2007) did not mention it

21

because it falls after the generally accepted end of the MCA. This megadrought is the

22

same as the “15th century megadrought” described by Stahle et al. (2007) based on

23

NADAv1 (see also Fig. 3.9A).

24

3.4 Possible Causes of the Medieval Megadroughts

25

The causes of the Medieval megadroughts are now becoming unraveled and appear to

26

have similar origin to the causes of modern droughts, which is consistent with the similar

27

spatial patterns of Medieval and modern droughts (Herweijer et al., 2007). Cobb et al.

28

(2003) have used modern and fossil coral records from Palmyra, a small island in the

29

tropical Pacific Ocean, to reconstruct eastern and central equatorial Pacific SSTs for three

30

time segments within the Medieval period. These results indicate that colder—La Niña-
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like—conditions prevailed which would be expected to induce drought over western

2

North America. Graham et al. (2007) used these records, and additional sediment records

3

in the west Pacific, to create an idealized pattern of Medieval tropical Pacific SST which,

4

when it was used to force an AGCM, did create a drought over the Southwest. Adopting a

5

different approach, Seager et al. (2007a) used the Palmyra modern and fossil coral

6

records to reconstruct annual tropical Pacific SSTs for the entire period of 1320 to 1462

7

A.D. and forced an AGCM with this record. They found that the overall colder tropical

8

Pacific implied by the coral records forced drying over North America with a pattern and

9

amplitude comparable to that inferred from tree ring records, including for two

10

megadroughts (1360-1400 A.D. and 1430-1460 A.D.). Discrepancies between model and

11

observations can be explained through the combined effect of potential errors in the

12

tropical Pacific SST reconstruction role for SST anomalies from other oceans, other

13

unaccounted external forcings, and climate model deficiencies.

14

The modeling work suggests that the Medieval megadroughts were driven, at least in

15

part, by tropical Pacific SST patterns in a way that is familiar from studies of the modern

16

droughts. Analyses of the global pattern of Medieval hydroclimate also suggest that it

17

was associated with a La Niña-like state in combination with a warm subtropical North

18

Atlantic and a positive North Atlantic Oscillation (Seager et al., 2007b; Herweijer et al.,

19

2007). For example, Haug et al. (2001) used the sedimentary record from the Cariaco

20

basin in the Caribbean Sea to argue that northern South America experienced several wet

21

centuries during the Medieval period, which is consistent with a La Nina-like Pacific

22

Ocean. As another example, Sinha et al. (2007) used a speleothem (a secondary mineral

23

deposit formed in a cave) record from India to show that at the same time the Indian

24

monsoon was generally strong, especially compared to the subsequent Little Ice Age.

25

It has been suggested that the tropical Pacific adopted a more La Niña-like mean state

26

during the Medieval period, relative to subsequent centuries, as a response to a relatively

27

strong Sun and weaker volcanic activity (Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2007; see

28

also Adams et al., 2003). This follows because a positive radiative forcing warms the

29

western equatorial Pacific by more than the east because in the latter region strong

30

upwelling and ocean heat divergence transports a portion of the absorbed heat toward the
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subtropics. The stronger east-west gradient then strengthens the Walker Circulation,

2

increasing the thermocline tilt and upwelling in the east such that actual cooling can be

3

induced.

4

Further support for positive radiative forcing over the tropical Pacific Ocean inducing La

5

Niña-like SSTs and drought over the Southwest comes from analyses of the entire

6

Holocene recorded in a New Mexico speleothem (a secondary mineral deposit formed in

7

a cave), which shows a clear association between increased solar irradiance (as deduced

8

from the atmospheric 14C content recorded in ice cores) and dry conditions (Asmerom et

9

al., 2007). However, the theory for the positive radiative forcing-La Niña link rests on

10

experiments with intermediate complexity models (Clement et al., 1996, 2000; Cane et

11

al., 1997). In contrast, the coupled GCMs used in the IPCC process do not, however,

12

respond in this way to rising greenhouse gases and may actually slow the Walker

13

Circulation (Vecchi et al., 2006). This apparent discrepancy could arise because the

14

tropical response to changes in solar irradiance is different to the response to rising

15

greenhouse gases or it could be that the coupled GCMs respond incorrectly due to the

16

many errors in simulations of the tropical Pacific mean climate, not the least the

17

notorious double-intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) problem.

18

3.5 Megadroughts in the Great Plains and U.S. “Breadbasket”

19

The emphasis up to now has been on the semi-arid to arid Western U.S. because that is

20

where the late-20th century drought began and has largely persisted up to the present time.

21

The present drought has therefore largely missed the important crop producing States in

22

the Midwest and Great Plains. Yet, previous studies (Laird et al., 1996; Woodhouse and

23

Overpeck, 1998; Stahle et al., 2000, 2007) indicate that megadroughts have also occurred

24

in those regions as well. To illustrate this, we have used NADAv2 to produce an average

25

PDSI series for the Great Plains rectangle indicated in Figure 3.7. That series is shown in

26

Figure 3.11 and it is far more provocative than even the Southwest series. The MCA

27

period shows even more persistent drought, now on the centennial time scale, and the 15th

28

century megadrought stands out more strongly as well. The duration of the MCA

29

megadrought in our record is highly consistent with the salinity record from Moon Lake

30

in North Dakota that likewise shows centennial time scale drought around that time.
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More ominously, in comparison, the 20th century has been a period of relatively low

2

hydroclimatic variability, with the 1930s Dust Bowl and 1950s southern Great Plains

3

droughts being rather unexceptional when viewed from a paleoclimate perspective. The

4

closest historical analog to the extreme past megadroughts is the Civil War drought

5

(Herweijer et al., 2006) from 1855 to 1865 (11 years) in NADAv2, followed closely by a

6

multi-year drought in the 1870s. Clearly, there is a great need to understand the causes of

7

long-term drought variability in the Great Plains and the U.S. “Breadbasket” to see how

8

the remarkable past megadroughts indicated in Figure 3.11 developed and persisted. That

9

these causes may be more complicated than those identified with the tropical oceans is

10

suggested by the work of Fye et al. (2006), who found that drought variability in the

11

Mississippi River valley is significantly coupled with variations in the NAO (see also

12

Sec. 2.2).

13

4. Abrupt Hydrologic Changes During the Holocene

14

During the Holocene (roughly the past 11,000 years), climatic variations in general, and

15

hydrologic changes in particular, exceeded in both magnitude and duration those of the

16

instrumental period or of the last millennium. Holocene paleoclimatic variations occurred

17

in response to the large changes in the controls of global and regional climates that

18

accompanied deglaciation, including changes in ice-sheet size (area and elevation), the

19

latitudinal and seasonal distribution of insolation, and atmospheric composition,

20

including greenhouse gases and dust and mineral aerosols (Wright et al., 1993).

21

Superimposed on these orbital-time-scale variations were interannual to millennial time

22

scale variations, many abrupt in nature (Mayewski et al., 2004; Viau et al., 2006), arising

23

from variations in solar output, volcanic aerosols, and internally generated covariations

24

among the different components of the climate system like those reviewed in the previous

25

section. (On longer, or “orbital” time scales, the ice sheets, biogeochemically determined

26

greenhouse gas concentrations, and dust and aerosol loading should be regarded as

27

internal components of the climate system, but over the past 11,000 years, they changed

28

slowly enough relative to other components of the climate system, such as the

29

atmosphere and surface ocean, that they are most appropriately considered as external

30

controls of regional-scale climate variations (Saltzman, 2002).
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Examination of abrupt climate change during the Holocene (i.e., prior to the beginning of

2

the instrumental or dendroclimatological records) can be motivated by the observation

3

that the projected changes in both the radiative forcing and the resulting climate of the

4

21st century far exceed those registered by the either the instrumental records of the past

5

century or by the proxy records of the past few millennia (Jansen et al., 2007; Hegerl et

6

al., 2003, 2007; Jones and Mann, 2004). In other words, all of the variations in climate

7

over the instrumental period and over the past millennium reviewed here have occurred

8

in a climate system whose controls have not differed much from those of the most of the

9

20th century. In particular, variations in global-averaged radiative forcing as described in

10
11

the IPCC Fourth Assessment (IPCC, 2007) include:
•

values of roughly ±0.5 watts per meter squared (Wm-2) (either side of a 1500

12

to 1899 mean) related to variations in volcanic aerosol loadings and inferred

13

changes in solar irradiance respectively, i.e., from natural sources (Jansen et

14

al., 2007, Fig. 6.13);

15

•

total anthropogenic radiative forcing of about 1.75 Wm-2 from 1750 to 2005

16

from long-lived greenhouse gases, land-cover change, and aerosols (Forster

17

et al., 2007, Fig. 2.20b);

18
19

•

projected increases in anthropogenic radiative forcing from 2000 to 2100 of
around 6 Wm-2 (Meehl et al., 2007, Fig. 10.2).

20

In the early Holocene, annual-average insolation forcing anomalies (at 8 ka relative to

21

present) range from -1.5 Wm-2 at the equator to over +5 Wm-2 at high latitude, with July

22

insolation anomalies around +20 Wm-2 in the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere

23

(Berger, 1978; Berger and Loutre, 1991). Top-of-the-atmosphere insolation is not

24

directly comparable with the concept of radiative forcing as used in the IPCC Fourth

25

Assessment (Committee on Radiative Forcing Effects on Climate, 2005), owing to

26

feedback from the land surface and atmosphere, but the relative size of the anomalies

27

supports the idea that potential future changes in the controls of climate exceed those

28

observed over the past millennium (Joos and Sphani, 2008). Consequently, a longer term

29

focus is required to describe the behavior of the climate system under controls as

30

different from those at present as those of the 21st century will be, and to assess the
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potential for abrupt climate changes to occur in response to gradual changes in large-

2

scale forcing.

3

The controls of climate during the 21st century and during the Holocene differ from one

4

another, and from those of the 20th century, in important ways. The major contrast in

5

controls of climate between the early 20th, late 20th, and 21st century are in atmospheric

6

composition (with an additional component of land-cover change), while the major

7

contrast between the controls in the 20th century and those in the early to middle

8

Holocene were in the latitudinal and seasonal distribution of insolation. In the Northern

9

Hemisphere in the early Holocene, summer insolation was around 8% greater than

10

present, and winter about 8% less than present, related to the amplification of the

11

seasonal cycle of insolation due to the occurrence of perihelion in summer then, while in

12

the Southern Hemisphere the amplitude of the seasonal cycle of insolation was reduced

13

(Webb et al., 1993b). In both hemispheres in the early Holocene, annual insolation was

14

greater than present poleward of 45°, and less than present between 45°N. and 45°S.,

15

related to the greater tilt of Earth’s axis than relative to today. The energy balance of the

16

Northern Hemisphere during the early Holocene thus features a large increase in

17

seasonality relative to that of the 20th century. This contrast will increase throughout the

18

21st century owing to the ongoing and projected further reduction in snow and ice cover

19

in the Northern Hemisphere winter.

20

Consequently, climatic variations during the Holocene should not be thought of either as

21

analogs for future climates or as examples of what might be observable under present-day

22

climate forcing if records were longer, but instead should be thought of as a “natural

23

experiment” (i.e., an experiment not purposefully performed by humans) with the climate

24

system that features large perturbations of the controls of climate, similar in scope (but

25

not in detail) to those expectable in the future. In particular, the climates of both the

26

Holocene and the 21st century illustrate the response of the climate system to significant

27

perturbations of radiative forcing relative to that of the 20th or 21st century.
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4.1 Examples of Large and Rapid Hydrologic Changes During the Holocene

2

From the perspective of the present and with a focus on the northern mid-latitudes, the

3

striking spatial feature of Holocene climate variations was the wastage and final

4

disappearance of the mid-to-high latitude North American and Eurasian ice sheets.

5

However, over the much larger area of the tropics and adjacent subtropics, there were

6

equally impressive hydrologic changes, ultimately related to insolation-driven variations

7

in the global monsoon (COHMAP Members, 1988; Liu et al., 2004). Two continental-

8

scale hydrologic changes that featured abrupt (on a Holocene time scale) transitions

9

between humid and arid conditions were those in northern Africa and in the mid-

10

continent of North America. In northern Africa, the “African humid period” began after

11

12 ka with an intensification of the African-Asian monsoon, and ended around 5 ka

12

(deMenocal et al., 2000; Garcin et al., 2007), with the marked transition from a “green”

13

(vegetated) Sahara, to the current “brown” (or sparsely vegetated) state. This latter

14

transition provides an example of a climate change that would have significant societal

15

impact if it were to occur today in any region, and provides an example of an abrupt

16

transition to drought driven by gradual changes in large-scale external controls.

17

In North America, drier conditions than present commenced in the mid-continent

18

between 10 and 8 ka (Thompson et al., 1993; Webb et al., 1993a; Forman et al., 2001),

19

and ended after 4 ka. This “North American mid-continental Holocene drought” was

20

coeval with dry conditions in the Pacific Northwest, and wet conditions in the south and

21

southwest, in manner consistent (in a dynamic atmospheric circulation sense) with the

22

amplification of the monsoon then (Harrison et al., 2003). The mid-Holocene drought in

23

mid-continental North America gave way to wetter conditions after 4 ka, and like the

24

African humid period provides an example of major, and sometimes abrupt hydrological

25

changes that occurred in response to large and gradual changes in the controls of regional

26

climates.

27

These continental-scale hydrologic changes obviously differ in the sign of the change

28

(wet to dry from the middle Holocene to present in Africa and dry to wet from the middle

29

Holocene to present in North America), and in the specific timing and spatial coherence

30

of the hydrologic changes, but they have several features in common, including:
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the initiation of the African humid period and the North American Holocene

2

drought were both related to regional climate changes that occurred in

3

response to general deglaciation and to variations in insolation;

4

•

the end of the African humid period and the North American Holocene

5

drought were both ultimately related to the gradual decrease in Northern

6

Hemisphere summer insolation during the Holocene, and to the response of

7

the global monsoon;

8

•

9

role in determining the moisture status of these regions, as it has during the
20th century and the past millennium;

10
11

paleoclimatic simulations suggest that ocean-atmosphere coupling played a

•

feedback from local land-surface (vegetation) responses to remote (sea-

12

surface temperature, ocean-atmosphere interaction) and global (insolation,

13

global ice volume, atmospheric composition) forcing may have played a role

14

in the magnitude and rapidity of the hydrological changes.

15

Our understanding of the scope of the hydrologic changes and their potential explanations

16

for both of these regions have been informed by interactions between paleoclimatic data

17

syntheses and climate-model simulations (e.g., Wright et al., 1993; Harrison et al., 2003;

18

Liu et al., 2007). In this interaction, the data syntheses have driven the elaboration of both

19

models and experimental designs, which in turn have led to better explanations of the

20

patterns observed in the data (see Bartlein and Hostetler, 2004).

21

4.2 The African Humid Period

22

One of the major environmental variations over the past 10,000 years, measured in terms

23

of the area affected, the magnitude of the overall climatic changes and their rapidity, was

24

the reduction in magnitude around 5,000 years ago of the African-Asian monsoon from

25

its early to middle Holocene maximum, and the consequent reduction in vegetation cover

26

and expansion of deserts, particularly in Africa south of the Saraha. The broad regional

27

extent of enhanced early Holocene monsoons is revealed by the status of lake levels

28

across Africa and Asia (Fig. 3.12), and the relative wetness of the interval is further

29

attested to by similarly broad-scale vegetation changes (Jolly et al., 1998; Kohfeld and
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Harrison, 2000). Elsewhere in the region influenced by the African-Asian monsoon, the

2

interval of enhanced monsoonal circulation and precipitation also ended abruptly, in the

3

interval between 5.0 and 4.5 ka across south and east Asia (Morrill et al., 2003),

4

demonstrating that the African humid period was embedded in planetary-scale climatic

5

variations during the Holocene.

6

A general conceptual model has emerged (see Ruddiman, 2006) that relates the

7

intensification of the monsoons to the differential heating of the continents and oceans

8

that occurs in response to orbitally induced amplification of the seasonal cycle of

9

insolation (i.e., increased summer and decreased winter insolation in the Northern

10

Hemisphere) (Kutzbach and Otto-Bliesner, 1982; Kutzbach and Street-Perrott, 1985; Liu

11

et al., 2004). In addition to the first-order response of the monsoons to insolation forcing,

12

other major controls of regional climates, like the atmospheric circulation variations

13

related to the North American ice sheets, to ocean/atmospheric circulation reorganization

14

over the North Atlantic (Kutzbach and Ruddiman, 1993; Weldeab et al., 2007), and to

15

tropical Pacific ocean/atmosphere interactions (Shin et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007) likely

16

also played a role in determining the timing and details of the response. In many

17

paleoenvironmental records, the African humid period (12 ka to 5 ka) began rather

18

abruptly (relative to the insolation forcing), but with some spatial variability in its

19

expression (Garcin et al., 2007), and similarly, it ended abruptly (deMenocal et al., 2000;

20

and see the discussion in Liu et al., 2007).

21

The robust expression of the wet conditions (Fig. 3.12) together with the amplitude of the

22

“signal” in the paleoenvironmental data has made the African humid period a prime focus

23

for synthesis of paleoenvironmental data, climate-model simulations, and the systematic

24

comparison of the two (COHMAP Members, 1988), in particular as a component of the

25

Palaeoclimatic Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP and PMIP 2; Joussaume et al.,

26

1999; Crucifix et al., 2005; Braconnot et al., 2007a,b). The aim of these paleoclimatic

27

data-model comparisons is twofold: (1) to “validate” the climate models by examining

28

their ability to correctly reproduce an observed environmental change for which the

29

ultimate controls are known and (2) to use the mechanistic aspects of the models and

30

simulations produced with them to explain the patterns and variations recorded by the
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data. Mismatches between the simulations and observations can arise from one or more

2

sources, including inadequacies of the climate models, misinterpretation of the

3

paleoenvironmental data, and incompleteness of the experimental design (i.e., failure to

4

include one or more controls or processes that influenced the real climate) (Peteet, 2001;

5

Bartlein and Hostetler, 2004).

6

In general, the simulations done as part of PMIP, as well as others, show a clear

7

amplification of the African-Asian monsoon during the early and middle part of the

8

Holocene, but one that is insufficient to completely explain the magnitude of the changes

9

in lake status, and the extent of the observed northward displacement of the vegetation

10

zones into the region now occupied by desert (Joussaume et al., 1999; Kohfeld and

11

Harrison, 2000). The initial PMIP simulations were “snapshot” or “time-slice”

12

simulations of the conditions around 6 ka, and as a consequence are able to only

13

indirectly comment on the mechanisms involved in the abrupt beginning and end of the

14

humid period. In addition, the earlier simulations were performed using AGCMs, with

15

present-day land-surface characteristics, which therefore did not adequately represent the

16

full influence of the ocean or terrestrial vegetation on the simulated climate.

17

As a consequence, climate-simulation exercises that focus on the African monsoon or the

18

African humid period have evolved over the past decade or so toward models and

19

experimental designs that (1) include interactive coupling among the atmosphere, ocean,

20

and terrestrial biosphere and (2) feature transient, or time-evolving simulations that, for

21

example, allow explicit examination of the timing and rate of the transition from a green

22

to a brown Sahara. Two classes of models have been used, including (1) general

23

circulation models with interactive oceans (AOGCMs), terrestrial vegetation (AVGCMs),

24

or both (AOVGCMs) that typically have spatial resolutions of a few degrees of latitude

25

and longitude and (2) coarser resolution EMICs, or Earth-system models of intermediate

26

complexity, that include representation of components of the climate system that are not

27

amenable to simulation with the higher-resolution GCMs (See Claussen, 2001, and

28

Bartlein and Hostetler, 2004, for a discussion of the taxonomy of climate models.)
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The coupled AOGCM simulations have illuminated the role that sea surface temperatures

2

likely played in the amplification of the monsoon. Driven by both the insolation forcing

3

and by ocean-atmosphere interactions, the picture emerges of a role for the oceans in

4

modulating the amplified seasonal cycle of insolation during the early and mid-Holocene

5

in such a way as to increase the summertime temperature contrast between continent and

6

ocean that drives the monsoon, thereby strengthening it (Kutzbach and Liu, 1997; Zhao et

7

al., 2005). In addition, there is an apparent role for teleconnections from the tropical

8

Pacific in determining the strength of the monsoon, in a manner similar to the

9

“atmospheric bridge” teleconnection between the tropical Pacific ocean and climate

10

elsewhere at present (Shin et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007; Liu and Alexander, 2007).

11

The observation of the dramatic vegetation change motivated the development of

12

simulations with coupled vegetation components, first by asynchronously coupling

13

equilibrium global vegetation models (EGVMs, Texier et al., 1997), and subsequently by

14

using fully coupled AOVGCMs (e.g., Levis et al., 2004; Wohlfahrt et al., 2004;

15

Gallimore et al., 2005; Braconnot et al., 2007a,b; Liu et al., 2007). These simulations,

16

which also included investigation of the synergistic effects of an interactive ocean and

17

vegetation on the simulated climate (Wohlfahrt et al., 2004), produced results that still

18

underrepresented the magnitude of monsoon enhancement, but to a lesser extent than the

19

earlier AGCM or AOGCM simulations. These simulations also suggest the specific

20

mechanisms through which the vegetation and the related soil-moisture conditions (Levis

21

et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007) influence the simulated monsoon.

22

The EMIC simulations, run as transient or continuous (as opposed to time-slice)

23

simulations over the Holocene, are able to explicitly reveal the time history of the

24

monsoon intensification or deintensification, including the regional-scale responses of

25

surface climate and vegetation (Claussen et al., 1999; Hales et al., 2006; Renssen et al.,

26

2006). These simulations typically show abrupt decreases in vegetation cover, and

27

usually also in precipitation, around the time of the observed vegetation change (5 ka),

28

when insolation was changing only gradually. The initial success of EMICs in simulating

29

an abrupt climate and land-cover change in response to a gradual change in forcing

30

influenced the development of a conceptual model that proposed that strong nonlinear
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feedbacks between the land surface and atmosphere were responsible for the abruptness

2

of the climate change, and, moreover, suggested the existence of multiple stable states of

3

the coupled climate-vegetation-soil system that are maintained by positive vegetation

4

feedback (Claussen et al, 1999; Foley et al., 2003). In such a system, abrupt transitions

5

from one state to another (e.g., from a green Sahara to a brown one), could occur under

6

relatively modest changes in external forcing, with a green vegetation state and wet

7

conditions reinforcing one another, and likewise a brown state reinforcing dry conditions

8

and vice versa.

9

A different perspective on the way in which abrupt changes in the land-surface cover of

10

west Africa may occur in response to gradual insolation changes is provided by the

11

simulations by Liu et al. (2006, 2007). They used a coupled AOVGCM (FOAM-LPJ) run

12

in transient mode to produce a continuous simulation from 6.5 ka to present. They

13

combined a statistical analysis of vegetation-climate feedback in the AOVGCM, and an

14

analysis of a simple conceptual model that relates a simple two-state depiction of

15

vegetation to annual precipitation (Liu et al., 2006), and argue that the short-term (i.e.

16

year-to-year) feedback between vegetation and climate is negative (see also Wang et al.,

17

2007; Notaro et al., 2008), such that a sparsely or unvegetated state (i.e., a brown Sahara)

18

would tend to favor precipitation through the recycling of moisture from bare-ground

19

evapotranspiration. In this view, the negative vegetation feedback would act to maintain

20

the green Sahara against the general drying trend related to the decrease in the intensity

21

of the monsoon and amount of precipitation, until such time that interannual variability

22

results in the crossing of a moisture threshold beyond which the green state could no

23

longer be maintained (see Cook et al., 2006, for further discussion of this kind of

24

behavior in response to interannual climate variability (i.e., ENSO).

25

These two conceptual models of the mechanisms that underlie the abrupt vegetation

26

change—strong feedback and interannual variability/threshold crossing—are not that

27

different in terms of their implications, however. Both conceptual models relate the

28

overall decrease in moisture and consequent vegetation change to the response of the

29

monsoon to the gradually weakening amplification of the seasonal cycle of insolation,

30

and both claim a role for vegetation in contributing to the abruptness of the land-cover
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change, either explicitly or implicitly invoking the nonlinear relationship between

2

vegetation cover and precipitation (Fig. 3.13 from Liu et al., 2007). The conceptual

3

models differ mainly in their depiction of the precipitation change, with the strong-

4

feedback explanation predicting that abrupt changes in precipitation will accompany the

5

abrupt changes in vegetation, while the interannual variability/threshold crossing

6

explanation does not. It is interesting to note that the Renssen et al. (2006) EMIC

7

simulation generates precipitation variations for west Africa that show much less of an

8

abrupt change around 5 ka than did earlier EMIC simulations, which suggests that the

9

strong-feedback perspective may be somewhat model dependent.

10

There is thus some uncertainty in the specific mechanisms that link the vegetation

11

response to climate variations on different time scales, and also considerable temporal

12

spatial variability in the timing of environmental changes. However, the African humid

13

period and its rapid termination illustrates how abrupt, widespread, and significant

14

environmental changes can occur in response to gradual changes in an large-scale or

15

ultimate control—in this case the amplification of the seasonal cycle of insolation in the

16

Northern Hemisphere and its impact on radiative forcing.

17

4.3 North American Mid-Continental Holocene Drought

18

At roughly the same time as the African humid period, large parts of North America

19

experienced drier-than-present conditions that were sufficient in magnitude to be

20

registered in a variety of paleoenvironmental data sources. Although opposite in sign

21

from those in Africa, these moisture anomalies were ultimately related to the same large-

22

scale control - greater-than-present summer insolation in the Northern Hemisphere. In

23

North America, however, the climate changes were also strongly influenced by the

24

shrinking (but still important regionally) Laurentide Ice Sheet. In contrast to the situation

25

in Africa, and likely related to the existence of additional large-scale controls (e.g., the

26

remnant ice sheet, and Pacific ocean-atmosphere interactions), the onset and end of the

27

middle Holocene moisture anomaly was more spatially variable in its expression, but like

28

the African humid period, it included large-scale changes in land cover in addition to

29

effective-moisture variations. Also in contrast to the African situation, the vegetation

30

changes featured changes in the type of vegetation or biomes (e.g., shifts between
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grassland and forest, Williams et al., 2004), as opposed to fluctuations between vegetated

2

and nonvegetated or sparsely vegetated states. There are also indications that, as in Africa

3

and Asia, the North American monsoon was amplified in the early and middle Holocene

4

(Thompson et al., 1993; Mock and Brunelle-Daines, 1999; Poore et al., 2005), although

5

as in the case of the dry conditions, there probably was significant temporal and spatial

6

variation in the strength of the enhanced monsoon (Barron et al., 2005). The modern

7

association of dry conditions across central North America and somewhat wetter

8

conditions in North Africa during a La Niña phase (Palmer and Brankovic, 1989), led

9

Forman et al. (2001) to hypothesize that changes in tropical sea surface variability, in

10

particular the persistence of La Niña-type conditions (generally colder and warmer than

11

those at present in the eastern and western parts of the basin, respectively), might have

12

played an important role in modulating the regional impacts of mid-Holocene climate.

13

A variety of paleoenvironmental indicators reflect the spatial extent and timing of these

14

moisture variations (Figs. 3.14 and 3.15), and in general suggest that the dry conditions

15

increased in their intensity during the interval from 11 ka to 8 ka, and then gave way to

16

increased moisture after 4 ka, and during the middle of this interval (around 6 ka) were

17

widespread. Lake-status indicators at 6 ka indicate lower-than-present levels (and hence

18

drier-than-present conditions) across much of the continent (Shuman et al., in review),

19

and quantitative interpretation of the pollen data in Williams et al. (2004) shows a similar

20

pattern of overall aridity, but again with some regional and local variability, such as

21

moister-than-present conditions in the Southwestern U.S. (see also Thompson et al.,

22

1993). Although the region of drier-than-present conditions extends into the Northeastern

23

U.S. and eastern Canada, most of the multiproxy evidence for middle Holocene dryness

24

is focused on the mid-continent, in particular the Great Plains and Midwest, where the

25

evidence for aridity is particularly clear. There, the expression of middle Holocene dry

26

conditions in paleoenvironmental records has long been known, as was the case for the

27

“Prairie Period” evident in fossil-pollen data (see Webb et al., 1983), and the recognition

28

of significant aeolian activity (dune formation) on the Great Plains (Forman et al., 2001;

29

Harrison et al., 2003) that would be favored by a decrease in vegetation cover.
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1

Temporal variations in the large-scale controls of North American regional climates as

2

well as some of the paleoenvironmental indicators of the moisture changes are shown in

3

Figure 3.15. In addition to insolation forcing (Fig. 3.15A,B), the size of the Laurentide

4

Ice Sheet was a major control of regional climates, and while diminished in size from its

5

full extent at the Last Glacial Maximum (21 ka), the residual ice sheets at 11 ka and 9 ka

6

(Fig. 3.15C) still influence atmospheric circulation over eastern and central North

7

America in climate simulations for those times (Bartlein et al., 1998; Webb et al., 1998).

8

In addition to depressing temperatures generally around the Northern Hemisphere, the ice

9

sheets also directly influenced adjacent regions. In those simulations, the development of

10

a “glacial anticyclone” over the ice sheet (while not as pronounced as earlier), acted to

11

diminish the flow of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico into the interior, thus keeping the

12

mid-continent cooler and drier than it would have been in the absence of an ice sheet.

13

Superimposed on these “orbital time scale” variations in controls and regional responses

14

are millennial-scale variations in atmospheric circulation related to changes in the

15

Atlantic meriodional overturning circulation (AMOC) and to other ocean-atmosphere

16

variability (Shuman et al., 2005, 2007; Viau et al., 2006). Of these millennial-scale

17

variations, the “8.2 ka event” (Fig. 3.15D) is of interest, inasmuch as the climate changes

18

associated with the “collapse” of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (Barber et al., 1999) have the

19

potential to influence the mid-continent region directly, through regional atmospheric

20

circulation changes (Dean et al., 2002; Shuman et al., 2002), as well as indirectly,

21

through its influence on AMOC, and related hemispheric atmospheric circulation

22

changes.

23

The record of aridity indicators for the mid-continent reveals a more complicated history

24

of moisture variations than does the African case, with some locations remaining dry

25

until the late Holocene, and others reaching maximum aridity during the interval between

26

8 ka and 4 ka, but in general showing relatively dry conditions between 8 ka and 4 ka.

27

Lake-status records (Fig. 3.15E, Shuman and Finney, 2006) show the highest frequency

28

of lakes at relatively low levels during the interval between 8 ka and 4 ka, and a higher

29

frequency of lakes at relatively high levels before and after that interval. Records of

30

widespread and persistent aeolian activity and loess deposition (dust transport) increase
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in frequency from 10 ka to 8 ka, and then gradually fall to lower frequency in the late

2

Holocene, with a noticeable decline between 5 ka and 4 ka. Pollen records of the

3

vegetation changes that reflect dry conditions (Fig. 3.15G; Williams, 2002; Williams et

4

al., 2004) show a somewhat earlier onset of dryness than do the aeolian or lake

5

indicators, reaching maximum frequency around 9 ka. Increased aeolian activity can also

6

be noted during the last 2000 years (Fig. 3.15F, Forman et al., 2001; Mason et al., 2004),

7

but was less pronounced than during the mid-Holocene.

8

The pollen record from Steel Lake, MN, expressed in terms of tree-cover percentages

9

(see Williams, 2002, for methods) provide an example to illustrate a pattern of moisture-

10

related vegetation change that is typical at many sites in the Midwest, with an abrupt

11

decline in tree cover at this site around 8 ka, and over an interval equal to or less than the

12

sampling resolution of the record (about 200 years, Fig. 3.15H). This decrease in tree

13

cover and inferred moisture levels is followed by relatively low but slightly increasing

14

inferred moisture levels for about 4,000 years, with higher inferred moisture levels in the

15

last 4,000 years. The magnitude of this moisture anomaly can be statistically inferred

16

from the fossil-pollen data using modern relationships between pollen abundance and

17

climate, as was done for the pollen record at Elk Lake, MN, which is near Steel Lake

18

(Fig. 3.15I; Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993; see also Webb et al., 1998). Expressed in terms

19

of precipitation, the moisture decrease in the mid-continent needed for these vegetation

20

changes is about 350 millimeters per year (mm y-1), or about 1 millimeter per day (mm d-

21

1

22

As is the case for the African humid period, the effective-moisture variations recorded by

23

paleoenvironmental data from the mid-continent of North America provide a target for

24

simulation by climate models, and also as was the case for Africa, those simulations have

25

evolved over time toward models with increased coupling among systems. The first

26

generation of simulations with AGCMs featured models that were of relatively coarse

27

spatial resolution, had fixed SSTs, and land cover that was specified to match that of the

28

modern day. These simulations, focusing on 6 ka, revealed some likely mechanisms for

29

developing dry conditions in the mid-continent, such as the impact of the insolation

30

forcing on surface energy and water balances and the direct and indirect effects of

), or levels between 50 and 80 percent of the present-day values.
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insolation on atmospheric circulation (Webb et al., 1993b; Bartlein et al., 1998; Webb et

2

al., 1998). However, the specific simulations of precipitation or precipitation minus

3

evapotranspiration (P-E) indicated little change in moisture or even increases in some

4

regions. Given the close link between SST variations and drought across North America

5

at present, and the inability of these early simulations to simulate such mechanisms

6

because they had fixed SSTs, this result is not surprising.

7

What can be regarded as the current-generation simulations for 6 ka include those done

8

with fully coupled AOGCMs (FOAM and CSM 1, Harrison et al., 2003; CCSM 3, Otto-

9

Bliesner et al., 2006), and an AGCM with a mixed-layer ocean (CCM 3.10, Shin et al.,

10

2006). These simulations thereby allow the influence of SST variations to be registered in

11

the simulated climate either implicitly, by calculating them in the ocean component of the

12

models (FOAM, CSM 1, CCSM 3), or explicitly, by imposing them either as present-day

13

long-term averages, or as perturbations of those long-term averages intended to represent

14

extreme states of, for example, ENSO (CCM 3.10). The trade-off between these

15

approaches is that the fully coupled, implicit approach will reflect the impact of the large-

16

scale controls of climate (e.g., insolation) on SST variability (if the model simulates the

17

joint response of the atmosphere and ocean correctly), while the explicitly specified

18

AGCM approach allows the response to a hypothetical state of the ocean to be judged.

19

These simulations produce generally dry conditions in the interior of North America

20

during the growing season (and an enhancement of the North American monsoon), but as

21

was the case for Africa, the magnitude of the moisture changes is not as large as that

22

recorded by the paleoenvironmental data (with maximum precipitation-rate anomalies on

23

the order of 0.5 mm d-1, roughly half as large as it would need to be to match the

24

paleoenvironmental observations). Despite this, the simulations reveal some specific

25

mechanisms for generating the dry conditions; these include (1) atmospheric circulation

26

responses to the insolation and SST forcing/feedback that favor a “package” of

27

circulation anomalies that include expansion of the subtropical high-pressure systems in

28

summer, (2) the development of an upper-level ridge and large-scale subsidence over

29

central North America (a circulation feature that favors drought at the present), and (3)

30

changes in surface energy and water balances that lead to reinforcement of this
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circulation configuration. Analyses of the 6 ka simulated and present-day “observed”

2

(i.e., reanalysis data) circulation were used by Harrison et al. (2003) to describe the

3

linkage that exists in between the uplift that occurs in the Southwestern U.S. and northern

4

Mexico as part of the North American monsoon system, and subsidence on the Great

5

Plains and Pacific Northwest (Higgins et al., 1997; see also Vera et al., 2006).

6

The summertime establishment of the upper-level ridge, the related subsidence over the

7

middle of the North American continent, and the onshore flow and uplift in the

8

Southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico are influenced to a large extent by the

9

topography of western North America, which is greatly oversimplified in GCMs (see Fig.

10

4 in Bartlein and Hostetler, 2004). This potential “built-in” source of mismatch between

11

the paleoclimatic simulations and observations can be reduced by simulating climate with

12

regional climate models (RCMs). Summer (June, July, and August) precipitation and soil

13

moisture simulated using RegCM3 (Diffenbaugh et al., 2006) is shown in Figure 3.16,

14

which illustrates moisture anomalies that are more comparable in magnitude to those

15

recorded by the paleoenvironmental data than are the GCM simulations. RegCM as

16

applied in these simulations has a spatial resolution of 55 km, which resolves climatically

17

important details of the topography of the Western U.S. In these simulations, the “lateral

18

boundary conditions” or inputs to the RCM, were supplied by a simulation using an

19

AGCM (CAM 3), that in turn used the SSTs simulated by the fully coupled AOGCM

20

simulation for 6 ka (and present) by Otto-Bliesner et al. (2006). These SSTs were also

21

supplied directly to RegCM3. The simulations thus reveal the impact of the insolation

22

forcing, as well as the influence of the insolation-related changes on interannual

23

variability in SSTs (over the 30 years of each simulation). The results clearly show the

24

suppression of precipitation over the mid-continent and enhancement over the

25

Southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico, and the contribution of the precipitation

26

anomaly to that of soil moisture (Fig. 3.16). In contrast to the GCM simulations, the

27

inclusion of 6 ka SST variability reduces slightly the magnitude of the moisture

28

anomalies, but overall these anomalies are close to those inferred from

29

paleoenvironmental observations and reinforce the conceptual model linking the North

30

American mid-continental Holocene drought to increased subsidence (see also Shinker et

31

al., 2006; Harrison et al., 2003).
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The potential of vegetation feedback to amplify the middle Holocene drought has not

2

been as intensively explored as it has for Africa, but those explorations suggest that it

3

should not be discounted. Shin et al. (2006) prescribed some subjectively reconstructed

4

vegetation changes (e.g., Diffenbaugh and Sloan, 2002) in their AGCM simulations and

5

noted a reduction in spring and early summer precipitation (that could carry over into

6

reduced soil moisture during the summer), but also noted a variable response in

7

precipitation during the summer to the different vegetation specifications. Wohlfahrt et

8

al. (2004) asynchronously coupled an equilibrium global vegetation model, Biome 4

9

(Kaplan et al., 2003), to an AOGCM and observed a larger expansion of grassland in

10

those simulations than in ones without the vegetation change simulated by the EGVM.

11

Finally, Gallimore et al. (2005) examined simulations using the fully coupled AOVGCM

12

(FOAM-LPJ), and while the overall precipitation change for summer was weakly

13

negative, the impact of the simulated vegetation change (toward reduced tree cover at 6

14

ka), produced a small positive precipitation change.

15

An analysis currently in progress with RegCM3 suggests that the inclusion of the

16

observed middle Holocene vegetation in the boundary conditions for the 6 ka simulation

17

described above (Diffenbaugh et al., 2006) further amplifies the negative summer

18

precipitation anomaly in the core region of the Holocene drought, and also alters the

19

nature of the seasonal cycle of the dependence of soil moisture on precipitation. The

20

magnitude of the drought in these simulations is relatively close to that inferred from the

21

paleoenvironmental data.

22

The North American mid-continental drought during the middle Holocene thus provides

23

an illustration of a significant hydrologic anomaly with relatively abrupt onset and ending

24

that occurred in response to gradual changes in the main driver of Holocene climate

25

change (insolation), reinforced by regional- and continental-scale changes in atmospheric

26

circulation related directly to deglaciation. As was the case for the African humid period,

27

feedback from the vegetation change that accompanied the climate changes could be

28

important in reinforcing or amplifying the climate change, and work is underway to

29

evaluate that hypothesis.
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There are other examples of abrupt hydrological responses to gradual or large-scale

2

climatic changes during the Holocene. For example, the development of wetlands in the

3

Northern Hemisphere began relatively early in the course of deglaciation but accelerated

4

during the interval high summer insolation between 12 ka and 8 ka (Gajewski et al.,

5

2001; MacDonald et al., 2006). The frequency and magnitude of floods across a range of

6

different watershed sizes also tracks climate variations during the Holocene (Fig. 3.15J;

7

Knox 1993, 2000; Ely, 1997), albeit in a complicated fashion, owing to dependence of

8

flooding on long-term climate and land-cover conditions as well as on short-term

9

meteorological events (see Sec. 6).

10

4.4 Century-Scale Hydrologic Variations

11

Hydrologic variations, many abrupt, occur on time scales intermediate between the

12

variations over millennia that are ultimately related to orbitally governed insolation

13

variations and the interannual-to-decadal scale variations documented by annual-

14

resolution proxy records. A sample of time series that describe hydrologic variations on

15

decadal-to-centennial scales over the past 2,000 years in North America appear in Figure

16

3.17 and reveal a range of different kinds of variation, including:

17

•

generalized trends across several centuries (Fig. 3.17C,F,G);

18

•

step-changes in level or variability (independent of sampling resolution) (Fig.

19
20

3.17A,B,F);
•

21
22

3.17B,G);
•

25

a tendency to remain persistently above or below a long term mean (Fig.
3.17C-F), often referred to as “regime changes”; and

23
24

distinct peaks in wet (Fig. 3.17A) or dry conditions (Fig. 3.15F, Fig.

•

variations in all components of the hydrologic cycle, including precipitation,
evaporation, storage, runoff, and in water quality (e.g., salinity).

26

Hydrological records that extend over the length of the Holocene, in particular those from

27

hydrologically sensitive speleothems, demonstrate similar patterns of variability
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throughout (e.g., Asmerom et al., 2007), including long-term trends related to the

2

Holocene history of the global monsoon described above (e.g., Wang et al., 2005).

3

The ultimate controls of these variations include (1) the continued influence of the long-

4

term changes in insolation that appear to be ultimately responsible for the mid-Holocene

5

climate anomalies discussed above; (2) the integration of interannual variations in climate

6

that arise from ocean-atmosphere coupling, and (3) the impact of the variations in

7

volcanism, solar irradiance, long-lived greenhouse gases and aerosols, and land-cover

8

responsible for climatic variations over the past two millennia (Jansen et al., 2007, IPCC

9

AR4 WG1, Sec. 6.6) or some combination of these three controls. (See also Climate

10

Research Committee, National Research Council, 1995).

11

No one of these potential controls can account for all of the variations observed in

12

hydrological indicators over the past two millennia. By the late Holocene, the amplitude

13

of the insolation anomalies is quite small (Fig. 3.15A-B), and the impact of deglaciation

14

is no longer significant (Fig. 3.15C-D). Variations in indices that describe decadal-time-

15

scale ocean-atmosphere interactions, often known as “teleconnection” or “climate-mode”

16

indices (e.g., the PDO or “Pacific Decadal Oscillation” or the NAM or “Northern

17

Annular Mode;” see Trenberth et al., 2007, IPCC AR4 WG1 Sec. 3.6 for review) are

18

sometimes invoked to explain apparent periodicity or “regime changes” in proxy records

19

(e.g., Stone and Fritz, 2006; Rasmussen et al., 2006). However, the observational records

20

that are used to define those indices are not long enough to discriminate among true

21

cyclical or oscillatory behavior, recurrent changes in levels (or regime shifts), and simple

22

red-noise or autocorrelated variations in time series (Rudnick and Davis, 2003; Overland

23

et al., 2006), and so perceived periodicities in paleoenvironmental records could arise

24

from sources other than, for example, solar irradiance cycles inferred from 14C-

25

production records. Moreover, there are no physical mechanisms that might account for

26

decadal-scale variations over long time spans in, for example, the PDO, apart from those

27

that involve the integration of the shorter time-scale variations (i.e., ENSO; Newman et

28

al., 2003; Schneider and Cornuelle, 2005). Finally, although the broad trends global or

29

hemispheric-average temperatures over the past millennium seem reasonably well

30

accounted for by the combinations of factors described in (3) above, there is little short-
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term agreement among different simulations. Consequently, despite their societal

2

importance (e.g., Climate Reseach Committee, 1995), the genesis of centennial-scale

3

climatic and hydrologic variations remains essentially unexplained.

4

5. Future Subtropical Drying: Dynamics, Paleocontext, and Implications

5

It is a robust result in climate model projections of the climate of the current century that

6

many already wet areas of the planet get wetter – such as in the oceanic Intertropical

7

Convergence Zone (ITCZ), the Asian monsoon, and equatorial Africa - and already dry

8

areas get drier – such as the oceanic subtropical high pressure zones, southwestern North

9

America, the Intra-America Seas, the Mediterranean region, and southern Africa (Held

10

and Soden, 2006); see also Hoerling et al. (2006). Drying and wetting as used here refer

11

to the precipitation minus the surface evaporation, or P-E. P-E is the quantity that, in the

12

long term mean over land, balances surface and subsurface runoff and, in the atmosphere,

13

balances the vertically integrated moisture convergence or divergence. The latter contains

14

components due to the convergence or divergence of water vapor by the mean flow

15

convergence or divergence, the advection of humidity by the mean flow, and the

16

convergence or divergence of humidity by the transient flow. A warmer atmosphere can

17

hold more moisture, so the pattern of moisture convergence or divergence by the mean

18

flow convergence or divergence intensifies. This makes the deep tropical regions of the

19

ITCZ wetter and the dry regions of the subtropics, where there is descending air and

20

mean flow divergence, drier (Held and Soden, 2006).

21

While a warming-induced intensification of hydrological gradients is a good first start for

22

describing hydrological change, there are many exceptions to this simple picture. For

23

example the Amazon is a wet region where models do not robustly predict either a drying

24

or a wetting. Here it is the models that create more El Niño-like tropical Pacific SSTs that

25

tend to make the Amazon drier, highlighting the potential importance of tropical

26

circulation changes in climate change (Li et al., 2006). The Sahel region of West Africa

27

dried dramatically in the latter half of the last century (Nicholson et al., 2000), which has

28

been attributed to changes in SSTs throughout the tropics (Giannini et al., 2003). The

29

models within the IPCC AR4 generally reproduce these changes in SST and Sahel drying

30

as a consequence of anthropogenic climate change during the late-20th century (Biasutti
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and Giannini, 2006). However the same models have widely varying projections for how

2

precipitation will change in the Sahel over the current century with some predicting a

3

return to wetter conditions (Biasutti and Giannini, 2006; Hoerling et al., 2006). It is

4

unknown why the modeled response in the Sahel to 20th century radiative forcing is

5

different to the response to current century forcing. However, it is worth noting that the

6

one climate model that best simulates the 20th century drying continues to dry the Sahel

7

in the current century (Held et al., 2005). In this tropical region, as in the Amazon,

8

hydrological change appears to potentially involve non-local controls on the atmospheric

9

circulation as well as possible complex land surface feedbacks.

10

The greater southwestern regions of North America, which include the American

11

Southwest and northern Mexico, are included within this region of subtropical drying.

12

Seager et al. (2007d) show that there is an impressive agreement amongst the projections

13

with 19 climate models (and 47 individual runs) (Fig. 3.18). These projections

14

collectively indicate that this region progressively dries in the future and that the

15

transition to a more arid climate begins in the late 20th century and early current century

16

(Fig. 3.19). The increased aridity becomes equivalent to the 1950s Southwest drought in

17

the early part of the current century in about a quarter of the models and half of the

18

models by mid-century. Seager et al. (2007d) also showed that intensification of the

19

existing pattern of atmospheric water vapor transport was only responsible for about half

20

the Southwest drying and that half was caused by a change in atmospheric circulation.

21

They linked this to a poleward expansion of the Hadley Cell and dry subtropical zones

22

and a poleward shift of the mid-latitude westerlies and storm tracks, both also robust

23

features of a warmer atmosphere (Yin, 2005; Bengtsson et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2007). The

24

analysis of satellite data by Seidel et al. (2008) suggests such a widening of Earth’s

25

tropical belt over the past quarter century as the planet has warmed. This analysis is

26

consistent is with climate model simulations that suggest future subtropical drying as the

27

jet streams and the associated wind and precipitation patterns move poleward with global

28

warming.

29

The area encompassing the Mediterranean regions of southern Europe, North Africa, and

30

the Middle East dries in the model projections even more strongly, with even less
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disagreement amongst models, and also beginning toward the end of the last century.

2

Both here and in southwestern North America, the drying is not abrupt in that it occurs

3

over the same time scale as the climate forcing strengthens. However, the severity is such

4

that the aridity equivalent to historical droughts — but as a new climate rather than a

5

temporary state — is reached within the coming years to a few decades. Assessed on the

6

time scale of water resource development, demographic trends, regional development, or

7

even political change, this could be described as a “rapid” if not abrupt climate change

8

and, hence, is a cause for immediate concern.

9

The future subtropical drying occurs in the models for reasons that are distinct from the

10

causes of historical droughts. The latter are related to particular patterns of tropical SST

11

anomalies, while the former arises as a consequence of overall, near-uniform, warming of

12

the surface and atmosphere and how that impacts water vapor transports and atmospheric

13

circulation. Both mechanisms involve a poleward movement of the mid-latitude

14

westerlies and similar changes to the eddy-driven mean meridional circulation. However,

15

a poleward expansion of the Hadley Cell has not been invoked to explain the natural

16

droughts. Further future drying is expected to be accompanied by a maximum of

17

warming in the tropical upper troposphere (a consequence of moist convection in the

18

deep tropics), whereas natural droughts have gone along with cool temperatures in the

19

tropical troposphere. Hence, past droughts are not analogs of future drying, which should

20

make identification of anthropogenic drying easier when it occurs.

21

It is unclear how apt the Medieval megadroughts are as analogs of future drying. As

22

mentioned above, it has been suggested that they were caused by tropical Pacific SSTs

23

being La Niña-like for up to decades at a time during the Medieval period, as well as the

24

subtropical North Atlantic being warm. The tropical Pacific SST change possibly arose as

25

a response to increased surface solar radiation. If this is so, then future subtropical drying

26

will likely have no past analogs. However, it cannot be ruled out that the climate model

27

projections are wrong in not producing a more La Niña-like state in response to increased

28

radiative forcing. For example, the current generation of models has well known and

29

serious biases in their simulations of tropical Pacific climate and these may compromise

30

the model projections of climate change. If the models are wrong, then it is possible that
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the future subtropical drying caused by general warming will be augmented by the

2

impacts of an induced more La Niña-like state in the tropical Pacific. However, the

3

association between positive radiative forcing, a more La Niña-like SST state, and dry

4

conditions in southwestern North America that has been argued for using paleoclimate

5

proxy data is for solar forcing whereas future climate change will be driven by

6

greenhouse forcing. It is not known if the tropical climate system responses to solar and

7

greenhouse gas forcing are different. These remaining problems with our understanding

8

of, and ability to model, the tropical climate system in response to radiative forcing mean

9

that there remains uncertainty in how strong the projected drying in the Southwest will

10

be, an uncertainty that includes the possibility that it will be more intense than in the

11

model projections.

12

Future drying in southwestern North America will have significant social impacts in both

13

the U.S. and Mexico. To date there are no published estimates of the impact of reduced

14

P-E on the water resource systems of the region that take full account of the climate

15

projections. To do so would involve downscaling to the river basin scale from the

16

projections with global models using either statistical methods or regional models, a

17

problem of considerable technical difficulty. However both Hoerling and Eischeid (2007)

18

and Christensen and Lettenmaier (2006) have used simpler methods to suggest that the

19

global model projections imply that Colorado River flow will drop by between several

20

percent and a quarter. While the exact number cannot, at this point, be known with any

21

certainty at all, our current ability to model hydrology in this region unambiguously

22

projects reduced flow.

23

Reduced flow in the Colorado and the other major rivers of the Southwest will come at a

24

time when the existing flow is already fully allocated and when the population in the

25

region is increasing. Current allocations are also based on proportions of a fixed flow that

26

was measured early in the last century at a time of unusual high flow (Woodhouse et al.,

27

2005). It is highly likely that it will not be possible to meet those allocations in the

28

projected drier climate of the relatively near future. In this context it needs to be

29

remembered that agriculture uses some 90% of Colorado River water and about the same

30

amount of total water use throughout the region, but even in California with its rich,
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productive, and extensive farmland, agriculture accounted for no more than 2% of the

2

State economy.

3

6. Floods: Present, Past, and Future

4

Like droughts, floods, or episodes of much wetter-than-usual conditions, are embedded in

5

large-scale atmospheric circulation anomalies that lead to a set of meteorological and

6

hydrological conditions that support their occurrence. In contrast to droughts, floods are

7

usually more localized in space and time, inasmuch as they are related to a specific

8

combination of prior hydrologic conditions (e.g., the degree of soil saturation prior to the

9

flood) upon which specific short-term meteorological events are superimposed

10

(Hirschboeck, 1989; Mosely and McKerchar, 1993; Pilgrim and Codery, 1993), and they

11

are also geomorphologically constrained by the drainage basins that flood (Baker et al.,

12

1988; O’Connor and Costa, 2003). However, when climatic anomalies are large in scope

13

and persistent, such as occurred during 1993 in the Upper Mississippi Valley (Kunkel et

14

al., 1994; Anderson et al., 2003), or when climate significantly changes, as it has in the

15

past (Knox, 2000), and will likely do in the future, changes in the overall flood regime,

16

including the frequency of different size floods and the areas affected, will also occur

17

(Kundzewicz et al., 2007).

18

6.1 The 1993 Mississippi Valley Floods—Large-Scale Controls and Land-Surface

19

Feedback

20

The flooding that occurred in the Upper Mississippi Valley of central North America in

21

the late spring and summer of 1993 provides a case study of the control of a major flood

22

event by large-scale atmospheric circulation anomalies. Significant feedback from the

23

unusually wet land surface likely reinforced the wet conditions, which contributed to the

24

persistence of the wet conditions. The 1993 flood ranks among the top five weather

25

disasters in the U.S., and was ultimately generated by the frequent occurrence large areas

26

of moderate-to-heavy precipitation, within which extreme daily total rainfall events were

27

embedded. These meteorological events were superimposed on an above-normal soil-

28

moisture anomaly at the beginning June of that year (Kunkel et al., 1994). These events

29

were supported by the occurrence of a large-scale atmospheric circulation anomaly that
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featured the persistent flow of moisture from the Gulf of Mexico into the interior of the

2

continent (Bell and Janowiak, 1995; Trenberth and Guillemot, 1996).

3

The atmospheric circulation features that promoted the 1993 floods in the Mississippi

4

Valley, when contrasted with the widespread dry conditions during the summer of 1988,

5

provide a “natural experiment” that can be used to evaluate the relative importance of

6

remote (e.g., the tropical Pacific) and local (over North America) forcing, and of the

7

importance of feedback from the land surface to reinforce the unusually wet or dry

8

conditions. For example, Trenberth and Guillemot (1996) used a combination of

9

observational and “reanalysis” data (Kalnay et al., 1996), along with some diagnostic

10

analyses to reveal the role of large-scale moisture transport into the mid-continent, with

11

dryness ocurring in response to less flow and flooding in response to greater-than-normal

12

flow. Liu et al. (1998) used a combination of reanalysis data and simple models to

13

examine the interactions among the different controls of the atmospheric circulation

14

anomalies in these 2 years.

15

Although initial studies using a regional climate model pointed to a small role for

16

feedback from the wet land surface in the summer of 1993 to increase precipitation over

17

the mid-continent (Giorgi et al., 1996), subsequent studies exploiting the 1988/1993

18

natural experiment using both regional climate models and general circulation models

19

point to an important role for the land surface in amplifying the severity and persistence

20

of floods and droughts (Bonan and Stillwell-Soller, 1998; Bosilovich and Sun, 1999;

21

Hong and Pan, 2000; Pal and Eltahir, 2002). These analyses add to the general pattern

22

that emerges for large moisture anomalies (both wet and dry) in the mid-continent of

23

North America to have both local and remote controls and a significant role for feedback

24

to atmospheric circulation from the state of the land surface to reinforce the moisture

25

anomalies. The 1993 floods continue to be a focus for climate model intercomparisons

26

(Anderson et al., 2003).

27

6.2 Paleoflood Hydrology

28

The largest floods observed either in the instrumental or paleo-record have a variety of

29

causes (O’Connor and Costa, 2004), for themost part related to geological processes.
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However, some the largest floods are meteorological floods which are relevant for

2

understanding the nature of abrupt climate changes (Hirschboeck 1989; House et al.

3

2002) and potential changes in the environmental hazards associated with flooding

4

(Benito et al., 2004; Wohl, 2000). Although sometimes used in an attempt to extend the

5

instrumental record for operational hydrology purposes (i.e., fitting flood-distribution

6

probability density functions; Kochel and Baker, 1982; Baker et al., 1988), paleoflood

7

hydrology also provides information on the response watersheds to long-term climatic

8

variability or change (Ely, 1997; Ely et al., 1993; Knox, 2000), or to joint hydrological-

9

climatological constraints on flood magnitude (Enzel et al., 1993).

10

Knox (2000)(see also Knox, 1985, 1993) reconstructed the relative (to present) magnitude

11

of small floods (with frequent return intervals) in southwestern Wisconsin during the

12

Holocene using radiocarbon-dated evidence of the size of former channels in the

13

floodplains of small watersheds, and the magnitude (depth) of larger (overbank) floods

14

using sedimentological properties of flood deposits. The variations in flood magnitude

15

can be related to the joint effects of runoff (from precipitation and snowmelt) and

16

vegetation cover (Fig. 3.15). The largest magnitudes of both sizes of flood occurred

17

during the mid-Holocene drought interval, when tree-cover was low, permitting more

18

rapid runoff of flood-generating snowmelt and precipitation (see Knox, 1972). As tree-

19

cover increased with increasing moisture during the interval from 6 ka to 4 ka, flood

20

magnitudes decreased, then increased again after 3.5 ka as effective moisture increased

21

further in the late Holocene.

22

The paleoflood record in general suggests a close relationship between climatic variations

23

and the flood response. This relationship may be quite complex, however, inasmuch as

24

the hydrologic response to climate changes is mediated by vegetation cover, which itself

25

is dependent on climate. In general, runoff from forested hillslopes is lower for the same

26

input of snowmelt or precipitation than from less well vegetated hillslopes (Pilgrim and

27

Cordery, 1993). Consequently, a shift from dry to wet conditions in a grassland may see a

28

large response (i.e., an increase) in flood magnitude at first (until the vegetation cover

29

increases), while a shift from wet to dry conditions may see an initial decrease in flood

30

magnitude, followed by an increase as vegetation cover is reduced (Knox, 1972, 1993).
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This kind of relationship makes it difficult determine the specific link between climate

2

variations and potentially abrupt responses in flood regime without the development of

3

appropriate process models. Such models will require testing under conditions different

4

from the present, as is the case for models of other environmental systems. Paleoflood

5

data are relatively limited relative to other paleoenvironmental indicators, but work is

6

underway to assemble a working database (Hirschboeck, 2003).

7

6.3 Floods and Global Climate Change

8

One of the main features of climate variations in recent decades is the emergence of a

9

package of changes in meteorological and hydrological variables that are consistent with

10

global warming and its impact on hydrological cycle and the frequency of extreme events

11

(Trenberth et al., 2007, IPCC AR4, WG4, Ch. 3). The specific mechanism underlying

12

these changes is the increase in atmospheric moisture and in the intensity of the

13

hydrologic cycle that occurs as the atmosphere warms. As described in one of the key

14

findings of CCSP SAP 3.3 (Ch. 3, in prep.) “Heavy precipitation events averaged over

15

North America have increased over the past 50 years, consistent with the increased water

16

holding capacity of the atmosphere in a warmer climate and observed increases in water

17

vapor over the ocean.” (See also Easterling et al., 2000, Kunkel, 2003; Kunkel et al.,

18

2003) There is considerable uncertainty in the specific hydrologic response and its

19

temporal and spatial pattern, owing to the auxiliary role that atmospheric circulation

20

patterns and antecedent conditions play in generating floods, and these factors experience

21

interannual- and decadal-scale variations themselves (Kunkel, 2003).

22

These changes in the state of the atmosphere in turn lead to the somewhat paradoxical

23

conclusion that both extremely wet events (floods) and dry events (droughts) are likely to

24

increase as the warming proceeds (Kundzewicz et al., 2007, IPCC AR4 WG2 Ch. 3). The

25

extreme floods in Europe in 2002, followed by the extreme drought and heatwave in

26

2003, have been used to illustrate this situation (Pal et al., 2004). They compared

27

observed 20th century trends in atmospheric circulation and precipitation with the patterns

28

of these variables (and of extreme-event characteristics: dry-spell length and maximum 5-

29

day precipitation) projected for the 21st century using a regional climate model, and noted
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their internal consistency and consistency with the general aspects of anthropogenic

2

global climate changes.

3

Projections of future hydrological trends thus emphasize the likely increase in

4

hydrological variability in the future that includes less frequent precipitation, more

5

intense precipitation, increased frequency of dry days, and also increased frequency of

6

extremely wet days (CCSP SAP 3.3, Sec. 3.6.6, in prep.). Owing to the central role of

7

water in human-environment interactions, it is also likely that these hydrological changes,

8

and increases in flooding in particular, will have synergistic impacts on such factors as

9

water quality and the incidence of water-borne diseases that could amplify the impact of

10

basic hydrologic changes (Field et al., 2007, IPCC AR4, WG2, Ch. 14.4.1, 14.4.9). The

11

great modifications by humans that have taken place in watersheds around the world

12

further complicate the problem of projecting the potential for future abrupt changes in

13

flooding.

14

6.4 Assessment of Abrupt Change in Flood Hydrology

15

Assessing the likelihood of abrupt changes in flood regime is a difficult proposition that

16

is compounded by the large range in temporal and spatial scales of the controls of floods,

17

and the consequent need to scale down the large-scale atmospheric and water- and

18

energy-balance controls, and scale up the hillslope- and watershed-scale hydrological

19

responses. Nevertheless, there is work underway to combine the appropriate models and

20

approaches toward this end (e.g. Jones et al., 2006; Fowler and Kilsby, 2007; Maurer,

21

2007). This work could be enhanced by several developments, including:

22

•

Enhanced modeling capabilities. The attempts that have been made thus far

23

to project the impact of global climate change on hydrology, including

24

runoff, streamflow, and floods and low-flows, demonstrate that the range of

25

models and the approaches for coupling them are still in an early

26

developmental stage (relative to, for example, coupled atmosphere-ocean

27

general circulation models).

28
29

•

Enhanced data sets. Basic data on the flood response to climatic variations,
both present-day and prehistoric, are required to understand the nature of that
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response across a range of conditions different from the present. Although

2

human impacts on watersheds and recent climatic variability have provided a

3

number of natural experiments that illustrate the response of floods to

4

controls, the impact of larger environmental changes that those in the

5

instrumental record are required to test the models and approaches than could

6

be used.

7

•

Better understanding of physical processes. The complexity of the response

8

of extreme hydrologic events to climatic variations, including as it does the

9

impacts on both the frequency and magnitude of meteorological extremes,

10

and mediation by land cover and watershed characteristics that themselves

11

are changing, suggests that further diagnostic studies of the nature of the

12

response should be encouraged.

13

7. Other Aspects of Hydroclimate Change

14

The atmosphere can hold more water vapor as it warms (as described by the Clausius-

15

Clapeyron equation), to the tune of about 7% per Kelvin of warming. Given

16

approximately fixed relative humidity (Soden et al., 2002), the specific humidity content

17

of the atmosphere will also increase with warming at this rate. This is in contrast to the

18

global mean precipitation increase of about 1-2% per Kelvin of warming. The latter is

19

caused when evaporation increases to balance increased downward longwave radiation

20

associated with the stronger greenhouse trapping. For both of these constraints to be met,

21

more precipitation has to fall in the heaviest of precipitation events as well explained by

22

Trenberth et al. (2003).

23

The change in precipitation intensity seems to be a hydrological change that is already

24

evident. Groisman et al. (2004) demonstrate that daily precipitation records over the last

25

century in the United States show a striking increase, beginning around 1990, in the

26

proportion of precipitation within very heavy (upper 1% of events) and extreme (upper

27

0.1%) of events. In the annual mean there is a significant trend to increased intensity in

28

the southern and central plains and in the Midwest, and there is a significant positive

29

trend in the Northeast in winter. In contrast the Rocky Mountain States show an

30

unexplained significant trend to decreasing intensity in winter.
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Groisman et al. (2005) show that the observed trend to increasing precipitation intensity

2

is seen across much of the world and both they, and Wilby and Wigley (2002) show that

3

climate model projections of the current century show that this trend will continue.

4

Groisman et al. (2005) make the point that the trends in intensity are greater than the

5

trends in mean precipitation, that there is good physical reason to believe that they are

6

related to global warming, and that they are likely to be more easily detected than

7

changes in the mean precipitation.

8

Increases in precipitation intensity can have significant social impacts as they increase the

9

potential for flooding and overloading of sewers and wastewater treatment plants. See

10

Rosenzweig et al. (2007) for a case study of New York City’s planning efforts to deal

11

with water-related aspects of climate change. Increasing precipitation intensity can also

12

lead to an increase of sediment flux, including potentially harmful pathogens, into water

13

supply reservoirs, thus necessitating more careful water quality management, a situation

14

already being faced by New York City (see

15

http://www.amwa.net/cs/climatechange/newyorkcity for a useful discussion of how a

16

major metropolitan area is already beginning to address this issue).

17

Another aspect of hydroclimatic change that can be observed in many regions is the

18

general decrease in snowpack and snow cover (Mote et al., 2005; Déry and Brown, 2007;

19

Dyer and Mote, 2006). Winter snowfall and the resulting accumulated snowpack depend

20

on temperature in complicated ways. Increasing temperatures favor greater moisture

21

availability and total precipitation (in much the same way that precipitation intensity

22

depends on temperature) and hence greater snow accumulation (if winter temperatures

23

are cold enough), but greater snowmelt and hence a reduced snowpack if temperatures

24

increase enough. Regions with abundant winter precipitation, and winter temperatures

25

close to freezing could therefore experience an overall increase in winter precipitation as

26

temperatures increase but also an overall decrease in snow cover as the balance of

27

precipitation shifts from snow to rain, along with an earlier occurrence of spring

28

snowmelt. Such trends seem to be underway in many regions (Moore et al., 2007), but

29

particularly in the western United States (Mote et al., 2005, 2008).
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As a consequence of reduced snowpack and earlier spring snowmelt, a range of other

2

hydrologic variables can be affected, including the amount and timing of runoff,

3

evapotranspiration, and soil moisture (Hamlet et al., 2007; Moore et al., 2007). Although

4

gradual changes in snowcover and snowmelt timing could be the rule, the transition from

5

general winter-long snowcover, to transient snowcover, to occasional snow cover, could

6

appear to be quite abrupt, from the perspective of the hydrology of individual watersheds.

7

8. Conclusions

8

Drought is among the greatest recurring natural hazard facing the United States and

9

humanity worldwide today and in the foreseeable future. Its causes are complex and not

10

completely understood, but its impact on agriculture, water supply, and other human

11

needs for survival can be severe and long lasting in human terms, making it one of the

12

most pressing scientific problems to study in the field of climatic change.

13

Droughts can develop faster than the time scale needed for human societies and natural

14

systems to adapt to the increase in aridity. Thus, a severe drought lasting several years

15

may be experienced as an abrupt change to drier conditions even though wetter

16

conditions will eventually return. The 1930s Dust Bowl drought, which resulted in a mass

17

exodus from the parched Great Plains to more favorable areas in the West, is one such

18

example. The drought eventually ended when the rains returned, but the people did not.

19

For them it was a truly abrupt and permanent change in their lives. Thus, it is a major

20

challenge of climate research to find ways to help reduce the impact of future droughts

21

through improved prediction and the more efficient use of the limited available water

22

resources.

23

For examples of truly abrupt and long-lasting changes in hydroclimatic variability over

24

mid-continental North America and elsewhere in the world, we must go back in time to

25

the middle Holocene, when much larger changes in the climate system occurred. The

26

climate boundary conditions responsible for those changes were quite different from

27

those today, so the magnitude of change that we might conceivably expect in the future

28

might not to be as great. However, the rising level of greenhouse gas forcing that is

29

occurring now and in the foreseeable future is truly unprecedented over the Holocene.
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Therefore, the abrupt hydrologic changes in the Holocene ought to be viewed as useful

2

examples of the amount of change that could conceivably occur in the future.

3

The need for improved drought prediction on time scales of years to decades is clear now.

4

To accomplish this will require that we develop a much better understanding of the

5

causes of hydroclimatic variability worldwide. It is likely that extended periods of

6

anomalous tropical ocean SSTs, especially in the eastern equatorial Pacific ENSO region,

7

strongly influence the development and duration of drought over substantial land areas of

8

the globe. As the IPCC AR4 concluded “the palaeoclimatic record suggests that multi-

9

year, decadal and even centennial-scale drier periods are likely to remain a feature of

10

future North American climate, particularly in the area west of the Mississippi River.”

11

Multiple proxies indicate the past 2 kyr included periods with more frequent, longer

12

and/or geographically more extensive droughts in North America than during the 20th

13

century. However, the record of past drought from tree rings offers a sobering picture of

14

just how severe droughts can be under natural climate conditions. Prior to A.D. 1600, a

15

succession of megadroughts occurred that easily eclipsed the duration any droughts

16

known to have occurred over North America since that time. Thus, understanding the

17

causes of these extraordinary megadroughts is of paramount importance. Increased solar

18

forcing over the tropical Pacific has been implicated, as has explosive volcanism, but the

19

uncertainties remain large.

20

However true the importance of enhanced solar forcing has been in producing past

21

megadroughts, the level of current and future radiative forcing due to greenhouse gases is

22

very likely to be much greater. It is thus disquieting to consider the possibility that

23

drought-inducing La Niña-like conditions may become more frequent and persistent in

24

the future as greenhouse warming increases. We have no firm evidence that this is

25

happening now, even with the serious drought that has gripped the West since about

26

1998. Yet, a large number of climate models suggest that future subtropical drying is a

27

virtual certainty as the world warms and, if they are correct, indicate that it may have

28

already begun. The degree to which this is true is another pressing scientific question that

29

must be answered if we are to know how to respond and adapt to future changes in

30

hydroclimatic variability.
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Figure 3.1. The observed (top left) and modeled precipitation anomalies during the Dust
Bowl (1932 to 1939) relative to an 1856 to 1928 climatology. Observations are from
Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN). The modeled values are model
ensemble means from the ensembles with global sea surface temperature (SST) forcing
(GOGA), tropical Pacific forcing (POGA), tropical Pacific forcing and a mixed layer
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ocean elsewhere (POGA-ML), tropical Atlantic forcing (TAGA), and forcing with land
and atmosphere initialized in January 1929 from the GOGA run and integrated forward
with the 1856-1928 climatological SST (COGA). The model is the NCAR CCM3. Units
are millimeters (mm) per month. From Seager et al. (2007c).
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Figure 3.2. (top) The precipitation anomaly (in millimeters per month) over the Great
Plains (30°N.-50°N., 90°W.-110°W.) for the period 1856 to 2000 from the POGA-ML
ensemble mean with only tropical Pacific sea surface temperature (SST) forcing and from
gridded station data. (bottom) Same as above but with GOGA ensemble mean with global
SST forcing. All data have been 6-year low-pass filtered. The shading encloses the
ensemble members within plus or minus of 2 standard deviations of the ensemble spread
at any time. From Seager et al. (2005b). GHCN, Global Historical Climatology Network.
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Figure 3.3. Observed temperature (°C) and precipitation (millimeters) anomalies (June
1998-May 2002).
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Figure 3.4. Model-simulated temperature (°C) and precipitation (millimeters) anomalies
given observed SSTs over the June 1998 – May 2002 period. GCM, General Circulation
Model.
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Figure 3.5. Differences in model precipitation for New Mexico for the two phases of El
Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO): warm-wet El Niño and cool-dry La Niña conditions.
There is very little overlap in the two distributions. These distributions illustrate the
importance of El Niños to water supplies in New Mexico.
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Figure 3.6. Interior Department analysis of regions in the West where water supply
conflicts are likely occur by 2025 based on a combination of technical and other factors,
including population trends and potential endangered species’ needs for water. The red
zones are where the conflicts are most likely to happen. See DOI Water 2025 Status
Report (DOI, Bureau of Reclamation, 2005) for details. Note: There is an underlying
assumption of a statistically stationary climate.
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Figure 3.7. Map showing the distribution of 286 grid points of drought reconstructed for
much of North America from long-term tree-ring records. The large, irregular polygon
over the West is the area analyzed by Cook et al. (2004) in their study of long-term
aridity changes. The dashed line at 40°N. divides that area into Northwest and Southwest
zones. The dashed-line rectangle defines the Great Plains region that is also examined for
long-term changes in aridity here.
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Figure 3.8. Percent area affected by drought (Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) <-1)
in the area defined as the West in Figure 3.7 (redrawn from Cook et al., 2004). Annual
data are in gray and a 60-year low-pass filtered version is indicated by the thick smooth
curve. Dashed blue lines are 2-tailed 95% confidence limits based on bootstrap
resampling. The modern (mostly 20th century) era is highlighted in yellow for comparison
to a remarkable increase in aridity prior to about A.D. 1300.
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Figure 3.9. A comparison of average reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) for the West based on version 1 of the North American Drought Atlas (NADAv1)
used by Cook et al. (2004) and a greatly improved version 2 (NADAv2) that has just
been completed. Prior to A.D. 1300, the two series differ somewhat in the level of
drought, with NADAv2 showing less drought-prone conditions. The reason for this is
explained in the text.
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Figure 3.10. Average reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for the West
based on NADAv2 and now split into Southwest and Northwest regions (see Fig. 3.7).
The difference in aridity between NADAv1 and NADAv2 prior to A.D. 1300 is due to
the fact that the latter provides more sharply defined regional expressions of PDSI
variability in Medieval times, with the increase in aridity reported by Cook et al. (2004)
being primarily located in the Southwest.
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Figure 3.11. Average reconstructed Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) for the Great
Plains and Mississippi River valley (see Fig. 3.7). Drought in this region, which includes
the “breadbasket” of America, is remarkably more common and persistent prior to A.D.
1500. A return to those conditions would be disastrous for agriculture and food supplies.
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Figure 3.12. Global lake status at 6 ka (6,000 years ago) showing the large region that
extends from Africa across Asia where lake levels were higher than those of the present
day related to the expansion of the African-Asian monsoon. Note also the occurrence of
much drier than present conditions over North America. (The most recent version of the
Global Lake Surface Database is available on the PMIP 2 website
http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/share/synth/glsdb/lakes.png.
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Figure 3.13. African Humid Period records (Liu et al., 2007).
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Figure 3.14. North American lake status (left) and moisture-index (AE/PE) anomalies
(right) for 6ka. Lake (level) status can be inferred from a variety of sedimentological and
limnological indicators (triangles and squares), and from the absence of deposition
(hiatuses, circles) (Shuman and Finney, 2006). The inferred moisture-index values are
based on modern analogue technique applied to a network of fossil-pollen data. Figure
adapted from Shuman et al. (in review).
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Figure 3.15. Time series of large-scale climate controls (A-D) and paleoenvironmental
indicators of North American mid-continental aridity (E-I). A, B, July and January
insolation anomalies (differences relative to present) (Berger, 1978). C, right-hand scale:
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Deglaciation of North America, expressed as ice-sheet area relative to that at the Last
Glacial Maximum (21 ka) (Dyke, 2004). D, left-hand scale: Oxygen-isotope data from the
GISP 2 Greenland ice core (Grootes et al, 1993; Stuiver et al., 1995). Increasingly
negative values indicate colder conditions. The abrupt warming at the end of the Younger
Dryas chronozone (GS1/Holocene transition, 11.6 ka) is clearly visible, as is the “8.2 ka
event” that marks the collapse of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. E, Lake status in central North
America (Shuman et al., in review). Colors indicate the relative proportions of lake-status
records that show lake levels that are at relatively high, intermediate, or low levels. F,
Eolian activity indicators (orange, digitized from Fig. 13 in Forman et al., 2001) and
episodes of loess deposition (yellow, digitized from Fig. 3 of Miao et al., 2007). G,
Pollen indicators of the onset of aridity. Light-green bars indicate the number of sites
with abrupt decreases in the abundance of woody taxa (data from Williams, 2002;
Williams et al., 2004). H, Inferred tree-cover percentage at one of the sites (Steel Lake,
MN) summarized in panel G (Williams, 2002; Williams et al., 2004; based on pollen data
from Wright et al., 2004). I: Inferred annual precipitation values for Elk Lake, MN, a site
close to Steel Lake (Bartlein and Whitlock, 1993). The inferred annual precipitation
values here (as well as inferences made using other paleoenvironmental indicators)
suggest that the precipitation anomaly that characterized the middle Holocene aridity is
on the order of 350 mm y-1, or about 1 mm d-1. The gray shading indicates the interval of
maximum aridity. Frequency and magnitude of floods across a range of watershed sizes
tracks climate variation during the Holocene.

22
23
24

Figure 3.16. Regional climate model (RegCM3) simulations of precipitation rate (A, B)
and soil moisture (C, D) for 6,000 years before present (6 ka) (Diffenbaugh et al., 2006,
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land grid points only). RegCM is run using lateral boundary conditions supplied by
CAM3, the atmospheric component of CCSM3. In panels A and C, the CAM3 boundary
conditions included 6 ka insolation, and time-varying sea surface temperatures (SSTs)
provided by a fully coupled Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Model (AOGCM)
simulation for 6 ka using CCSM3 (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2006). In panels B and D, the
CAM3 boundary conditions included 6 ka insolation, and time-varying SSTs provided by
a fully coupled CCSM simulation for the present. The differences between simulations
reveal the impact of the insolation-forced differences in SST variability between 6 ka and
present. mm, millimeters; mm/d, millimeters per day.
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Figure 3.17. Representative hydrological time series for the past 2,000 years. A, oxygenisotope composition of lake-sediment calcite from Jellybean Lake, AK, and indirect
measure of the strength of the Aleutian Low, and hence moisture (Anderson et al., 2005).
B, oxygen-isotope values from core PLC97-1, Pyramid Lake, NV, which reflect lakelevel status (Benson et al., 2002); C, oxygen-isotope values from a speleothem from the
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Guadalupe Mtns., NM, which reflect North American monsoon-related precipitation
(Asmerom et al., 2007); D, dendroclimatological reconstructions of Colorado River flow
(Meko et al., 2007); E, area-averages for the western U.S. of dendroclimatological
reconstructions of PDSI (Palmer Drought-Severity Index, Cook et al., 2004); F, diatominferred salinity estimates for Moon Lake, ND, expressed as deviations from a long-term
average (Laird et al., 1996); G, depth-to-water-table values inferred from testate amoeba
samples from a peat core from Minden Bog, MI (Booth et al., 2005).

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 3.18. The change in annual mean precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E)
over the American Southwest (125°W. – 95°W., 25°N. – 40°N., land areas only) for 19
models relative to model climatologies for 1950-2000. Results are averaged over t20-year
segments of the current century. The number of ensemble members for the projections
are listed by the model name at left. Black dots represent ensemble members, where
available, and red dots represent the ensemble mean for each model. Units are in
millimeters per day.
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Figure 3.19. Modeled changes in annual mean precipitation minus evaporation (P-E)
over southwestern North America (125° – 95° W, 25° – 40°N, land areas only) averaged
over ensemble members for 19 models participating in IPCC AR4. The historical period
used known and estimated climate forcings and the projections used the SResA1B
emissions scenario (IPCC, 2007). Shown are the median (red line) and 25th and 75th
percentiles (pink shading) of the P-E distribution amongst the 19 models, and the
ensemble medians of P (blue line) and E (green line) for the period common to all models
(1900-2098). Anomalies for each model are relative to that model’s climatology for
1950-2000. Results have been six-year low-pass filtered to emphasize low frequency
variations. Units are mm/day. The model ensemble mean P-E in this region is around 0.3
mm/day. From Seager et al. (2007d).
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17

Key Findings

18

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is an important component of

19

the Earth’s climate system, characterized by a northward flow of warm, salty water in the

20

upper layers of the Atlantic, and a southward flow of colder water in the deep Atlantic.

21

This ocean circulation system transports a substantial amount of heat from the Tropics

22

and Southern Hemisphere toward the North Atlantic, where the heat is transferred to the

23

atmosphere. Changes in this circulation have a profound impact on the global climate

24

system. In this chapter, we have assessed what we know about the AMOC and the

25

likelihood of future changes in the AMOC in response to increasing greenhouse gases,

26

including the possibility of abrupt change. We have five primary findings:

27

•

It is very likely that the strength of the AMOC will decrease over the course

28

of the 21st century in response to increasing greenhouse gases, with a best

29

estimate decrease of 25-30%.
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Even with the projected moderate AMOC weakening, it is still very likely

2

that on multidecadal to century time scales a warming trend will occur over

3

most of the European region downstream of the North Atlantic Current in

4

response to increasing greenhouse gases, as well as over North America.

5

•

No current comprehensive climate model projects that the AMOC will

6

abruptly weaken or collapse in the 21st century. We therefore conclude that

7

such an event is very unlikely. Further, an abrupt collapse of the AMOC

8

would require either a sensitivity of the AMOC to forcing that is far greater

9

than current models suggest or a forcing that greatly exceeds even the most

10

aggressive of current projections (such as extremely rapid melting of the

11

Greenland ice sheet). However, we cannot completely exclude either

12

possibility.

13

•

We further conclude it is unlikely that the AMOC will collapse beyond the

14

end of the 21st century because of global warming, although the possibility

15

cannot be entirely excluded.

16

•

Although our current understanding suggests it is very unlikely that the

17

AMOC will collapse in the 21st century, the potential consequences of such

18

an event could be severe. These would likely include sea level rise around the

19

North Atlantic of up to 80 cm (in addition to what would be expected from

20

broad-scale warming of the global ocean and changes in land-based ice

21

sheets), changes in atmospheric circulation conditions that influence

22

hurricane activity, a southward shift of tropical rainfall belts with agricultural

23

impacts, and disruptions to marine ecosystems.

24

The above conclusions depend upon our understanding of the climate system, and on the

25

ability of current models to simulate the climate system. However, these models are far

26

from perfect, and the uncertainties associated with these models form important caveats

27

to our conclusions. These uncertainties argue for a strong research effort to develop the

28

observations, understanding, and models required to predict more confidently the future

29

evolution of the AMOC.
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1

Recommendations

2

We recommend the following activities to advance both our understanding of the AMOC

3

and our ability to predict its future evolution:

4

•

Deployment of a sustained observation system for the AMOC, in concert

5

with the recently deployed RAPID array (a prototype observing system for

6

the AMOC, part of the United Kingdom’s Rapid Climate Change Program).

7

This would likely include observations of key processes involved in deep

8

water formation in the Labrador and Norwegian Seas, and their

9

communication with the rest of the Atlantic (such as the Nordic Sea inflow,

10

and overflow across the Iceland-Scotland Ridge), along with observing the

11

more complete three dimensional structure of the AMOC, including sea

12

surface height. Such a system needs to be in place for decades to properly

13

characterize and monitor the AMOC.

14

•

Increased collection and analysis of proxy evidence documenting the AMOC

15

in past climates (hundreds to many thousands of years ago). These records

16

provide important insights on how the AMOC behaved in substantially

17

different climatic conditions, and thus greatly facilitate our understanding of

18

the AMOC and how it may change in the future.

19

•

Accelerated development of climate system models incorporating improved

20

physics and resolution, and the ability to satisfactorily represent small-scale

21

processes that are important to the AMOC. This would include the addition

22

of models of land-based ice sheets, and their interactions with the global

23

climate system.

24

•

Increased emphasis on improved theoretical understanding of the processes

25

controlling the AMOC, including its inherent variability and stability,

26

especially with respect to climate change. Among these important processes

27

are the role of small-scale eddies, flows over sills, mixing processes,

28

boundary currents, and deep convection. In addition, factors controlling the

29

large-scale water balance are crucial, such as atmospheric water vapor

30

transport, precipitation, evaporation, river discharge, and freshwater
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1

transports in and out of the Atlantic. Progress will likely be accomplished

2

through studies combining models, observational results, and paleoclimate

3

proxy evidence.

4

•

Development of a system to more confidently predict the future behavior of

5

the AMOC and the risk of an abrupt change. Such a prediction system will

6

include advanced computer models, systems to start model predictions from

7

the observed climate state, and projections of future changes in greenhouse

8

gases and other agents that affect the Earth’s energy balance. Although our

9

current understanding suggests it is very unlikely that the AMOC will

10

collapse in the 21st century, this assessment still implies up to a 10% chance

11

of such an occurrence. The potentially severe consequences of such an event,

12

even if very unlikely, argue for the rapid development of such a predictive

13

system.

14

1. Introduction

15

The oceans play a crucial role in the climate system. Ocean currents move substantial

16

amounts of heat, most prominently from lower latitudes, where heat is absorbed by the

17

upper ocean, to higher latitudes, where heat is released to the atmosphere. This poleward

18

transport of heat is a fundamental driver of the climate system and has crucial impacts on

19

the distribution of climate as we know it today. Variations in the poleward transport of

20

heat by the oceans have the potential to make significant changes in the climate system

21

on a variety of space and time scales. In addition to transporting heat, the oceans have the

22

capacity to store vast amounts of heat. On the seasonal time scale this heat storage and

23

release has an obvious climatic impact, delaying peak seasonal warmth over some

24

continental regions by a month after the summer solstice. On longer time scales, the

25

ocean absorbs and stores most of the extra heating that comes from increasing

26

greenhouse gases (Levitus et al., 2001), thereby delaying the full warming of the

27

atmosphere that will occur in response to increasing greenhouse gases.

28

One of the most prominent ocean circulation systems is the Atlantic Meridional

29

Overturning Circulation (AMOC). As described in subsequent sections, and as illustrated

30

in Figure 4.1, this circulation system is characterized by northward flowing warm, saline
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1

water in the upper layers of the Atlantic (red curve in Fig. 4.1), a cooling and freshening

2

of the water at higher northern latitudes of the Atlantic in the Nordic and Labrador Seas,

3

and southward flowing colder water at depth (light blue curve). This circulation

4

transports heat from the South Atlantic and tropical North Atlantic to the subpolar and

5

polar North Atlantic, where that heat is released to the atmosphere with substantial

6

impacts on climate over large regions.

7

The Atlantic branch of this global MOC (see Fig. 4.1) consists of two primary

8

overturning cells: (1) an “upper” cell in which warm upper ocean waters flow northward

9

in the upper 1,000 meters (m) to supply the formation of North Atlantic Deep Water

10

(NADW) which returns southward at depths of approximately 1,500-4,500 m and (2) a

11

“deep” cell in which Antarctic Bottom waters flow northward below depths of about

12

4,500 m and gradually rise into the lower part of the southward-flowing NADW. Of these

13

two cells, the upper cell is by far the stronger and is the most important to the meridional

14

transport of heat in the Atlantic, owing to the large temperature difference (~15° C)

15

between the northward-flowing upper ocean waters and the southward-flowing NADW.

16

In assessing the “state of the AMOC,” we must be clear to define what this means and

17

how it relates to other common terminology. The terms Atlantic Meridional Overturning

18

Circulation (AMOC) and Thermohaline Circulation (THC) are often used interchangably

19

but have distinctly different meanings. The AMOC is defined as the total (basin-wide)

20

circulation in the latitude-depth plane, as typically quantified by a meridional transport

21

streamfunction. Thus, at any given latitude, the maximum value of this streamfunction,

22

and the depth at which this occurs, specifies the total amount of water moving

23

meridionally above this depth (and below it, in the reverse direction). The AMOC, by

24

itself, does not include any information on what drives the circulation.

25

In contrast, the term “THC” implies a specific driving mechanism related to creation and

26

destruction of buoyancy. Rahmstorf (2002) defines this as “currents driven by fluxes of

27

heat and fresh water across the sea surface and subsequent interior mixing of heat and

28

salt.” The total AMOC at any specific location may include contributions from the THC,

29

as well as contributions from wind-driven overturning cells. It is difficult to cleanly
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1

separate overturning circulations into a “wind-driven” and “buoyancy-driven”

2

contribution. Therefore, nearly all modern investigations of the overturning circulation

3

have focused on the strictly quantifiable definition of the AMOC as given above. We will

4

follow the same approach in this report, while recognizing that changes in the

5

thermohaline forcing of the AMOC, and particularly those taking place in the high

6

latitudes of the North Atlantic, are ultimately most relevant to the issue of abrupt climate

7

change.

8

There is growing evidence that fluctuations in Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs),

9

hypothesized to be related to fluctuations in the AMOC, have played a prominent role in

10

significant climate fluctuations around the globe on a variety of time scales. Evidence

11

from the instrumental record (based on the last ~130 years) shows pronounced,

12

multidecadal swings in large-scale Atlantic temperature. These multidecadal fluctuations

13

may be at least partly a consequence of fluctuations in the AMOC. Recent modeling and

14

observational analyses have shown that these multidecadal shifts in Atlantic temperature

15

exert a substantial influence on the climate system ranging from modulating African and

16

Indian monsoonal rainfall to tropical Atlantic atmospheric circulation conditions relevant

17

to hurricanes. Atlantic SSTs also influence summer climate conditions over North

18

America and Western Europe.

19

Evidence from paleorecords (discussed more completely in subsequent sections) suggests

20

that there have been large, decadal-scale changes in the AMOC, particularly during

21

glacial times. These abrupt change events have had a profound impact on climate, both

22

locally in the Atlantic and in remote locations around the globe. Research suggests that

23

these abrupt events were related to massive discharges of freshwater into the North

24

Atlantic from collapsing land-based ice sheets. Temperature changes of more than 10o C

25

on time scales of a decade or two have been attributed to these abrupt change events.

26

In this chapter, we assess whether such an abrupt change in the AMOC is likely to occur

27

in the future in response to increasing greenhouse gases. Specifically, there has been

28

extensive discussion, both in the scientific and popular literature, about the possibility of

29

a major weakening or even complete shutdown of the AMOC in response to global
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1

warming. As will be discussed more extensively below, global warming tends to weaken

2

the AMOC both by warming the upper ocean in the subpolar North Atlantic and through

3

enhancing the flux of freshwater into the Arctic and North Atlantic. Both processes

4

reduce the density of the upper ocean in the North Atlantic, thereby stabilizing the water

5

column and weakening the AMOC. These processes could cause a weakening or

6

shutdown of the AMOC that could significantly reduce the poleward transport of heat in

7

the Atlantic, thereby possibly leading to regional cooling in the Atlantic and surrounding

8

continental regions, particularly Western Europe.

9

In this chapter, we examine (1) our present understanding of the mechanisms controlling

10

the AMOC, (2) our ability to monitor the state of the AMOC, (3) the impact of the

11

AMOC on climate from observational and modeling studies, and (4) model-based studies

12

that project the future evolution of the AMOC in response to increasing greenhouse gases

13

and other changes in atmospheric composition. We use these results to assess of the

14

likelihood of an abrupt change in the AMOC. In addition, we note the uncertainties in our

15

understanding of the AMOC and in our ability to monitor and predict the AMOC. These

16

uncertainties form important caveats concerning our central conclusions.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the ocean circulation (from Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007) associated
with the global Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC), with special focus on the
Atlantic section of the flow (AMOC). The red curves in the Atlantic indicate the
northward flow of water in the upper layers. The filled orange circles in the Nordic and
Labrador Seas indicate regions where near-surface water cools and becomes denser,
causing the water to sink to deeper layers of the Atlantic. This process is referred to as
“water mass transformation,” or “deep water formation”. In this process heat is released
to the atmosphere. The light blue curve denotes the southward flow of cold water at
depth. At the southern end of the Atlantic, the AMOC connects with the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC). Deep water formation sites in the high latitudes of the
Southern Ocean are also indicated with filled orange circles. These contribute to the
production of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), which flows northward near the bottom
of the Atlantic (indicated by dark blue lines in the Atlantic). The circles with interior dots
indicate regions where water is upwelled from deeper layers to the upper ocean (see
Section 2 for more discussion on where upwelling occurs as part of the global MOC).

17

2. What Are the Processes That Control the Overturning Circulation?

18

We first review our understanding of the fundamental driving processes for the AMOC.

19

We break this discussion into two parts: the main discussion deals with the factors that

20

are thought to be important for the equilibrium state of the AMOC, while the last part

21

(Sec. 2.5) discusses factors of relevance for transient changes in the AMOC.
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1

Like any other steady circulation pattern in the ocean, the flow of the Atlantic meridional

2

overturning circulation (AMOC) must be maintained against the dissipation of energy on

3

the smallest length scales. We wish to determine what processes provide the energy that

4

maintains the steady state AMOC. In general, the energy sources for the ocean are wind

5

stress at the surface, tidal motion, heat fluxes from the atmosphere, and heat fluxes

6

through the ocean bottom.

7

2.1 Sandström’s Experiment

8

We consider the surface heat fluxes first. They are distributed asymmetrically over the

9

globe. The ocean gains heat in the low latitudes close to the equator and loses heat in the

10

high latitudes toward the poles. Is this meridional gradient of the surface heat fluxes

11

sufficient for driving a deep overturning circulation? The first one to think about this

12

question was the Swedish researcher Sandström (1908). He conducted a series of tank

13

experiments. His tank was narrow, but long and deep, thus putting the stress on a two-

14

dimensional circulation pattern. He applied heat sources and cooling devices at different

15

depths and observed whether a deep overturning circulation developed. If he applied

16

heating and cooling both at the surface of the fluid, then he could see the water sink under

17

the cooling device. This downward motion was compensated by a slow, broadly

18

distributed upward motion. The resulting overturning circulation ceased once the tank

19

was completely filled with cold water. In addition there developed an extremely shallow

20

overturning circulation in the topmost few centimeters, with warm water flowing toward

21

the cooling device directly at the surface and cooler waters flowing backwards directly

22

underneath. This pattern persisted, but a deep, top-to-bottom overturning circulation did

23

not exist in the equilibrium state.

24

However, when Sandström (1908) put the heat source at depth, then such a deep overtur-

25

ning circulation developed and persisted. Sandström inferred that a heat source at depth is

26

necessary to drive a deep overturning circulation in an equilibrium state. Sources and

27

sinks of heat applied at the surface only can drive vigorous convective overturning for a

28

certain time, but not a steady-state circulation. The tank experiments have been debated

29

and challenged ever since (recently reviewed by Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007), but what

30

Sandström inferred for the overturning circulation observed in the ocean remains true.
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1

Thus, if we want to understand the AMOC in a thermodynamical way, we need to

2

determine how heat reaches the deep ocean.

3

One potential heat source at depth is geothermal heating through the ocean bottom. While

4

it seems to have a stabilizing effect on the AMOC (Adcroft et al., 2001), its strength of

5

0.05 Terawatt (TW,1 TW = 1012 W) is too small to drive the circulation as a whole.

6

Having ruled this out, the only other heat source comes from the surface fluxes. A

7

classical assumption is that vertical mixing in the ocean transports heat downward (Munk,

8

1966). This heat warms the water at depth, decreasing its density and causing it to rise. In

9

other words, vertical advection w of temperature T and its vertical mixing, parameterized

10

as diffusion with strength κ, are in balance:
w

11

∂T
∂ ∂T
= κ
∂z ∂z ∂z

12

The mixing due to molecular motion is far too small for this purpose: the respective

13

mixing coefficient κ is of the order of 10-7 m2 s-1. To achieve the observed upwelling of

14

about 30 Sverdrups (Sv, where 1 Sv = 106 m3 s-1), a vertical mixing with a global average

15

strength of κ = 10-4 m2 s-1 is required (Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Ganachaud and Wunsch,

16

2000). This is presumably accomplished by turbulent mixing.

17

2.2 Mixing Energy Sources

18

In order to investigate whether there is enough energy available to drive this mixing, we

19

turn to the schematic overview presented in Figure 4.1. We have already mentioned the

20

heat fluxes through the surface. They are essential because the AMOC is a thermally

21

direct circulation. The other two relevant energy sources of the ocean are winds and tides.

22

The wind stress generates surface waves and acts on the large-scale circulation. Important

23

for vertical mixing at depth are internal waves that are generated in the surface layer and

24

radiate through the ocean. They finally dissipate by turbulence on the smallest length

25

scale, which mixes the water. The interaction of tidal motion with the ocean bottom also

26

generates internal waves, especially where the topography is rough. Again, these internal

27

waves break and dissipate, creating turbulent mixing.
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1

Analysis of the mixing energy budget of the ocean (Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Wunsch

2

and Ferrari, 2004) shows that the mixing energy that is available from those energy

3

sources, about 0.4 TW, is just what is needed when one assumes that all 30 Sv of deep

4

water that are globally formed are upwelled from depth by the advection-diffusion

5

balance. However, the estimates of the magnitude of the terms in the mixing budget are

6

highly uncertain. On the one hand, some studies suggest that less than these 0.4 TW are

7

required (e.g., Hughes and Griffiths, 2006). On the other hand, the mixing efficiency, a

8

crucial parameter in the computation of this budget, might be smaller than previously

9

thought (Arneborg, 2002), which would increase the required energy. Therefore it cannot

10

be determined whether the mixing energy budget is actually closed. This motivated the

11

search for other possible driving mechanisms for the AMOC.

12

2.3 Wind-Driven Upwelling in the Southern Ocean

13

Toggweiler and Samuels (1993a, 1995, 1998) proposed a completely different driving

14

mechanism. The surface wind forcing in the Southern Ocean leads to a northward volume

15

transport. Due to the meridional shear of the winds, this “Ekman” transport is divergent

16

south of 50ºS., and thus water needs to upwell from below the surface to fulfill

17

continuity. The situation is special in the Southern Ocean in that it forms a closed circle

18

around the Earth, with the Drake Passage between South America as the narrowest and

19

shallowest (about 2,500 m) place (outlined dashed in Fig. 4.2). No net zonal pressure

20

gradient can be maintained above the sill, and so no net meridional flow balanced by such

21

a large-scale pressure gradient can exist. However, other types of flow are possible—

22

wind-driven for instance. According to Toggweiler and Samuels (1995) this Drake

23

Passage effect means that the waters drawn upward by the Ekman divergence must come

24

from below the sill depth, as only from there can they be advected meridionally. Thus we

25

have southward advection at depth, wind-driven upwelling in the Southern Ocean, and

26

northward Ekman transport at the surface. The loop would be closed by the deep-water

27

formation in the northern North Atlantic, as that is there where deep water of the density

28

found at around 2,500 m depth is formed.

29

Evidence from observed tracer concentrations supports this picture of the AMOC. A

30

number of studies (e.g., Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993b; Webb and Suginohara, 2001)
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1

question that deep upwelling occurs in a broad, diffuse manner, and rather point toward

2

substantial upwelling of deep water masses in the Southern Ocean. From model studies it

3

is not clear to what extent wind-driven upwelling is a driver of the AMOC. Recent

4

studies show a weaker sensitivity of the overturning with higher model resolution, casting

5

light on the question as to how strong the regional eddy-driven recirculation is (Hallberg

6

and Gnanadesikan, 2006). This could compensate for the northward Ekman transport

7

well above the depth of Drake Passage, short-circuiting the return flow.

8

As with the mixing energy budget, the estimates of the available energy for wind-driven

9

upwelling are fraught with uncertainty. The work done by the surface winds on that part

10

of the flow that is balanced by the large-scale pressure gradients can be used for wind-

11

driven upwelling from depth. Estimates are between 1 TW (Wunsch, 1998) and 2 TW

12

(Oort et al., 1994).

13

2.4 Two Drivers of the Equilibrium Circulation

14

We define a ‘driver’ as a process that supplies energy to maintain a steady-state AMOC

15

against dissipation. We find that there are two drivers that are physically quite different

16

from each other. Mixing-driven upwelling (case 1 in Fig. 4.3) involves heat flux through

17

the ocean across the surfaces of constant density to depth. The water there expands and

18

then rises to the surface. By contrast, wind-driven upwelling (case 2) means that the

19

waters are pulled to the surface along surfaces of constant density; the water changes its

20

density at the surface when it is in contact with the atmosphere. No interior heat flux is

21

required.

22

In the real ocean probably both driving processes play a role, as indicated by some recent

23

studies (e.g., Sloyan and Rintoul, 2001). If part of the deep water is upwelled by mixing

24

and part by the Ekman divergence in the Southern Ocean, then the tight closure of the

25

energy budget is not a problem anymore (Webb and Suginohara, 2001). The question

26

about the drivers is relevant because it implies different sensitivities of the AMOC to

27

changes in the surface forcing, and thus different ways in which climate change can

28

affect it.
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2.5 Heat and Freshwater: Relevance for Near-Term Changes

2

So far we have talked about the equilibrium state of the AMOC to which we applied our

3

energy-based analysis. In models, this equilibrium is reached only after several millennia,

4

owing to the slow time scales of diffusion. However, if we wonder about possible AMOC

5

changes in the next decades or centuries, then model studies show that these are mainly

6

caused by heat and freshwater fluxes at the surface (e.g., Gregory et al., 2005), while in

7

principle changes in the wind forcing may also affect the AMOC on short time scales.

8

One can imagine that the drivers ensure that there is an overturning circulation at all,

9

while the distribution of the heat and freshwater fluxes shapes the three-dimensional

10

extent as well as the strength of the overturning circulation. The main influence of these

11

surface fluxes on the AMOC is exerted on its sinking branch, i.e. the formation of deep

12

water masses in the northern North Atlantic. This deep-water formation (DWF) occurs in

13

the Nordic and Labrador Seas (see Fig. 4.1). Here, strong heat loss of the ocean to the

14

atmosphere leads to a densification and subsequent sinking. Thus, one could see the

15

driving processes as a pump, transporting the waters to the surface, and the DWF

16

processes as the valve through which the waters flow downwards (Samelson, 2004).

17

In the Labrador Sea, this heat loss occurs partly in deep convection events, in which the

18

water is mixed vigorously and thoroughly down to 2,000 m or so. These events take place

19

intermittently, each lasting for a few days and covering areas of 50 km to 100 km in

20

width. In the Greenland Sea, the situation is different in that continuous mixing to

21

intermediate depths (around 500 m) prevails. In addition, there is a sill between the

22

Nordic Seas and the rest of the Atlantic (roughly sketched in Fig. 4.2). Any water masses

23

from the Nordic Seas that are to join the AMOC must flow over this sill, whose depth is

24

600 m to 800 m. This implies that deep convection to depths of 2,000 m or 3,000 m is not

25

essential for DWF in the Nordic Seas (Dickson and Brown, 1994). Hence the fact that it

26

occurs only rarely is no indication for a weakening of the AMOC. By contrast, deep

27

convection in the Labrador Sea shows strong interannual to decadal variability. This

28

signal can be traced downstream in the deep southward current of North Atlantic Deep

29

Water (Curry et al., 1998). This suggests strongly that deep convection in the Labrador

30

Sea can influence the strength of the AMOC.
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Both a future warming and increased freshwater input (by more precipitation, more river

2

runoff, and melting inland ice) lead to a diminishing density of the surface waters in the

3

North Atlantic. This hampers the densification of surface waters that is needed for DWF,

4

and thus the overturning slows down or collapses. This mechanism can be inferred from

5

data (see Sec. 4) and is reproduced at least qualitatively in the vast majority of climate

6

models (Stouffer et al., 2006). However different climate models show different

7

sensitivities toward an imposed freshwater flux (Gregory et al., 2005). Observations of

8

the freshwater budget of the North Atlantic and the Arctic display a strong decadal

9

variability of the freshwater content of these seas, governed by atmospheric circulation

10

modes like the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Peterson et al., 2006). These

11

freshwater transports cause salinity variations (Curry et al., 2003). The salinity anomalies

12

affect the amount of deep water formation (Dickson et al., 1996). Remarkably though, the

13

strength of crucial parts of the AMOC, such as the sill overflow through Denmark Strait,

14

has been almost constant over many years (Girton and Sanford, 2003), with a significant

15

decrease reported only recently (Macrander et al., 2005). It is therefore not clear to what

16

degree salinity changes will affect the total overturning rate of the AMOC. In addition, it

17

is hard to assess how strong future freshwater fluxes into the North Atlantic might be.

18

This is due to uncertainties in modeling the hydrological cycle in the atmosphere (Zhang

19

et al., 2007b), in modeling the sea-ice dynamics in the Arctic, as well as in estimating the

20

melting rate of the Greenland ice sheet (see Sec. 7).

21

It is important to distinguish between an AMOC weakening and an AMOC collapse. In

22

global warming scenarios, nearly all coupled General Circulation Model s (GCMs) show

23

a weakening in the overturning strength (Gregory et al., 2005). Sometimes this goes

24

along with a termination of deep water formation in one of the main deep-water

25

formation sites (Nordic Seas and Labrador Sea; e.g., Wood et al., 1999; Schaeffer et al.,

26

2002). This leads to strong regional climate changes but the AMOC as a whole keeps

27

going. By contrast, in some simpler coupled climate models the AMOC collapses

28

altogether in reaction to increasing atmospheric CO2 (e.g., Rahmstorf and Ganopolski,

29

1999): the overturning is reduced to a few Sverdrups. Current GCMs do not show this

30

behavior in global warming scenarios, but a transient collapse can always be triggered in

31

models by a large enough freshwater input and has climatic impacts on the global scale
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(e.g., Vellinga and Wood, 2007). In some models, the collapsed state can last for

2

centuries (Stouffer et al., 2006) and might be irreversible.

3

Finally, it should be mentioned that the driving mechanisms of AMOC’s volume flux are

4

not necessarily the drivers of the northward heat transport in the Atlantic (e.g., Gnanade-

5

sikan et al., 2005). In other words, changes of the AMOC do not necessarily have to

6

affect the heat supply to the northern middle and high latitudes, because other current

7

systems, eddy ocean fluxes, and atmospheric transport mechanisms can to some extent

8

compensate for an AMOC weakening in this respect.

9

The result of all the mentioned uncertainties is a pronounced discrepancy in experts’

10

opinions about the future of the AMOC. This was seen in a recent elicitation of experts’

11

judgments on the response of the AMOC to climate change (Zickfeld et al., 2007). When

12

the twelve experts—paleoclimatologists, observationalists, and modelers—were asked

13

about their individual probability estimates for an AMOC collapse given a 4ºC global

14

warming by 2100, their answers lay between 0 and 60% (Zickfeld et al., 2007). Enhanced

15

research efforts in the future (see Sec. 8) are required in order to reduce these

16

uncertainties about the future development of the AMOC.
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Figure 4.2. A schematic meridional section of the Atlantic Ocean representing a zonally
averaged picture (from Kuhlbrodt et al., 2007). The AMOC is denoted by straight blue
arrows. The background color shading depicts a zonally averaged density profile from
observational data. The thermocline lies between the warmer, lighter upper layers and the
colder, deeper waters. Short, wavy orange arrows indicate diapycnal mixing, i.e., mixing
along the density gradient. This mainly vertical mixing is the consequence of the
dissipation of internal waves (long orange arrows). It goes along with warming at depth
that leads to upwelling (red arrows). Black arrows denote wind-driven upwelling caused
by the divergence of the surface winds in the Southern Ocean together with the Drake
Passage effect (explained in the text). The surface fluxes of heat (red wavy arrows) and
freshwater (green wavy arrows) are often subsumed as buoyancy fluxes. The heat loss in
the northern and southern high latitudes leads to cooling and subsequent sinking, i.e.
formation of the deep-water masses North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic
Bottom Water (AABW). The blue double arrows subsume the different deep water
formation sites in the North Atlantic (Nordic Seas and Labrador Sea) and in the Southern
Ocean (Ross Sea and Weddell Sea).
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Figure 4.3. Sketch of the two driving mechanisms, mixing (case 1) and wind-driven
upwelling (case 2). The sketches are schematic pictures of meridional sections of the
Atlantic. Deep water is formed at the right-hand side of the boxes and goes along with
heat loss. The curved solid line separates deep dense water (ρ1) from lighter surface water
(ρ2). The solid arrows indicate volume flux; the zigzag arrow denotes downward heat
flux. Figure from Kuhlbrodt et al. (2007).

8

3. What is the Present State of the AMOC?

9

The concept of a Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) involving sinking of cold

10

waters in high-latitude regions and poleward return flow of warmer upper ocean waters

11

can be traced to the early 1800s (Rumford, 1800; de Humbolt, 1814). Since then, the

12

concept has evolved into the modern paradigm of a “global ocean conveyor” connecting

13

a small set of high-latitude sinking regions with more broadly distributed global

14

upwelling patterns via a complex interbasin circulation (Stommel, 1958; Gordon, 1986).

15

The general pattern of this circulation has been established for decades based on global

16

hydrographic observations, and continues to be refined. However, measurement of the

17

MOC remains a difficult challenge, and serious efforts toward quantifying the MOC, and

18

monitoring its change, have developed only recently.

19

Current efforts to quantify the MOC using ocean observations rely on four main

20

approaches:

21

1. Static ocean “inverse” models utilizing multiple hydrographic sections

22

2. Analysis of individual transoceanic hydrographic sections

23

3. Continuous time-series observations along a transoceanic section, and
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4. Time-dependent ocean “state estimation” models

2

We describe, in turn, the fundamentals of these approaches and their assumptions, and the

3

most recent results on the Atlantic MOC that have emerged from each one. In principle

4

the AMOC can also be estimated from ocean models driven by observed atmospheric

5

forcing that are not constrained by ocean observations, or by coupled ocean-atmosphere

6

models. There are many examples of such calculations in the literature, but we will

7

restrict our review to those estimates that are constrained in one way or another by ocean

8

observations.

9

3.1 Ocean Inverse Models

10

Ocean “inverse” models combine several (two or more) hydrographic sections bounding

11

a specified oceanic domain to estimate the total ocean circulation through each section.

12

These are often referred to as “box inverse” models because they close off an oceanic

13

“box” defined by the sections and adjacent continental boundaries, thereby allowing

14

conservation statements to be applied to the domain. The data used in these calculations

15

consist of profiles of temperature and salinity at a number of discrete stations distributed

16

along the sections. The models assume a geostrophic balance for the ocean circulation

17

(apart from the wind-driven surface Ekman layer), and derive the geostrophic velocity

18

profile between each pair of stations, relative to an unknown reference constant, or

19

“reference velocity.” The distribution of this reference velocity along each section, and

20

therefore the absolute circulation, is determined by specifying a number of constraints on

21

the circulation within the box and then solving a least-squares (or other mathematical

22

optimization) problem that best fits the constraints, within specified error tolerances. The

23

specified constraints can be many but typically include—above all—overall mass

24

conservation within the box, mass conservation within specified layers, independent

25

observational estimates of mass transports through parts of the sections (e.g., transports

26

derived from current meter arrays), and conservation of property transports (e.g., salt,

27

nutrients, geochemical tracers). Increasingly, the solutions may also be constrained by

28

estimates of surface heat and freshwater fluxes. Once a solution is obtained, the transport

29

profile through each section can be derived, and the AMOC (for zonal basin-spanning

30

sections) can be estimated.
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The most comprehensive and up-to-date inverse analyses for the global time-mean ocean

2

include those by Ganachaud (2003a) and Lumpkin and Speer (2007) (Fig. 4.4), based on

3

the WOCE (World Ocean Circulation Experiment) hydrographic data collected during

4

the 1990s. The strength of the Atlantic MOC is given as 18 ± 2.5 Sv by Lumpkin and

5

Speer (2007) near 24ºN., where it reaches its maximum value. The corresponding

6

estimate from Ganachaud (2003a) is 16 ± 2 Sv, in agreement within the error estimates.

7

In both analyses the AMOC strength is nearly uniform throughout the Atlantic from 20ºS.

8

to 45ºN., ranging from approximately 14 to 18 Sv. These estimates should be taken as

9

being representative of the average strength of the AMOC over the period of the

10

observations.

11

An implicit assumption in these analyses is that the ocean circulation is in a “steady

12

state” over the time period of the observations, in the above cases over a span of some 10

13

years. This is undoubtedly untrue, as estimates of relative geostrophic transports across

14

individual repeated sections in the North Atlantic show typical variations of ± 6 Sv

15

(Ganachaud, 2003a; Lavin et al., 1998). This variability is accounted for in the inverse

16

models by allowing a relatively generous error tolerance on mass conservation,

17

particularly in upper-ocean layers, which exhibit the strongest temporal variability. While

18

this is an acknowledged weakness of the technique, it is offset by the large number of

19

independent sections included in these (global) analyses, which tend to iron out

20

deviations in individual sections from the time mean. The overall error estimates for the

21

AMOC resulting from these analyses reach about 10-15% of the AMOC magnitude in the

22

mid-latitude North Atlantic, which at the present time can probably be considered as the

23

best constrained available estimate of the “mean” current (1990s) state of the Atlantic

24

AMOC. However, unless repeated over different time periods, these techniques are

25

unable to provide information on the temporal variability of the AMOC.

26

3.2 Individual Transoceanic Hydrographic Sections

27

Historically, analysis of individual transoceanic hydrographic sections has played a

28

prominent role in estimating the strength of the AMOC and the meridional transport of

29

heat of the oceans (Hall and Bryden, 1982). The technique is similar to that of the box

30

inverse techniques except that only a single overall mass constraint—the total mass
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transport across the section—is applied. Other constraints, such as the transports of

2

western boundary currents known from other direct measurements, can also be used

3

where available. The general methodology is summarized in Box 4.1. Determination of

4

the unknown “reference velocity” in the ocean interior is usually accomplished either by

5

an assumption that it is uniform across the section or by adjusting it in such a way

6

(subject to overall mass conservation) that it satisfies other a priori constraints, such as

7

the expected flow directions of specific water masses. Variability in the reference

8

velocity is only important to the estimation of the AMOC in regions where the

9

topography is much shallower than the mean depth of the section, which is normally

10

confined to narrow continental margins where additional direct observations, if available,

11

are included in the overall calculation.

12

The best studied location in the North Atlantic, where this methodology has been

13

repeatedly applied to estimate the AMOC strength, is near 24ºN., where a total of five

14

transoceanic sections have been acquired between 1957 and 2004. The AMOC estimates

15

derived from these sections range from 14.8 to 22.9 Sv, with a mean value of 18.4 ± 3.1

16

Sv (Bryden et al., 2005). Individual sections have an estimated error of ±6 Sv,

17

considerably larger than the error estimates from the above inverse models. Two sections

18

that were acquired during the WOCE period (in 1992 and 1998) yield AMOC estimates

19

of 19.4 and 16.1 Sv, respectively. Therefore these estimates are consistent with the

20

WOCE inverse AMOC estimates at 24ºN. within their quoted uncertainty, as is the mean

21

value of all of the sections (18.4 Sv). Bryden et al. (2005) note a trend in the individual

22

section estimates, with the largest AMOC value (22.9 Sv) occurring in 1957 and weakest

23

in 2004 (14.8 Sv), suggesting a nearly 30% decrease in the AMOC over this period (Fig.

24

4.5). Taken at face value, this trend is not significant, as the total change of 8 Sv between

25

1957 and 2004 falls within the bounds of the error estimates. However, Bryden et al.

26

(2005) argue, based upon their finding that the reduced northward transport of upper

27

ocean waters is balanced by a reduction in only the deepest layer of southward NADW,

28

that this change indeed likely reflects a longer term trend rather than random variability.

29

Based upon more recent data collected within the Rapid Climate Change (RAPID)

30

program (see below), it is now believed that the apparent trend could likely have been

31

caused by temporal sampling aliasing.
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A similar analysis of available hydrographic sections at 48ºN., though less well

2

constrained by western boundary observations than at 24ºN., suggests a AMOC variation

3

there of between 9 to 19 Sv, based on three sections acquired between 1957 and 1992

4

(Koltermann et al., 1999). The evidence from individual hydrographic sections therefore

5

points to regional variations in the AMOC of order 4-5 Sv, or about ±25% of its mean

6

value. The time scales associated with this variability cannot be established from these

7

sections, which effectively can only be considered to be “snapshots” in time. Such

8

estimates are, therefore, potentially vulnerable to aliasing by all time scales of AMOC

9

variability.

10

3.3 Continuous Time-Series Observations

11

Until recently, there had never been an attempt to continuously measure the AMOC with

12

time-series observations covering the full width and depth of an entire transoceanic

13

section. Motivated by the uncertainty surrounding “snapshot” AMOC estimates derived

14

from hydrographic sections, a joint U.K.-U.S. observational program, referred to as

15

“RAPID–MOC,” was mounted in 2004 to begin continuous monitoring of the AMOC at

16

26ºN. in the Atlantic.

17

The overall strategy consists of the deployment of deep water hydrographic moorings

18

(moorings with temperature and salinity recorders spanning the water column) on either

19

side of the basin to monitor the basin-wide geostrophic shear, combined with

20

observations from clusters of moorings on the western (Bahamas) and eastern (African)

21

continental margins, and direct measurements of the flow though the Straits of Florida by

22

electronic cable (see Box 4.1). Moorings are also included on the flanks of the Mid-

23

Atlantic Ridge to resolve flows in either sub-basin. Ekman transports derived from winds

24

(estimated from satellite measurements) are then combined with the geostrophic and

25

direct current observations and an overall mass conservation constraint to continuously

26

estimate the basin-wide AMOC strength and vertical structure (Cunningham et al., 2007;

27

Kanzow et al., 2007).

28

Although only the first year of results is presently available from this program, these

29

results provide a unique new look at AMOC variability (Fig. 4.6) and provide new
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1

insights on estimates derived from one-time hydrographic sections. The annual mean

2

strength and standard deviation of the AMOC, from March 2004 to March 2005, was

3

18.7 ± 5.6 Sv, with instantaneous (daily) values varying over a range of nearly 10-30 Sv.

4

The Florida Current, Ekman, and mid-ocean geostrophic transport were found to

5

contribute about equally to the variability in the upper ocean limb of the AMOC. The

6

compensating southward flow in the deep ocean (identical to the red curve in Figure 4.6

7

but opposite in sign), also shows substantial changes in the vertical structure of the deep

8

flow, including several brief periods where the transport of lower NADW across the

9

entire section (associated with source waters originating in the Norwegian-Greenland sea

10

dense overflows) is nearly, or totally, interrupted.

11

These result show that the AMOC can, and does, vary substantially on relatively short

12

time scales and that AMOC estimates derived from one-time hydrographic sections are

13

likely to be seriously aliased by short-term variability. Although the short-term variability

14

of the AMOC is large, the standard error in the 1-year RAPID estimate derived from the

15

autocorrelation statistics of the time series is approximately 1.5 Sv (Cunningham et al.,

16

2007). Thus, this technique should be capable of resolving year-to-tear changes in the

17

annual mean AMOC strength of the order of 1-2 Sv. The one year (2004-05) estimate of

18

the AMOC strength of 18.7 ±1.5 Sv is consistent, within error estimates, with the

19

corresponding values near 26°N. determined from the WOCE inverse analysis (16-18

20

±2.5 Sv). It is also consistent with the 2004 hydrographic section estimate of 14.8 ±6 Sv,

21

which took place during the first month of the RAPID time series (April 2004), during a

22

period when the AMOC was weaker than its year-long average value (Fig. 4.5).

23

3.4 Time-Varying Ocean State Estimation

24

With recent advances in computing capabilities and global observations from both

25

satellites and autonomous in-situ platforms, the field of oceanography is rapidly evolving

26

toward operational applications of ocean state estimation analogous to that of

27

atmospheric reanalysis activities. A large number of these activities are now underway

28

that are beginning to provide first estimates of the time-evolving ocean “state” over the

29

last 50+ years, during which sufficient observations are available to constrain the models.
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There are two basic types of methods, (1) variational adjoint methods based on control

2

theory and (2) sequential estimation based on stochastic estimation theory. Both methods

3

involve numerical ocean circulation models forced by global atmospheric fields (typically

4

derived from atmospheric reanalyses) but differ in how the models are adjusted to fit

5

ocean data. Sequential estimation methods use specified atmospheric forcing fields to

6

drive the models, and progressively correct the model fields in time to fit (within error

7

tolerances) the data as they become available (e.g., Carton et al., 2000). Adjoint methods

8

use an iterative process to minimize differences between the model fields and available

9

data over the entire duration of the model run (up to 50 years), through adjustment of the

10

atmospheric forcing fields and model initial conditions, as well as internal model

11

parameters (e.g., Wunsch, 1996). Except for the simplest of the sequential estimation

12

techniques, both approaches are computationally expensive, and capabilities for running

13

global models for relatively long periods of time and at a desirable level of spatial

14

resolution are currently limited. However, in principle these models are able to extract the

15

maximum amount of information from available ocean observations and provide an

16

optimum, and dynamically self-consistent, estimate of the time-varying ocean circulation.

17

Many of these models now incorporate a full suite of global observations, including

18

satellite altimetry and sea surface temperature observations, hydrographic stations,

19

autonomous profiling floats, subsurface temperature profiles derived from

20

bathythermographs, surface drifters, tide stations, and moored buoys.

21

Progress in this area is fostered by the International Climate Variability and Predictability

22

(CLIVAR) Global Synthesis and Observations Panel (GSOP) through synthesis

23

intercomparison and verification studies

24

(http://www.clivar.org/organization/gsop/reference.php). A time series of the Atlantic

25

AMOC at 25ºN. derived from an ensemble average of three of these state estimation

26

models, covering the 40-year period from 1962 to 2002, is shown in Figure 4.5. The

27

average AMOC strength over this period is about 15 Sv, with a typical model spread of

28

±3 Sv. The models suggest interannual AMOC variations of 2-4 Sv with a slight

29

increasing (though insignificant) trend over the four decades of the analysis. The mean

30

estimate for the WOCE period (1990-2000) is 15.5 Sv, and agrees within errors with the

31

16-18 Sv mean AMOC estimates from the foregoing WOCE inverse analyses.
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In comparing these results with the individual hydrographic section estimates, it is

2

notable that only the 1998 (and presumably also the more recent 2004) estimates fall

3

within the spread of the model values. However, owing to the large error bars on the

4

individual section estimates, this disagreement cannot be considered statistically

5

significant. The limited number of models presently available for these long analyses

6

may also underestimate the model spread that will occur when more models are included.

7

It should be noted that these models are formally capable of providing error bars on their

8

own AMOC estimates, although as yet this task has generally been beyond the available

9

computing resources. This should become a priority once feasible.

10

A noteworthy feature of Figure 4.5 is the apparent increase in the AMOC strength

11

between the end of the model analysis period in 2002 and the 2004-05 RAPID estimate,

12

an increase of some 4 Sv. The RAPID estimate lies near the top of the model spread of

13

the preceding four decades. Whether this represents a temporary interannual increase in

14

the AMOC that will also be captured by the synthesis models when they are extended

15

through this period, or will represent an ultimate disagreement between the estimates,

16

awaits determination.

17

3.5 Conclusions and Outlook

18

The main findings of this report concerning the present state of the Atlantic MOC can be

19

summarized as follows:

20

The WOCE inverse model results (e.g., Ganachaud, 2003b; Lumpkin and Speer, 2007)

21

provide, at this time, our most robust estimates of the recent “mean state” of the AMOC,

22

in the sense that they cover an analysis period of about a decade (1990-2000) and have

23

quantifiable (and reasonably small) uncertainties. These analyses indicate an average

24

AMOC strength in the mid-latitude North Atlantic of 16-18 Sv.

25

Individual hydrographic sections widely spaced in time are not a viable tool for

26

monitoring the AMOC. However, these sections, especially when combined with

27

geochemical observations, still have considerable value in documenting longer-term

28

property changes that may accompany changes in the AMOC, and in the estimation of

29

meridional property fluxes including heat, freshwater, carbon, and nutrients.
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Continuous estimates of the AMOC from programs such as RAPID are able to provide

2

accurate estimates of annual AMOC strength and interannual variability, with

3

uncertainties on the annually averaged AMOC of 1-2 Sv, comparable to uncertainties

4

available from the WOCE inverse analyses. RAPID is planned to continue through at

5

least 2014 and should provide a critical benchmark for ocean synthesis models.

6

Time-varying ocean state estimation models are still in a development phase but are now

7

providing first estimates of AMOC variability, with ongoing intercomparison efforts

8

between different techniques. While there is still considerable research required to further

9

refine and validate these models, including specification of uncertainties, this approach

10

should ultimately lead to our best estimates of the large-scale ocean circulation and

11

AMOC variability.

12

Our assessment of the state of the Atlantic MOC has been focused on 24ºN., owing to the

13

concentration of observational estimates there, which, in turn, is historically related to the

14

availability of long-term, high-quality western boundary current observations at this

15

location. The extent to which AMOC variability at this latitude, apart from that due to

16

local wind-driven (Ekman) variability, is linked to other latitudes in the Atlantic remains

17

an important research question. Also important are changes in the structure of the

18

AMOC, which could have long-term consequences for climate independent of changes in

19

overall AMOC strength. For example, changes in the relative contributions of of

20

Southern Hemisphere water masses that supply the upper ocean return flow of the cell

21

(i.e., relatively warm and salty Indian Ocean thermocline water vs. cooler and fresher

22

Subantarctic Mode Waters and Antarctic Intermediate Waters) could significantly impact

23

the temperature and salinity of of the North Atlantic over time and feed back on the deep

24

water formation process.

25

Natural variability of the AMOC is driven by processes acting on a wide range of time

26

scales. On intraseasonal to intrannual time scales, the dominant processes are wind-

27

driven Ekman variability and internal changes due to Rossby or Kelvin (boundary)

28

waves. On interannual to decadal time scales, both variability in Labrador Sea convection

29

related to NAO forcing and wind-driven baroclinic adjustment of the ocean circulation
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are implicated in models (e.g., Boning et al., 2006). Finally, on multidecadal time scales,

2

there is growing model evidence that large-scale observed interhemispheric SST

3

anomalies are linked to AMOC variations (Knight et al., 2005; Zhang and Delworth,

4

2006). Our ability to detect future changes and trends in the AMOC depends critically on

5

our knowledge of the spectrum of AMOC variability arising from these natural causes.

6

The identification, and future detection, of AMOC changes will ultimately rely on

7

building a better understanding of the natural variability of the AMOC on the interannual

8

to multidecadal time scales that make up the lower frequency end of this spectrum.
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Figure 4.4. Schematic of the Atlantic MOC and major currents involved in the upper
(red) and lower (blue) limbs of the AMOC, after Lumpkin and Speer (2007). The boxed
numbers indicate the magnitude of the AMOC at several key latitudes, along with error
estimates. The red to green to blue transition on various curves denotes a cooling (red is
warm, blue is cold) and sinking of the water mass along its path (figure courtesy of R.
Lumpkin, NOAA/AOML).
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Figure 4.5. Strength of the Atlantic MOC at 25ºN. derived from an ensemble average of
three state estimation models (solid curve), and the model spread (shaded), for the period
1962-2002 (courtesy of the CLIVAR Global Synthesis and Observations Panel, GSOP).
The estimates from individual hydrographic sections at 24ºN. (from Bryden et al., 2005),
from the WOCE inverse model estimates at 24ºN. (Ganachaud, 2003a; Lumpkin and
Speer, 2007), and from the 2004-05 RAPID–MOC Array at 26ºN (Cunningham et al.,
2007) are also indicated, with respective uncertainties.
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Figure 4.6. Time series of AMOC variability at 26ºN. (“overturning”, red curve), derived
from the 2004-05 RAPID Array (from Cunningham et al., 2007). Individual contributions
to the total upper ocean flow across the section by the Florida Current (blue), Ekman
transport (black), and the mid-ocean geostrophic flow (magenta) are also shown. A 2month gap in the Florida current transport record during September to November 2004
was caused by hurricane damage to the electromagnetic cable monitoring station on the
Bahamas side of the Straits of Florida.

9

4. What Is The Evidence For Past Changes In The Overturning Circulation?

10

Our knowledge of the mean state and variability of the AMOC is limited by the short

11

duration of the instrumental record. Thus, in order to gain a longer term perspective on

12

AMOC variability and change, we turn to geologic records from past climates that can

13

yield important insights on past changes in the AMOC and how they relate to climate

14

changes. In particular, we focus on records from the last glacial period, for which there is
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evidence of changes in the AMOC that can be linked to a rich spectrum of climate

2

variability and change. Improving our ability to characterize and understand past AMOC

3

changes will increase confidence in our ability to predict any future changes in the

4

AMOC, as well as the global impact of these changes on the earth’s natural systems.

5

The last glacial period was characterized by large, widespread and often abrupt climate

6

changes at millennial (103 yr) time scales, many of which have been attributed to changes

7

in the AMOC and its attendant feedbacks (Broecker et al., 1985; Alley, 2007; Clark et

8

al., 2002a, 2007). In the following, we first summarize various types of evidence

9

(commonly referred to as proxy records, in that they provide an indirect measure of the

10

physical property of interest) used to infer changes in the AMOC. We then discuss the

11

current understanding of changes in the AMOC during the following four time windows

12

(Fig. 4.7):

13

1. The Last Glacial Maximum (19,000-23,000 years ago), when ice sheets covered

14

large parts of North America and Eurasia, and the concentration of atmospheric

15

CO2 was approximately 30% lower than during pre-industrial times. Although the

16

Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) was characterized by relatively low climate

17

variability at millennial time scales, it had a different AMOC than the modern

18

AMOC, which provides a good target for the coupled climate models that are

19

used to predict future changes.

20

2. The last deglaciation (11,500-19,000 years ago), which was a time of natural

21

global warming associated with large changes in insolation, rising atmospheric

22

CO2, and melting ice sheets, but included several abrupt climate changes which

23

likely involved changes in the AMOC.

24

3. Stage 3 (30,000-65,000 years ago), which was a time of pronounced millennial-

25

scale climate variability characterized by abrupt transitions that occurred over

26

large parts of the globe in spite of relatively small changes in insolation,

27

atmospheric CO2 concentration, and ice-sheet size. Just how these signals

28

originated and were transmitted and modified around the globe, and the extent to

29

which they are associated with changes in the AMOC, remains controversial.
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4. The Holocene (0-11,500 years ago), which was a time of relative climate stability

2

(compared to glacial climates) in spite of large changes in insolation. This period

3

of time is characterized by near-modern ice volume and atmospheric CO2 levels

4

similar to pre-industrial times. Although AMOC changes during the Holocene

5

were smaller than during glacial times, our knowledge of them extends the record

6

of natural variability under near modern boundary conditions beyond the

7

instrumental record.

8

4.1 Proxy Records Used to Infer Past Changes in the AMOC

9

4.1.1 Water Mass Tracers

10

The most widely used proxy of millennial-scale changes in the AMOC is ™13C of

11

dissolved inorganic carbon, as recorded in the shells of bottom-dwelling (benthic)

12

foraminifera, which differentiates the location, depth and volume of nutrient-depleted

13

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) relative to underlying nutrient-enriched Antarctic

14

Bottom Water (AABW) (Boyle and Keigwin, 1982; Curry and Lohman, 1982; Duplessy

15

et al., 1988). Millennial-scale water mass variability is also seen in the distribution of

16

other elements linked to nutrients such as Cd and Zn in foraminifera shells (Boyle and

17

Keigwin, 1982; Marchitto et al., 1998). The radiocarbon content of deep waters (high in

18

NADW that has recently exchanged carbon with the radiocarbon-rich atmosphere, and

19

low in the older AABW) is recorded both in foraminifera and deep-sea corals (Keigwin

20

and Schlegel, 2002; Robinson et al., 2005) and has also been used as a water mass tracer.

21

The deep water masses also carry a distinct Nd isotope signature, which can serve as a

22

tracer that is independent of carbon and nutrient cycles (Rutberg et al., 2000; Piotrowski

23

et al., 2005).

24

4.1.2 Dynamic Tracers

25

While the water mass tracers provide information on water mass geometry, they cannot

26

be used alone to infer the rates of flow. Variations in the grain size of deep sea sediments

27

can provide information on the vigor of flow at the sediment-water interface, with

28

stronger flows capable of transporting larger particle sizes (McCave and Hall, 2006). The

29

magnetic properties of sediments related to particle size have also been used to infer

30

information about the vigor of near bottom flows (Kissel et al., 1999).
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The contrasting residence times of the particle-reactive decay products of dissolved

2

uranium (Pa and Th) provide an integrated measure of the residence time of water in the

3

overlying water column. Today, the relatively vigorous renewal of waters in the deep

4

Atlantic results in low ratios of Pa/Th in the underlying sediments, but this ratio should

5

increase if NADW production slows (Bacon and Anderson, 1982; Yu et al., 1996). While

6

radiocarbon has been used most successfully as a tracer of water masses in the deep

7

Atlantic, the in situ decay of radiocarbon within the Atlantic could potentially be used to

8

infer flow rates given a sufficiently large number of precise measurements (Adkins and

9

Boyle, 1997; Wunsch, 2003).

10

Finally, as for the modern ocean, we can use the fact that the large-scale oceanic flows

11

are largely in geostrophic balance and infer flows from the distribution of density in the

12

ocean. For paleoclimate reconstructions, the distribution of seawater density can be

13

estimated from oxygen isotope ratios in foraminifera (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1999) as well

14

as other proxies for temperature and salinity (Adkins et al., 2002; Elderfield et al., 2006).

15

Most of the proxies for water mass properties and flow described above are imperfect

16

recorders of the quantity of interest. They can also be affected to varying degrees by

17

biological, physical and chemical processes that are not necessarily related to deep water

18

properties and flows. These proxies are most useful for identifying relatively large

19

changes, and the confidence in our inferences based on them increases when there is

20

consistency between more than one independent line of evidence.

21

4.3 Evidence for State of the AMOC During the Last Glacial Maximum

22

Although the interval corresponding to the LGM (23,000 to 19,000 years ago) does not

23

correspond to an abrupt climate change, a large body of evidence points to a significantly

24

different AMOC at that time (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007), providing an important target

25

for coupled climate model simulations that are used to predict future changes. Among

26

these indicators of a different AMOC, the geographic distribution of different species of

27

surface-dwelling (planktonic) organisms can be used to suggest latitudinal shifts in sites

28

of deep water formation. Accordingly, while warm currents extend far into the North

29

Atlantic today, compensating the export of deep waters from the polar seas, during the
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LGM planktonic species indicate that the North Atlantic was marked by a strong east-

2

west trending polar front separating the warm subtropical waters from the cold waters

3

which dominated the North Atlantic during glacial times, suggesting a southward

4

displacement of deep water formation (CLIMAP, 1981; Ruddiman and McIntyre, 1981;

5

Paul and Schafer-Neth, 2003; Kucera et al., 2005).

6

The chemical and isotopic compositions of benthic organisms suggest that low-nutrient

7

NADW dominates the modern deep North Atlantic (Fig. 4.8). During the LGM, however,

8

these proxies indicate that the deep water masses below 2 km depth appear to be older

9

(Keigwin, 2004) and more nutrient rich (Duplessy et al., 1988; Sarnthein et al., 1994;

10

Bickert and Mackensen, 2004; Curry and Oppo, 2005; Marchitto and Broeker, 2006)

11

than the waters above 2 km, suggesting a northward expansion of AABW and

12

corresponding shoaling of NADW to form Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate Water

13

(GNAIW) (Fig. 4.8). Finally, pore-water chloride data from deep-sea sediments in the

14

Southern Ocean indicate that the north-south salinity gradient in the deep Atlantic was

15

reversed relative to today, with the deep Southern Ocean being much saltier than the

16

North Atlantic (Adkins et al., 2002).

17

The accumulation of the decay products of uranium in ocean sediments (Pa/Th ratio) is

18

consistent with an overall residence time of deep waters in the Atlantic that was slightly

19

longer than today (Yu et al., 1996; Marchal et al., 2000; McManus et al., 2004).

20

Reconstructions of seawater density based on the isotopic composition of benthic shells

21

suggest a reduced density contrast across the South Atlantic basin, implying a weakened

22

AMOC in the upper 2 km of the South Atlantic (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2006). Inverse

23

modeling (Winguth et al., 1999) of the carbon isotope data is also consistent with a

24

slightly weaker AMOC during the LGM.

25

4.4 Evidence for Changes in the AMOC During the Last Deglaciation

26

Multiple proxies indicate that the AMOC underwent several large and abrupt changes

27

during the last deglaciation (11,500 to 19,000 years ago). Proxies of temperature and

28

precipitation suggest corresponding changes in climate (Fig. 4.7) that can be attributed to

29

these changes in the AMOC and its attendant feedbacks (Broecker et al., 1985; Clark et
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al., 2002a; Alley, 2007). Many of the AMOC proxy records from marine sediments show

2

that the changes in deep water properties and flow were quite abrupt, but due to mixing

3

of the sediments at the sea floor these records can only provide an upper bound on the

4

transition time between one circulation state and another. Radiocarbon data from fossil

5

deep-sea corals, however, show that deep water properties can change substantially in a

6

matter of decades (Adkins et al., 1998). Several possible freshwater forcing mechanisms

7

have been identified that may explain this variability, although there are still large

8

uncertainties in understanding the relation between these mechanisms and changes in the

9

AMOC (Box 4.2).

10

Early in the deglaciation, starting at ~19 ka, water mass tracers (14C and ™13C) suggest

11

that low-nutrient, radiocarbon-enriched GNAIW began to contract and shoal from its

12

LGM distribution so that by ~17.5 ka, a significant fraction of the North Atlantic basin

13

was filled with high-nutrient, radiocarbon-depleted AABW (Fig. 4.9) (Sarnthein et al.,

14

1994; Zahn et al., 1997; Curry et al., 1999; Willamowski and Zahn, 2000; Rickaby and

15

Elderfield, 2005; Robinson et al., 2005). Dynamic tracers of the AMOC (grain size and

16

Pa/Th ratios of deep-sea sediments) similarly show a shift starting at ~19 ka towards

17

values that indicate a reduction in the rate of the AMOC (Fig. 4.9) (Manighetti and

18

McCave, 1995; McManus et al., 2004). By ~17.5 ka, the Pa/Th ratios almost reach the

19

ratio at which they are produced in the water column, requiring a slowdown or shutdown

20

of deep water renewal in the deep Atlantic (Siddall et al., 2007), thus explaining the

21

extreme contraction of GNAIW inferred from the water mass tracers. At the same time,

22

radiocarbon data from the Atlantic basin not only support a reduced flux of GNAIW, but

23

also indicate a vigorous circulation of AABW in the North Atlantic basin (Robinson et

24

al., 2005).

25

The cause of this extreme slowdown of the AMOC is often attributed to Heinrich event 1,

26

which represented a massive release of icebergs from the Laurentide Ice Sheet into the

27

North Atlantic Ocean (Box 4.2) (Broecker, 1994; McManus et al., 2004; Timmermann et

28

al., 2005b). The best estimate for the age of Heinrich event 1 (~17.5 ka), however,

29

indicates the decrease in the AMOC began ~1500 years earlier, with the event only

30

coinciding with the final near-cessation of the AMOC ~17.5 ka (Fig. 4.9) (Bond et al.,
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1993; Bond and Lotti, 1995; Hemming, 2004). These relations thus suggest that some

2

other mechanism was responsible for the decline and eventual near-collapse of the

3

AMOC prior to the event (Box 4.2).

4

This interval of a collapsed AMOC continued until ~14.6 ka, when dynamic tracers

5

indicate a rapid resumption of the AMOC to near-interglacial rates (Fig. 4.9). This rapid

6

change in the AMOC was accompanied by an abrupt warming throughout much of the

7

Northern Hemisphere associated with the onset of the Bølling-Allerød warm interval

8

(Clark et al., 2002b). The renewed overturning filled the North Atlantic basin with

9

NADW, as shown by Cd/Ca ratios (Boyle and Keigwin, 1987) and Nd isotopes

10

(Piotrowski et al., 2004) from the North and South Atlantic, respectively. Moreover, the

11

distribution of radiocarbon in the North Atlantic was similar to the modern ocean, with

12

the entire water column filled by radiocarbon-enriched water (Robinson et al., 2005).

13

An abrupt reduction in the AMOC occurred again at ~12.9 ka, corresponding to the start

14

of the ~1200-year Younger Dryas cold interval. During this time period, many of the

15

paleoceanographic proxies suggest a return to a circulation state similar to the LGM.

16

Unlike the near-collapse earlier in the deglaciation ~17.5 ka, for example, Pa/Th ratios

17

suggest only a partial reduction in the AMOC during the Younger Dryas (Fig. 4.9).

18

Sediment grain size (Manighetti and McCave, 1995) also shows evidence for reduced

19

NADW input into the North Atlantic during the Younger Dryas event (Fig. 4.9).

20

Radiocarbon concentration in the atmosphere rises at the start of the Younger Dryas,

21

which is thought to reflect decreased ocean uptake due to a slowdown of the AMOC

22

(Hughen et al., 2000). Radiocarbon-depleted AABW replaced radiocarbon-enriched

23

NADW below ~2500 m, suggesting a shoaling of NADW coincident with a reduction of

24

the AMOC (Keigwin, 2004). The ™13C values also suggest a return to the LGM water

25

mass configuration (Sarnthein et al., 1994; Keigwin, 2004), as do other nutrient tracers

26

(Boyle and Keigwin, 1987) and the Nd isotope water mass tracer (Piotrowski et al.,

27

2005).

28

The cause of the reduced AMOC during the Younger Dryas has commonly been

29

attributed to the routing of North American runoff with a resulting increase in freshwater
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flux draining eastward through the St. Lawrence River (Johnson and McClure, 1976;

2

Rooth, 1982; Broecker et al., 1989), which is supported by recent paleoceanographic

3

evidence (Flower et al., 2004; Carlson et al., 2007) (Box 4.2).

4

4.5 Evidence for Changes in the AMOC During Stage 3

5

Marine isotope stage 3 (30,000—65,000 years ago) was a period of intermediate ice

6

volume that occurred prior to the LGM. This period of time is characterized by the

7

Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) oscillations, which were first identified from Greenland ice-

8

core records (Johnsen et al., 1992; Grootes et al., 1993) (Fig. 4.7). These oscillations are

9

similar to the abrupt climate changes during the last deglaciation, and are characterized

10

by alternating warm (interstadial) and cold (stadial) states lasting for millennia, with

11

abrupt transitions between states of up to 16oC occurring over decades or less (Cuffey and

12

Clow, 1997; Huber et al., 2006). Bond et al. (1993) recognized that several successive D-

13

O oscillations of decreasing amplitude represented a longer term (~7-kyr) climate

14

oscillation which culminates in a massive release of icebergs from the Laurentide Ice

15

Sheet, known as a Heinrich event (Fig. 4.7) (Box 4.2). The D-O signal seems largely

16

confined to the Northern Hemisphere, while the Southern Hemisphere often exhibits less

17

abrupt, smaller amplitude millennial climate changes (Clark et al., 2007), best

18

represented by A-events seen in Antarctic ice core records (Fig. 4.7). Synchronization of

19

Greenland and Antarctic ice core records (Sowers and Bender, 1995; Bender et al., 1994,

20

1999; Blunier et al., 1998; Blunier and Brook, 2001; EPICA Community Members, 2006)

21

suggests an out-of-phase “see saw” relationship between temperatures of the Northern

22

and Southern Hemispheres, and that the thermal contrast between hemispheres is greatest

23

at the time of Heinrich events (Fig. 4.7).

24

By comparison to the deglaciation, there are fewer proxy records constraining millennial-

25

scale changes in the AMOC during stage 3. Most inferences of these changes are based

26

on ™13C as a proxy for water-mass nutrient content. A depth transect of well-correlated

27

™13C records is required in order to capture temporal changes in the vertical distribution

28

of any given water mass, since the ™13C values at any given depth may not change

29

significantly if the core site remains within the same water mass.
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Figure 4.10 illustrates one such time-depth transect of ™13C records from the eastern

2

North Atlantic that represent changes in the depth and volume (but not rate) of the

3

AMOC during an interval (35-48 ka) of pronounced millennial-scale climate variability

4

(Fig. 4.7). We emphasize this interval only because it encompasses a highly resolved and

5

well-dated array of ™13C records. The distinguishing feature of these records is a

6

minimum in ™13C at the same time as Heinrich events 4 and 5, indicating the near-

7

complete replacement of nutrient-poor, high ™13C NADW with nutrient-rich, low ™13C

8

AABW in this part of the Atlantic basin. The inference of a much reduced rate of the

9

AMOC from these data is supported by the proxy records during the last deglaciation

10

(Fig. 4.9), which indicate a similar distribution of ™13C at a time when Pa/Th ratios

11

suggest the AMOC had nearly collapsed by the time of Heinrich event 1 (see above).

12

Insofar as we understand the interhemispheric see-saw relationship established by ice

13

core records (Fig. 4.7) to reflect changes in the AMOC and corresponding ocean heat

14

transport (Broecker, 1998; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003), the fact that Heinrich events

15

during stage 3 only occur at times of maximum thermal contrast between hemispheres

16

(cold north, warm south) further indicates that some other mechanism was responsible for

17

causing the large reduction in the AMOC by the time a Heinrich event occurred.

18

While many of the Heinrich stadials show up clearly in these and other ™13C records,

19

there is often no clear distinction between D-O interstadials and non-Heinrich D-O

20

stadials (Fig. 4.10) (Boyle, 2000; Shackleton et al., 2000; Elliot et al., 2002). While some

21

™13C and Nd records do show millennial-scale variability not associated with the

22

Heinrich events (Charles et al., 1996; Curry et al., 1999; Hagen and Keigwin, 2002;

23

Piotrowski et al., 2005), there are many challenges that have impeded the ability to firmly

24

establish the presence or absence of coherent changes in the North Atlantic water masses

25

(and by inference the AMOC) during the D-O oscillations. These challenges include

26

accurately dating and correlating sediment records beyond the reach of radiocarbon, and

27

having low abundances of the appropriate species of benthic foraminifera in cores with

28

high-enough resolution to distinguish the D-O oscillations.

29

In contrast to these difficulties in distinguishing and resolving D-O oscillations with

30

water mass tracers, the relative amount of magnetic minerals in deep-sea sediments in the
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path of the deep Atlantic overflows shows contemporaneous changes with all of the D-O

2

oscillations (Kissel et al., 1999). These magnetic minerals are derived from Tertiary

3

basaltic provinces underlying the Norwegian Sea and are interpreted to record an increase

4

(decrease) in the velocity of the overflows from the Nordic Seas during D-O interstadials

5

(stadials). Taken at face value, the ™13C and magnetic records may indicate that

6

latitudinal shifts in the AMOC occurred, but with little commensurate change in the depth

7

of deep water formation. The corresponding changes in the relative amount of magnetic

8

minerals then reflect times when NADW formation occurred either in the Norwegian

9

Sea, thus entraining magnetic minerals from the sea floor there, or in the open North

10

Atlantic, at sites to the south of the source of the magnetic minerals. What remains

11

unclear is whether changes in the overall strength of the AMOC accompanied these

12

latitudinal shifts in NADW formation.

13

The fact that the global pattern of millennial scale climate changes is consistent with that

14

predicted from a weaker AMOC (see Sec. 6) has been taken as a strong indirect

15

confirmation that the stage 3 D-O oscillations are caused by AMOC changes (Alley,

16

2007; Clark et al., 2007). However, care must be taken to separate the climate impacts of

17

a much-reduced AMOC during Heinrich stadials, for which there is good evidence, from

18

the non-Heinrich stadials, for which evidence of changes in the AMOC remains

19

uncertain. This is often difficult in all but the highest resolution climate records. It has

20

also been shown that changes in sea-ice concentrations in the North Atlantic can have a

21

significant impact (Barnett et al., 1989; Douville and Royer, 1996; Chiang et al., 2003),

22

and were likely involved in some of the millennial-scale climate variability during the

23

deglaciation and stage 3 (Denton et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005; Masson-Delmotte et al.,

24

2005). Sea-ice changes may be a mechanism to amplify the impact of small changes in

25

AMOC strength or location, but they may also result from changes in atmospheric

26

circulation (Seager and Battisti, 2007).

27

4.6 Evidence for Changes in the AMOC During the Holocene

28

The proxy evidence for the state of the AMOC during the Holocene (0-11,500 years ago)

29

is scarce and sometimes contradictory, but clearly points to a more stable AMOC on

30

millennial time scales than during the deglaciation or glacial times. Some ™13C
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reconstructions suggest relatively dramatic changes in deep Atlantic water mass

2

properties on millennial time scales, but these changes are not always coherent between

3

different sites (Oppo et al., 2003; Keigwin et al., 2005). Similarly, the ™13C and trace-

4

metal-based nutrient reconstructions on the same cores may disagree (Keigwin and Boyle,

5

2000). There is some indication from sediment grain size for variability in the strength of

6

the overflows (Hall et al., 2004), but the relatively constant flux of Pa/Th to the Atlantic

7

sediments suggests only small changes in the AMOC (McManus et al., 2004). The

8

geostrophic reconstructions of the flow in the Florida Straits also suggests that small

9

changes in the strength of the AMOC are possible over the last 1,000 years (Lund et al.,

10

2006).

11

There was a brief (about 150 year) cold snap in parts of the Northern Hemisphere at

12

~8,200 years ago, and it was proposed that this event may have resulted from a

13

meltwater-induced reduction in the AMOC (Alley and Agustdottir, 2005). There is now

14

evidence of a weakening of the overflows in the North Atlantic from sediment grain size

15

and magnetic properties (Ellison et al., 2006; Kleiven et al., 2008), and also a

16

replacement of NADW (with high ™13C ratios) by AABW (with low ™13C ratios) in the

17

deep North Atlantic (Kleiven et al., 2008). However, in both these studies the relationship

18

between the timing of changes in the deep water and the surface water and atmosphere is

19

not straightforward.

20

While many of the deep-sea sediment records are only able to resolve changes on

21

millennial to centennial time scales, a recent study (Boessenkool et al., 2007) reconstructs

22

the strength of the Iceland-Scotland overflow on sub-decadal time scales over the last 230

23

years. This grain-size based study suggests that the recent weakening over the last

24

decades falls mostly within the range of its variability over the period of study. This work

25

shows that paleoceanographic data may, in some locations, be used to extend the

26

instrumental record of decadal and centennial scale variability.

27

4.7 Summary

28

We now have compelling evidence from a variety of paleoclimate proxies that the

29

AMOC existed in a different state during the LGM, providing concrete evidence that the
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AMOC changed in association with the lower CO2 and presence of the continental ice

2

sheets. The LGM can be used to test the response of AMOC in coupled ocean atmosphere

3

models to these changes (Sec. 5). We also have strong evidence for abrupt changes in the

4

AMOC during the last deglaciation and during the Heinrich events, although the relation

5

between these changes and known freshwater forcings is not always clear (Box 4.2).

6

Better constraining both the magnitude and location of the freshwater perturbations that

7

may have caused these changes in the AMOC will help to further refine the models,

8

enabling better predictions of future abrupt changes in the AMOC. The relatively modest

9

AMOC variability during the Holocene presents a challenge for the paleoclimate proxies

10

and archives, but further progress in this area is important as it will help establish the

11

range of natural variability from which to compare any ongoing changes in the AMOC.

12
13
14

Figure 4.7. Records showing characteristic climate changes for interval 65,000 years ago
to the present. (upper) The Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GISP2) ™18O record (Grootes et
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al., 1993; Stuiver and Grootes, 2000), which is a proxy for air temperature, with more
positive values corresponding to warmer temperatures (Cuffey and Clow, 1997). Small
numbers correspond to conventional numbering of warm peaks of Dansgaard-Oeschger
oscillations. (lower) The Byrd ™18O record (Johnsen et al., 1972; Hammer et al., 1994),
with the time scale synchronized to the GISP2 time scale by methane correlation (Blunier
and Brook, 2001). Antarctic warm events identified as A1, etc. Vertical gray bars
correspond to times of Heinrich events, with each Heinrich event labeled by conventional
numbering (H6, H5, etc.).

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 4.8. (a) The modern distribution of dissolved phosphate (mmol liter–1)—a
biological nutrient—in the western Atlantic (Conkright et al., 2002). Also indicated is the
southward flow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), which is compensated by the
northward flow of warmer waters above 1 km, and the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW)
below. (b) The distribution of the carbon isotopic composition (13C/12C, expressed as
™13C, Vienna Pee Dee belemnite standard) of the shells of benthic foraminifera in the
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western and central Atlantic during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Bickert and
Mackensen, 2004; Curry and Oppo, 2005). Data from different longitudes are collapsed
in the same meridional plane. GNAIW, glacial North Atlantic intermediate water. (c)
Estimates of the Cd (nmol kg–1) concentration for LGM from the ratio of Cd/Ca in the
shells of benthic foraminifera, from Marchitto and Broecker (2006). Today, the isotopic
composition of dissolved inorganic carbon and the concentration of dissolved Cd in
seawater both show “nutrient”-type distributions similar to that of PO4.

8
9
10
11
12

Figure 4.9. Proxy records of changes in climate and the AMOC during the last
deglaciation. (a) The GISP2 ™18O record (Grootes et al., 1993; Stuiver and Grootes,
2000). B-A is the Bølling-Allerød warm interval, YD is the Younger Dryas cold interval,
and H1 is Heinrich event 1. (b) The ™13C record from core SO75-26KL in the eastern
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North Atlantic (Zahn et al., 1997). (c) Record of changes in grain size (“sortable silt”)
from core BOFS 10k in the eastern North Atlantic (Manighetti and McCave, 1995). (d)
The record of 231Pa/230Th in marine sediments from Bermuda Rise, western North
Atlantic (McManus et al., 2004). (e) Record of changes detrital carbonate in from core
VM23-81 from the North Atlantic (Bond et al., 1997).

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Figure 4.10. (a) The GISP2 ™18O record (Grootes et al., 1993; Stuiver and Grootes,
2000). Times of Heinrich events 4 and 5 identified (H4 and H5). (b) Time-varying ™13C,
a proxy for distribution of deep-water masses, as a function of depth in the eastern North
Atlantic based on four ™13C records at water depths of 1,099 m (Zahn et al., 1997),
2,161 m (Elliot et al., 2002), 2,637 m (Skinner and Elderfield, 2007), and 3,146 m
(Shackleton et al., 2000). Control points from four cores used for interpolation are shown
(black dots). More negative ™13C values correspond to nutrient-rich Antarctic Bottom
Water (AABW), whereas more positive ™13C values correspond to nutrient-poor North
Atlantic Deep Water (see Fig.4.8). Also shown by the thick gray line is a proxy for
Heinrich events, with peak values corresponding to Heinrich events H5 and H4 (Stoner et
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1
2
3
4
5

al., 2000) (note that scale for this proxy is not shown). During Heinrich events H5 and
H4, nutrient-rich AABW displaces NADW to shallow depths in the eastern North
Atlantic Basin. (c) The Byrd ™18O record (Johnsen et al., 1972), with the timescale
synchronized to the GISP2 time scale by methane correlation (Blunier and Brook, 2001).
ka, thousand years. A1, A2, Antarctic warm events.

6

5. How Well Do the Current Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Models Simulate the

7

Overturning Circulation?

8

Coupled ocean-atmosphere models are commonly used to make projections of how the

9

AMOC might change in future decades. Confidence in these models can be improved by

10

making comparisons of the AMOC both between models and between models and

11

observational data. Even though the scarcity of observations presents a major challenge,

12

it is apparent that significant mismatches are present and that continued efforts are

13

needed to improve the skill of coupled models. This section reviews simulations of the

14

present-day (Sec. 5.1), Last Glacial Maximum (Sec. 5.2), and transient events of the past

15

(Sec. 5.3). Model projections of future changes in the AMOC are presented in Section 7.

16

5.1 Present-Day Simulations

17

A common model-model and model-data comparison uses the mean strength of the

18

AMOC. Observational estimates are derived from either hydrographic data (Sec. 3.3;

19

Ganachaud, 2003a; Talley et al., 2003; Lumpkin and Speer, 2007) or inventories of

20

chlorofluorocarbon tracers in the ocean (Smethie and Fine, 2001). The estimates are

21

consistent with each other and suggest a mean overturning of about 15-18 Sv with errors

22

of about 2-5 Sv.

23

Coupled atmosphere-ocean models using modern boundary conditions yield a wide range

24

of values for overturning strength, which is usually defined as the maximum meridional

25

overturning streamfunction value in the North Atlantic excluding the surface circulation.

26

While the maximum overturning streamfunction is not directly observable, it is a very

27

useful metric for model intercomparisons. Present-day control (i.e., fixed forcing)

28

simulations yield average AMOC intensities from model to model between 12 and 26 Sv

29

(Fig. 4.11; Stouffer et al., 2006), while simulations of the 20th century that include

30

historical variations in forcing have a range from 10 to 30 Sv (Randall et al., 2007; see
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1

also Fig. 4.17). In addition, some of the 20th century simulations show substantial drifts

2

that might hinder predictions of future AMOC strength (Randall et al., 2007).

3

There are also substantial differences among models in AMOC variability, which tends to

4

scale with the mean strength of the overturning. Models with a more vigorous

5

overturning tend to produce pronounced multidecadal variations, while variability in

6

models with a weaker AMOC is more damped (Stouffer et al., 2006). Time series of the

7

AMOC are too incomplete to give an indication of which mode is more accurate,

8

although recent observations suggest that the AMOC is highly variable on sub-annual

9

time scales (Sec. 3.3; Cunningham et al., 2007).

10

Another useful model-data comparison can be made for ocean heat transport in the

11

Atlantic. A significant fraction of the northward heat transport in the Atlantic is due to the

12

AMOC, with additional contributions from horizontal circulations (e.g., Roemmich and

13

Wunsch, 1985). In the absence of variations in radiative forcing, changes in ocean heat

14

storage are small when averaged over long periods. Under these conditions, ocean heat

15

transport must balance surface heat fluxes, and the heat transport therefore provides an

16

indication of how well surface fluxes are simulated. There are several calculations of heat

17

transport at 20-25° N. in the Atlantic derived by combining hydrographic observations in

18

inverse models. These methods yield estimates of about 1.3 Petawatts (PW; 1 PW =

19

1,015 Watts) with errors on the order of about 0.2 PW (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000;

20

Stammer et al., 2003). While all models agree that heat transport in the Atlantic is

21

northward at 20°N., the modeled magnitude varies greatly (Fig. 4.12). Most models tend

22

to underestimate the ocean heat transport, with ranges generally between 0.5 to 1.1 PW

23

(Jia, 2003; Stouffer et al., 2006). The mismatch is believed to result from two factors: (1)

24

smaller than observed temperature differences between the upper and lower branches of

25

the AMOC, with surface waters too cold and deep waters too warm, and (2) overturning

26

that is too weak (Jia, 2003). The source of these model errors will be discussed further.

27

Schmittner et al. (2005) and Schneider et al. (2007) have proposed that the skill of a

28

model in producing the climatological spatial patterns of temperature, salinity, and

29

pycnocline depth in the North Atlantic is another useful measure of model ability to
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1

simulate the overturning circulation. These authors found that models simulate

2

temperature better than salinity; they attribute errors in the latter to biases in the

3

hydrologic cycle in the atmosphere (Schneider et al., 2007). Large errors in pycnocline

4

depth are probably the result of compounded errors from both temperature and salinity

5

fields. Also, errors over the North Atlantic alone tend to be significantly larger than those

6

for the global field (Schneider et al., 2007). Large cold biases of up to several degrees

7

Celsius in the North Atlantic, seen in most coupled models, are attributed partly to

8

misplacement of the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current and the large SST gradients

9

associated with them (Randall et al., 2007). Cold surface biases commonly contrast with

10

temperatures that are about 2° C too warm at depth in the region of North Atlantic Deep

11

Water (Randall et al., 2007).

12

Some of these model errors, particularly in temperature and heat transport, are related to

13

the representation of western boundary currents (Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current)

14

and deep-water overflow across the Greenland-Iceland-Scotland ridge. Two common

15

model biases in the western boundary current are (1) a separation of the Gulf Stream

16

from the coast of North America that occurs too far north of Cape Hatteras (Dengg et al.,

17

1996) and (2) a North Atlantic Current whose path does not penetrate the southern

18

Labrador Sea, and is instead too zonal with too few meanders (Rossby, 1996). The effect

19

of the first bias is to prohibit northward meanders and warm core eddies, negatively

20

affecting heat transport and water mass transformation, while the second bias results in

21

SSTs that are too cold. Both of these biases have been improved in standalone ocean

22

models by increasing the resolution to about 0.1° so that mesoscale eddies may be

23

resolved (e.g., Smith et al., 2000; Bryan et al., 2007). The resolution of current coupled

24

ocean-atmosphere models is typically on the order of 1° or more, requiring an increase in

25

computing power of an order of magnitude before coupled ocean eddy-resolving

26

simulations become routine. Initial results from coupling a high-resolution ocean model

27

to an atmospheric model indicate that a corresponding increase in atmospheric resolution

28

may also be necessary (Roberts et al., 2004).

29

Ocean model resolution is also one of the issues involved in the representation of deep-

30

water overflows. Deep-water masses in the North Atlantic are formed in marginal seas
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1

and enter the open ocean through overflows such as the Denmark Strait and the Faroe

2

Bank Channel. Model simulations of overflows are unrealistic in several aspects,

3

including (1) the specification of sill bathymetry, which is made difficult because the

4

resolution is often too coarse to represent the proper widths and depths (Roberts and

5

Wood, 1997), and (2) the representation of mixing of dense overflow waters with ambient

6

waters downstream of the sill (Winton et al., 1998). In many ocean models, topography is

7

specified as discrete levels, which leads to a “stepped” profile descending from sills.

8

Mixing of overflow waters with ambient waters occurs at each step, leading to excessive

9

entrainment. As a result, deep waters in the lower branch of the AMOC are too warm and

10

too fresh (e.g., Tang and Roberts, 2005). Efforts are being made to improve this model

11

deficiency through new parameterizations (Thorpe et al., 2004; Tang and Roberts, 2005)

12

or by using isopycnal or terrain-following vertical coordinate systems (Willebrand et al.,

13

2001).

14

5.2 Last Glacial Maximum Simulations

15

Characteristics of the overturning circulation at the LGM were reviewed in Section 3.

16

Those that are the most robust and, therefore, the most useful for evaluating model

17

performance are (1) a shallower boundary, at a level of about 2,000-2,500 m, between

18

Glacial North Atlantic Intermediate Water and Antarctic Bottom Water (Duplessy et al.,

19

1988; Boyle, 1992; Curry and Oppo, 2005; Marchitto and Broecker, 2006); (2) a reverse

20

in the north-south salinity gradient in the deep ocean to the Southern Ocean being much

21

saltier than the North Atlantic (Adkins et al., 2002); and (3) formation of Glacial North

22

Atlantic Intermediate Water south of Iceland (Duplessy et al., 1988; Sarnthein et al.,

23

1994; Pflaumann et al., 2003).

24

It is more difficult to compare model results to inferred flow speeds, due to the lack of

25

agreement among proxy records for this variable. Some studies suggest a vigorous

26

circulation with transports not too different from today (McCave et al., 1995; Yu et al.,

27

1996), while others suggest a decreased flow speed (Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 1999;

28

McManus et al., 2004). All that can be said confidently is that there is no evidence for a

29

significant strengthening of the overturning circulation at the LGM.
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Results from LGM simulations are strongly dependent on the specified boundary

2

conditions. In order to facilitate model-model and model-data comparisons, the second

3

phase of the Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP2; Braconnot et al.,

4

2007) coordinated a suite of coupled atmosphere-ocean model experiments using

5

common boundary conditions. Models involved in this project include both general

6

circulation models (GCMs) and earth system models of intermediate complexity

7

(EMICs). LGM boundary conditions are known with varying degrees of certainty. Some

8

are known well, including past insolation, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse

9

gases, and sea level. Others are less certain, including the topography of the ice sheets,

10

vegetation and other land-surface characteristics, and freshwater fluxes from land. For

11

these, PMIP2 simulations used best estimates (see Braconnot et al., 2007). More work is

12

necessary to narrow the uncertainty of these boundary conditions, particularly since some

13

could have important effects on the AMOC.

14

PMIP2 simulations using LGM boundary conditions were completed with five models,

15

three coupled atmosphere-ocean models and two EMICs. Only one of the models, the

16

ECBilt-CLIO EMIC, employs flux adjustments. Although EMICs generally have not

17

been included in future climate projections using multimodel ensembles, considering

18

them within the context of model evaluation may yield additional understanding about

19

how various model parameterizations and formulations affect the simulated AMOC.

20

The resulting AMOC in the the LGM simulations varies widely between the models, and

21

several of the simulations are clearly not in agreement with the paleodata (Figs. 4.7,

22

4.13). A shoaling of the circulation is clear in only one of the models (the NCAR

23

CCSM3); all other models show either a deepening or little change (Weber et al., 2007;

24

Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007). Also, the north-south salinity gradient of the LGM deep ocean

25

is not consistently reversed in these model simulations (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007). All

26

models do show a southward shift of GNAIW formation, however. In general, the better

27

the model matches one of these criteria, the better it matches the others as well (Weber et

28

al., 2007).
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1

There is a particularly large spread among the models in terms of overturning strength

2

(Fig. 4.13). Some models show a significantly increased AMOC streamfunction for the

3

LGM compared to the modern control (by ~25-40%). Others have a significantly

4

decreased streamfunction (by ~20-30%), while another shows very little change (Weber

5

et al., 2007). Again, the overturning strength is not constrained well enough from the

6

paleodata to make this a rigorous test of the models. It is likely, though, that simulations

7

with a significantly strengthened AMOC are not realistic, and this tempers the credibility

8

of their projections of future AMOC change. A more complete understanding of past

9

AMOC changes and our ability to simulate those in models will lead to increased

10

confidence in the projection of future changes.

11

Several factors control the AMOC response to LGM boundary conditions. These include

12

changes in the freshwater budget of the North Atlantic, the density gradient between the

13

North and South Atlantic, and the density gradient between GNAIW and AABW

14

(Schmittner et al., 2002; Weber et al., 2007). The density gradient between GNAIW and

15

AABW appears to be particularly important, and sea-ice concentrations have been shown

16

to play a central role in determining this gradient (Otto-Bliesner et al., 2007). The AMOC

17

response also has some dependence on the accuracy of the control state. For example,

18

models with an unrealistically shallow overturning circulation in the control simulation

19

do not yield a shoaled circulation for LGM conditions (Weber et al., 2007).

20

5.3 Transient Simulations of Past AMOC Variability

21

In addition to the equilibrium simulations discussed thus far, transient simulations of past

22

meltwater pulses to the North Atlantic (see Sec. 4) may offer another test of model skill

23

in simulating the AMOC. Such a test requires quantitative reconstructions of the

24

freshwater pulse, including its volume, duration and location, plus the magnitude and

25

duration of the resulting reduction in the AMOC. This information is not easy to obtain;

26

coupled GCM simulations of most events, including the Younger Dryas and Heinrich

27

events, have been forced with idealized freshwater pulses and compared with qualitative

28

reconstructions of the AMOC (e.g., Peltier et al., 2006; Hewitt et al., 2006). There is

29

somewhat more information about the freshwater pulse associated with the 8.2 ka event,

30

though important uncertainties remain (Clarke et al., 2004; Meissner and Clark, 2006). A
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1

significant problem, however, is the scarcity of data about the AMOC during the 8.2 ka

2

event. New ocean sediment records suggest the AMOC weakened following the

3

freshwater pulse, but a quantitative reconstruction is lacking (Ellison et al., 2006; Kleiven

4

et al., 2008). Thus, while simulations forced with the inferred freshwater pulse at 8.2 ka

5

have produced results in quantitative agreement with reconstructed climate anomalies

6

(e.g., LeGrande et al., 2006; Wiersma et al., 2006), the 8.2 ka event is currently limited

7

as a test of a model’s ability to reproduce changes in the AMOC itself.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Figure 4.11. Time series of the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning as
simulated by a suite of coupled ocean-atmosphere models using present-day boundary
conditions, from Stouffer et al. (2006). The strength is listed along the y-axis in
Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv = 106 m3s-1). Curves were smoothed with a 10-yr running mean to
reduce high-frequency fluctuations. The numbers after the model names indicate the
long-term mean of the Atlantic MOC.
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5

Figure 4.12. Northward heat transport in the Atlantic Ocean in an ensemble of coupled
ocean-atmosphere models, from Stouffer et al. (2006). For comparison, observational
estimates at 20-25°N. are about 1.3 ± 0.2 Petawatts (PW; 1 PW = 1,015 Watts)
(Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000; Stammer et al., 2003).

6
7
8
9

Figure 4.13. Atlantic meridional overturning (in Sverdrups) simulated by four PMIP2
coupled ocean-atmosphere models for modern (top) and the Last Glacial Maximum
(bottom). From Otto-Bliesner et al. (2007).
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1

6. What Are the Global and Regional Impacts of a Change in the Overturning

2

Circulation?

3

In this section we review some of the climatic impacts of the AMOC over a range of time

4

scales. While all of the impacts are not necessarily abrupt, they indicate consistent

5

physical relationships that might be anticipated with any abrupt change in the AMOC.

6

We start with evidence of the climatic impact of AMOC changes during glacial periods.

7

While AMOC changes are not hypothesized to cause Ice Ages, there are indications of

8

large AMOC changes within glacial periods, and these offer excellent opportunities to

9

evaluate the global-scale climatic impact of large AMOC changes. We then move on to

10

possible impacts of AMOC changes during the instrumental era. All of these results point

11

to global-scale, robust impacts of AMOC changes on the climate system. In particular, a

12

central impact of AMOC changes is to alter the interhemispheric temperature gradient,

13

thereby moving the position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). Such ITCZ

14

changes induce a host of regional climate impacts.

15

6.1 Extra-Tropical Impacts During the Last Ice Age

16

During the last glacial period records indicate there were significant abrupt climate

17

change events, such as the D-O oscillations and Heinrich events discussed in details in

18

Section 4. These are thought to be associated with changes in the AMOC, and thus offer

19

important insights into the climatic impacts of large changes in the AMOC. The

20

paleoproxies from the Bermuda Rise (McManus et al., 2004) further indicate that the

21

AMOC was substantially weakened during the Younger Dryas cooling event and was

22

almost shut down during the latest Heinrich event—H1. The AMOC transports a

23

substantial amount of heat northward. A rapid shutdown of the AMOC causes a cooling

24

in the North Atlantic and a warming in the South Atlantic, associated with the reduction

25

of the northward ocean heat transport, as simulated by many climate models (Vellinga

26

and Wood, 2002; Dahl et al., 2005; Zhang and Delworth, 2005; Stouffer et al., 2006).

27

The millennial-scale abrupt climate change events found in Greenland ice cores have

28

been linked to the millennial-scale signal seen in Antarctic ice cores (Blunier et al., 1998;

29

Bender et al., 1999; Blunier and Brook, 2001). A very recent high resolution glacial

30

climate record derived from the first deep ice core in the Atlantic sector of the Southern

31

Ocean region (Dronning Maud Land, Antarctica) shows a one-to-one coupling between
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all Antarctic warm events (i.e., the A events discussed in detail in Sec. 3) and Greenland

2

D-O oscillations during the last ice age (EPICA Community Members, 2006). The

3

amplitude of the Antarctic warm events is found to be linearly dependent on the duration

4

of the concurrent Greenland cooling events. Such a bipolar see-saw pattern was explained

5

by changes in the heat flux connected to the reduction of the AMOC (Manabe and

6

Stouffer, 1988; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003; EPICA Community Members, 2006).

7

The cooling stadials of the Greenland D-O oscillations were also synchronous with

8

higher oxygen levels off the California coast (indicating reduced upwelling and reduced

9

California Current) (Behl and Kennett, 1996), enhanced North Pacific intermediate-water

10

formation, and the strengthening of the Aleutian Low (Hendy and Kennett, 2000). This

11

teleconnection is seen in coupled modeling simulations in which the AMOC is

12

suppressed in response to massive freshwater inputs (Mikolajewicz et al., 1997; Zhang

13

and Delworth, 2005), i.e., cooling in the North Atlantic induced by a weakened AMOC

14

can lead to the strengthening of the Aleutian Low and large-scale cooling in the central

15

North Pacific.

16

6.2 Tropical Impacts During the Last Ice Age and Holocene

17

Recently, many paleorecords from different tropical regions reveal abrupt changes that

18

are remarkably coherent with the millennial-scale abrupt climate changes recorded in the

19

Greenland ice cores during the glacial period, indicating that changes in the AMOC

20

might have significant global-scale impacts on the tropics. A paleoproxy from the

21

Cariaco basin suggests that the ITCZ shifted southward during cooling stadials of the

22

Greenland D-O oscillations (Peterson et al., 2000). Stott et al. (2002) suggest that

23

Greenland cooling events were related to an El Niño–like pattern of sea surface

24

temperature (SST) change, a weakened Walker circulation, and a southward shift of the

25

ITCZ in the tropical Pacific. An El Niño–like pattern occurred during the Last Glacial

26

Maximum with reduced cross-equatorial and east-west SST contrasts in the tropical

27

Pacific. The tropical Pacific east-west SST contrast was further reduced during the latest

28

Heinrich event (H1) and Younger Dryas event (Lea et al., 2000; Koutavas et al., 2002).

29

Drying conditions in the northeastern tropical Pacific west of Central America were

30

synchronous with the Younger Dryas and the latest Heinrich event—H1 (Benway et al.,
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2006). When Greenland was in cooling condition, the summer Asian monsoon was

2

reduced, as indicated by a record from Hulu Cave in eastern China (Wang et al., 2001).

3

Wet periods in northeastern Brazil are synchronous with Heinrich events, cold periods in

4

Greenland, and periods of weak east Asian summer monsoons and decreased river runoff

5

to the Cariaco basin (Wang et al., 2004). Sediment records from the Oman margin in the

6

Arabian Sea indicate that weakened Indian summer monsoon upwelling occurred during

7

Greenland stadials (Altabet et al., 2002).

8

The global synchronization of abrupt climate changes as indicated by these paleorecords,

9

especially the anti-phase relationship of precipitation changes between the Northern

10

Hemisphere (Hulu Cave in China, Cariaco basin) and the Southern Hemisphere

11

(northeastern Brazil), is thought to be induced by changes in the AMOC. Global coupled

12

climate models are employed to test this hypothesis. Figure 4.14 compares paleorecords

13

with simulated changes in response to the weakening of the AMOC using the latest

14

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) coupled climate model (CM2.0). In the

15

numerical experiment, the AMOC was substantially weakened by freshening the high

16

latitudes of the North Atlantic (Zhang and Delworth, 2005). This leads to a southward

17

shift of the ITCZ over the tropical Atlantic (Fig. 4.14, upper right), similar to that found

18

in many modeling studies (Vellinga and Wood, 2002; Dahl et al., 2005; Stouffer et al.,

19

2006). This southward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ is consistent with paleorecords of

20

drying conditions over the Cariaco basin (Peterson et al., 2000) and wetting conditions

21

over northeastern Brazil during Heinrich events (Wang et al., 2004) (Fig. 4.14, lower

22

right). Beyond the typical responses in the Atlantic, this experiment also shows many

23

significant remote responses outside the Atlantic, such as a southward shift of the ITCZ

24

in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 4.14, upper right), consistent with drying conditions over the

25

northeastern tropical Pacific during the Younger Dryas and Heinrich events (Benway et

26

al., 2006). The modeled weakening of the Indian and East Asian summer monsoon in

27

response to the weakening of the AMOC (Fig. 4.14, upper left) is also consistent with

28

paleoproxies from the Indian Ocean (Altabet et al., 2002; Fig. 4.14, lower left) and the

29

Hulu Cave in eastern China (Wang et al., 2001, 2004; Fig. 4.14, lower right). The

30

simulated weakening of the AMOC also led to reduced cross-equatorial and east-west

31

SST contrasts in the tropical Pacific, an El Niño-like condition, and a weakened Walker
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circulation in the southern tropical Pacific, a La Niña-like condition, and a stronger

2

Walker circulation in the northern tropical Pacific. Coupled air-sea interactions and ocean

3

dynamics in the tropical Pacific are important for connecting the Atlantic changes with

4

the Asian monsoon variations (Zhang and Delworth, 2005). Thus, both atmospheric

5

teleconnections and coupled air-sea interactions play crucial roles for the global-scale

6

impacts of the AMOC.

7

Similar global-scale synchronous changes on multidecadal to centennial time scale have

8

also been found during the Holocene. For example, the Atlantic ITCZ shifted southward

9

during the Little Ice Age and northward during the Medieval Warm Period (Haug et al.,

10

2001). Sediment records in the anoxic Arabian Sea show that centennial-scale Indian

11

summer monsoon variability coincided with changes in the North Atlantic region during

12

the Holocene, including a weaker summer monsoon during the Little Ice Age and an

13

enhanced summer monsoon during the Medieval Warm Period (Gupta et al., 2003).

14

These changes might also be associated with a reduction of the AMOC during the Little

15

Ice Age (Lund et al., 2006).

16

6.3 Possible Impacts During the 20th Century

17

Instrumental records show significant large-scale multidecadal variations in the Atlantic

18

SST. The observed detrended 20th century multidecadal SST anomaly averaged over the

19

North Atlantic, often called the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (Enfield et al.,

20

2001; Knight et al., 2005), has significant regional and hemispheric climate impacts

21

(Enfield et al., 2001; Knight et al., 2006; Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Zhang et al.,

22

2007a). The warm AMO phases occurred during 1925–65 and the recent decade since

23

1995, and cold phases occurred during 1900–25 and 1965–95. The AMO index is highly

24

correlated with the multidecadal variations of the tropical North Atlantic (TNA) SST and

25

Atlantic hurricane activity (Goldenberg et al., 2001; Landsea, 2005; Knight et al., 2006;

26

Zhang and Delworth, 2006; Sutton and Hodson, 2007). The observed TNA surface

27

warming is correlated with above-normal Atlantic hurricane activities during the 1950-

28

60s and the recent decade since 1995.
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While the origin of these multidecadal SST variations is not certain, one leading

2

hypothesis involves fluctuations of the AMOC. Models provide some support for this

3

(Delworth and Mann, 2000; Knight et al., 2005), with typical AMOC variability of

4

several Sverdrups (1 Sverdrup = 106 m3s-1) on multidecadal time scales, corresponding to

5

5-10% of the mean in these models. Another hypothesis is that they are forced by

6

changes in radiative forcing (Mann and Emanuel, 2006). Delworth et al. (2007) suggest

7

that both processes—radiative forcing changes, along with internal variability, possibly

8

associated with the AMOC—may be important. A very recent study (Zhang, 2007) lends

9

support to the hypothesis that AMOC fluctuations are important for the multidecadal

10

variations of observed TNA SSTs. Zhang (2007) finds that observed TNA SST is

11

strongly anticorrelated with TNA subsurface ocean temperature (after removing long-

12

term trends). This anticorrelation is a distinctive signature of the AMOC variations in

13

coupled climate model simulations and is driven both by the surface displacement of the

14

Atlantic ITCZ and subsurface thermocline adjustments, both excited rapidly by AMOC

15

variations. External radiative forced simulations do not provide a significant relationship

16

between the TNA surface and subsurface temperature variations. The AMOC variations

17

inferred from the observed detrended TNA subsurface temperature anomaly

18

independently are in phase with the observed detrended TNA SST anomaly and the AMO

19

index, suggesting that the AMOC variations have played a role in the observed AMO and

20

multidecadal TNA SST variations.

21

6.3.1 Tropical Impacts

22

Empirical analyses have demonstrated a link between multidecadal fluctuations of

23

Atlantic sea surface temperatures and Sahelian (African) summer rainfall variations

24

(Folland et al., 1986), in which an unusually warm North Atlantic is associated with

25

increased summer rainfall over the Sahel. Studies with atmospheric general circulation

26

models (e.g., Giannini et al., 2003; Lu and Delworth, 2005) have shown that models,

27

when given the observed multidecadal SST variations, are able to reproduce much of the

28

observed Sahelian rainfall variations. However, these studies do not identify the source of

29

the SST fluctuations. Recent work (Held et al., 2005) suggests that increasing greenhouse

30

gases and aerosols may also be important factors in the late 20th century Sahelian drying.
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The source of the observed Atlantic multidecadal SST variations has not been firmly

2

established. One leading candidate mechanism involves fluctuations of the AMOC.

3

Knight et al. (2006) have analyzed a 1,400-year control integration of the coupled climate

4

model HADCM3 and found a clear relationship between AMO-like SST fluctuations and

5

surface air temperature over North America and Eurasia, modulation of the vertical shear

6

of the zonal wind in the tropical Atlantic, and large-scale changes in Sahel and Brazil

7

rainfall. Linkages between the AMO and these tropical variations were often based on

8

statistical analyses. Linkages between AMOC changes and tropical conditions,

9

emphasizing the importance of changes in the atmospheric and oceanic energy budgets,

10

are emphasized in Cheng et al. (2007). To investigate the causal link between the AMO

11

and other multidecadal variability, Zhang and Delworth (2006) simulated the impact of

12

AMO-like SST variations on climate with a hybrid coupled model. They demonstrated

13

that many features of observed multidecadal climate variability in the 20th century may be

14

interpreted—at least partially—as a response to the AMO. A warm phase of the AMO

15

leads to a northward shift of the Atlantic ITCZ, and thus an increase in the Sahelian and

16

Indian summer monsoonal rainfall, as well as a reduction in the vertical shear of the zonal

17

wind in the tropical Atlantic region that is important for the development of Atlantic

18

major Hurricanes (Fig. 4.15). Thus, the AMO creates large-scale atmospheric circulation

19

anomalies that would be favorable for enhanced tropical storm activity. The study of

20

Black et al. (1999) using Caribbean sediment records suggests that a southward shift of

21

the Atlantic ITCZ when the North Atlantic is cold—similar to what is seen in the

22

models—has been a robust feature of the climate system for more than 800 years, and is

23

similar to results from the last ice age.

24

6.3.2 Impacts on North America and Western Europe

25

The recent modeling studies (Sutton and Hodson, 2005, 2007) provide a clear assessment

26

of the impact of the AMO over the Atlantic, North America, and Western Europe (Fig.

27

4.16). In response to a warm phase of the AMO, a broad area of low pressure develops

28

over the Atlantic, extending westward into the Caribbean and Southern United States.

29

The pressure anomaly pattern denotes weakened easterly trade winds, potentially

30

reinforcing the positive SST anomalies in the tropical North Atlantic Ocean by reducing

31

the latent heat flux. Precipitation is generally enhanced over the warmer Atlantic waters
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1

and is reduced over a broad expanse of the United States. The summer temperature

2

response is clear, with substantial warming over the United States and Mexico, with

3

weaker warming over Western Europe.

4

Observational analyses (Enfield et al., 2001) suggest that the AMO has strong impact on

5

the multidecadal variability of the U.S. rainfall and river flows. During the warm AMO

6

phase, the rainfall over most of the United States is less than normal, and there were

7

severe drought events in the Midwestern U.S. in the 1930s and 1950s. McCabe et al.

8

(2004) further suggest that there is significant positive correlation between the AMO and

9

the Central U.S. multidecadal drought frequency, and the positive AMO phase

10

contributes to the droughts observed over the continental U.S. in the decade since 1995.

11

6.3.3 Impacts on Northern Hemisphere Mean Temperature

12

Knight et al. (2005) find in the 1,400-year control integration of the HADCM3 climate

13

model that variations in the AMOC are correlated with variations in the Northern

14

Hemisphere mean surface temperature on decadal and longer time scales. Zhang et al.

15

(2007a) demonstrate that AMO-like SST variations can contribute to the Northern

16

Hemispheric mean surface temperature fluctuations, such as the early 20th century

17

warming, the pause in hemispheric-scale warming in the mid-20th century, and the late

18

20th century rapid warming, in addition to the long-term warming trend induced by

19

increasing greenhouse gases.

20

6.4 Simulated Impacts on ENSO Variability

21

Modeling studies suggest that changes in the AMOC can modulate the characteristics of

22

El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Timmermann et al. (2005a) found that the

23

simulated weakening of the AMOC leads to a deepening of the tropical Pacific

24

thermocline, and a weakening of ENSO, through the propagation of oceanic waves from

25

the Atlantic to the tropical Pacific. Very recent modeling studies (Dong and Sutton, 2007;

26

Timmermann et al., 2007) found opposite results, i.e., the weakening of the AMOC leads

27

to an enhanced ENSO variability through atmospheric teleconnections. Dong et al.

28

(2006) also show that a negative phase of the AMO leads to an enhancement of ENSO

29

variability.
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6.5 Impacts on Ecosystems

2

Recent coupled climate–ecosytem model simulations (Schmittner, 2005) find that a

3

collapse of the AMOC leads to a reduction of North Atlantic plankton stocks by more

4

than 50%, and a reduction of global productivity by about 20% due to reduced upwelling

5

of nutrient-rich deep water and depletion of upper ocean nutrient concentrations. The

6

model results are consistent with paleorecords during the last ice age indicating low

7

productivity during Greenland cold stadials and high productivity during Greenland

8

warm interstadials (Rasmussen et al., 2002). Multidecadal variations in abundance of

9

Norwegian spring-spawning herring (a huge pelagic fish stock in the northeast Atlantic)

10

have been found during the 20th century. These variations of the Atlantic herring are in

11

phase with the AMO index and are mainly caused by variations in the inflowing Atlantic

12

water temperature (Toresen and Østvedt, 2000). Model simulations show that the stocks

13

of Arcto-Norwegian cod could decrease substantially in reaction to a weakened AMOC

14

(Vikebø et al., 2007). Further, Schmittner et al. (2007) show that changes in Atlantic

15

circulation can have large effects on marine ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, even

16

in areas remote from the Atlantic, such as the Indian and North Pacific oceans.

17

6.6 Summary and Discussion

18

A variety of observational and modeling studies demonstrate that changes in the AMOC

19

induce a near-global-scale suite of climate system changes. A weakened AMOC cools the

20

North Atlantic, leading to a southward shift of the ITCZ, with associated drying in the

21

Caribbean, Sahel region of Africa, and the Indian and Asian monsoon regions. Other

22

near-global-scale impacts include modulation of the Walker circulation and associated

23

air-sea interactions in the Pacific basin, possible impacts on North American drought, and

24

an imprint on hemispheric mean surface air temperatures. These relationships appear

25

robust across a wide range of time scales, from observed changes in the 20th century to

26

changes inferred from paleoclimate indicators from the last ice age climate.

27

In addition to the above impacts, regional changes in sea level would accompany a

28

substantial change in the AMOC. For example, in simulations of a collapse of the AMOC

29

(Levermann et al., 2005; Vellinga and Wood, 2007) there is a sea level rise of up to 80

30

cm in the North Atlantic. This sea level rise is a dynamic effect associated with changes
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in ocean circulation. This would be in addition to other global warming induced changes

2

in sea level arising from large-scale warming of the global ocean and melting of land-

3

based ice sheets. This additional sea leve rise could affect the coastlines of the United

4

States, Canada, and Europe.

Oman Margin

Weak
Indian Monsoon

Cold

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Figure 4.14. Comparison of simulated changes in response to the weakening of the
AMOC using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) coupled model
(CM2.0) with paleorecords. Upper left (Zhang and Delworth, 2005): Simulated summer
precipitation change (color shading) and surface wind change (black vectors) over the
Indian and eastern China regions. Upper right (Zhang and Delworth, 2005): Simulated
annual mean precipitation change and sea-level pressure change (contour). Negative
values correspond to a reduction of precipitation. Lower left (Altabet et al., 2002): The
δ15N records for denitrification from sediment cores from the Oman margin in the
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Arabian Sea were synchronous with D-O oscillations recorded in Greenland ice cores
(GISP2) during the last glacial period, i.e., the reduced denitrification, indicating
weakened Indian summer monsoon upwelling, occurred during cold Greenland stadials.
Lower right (Wang et al., 2004): Comparison of the growth patterns of speleothems from
the northeastern Brazil (d) with (a) δ18O values of Greenland ice cores (GISP2), (b)
Reflectance of the Cariaco basin sediments from ODP Hole 1002C (Peterson et al.,
2000), (c) δ18O values of Hulu cave stalagmites (Wang et al., 2001). The modeled global
response to the weakening of the AMOC (Zhang and Delworth, 2005) is consistent with
all these synchronous abrupt climate changes found from Oman margin, Hulu Cave,
Cariaco basin, and northeastern Brazil during cold Greenland stadials, i.e., drying at the
Cariaco Basin, weakening of the Indian and Asian summer monsoon, and wetting in
northeastern Brazil (red arrows). Abbreviations: %, percent; ‰, per mil; SMOW,
Standard Mean Ocean Water; kyr, thousand years ago; H1, H4, H5, H6, Heinrich events;
W m-2, watts per square meter; nm, nanometer.
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Figure 4.15. Left: various observed (OBS) quantities with an apparent association with
the AMO. Right: Simulated responses of various quantities to AMO-like fluctuations in
the Atlantic Ocean from a hybrid coupled model (adapted from Zhang and Delworth,
2006). Dashed green lines are unfiltered values, while the read and blue color-shaded
values denote low-pass filtered values. Blue shaded regions indicate values below their
long-term mean, while red shading denotes values above their long-term mean. The
vertical blue lines denote transitions between warm and cold phases of the AMO. Time in
calendar years is along the bottom axis. (a), (e) AMO Index, a measure of SST over the
North Atlantic. Positive values denote an unusually warm North Atlantic. (b), (f)
Normalized summer rainfall anomalies over the Sahel (20ºW.-40ºE.,10-20ºN.). (c), (g)
Normalized summer rainfall over west-central India (65-80ºE.,15-25ºN.). (d) Number of
major Atlantic Hurricanes from the HURDAT data set. The brown lines denote the
vertical shear of the zonal (westerly) wind (multiplied by -1) derived from the ERA-40
reanalysis, i.e., the difference in the zonal wind between 850 and 200 hectopascals (hPa)
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over the south-central part of the main development region (MDR) for tropical storms
(10-14ºN.,70-20ºW.). (h) Vertical shear of the simulated zonal wind (multiplied by -1),
calculated as in (d).

4
5
6
7
8
9

Figure 4.16. These panels (adapted from Sutton and Hodson, 2005) show the simulated
response of various fields to an idealized AMO SST anomaly using the HADAM3
atmosphere general circulation model. Results are time-means for the August-October
period. (a) Sea level pressure, units are pascals (Pa), with an interval of 15 Pa. (b)
Precipitation, units are millimeters per day. (c) Surface air temperature, units are kelvin.

10

7. What Factors That Influence the Overturning Circulation Are Likely To Change

11

in the Future, and What is the Probability That the Overturning Circulation Will

12

Change?

13

As noted in the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment

14

Report (AR4), all climate model projections under increasing greenhouse gases lead to an

15

increase in high-latitude temperature as well as an increase in high-latitude precipitation

16

(Meehl et al., 2007). Both warming and freshening tend to make the high-latitude surface

17

waters less dense, thereby increasing their stability and inhibiting convection.

18

In the IPCC AR4, 19 coupled atmosphere-ocean models contributed projections of future

19

climate change under the SRES A1B scenario (Meehl et al., 2007). Of these, 16 models

20

did not use flux adjustments (all except CGCM3.1, INM-CM3.0, and MRI-CGCM2.3.2).

21

In making their assessment, Meehl et al. (2007) noted that several of the models

22

simulated a late 20th century AMOC strength that was inconsistent with present-day

23

estimates: 14-18 Sv at 24°N. (Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000; Lumpkin and Speer, 2003);

24

13-19 Sv at 48° N. (Ganachaud, 2003a); maximum values of 17.2 Sv (Smethie and Fine,
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2001) and 18 Sv (Talley et al., 2003) with an error of ± 3-5 Sv. As a consequence of their

2

poor 20th century simulations, these models were not used in their assessment.

3

The full range of late 20th century estimates of the Atlantic MOC strength (12-23 Sv) is

4

spanned by the model simulations (Fig. 4.17; Schmittner et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2007).

5

The models further project a decrease in the AMOC strength of between 0% and 50%,

6

with a multimodel average of 25%, over the course of the 21st century. None of the

7

models simulated an abrupt shutdown of the AMOC during the 21st century.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Figure 4.17. The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) at 30ºN. from the
19 coupled atmosphere-ocean models assessed in the IPCC AR4. The SRES A1B
emissions scenario was used from 1999 to 2100. Those model projections that continued
to 2200 retained the year 2100 radiative forcing for the remainder of the integration.
Observationally based estimates of the late 20th century AMOC strength are also shown
on the left as black bars. Taken from Meehl et al. (2007) as originally adapted from
Schmittner et al. (2005).

16

Schneider et al. (2007) extended the analysis of Meehl et al. (2007) by developing a

17

multimodel average in which the individual model simulations were weighted a number

18

of ways. The various weighting estimates were based on an individual model’s

19

simulation of the contemporary ocean climate, and in particular its simulated fields of

20

temperature, salinity, pycnocline depth, as well as its simulated Atlantic MOC strength.

21

Their resulting best estimate 21st century AMOC weakening of 25-30% was invariant to
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the weighting scheme used and is consistent with the simple multimodel mean of 25%

2

obtained in the IPCC AR4.

3

In early versions of some coupled atmosphere-ocean models, (e.g., Dixon et al., 1999),

4

increased high-latitude precipitation dominated over increased high-latitude warming in

5

causing the projected weakening of the AMOC under increasing greenhouse gases, while

6

in others (e.g., Mikolajewicz and Voss, 2000), the opposite was found. However,

7

Gregory et al. (2005) undertook a recent model intercomparison project in which, in all

8

11 models analyzed, the AMOC reduction was caused more by changes in surface heat

9

flux than changes in surface freshwater flux. Weaver et al. (2007) extended this analysis

10

by showing that, in one model, this conclusion was independent of the initial mean

11

climate state.

12

A number of stabilization scenarios have been examined using both coupled atmosphere-

13

ocean general circulation models (AOGCMs) (Stouffer and Manabe, 1999; Voss and

14

Mikolajewicz, 2001; Stouffer and Manabe, 2003; Wood et al., 2003; Yoshida et al., 2005;

15

Bryan et al., 2006) as well as earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs)

16

(Meehl et al., 2007). Typically the atmospheric CO2 concentration in these models is

17

increased at a rate of 1%/year to either two times or four times the preindustrial level of

18

atmospheric CO2, and held fixed thereafter. In virtually every simulation, the AMOC

19

reduces but recovers to its initial strength when the radiative forcing is stabilized at two

20

times or four times the preindustrial levels of CO2. Only one early flux-adjusted model

21

simulated a complete shutdown, and even this was not permanent (Manabe and Stouffer,

22

1994; Stouffer and Manabe, 2003). The only model to exhibit a permanent cessation of

23

the AMOC in response to increasing greenhouse gases was an intermediate complexity

24

model which incorporates a zonally averaged ocean component (Meehl et al., 2007).

25

Historically, coupled models that eventually lead to a collapse of the AMOC under global

26

warming conditions were of lower resolution, used less complete physics, used flux

27

adjustments, or were models of intermediate complexity with zonally-averaged ocean

28

components (wherein convection and sinking of water masses are coupled). The newer
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1

models assessed in the IPCC AR4 typically do not involve flux adjustments and have

2

more stable projections of the future evolution of the AMOC.

3

One of the most misunderstood issues concerning the future of the AMOC under

4

anthropogenic climate change is its often cited potential to cause the onset of the next ice

5

age (see Box 4.3). A relatively solid understanding of glacial inception exists wherein a

6

change in seasonal incoming solar radiation (warmer winters and colder summers), which

7

is associated with changes in the Earth’s axial tilt, longitude of perihelion, and the

8

precession of its elliptical orbit around the sun, is required. This small change must then

9

be amplified by albedo feedbacks associated with enhanced snow and ice cover,

10

vegetation feedbacks associated with the expansion of tundra, and greenhouse gas

11

feedbacks associated with the uptake (not release) of carbon dioxide and reduced release

12

or increased destruction rate of methane. As discussed by Berger and Loutre (2002) and

13

Weaver and Hillaire-Marcel (2004a,b), it is not possible for global warming to cause an

14

ice age.

15

Wood et al. (1999), using HADCM3 with sufficient resolution to resolve Denmark Strait

16

overflow, performed two transient simulations starting with a preindustrial level of

17

atmospheric CO2 and subsequently increasing it at a rate of 1% or 2% per year.

18

Convection and overturning in the Labrador Sea ceased in both these experiments while

19

deep-water formation persisted in the Nordic seas. As the climate warmed, the Denmark

20

Strait overflow water became warmer and hence lighter, so that the density contrast

21

between it and the deep Labrador Sea water (LSW) was reduced. This made the deep

22

circulation of the Labrador Sea collapse, while Denmark Strait overflow remained

23

unchanged, a behavior suggested from the paleoreconstructions of Hillaire-Marcel et al.

24

(2001) for the Last Interglacial (Eemian). The results of Hillaire-Marcel et al. (2001)

25

suggest that the modern situation, with active LSW formation, has apparently no analog

26

throughout the last glacial cycle, and thus appears a feature exclusive to the present

27

interglacial.

28

Results similar to those of Wood et al. (1999) were found by Hu et al. (2004), although

29

Hu et al. (2004) also noted a significant increase in Greenland–Iceland–Norwegian (GIN)
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1

Sea convection as a result of enhanced inflow of saline North Atlantic water, and reduced

2

outflow of sea ice from the Arctic. Some coupled models, on the other hand, found

3

significant reductions in convection in the GIN Sea in response to increasing atmospheric

4

greenhouse gases (Bryan et al., 2006; Stouffer et al., 2006). A cessation of LSW

5

formation by 2030 was also found in high-resolution ocean model simulations of the

6

Atlantic Ocean driven by surface fluxes from two coupled atmosphere-ocean climate

7

models (Schweckendiek and Willebrand, 2005). Cottet-Puinel et al. (2004) obtained

8

similar results to Wood et al. (1999) concerning the transient cessation of LSW formation

9

and further showed that LSW formation eventually reestablished upon stabilization of

10

anthropogenic greenhouse gas levels. The same model experiments of Wood et al. (1999)

11

suggest that the freshening North Atlantic surface waters presently observed (Curry et al.,

12

2003) is associated with a transient increase of the AMOC (Wu et al., 2004). Such an

13

increase would be consistent with findings of Latif et al. (2006), who argued that their

14

analysis of ocean observations and model simulations supported the notion of a slight

15

AMOC strengthening since the 1980s.

16

The best estimate of sea level rise from 1993 to 2003 associated with mass loss from the

17

Greenland ice sheet is 0.21 ± 0.07 mm yr–1 (Bindoff et al., 2007). This converts to only

18

0.0015 to 0.0029 Sv of freshwater forcing, an amount that is too small to affect the

19

AMOC in models (see Weaver and Hillaire-Marcel, 2004a; Jungclaus et al., 2006).

20

Recently, Velicogna and Wahr (2006) analyzed the Gravity Recovery and Climate

21

Experiment (GRACE) satellite data to infer an acceleration of Greenland ice loss from

22

April 2002 to April 2006 corresponding to 0.5 ± 0.1 mm/yr of global sea level rise. The

23

equivalent 0.004–0.006 Sv of freshwater forcing is once more too small to affect the

24

AMOC in models. Stouffer et al. (2006) undertook an intercomparison of 14 coupled

25

models subject to a 0.1-Sv freshwater perturbation (17 times the upper estimate from

26

GRACE data) applied for 100 years to the northern North Atlantic Ocean. In all cases,

27

the models exhibited a weakening of the AMOC (by a multimodel mean of 30% after 100

28

years), and none of the models simulated a shutdown. Ridley et al. (2005) elevated

29

greenhouse gas levels to four times preindustrial values and retained them fixed thereafter

30

to investigate the evolution of the Greenland Ice sheet in their coupled model. They

31

found a peak melting rate of about 0.1 Sv, which occurred early in the simulation, and
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1

noted that this perturbation had little effect on the AMOC. Jungclaus et al. (2006)

2

independently applied 0.09 freshwater forcing along the boundary of Greenland as an

3

upper-bound estimate of potential external freshwater forcing from the melting of the

4

Greenland ice sheet. Under the SRES A1B scenario they, too, only found a weakening of

5

the AMOC with a subsequent recovery in its strength. They concluded that Greenland ice

6

sheet melting would not cause abrupt climate change in the 21st century.

7

Based on our analysis, we conclude that it is very likely that the strength of the AMOC

8

will decrease over the course of the 21st century. Both weighted and unweighted

9

multimodel ensemble averages under an SRES A1B future emission scenario suggest a

10

best estimate of 25-30% reduction in the overall AMOC strength. Associated with this

11

reduction is the possible cessation of LSW water formation. In models where the AMOC

12

weakens, warming still occurs downstream over Europe due to the radiative forcing

13

associated with increasing greenhouse gases (Gregory et al., 2005; Stouffer et al., 2006).

14

No model under idealized (1%/year or 2%/year increase) or SRES scenario forcing

15

exhibits an abrupt collapse of the AMOC during the 21st century, even accounting for

16

estimates of accelerated Greenland ice sheet melting. We conclude that it is very unlikely

17

that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition during the course of the 21st century.

18

Based on available model simulations and sensitivity analyses, estimates of maximum

19

Greenland ice sheet melting rates, and our understanding of mechanisms of abrupt

20

climate change from the paleoclimate record, we further conclude it is unlikely that the

21

AMOC will collapse beyond the end of the 21st century as a consequence of global

22

warming, although the possibility cannot be entirely excluded.
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1

8. What Are the Observational and Modeling Requirements Necessary To

2

Understand the Overturning Circulation and Evaluate Future Change?

3

It has been shown in this chapter that the AMOC plays a vital role in the climate system.

4

In order to more confidently predict future changes—especially the possibility of abrupt

5

change—we need to better understand the AMOC and the mechanisms governing its

6

variability and sensitivity to forcing changes. Improved understanding of the AMOC

7

comes at the interface between observational and theoretical studies. In that context,

8

theories can be tested, oftentimes using numerical models, against the best available

9

observational data. The observational data can come from the modern era or from proxy

10

indicators of past climates.

11

We describe in this section a suite of activities that are necessary to increase our

12

understanding of the AMOC and to more confidently predict its future behavior. While

13

the activities are noted in separate categories, the true advances in understanding—

14

leading to a predictive capability—come in the synthesis of the various activities

15

described below, particularly in the synthesis of modeling and observational analyses.

16

8.1 Sustained Modern Observing System

17

We currently lack a long-term, sustained observing system for the AMOC. Without this

18

in place, our ability to detect and predict future changes of the AMOC—and their

19

impacts—is very limited. The RAPID project may be viewed as a prototype for such an

20

observing system. The following set of activities is therefore needed:

21

•

Research to delineate what would constitute an efficient, robust observational

22

network for the AMOC. This could include studies in which model results are

23

sampled according to differing observational networks, thereby evaluating

24

the utility of those networks for observing the AMOC and guiding the

25

development of new observational networks and the enhancement of existing

26

observational networks.

27

•

Sustained deployment over decades of the observational network identified

28

above to robustly measure the AMOC. This would likely include

29

observations of key processes involved in deep water formation in the
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Labrador and Norwegian Seas, and their communication with the rest of the

2

Atlantic (e.g., Lozier et al., 2007).

3

•

Focused observational programs as part of process studies to improve

4

understanding of physical processes of importance to the AMOC, such as

5

ocean-atmosphere coupling, mixing processes, and deep overflows. These

6

should lead to improved representation of such processes in numerical

7

models.

8

8.2 Acquisition and Interpretation of Paleoclimate Data

9

While the above stresses current observations, much can be learned from the study of

10

ancient climates that provide insights into the past behavior of the AMOC. We need to

11

develop paleoclimate data sets that allow robust, quantitative reconstructions of past

12

ocean circulations and their climatic impacts. Therefore, the following set of activities is

13

needed:

14

•

Acquisition and analysis of high-resolution records from the Holocene that

15

can provide insight on decadal to centennial time scales of AMOC-related

16

climate variability. This is an important baseline against which to judge

17

future change.

18

•

Acquisition and analysis of paleoclimate records to document past changes in

19

the AMOC, including both glacial and nonglacial conditions. These will

20

provide a more robust measure of the response of the AMOC to changing

21

radiative forcing and will allow new tests of models. Our confidence in

22

predictions of future AMOC changes is enhanced to the extent that models

23

faithfully simulate such past AMOC changes.

24

•

25
26

More detailed assessment of the past relationship between AMOC and
climate, especially the role of AMOC changes in abrupt climate change.

•

Acquisition and analysis of paleoclimate records that can provide improved

27

estimates of past changes in meltwater forcing. This information can lead to

28

improved understanding of the AMOC response to fresh-water input and can

29

help to better constrain models.
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8.3 Improvement and Use of Models

2

Models provide our best tools for predicting future changes in the AMOC and are an

3

important pathway toward increasing our understanding of the AMOC, its variability, and

4

its sensitivity to change. Such insights are limited, however, by the fidelity of the models

5

employed. There is an urgent need both to (1) improve the models we use and (2) use

6

models in innovative ways to increase our understanding of the AMOC. Therefore, the

7

following set of activities is needed:

8

•

Development of models with increased resolution in order to more faithfully

9

represent the small-scale processes that are important for the AMOC. The

10

models used for the IPCC AR4 assessment had oceanic resolution of order

11

50-100 km in the horizontal, with 30-50 levels in the vertical. In reality,

12

processes with spatial scales of several kilometers (or less) are important for

13

the AMOC.

14

•

Development of models with improved numerics and physics, especially

15

those that appear to influence the AMOC. In particular, there is a need for

16

improved representation of small-scale processes that significantly impact the

17

AMOC. For example, overflows of dense water over sills in the North

18

Atlantic are an important feature for the AMOC, and their representation in

19

models needs to be improved.

20

•

Development of advanced models of land-based ice sheets, and their

21

incorporation in climate models. This is particulary crucial in light of

22

uncertainties in the interaction between the AMOC and land-based ice sheets

23

on long time scales.

24

•

Design and execution of innovative numerical experiments in order to (1)

25

shed light on the mechanisms governing variability and change of the

26

AMOC, (2) estimate the inherent predictability of the AMOC, and (3)

27

develop methods to realize that predictability. The use of multimodel

28

ensembles is particularly important.
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Development and use of improved data assimilation systems for providing

2

estimates of the current and past states of the AMOC, as well as initial

3

conditions for prediction of the future evolution of the AMOC.

4

•

Development of prototype prediction systems for the AMOC. These

5

prediction systems will start from the observed state of the AMOC and use

6

the best possible models, together with projections of future changes in

7

atmospheric greenhouse gases and aerosols, to make the best possible

8

projections for the future behavior of the AMOC. Such a prediction system

9

could serve as a warning system for an abrupt change in the AMOC.

10

8.4 Projections of Future Changes in Radiative Forcing and Related Impacts

11

One of the motivating factors for the study of AMOC behavior is the possibility of abrupt

12

change in the future driven by increasing greenhouse gas concentrations. In order to

13

evaluate the likelihood of such an abrupt change, it is crucial to have available the best

14

possible projections for future changes in radiative forcing, especially those changes in

15

radiative forcing due to human activity. This includes not only greenhouse gases, which

16

tend to be well mixed and long lived in the atmosphere, but also aerosols, which tend to

17

be shorter lived with more localized spatial patterns. Thus, realistic projections of aerosol

18

concentrations and their climatic effects are important for AMOC projections.

19

One of the important controls on the AMOC is the freshwater flux into the Atlantic. One

20

important component is the inflow of freshwater from rivers surrounding the Arctic. For

21

example, observations (Peterson et al., 2002) have shown an increase during the 20th

22

century of Eurasian river discharge into the Arctic. For the prediction of AMOC changes

23

it is crucial to have complete observations of changes in the high-latitude hydrologic

24

cycle, including precipitation, evaporation, and river discharge, as well as water released

25

into the Atlantic from the Greenland ice sheet and from glaciers. This topic is discussed

26

more extensively in Chapter 2.

27
28

Box 4.1—How Do We Measure the AMOC?
Observational estimates of the AMOC require the measurement, or inference, of all

29

components of the meridional circulation across a basinwide section. In principle, if

30

direct measurements of the meridional velocity profile are available at all locations
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1

across the section, the calculation of the AMOC is straightforward: the velocity is

2

zonally integrated across the section at each depth, and the resulting vertical transport

3

profile is then summed over the northward-moving part of the profile (which is

4

typically the upper ~1,000 m for the Atlantic) to obtain the strength of the AMOC.

5

In practice, available methods for measuring the absolute velocity across the full

6

width of a transbasin section are either prohibitively expensive or of insufficient

7

accuracy to allow a reliable estimate of the AMOC. Thus, the meridional circulation

8

is typically broken down into several discrete components that can either be measured

9

directly (by current observations), indirectly (by geostrophic calculations based on

10

hydrographic data), or inferred from wind observations (Ekman transports) or mass-

11

balance constraints.

12

An illustration of this breakdown is shown in Box 4.1 Figure 1 for the specific

13

situation of the subtropical Atlantic Ocean near 26ºN., where the RAPID-MOC array

14

is deployed and where a number of basinwide hydrographic sections have been

15

occupied. The measured transport components include (1) direct measurement of the

16

flow though the Straits of Florida and (2) geostrophic mid-ocean flow derived from

17

density profiles at the eastern and western sides of the ocean, relative to an unknown

18

constant or “reference velocity.” A third component is the ageostrophic flow in the

19

surface layer driven by winds (the Ekman transport), which can be estimated from

20

available wind-stress products. The only remaining unmeasured component is the

21

depth-independent (or “barotropic”) mid-ocean flow, which is inferred by requiring

22

an overall mass balance across the section. Once combined, these components define

23

the basinwide transport profile and the AMOC strength.

24

The above breakdown is effective because it takes advantage of the spatially

25

integrating nature of geostrophic computations across the interior of the ocean and

26

limits the need for direct velocity or transport measurements to narrow regions near

27

the coastal boundaries where swift currents may occur (in particular, in the western

28

boundary region). The application is similar for individual hydrographic sections or

29

moored density arrays such as used in RAPID, except that the moored arrays can

30

provide continuous estimates of the interior flow instead of single snapshots in time.

31

Each location where the AMOC is to be measured requires a sampling strategy tuned
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1

to the section’s topography and known circulation features, but the methodology is

2

essentially the same (Hall and Bryden, 1982; Bryden et al., 1991; Cunningham et al.,

3

2007). Inverse models (see Sec. 3.1) follow a similar approach but use a formalized

4

set of constraints with specified error tolerances (e.g., overall mass balance, western

5

boundary current transports, property fluxes) to optimally determine the reference

6

velocity distribution across a section (Wunsch, 1996).

7
8

Box 4.1 Figure 1. Circulation components required to estimate the AMOC. The figure

9

depicts the approximate topography along 24-26ºN. and the strategy employed by the RAPID

10

monitoring array. The transport of the western boundary current is continuously monitored by

11

a calibrated submarine cable across the Straits of Florida. Hydrographic moorings (depicted

12

by white vertical lines) near the east and west sides of the basin monitor the (relative)

13

geostrophic flow across the basin as well as local flow contributions adjacent to the

14

boundaries. Ekman transport is estimated from satellite wind observations. A uniform

15

velocity correction is included in the interior ocean to conserve mass across the section.

16

(Figure courtesy of J. Hirschi, NOC, Southampton, U.K.)

17
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Box 4.2—Past Mechanisms for Freshwater Forcing of the AMOC

2

Ice sheets represent the largest readily exchangeable reservoir of freshwater on Earth.

3

Given the proximity of modern and former ice sheets to critical sites of intermediate

4

and deepwater formation (Fig. 4.1), variations in their freshwater fluxes thus have the

5

potential to induce changes in the AMOC. In this regard, the paleo record has

6

suggested four specific mechanisms by which ice sheets may rapidly discharge

7

freshwater to the surrounding oceans and cause abrupt changes in the AMOC: (1)

8

Heinrich events, (2) meltwater pulses, (3) routing events, and (4) floods.

9

1. Heinrich events are generally thought to represent an ice-sheet instability

10

resulting in abrupt release of icebergs that triggers a large reduction in the

11

AMOC. Paleoclimate records, however, indicate that Heinrich events occur

12

after the AMOC has slowed down or largely collapsed. An alternative

13

explanation is that Heinrich events are triggered by an ice-shelf collapse

14

induced by subsurface oceanic warming that develops when the AMOC

15

collapses, with the resulting flux of icebergs acting to sustain the reduced

16

AMOC.

17

2. The ~20-m sea-level rise ~14,500 years ago, commonly referred to as

18

meltwater pulse (MWP) 1A, indicates an extraordinary episode of ice-sheet

19

collapse, with an associated freshwater flux to the ocean of ~0.5 Sv over

20

several hundred years (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, the timing, source and

21

the affect on climate of MWP-1A remain unclear. In one scenario, the event

22

was triggered by an abrupt warming (start of the Bølling warm interval) in the

23

North Atlantic region, causing widespread melting of Northern Hemisphere

24

ice sheets. Although this event represents the largest freshwater forcing yet

25

identified from paleo sea-level records, there was little response by the

26

AMOC, leading to the conclusion that the meltwater entered the ocean as a

27

sediment-laden, very dense bottom flow, thus reducing its impact on the

28

AMOC. In another scenario, MWP-1A largely originated from the Antarctic

29

Ice Sheet, possibly in response to the prolonged interval of warming in the

30

Southern Hemisphere that preceded the event. In this case, climate model

31

simulations indicate that the freshwater perturbation in the Southern Ocean
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1

may have triggered the resumption of the AMOC that caused the Bølling

2

warm interval.

3

3. The most well-known hypothesis for a routing event involves retreat of the

4

Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) that redirected continental runoff from the

5

Mississippi to the St. Lawrence River, triggering the Younger Dryas cold

6

interval. There is clear paleoceanographic evidence for routing of freshwater

7

away from the Mississippi River at the start of the Younger Dryas, and recent

8

paleoceanographic evidence now clearly shows a large salinity decrease in the

9

St. Lawrence estuary at the start of the Younger Dryas associated with an

10

increased freshwater flux derived from western Canada.

11

4. The most well-known flood is the final sudden drainage of glacial Lake

12

Agassiz that is generally considered to be the cause of an abrupt climate

13

change ~8400 years ago. For this event, the freshwater forcing was likely

14

large but short; the best current estimate suggests a freshwater flux of 4-9 Sv

15

over 0.5 year. This event was unique to the last stages of the LIS, however,

16

and similar such events should only be expected in association with similar

17

such ice-sheet configurations. Other floods have been inferred at other times,

18

but they would have been much smaller (~0.3 Sv in one year), and model

19

simulations suggest they would have had a negligible impact on the AMOC.

20

.

21
22
23

Box 4.3—Would a Collapse of the AMOC Lead to Cooling of Europe and North
America?
One of the motivations behind the study of abrupt change in the AMOC is its

24

potential influence on the climates of North America and Western Europe. Some

25

reports, particularly in the media, have suggested that a shutdown of the AMOC in

26

response to global warming could plunge Western Europe and even North America

27

into conditions much colder than our current climate. Based on our current

28

understanding of the climate system, such a scenario appears very unlikely. On the

29

multidecadal to century time scale, it is very likely that Europe and North America

30

will warm in response to increasing greenhouse gases (although natural variability

31

and regional shifts could lead to periods of decadal-scale cooling in some regions). A
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1

significant weakening of the AMOC in response to global warming would moderate

2

that long-term warming trend. If a complete shutdown of the AMOC were to occur

3

(viewed as very unlikely, as described in this assessment), the reduced ocean heat

4

transport could lead to a net cooling of the ocean by several degrees in parts of the

5

North Atlantic, and possibly 1 to 2 degrees Celsius over portions of extreme western

6

and northwestern Europe. However, even in such an extreme (and very unlikely)

7

scenario, a multidecadal to century-scale warming trend in response to increasing

8

greenhouse gases would still be anticipated over most of North America, eastern and

9

southern Europe, and Asia.

10

.

11
12

Box 4.4—Possibility for Abrupt Transitions in Sea Ice Cover
Because of certain properties of sea ice, it is quite possible that the ice cover might

13

undergo rapid change in response to modest forcing. Sea ice has a strong inherent

14

threshold in that its existence depends on the freezing temperature of sea water.

15

Additionally, strong positive feedbacks associated with sea ice act to accelerate its

16

change. The most notable of these is the positive surface albedo feedback in which

17

changes in ice cover and surface properties modify the surface reflection of solar

18

radiation. For example, in a warming climate, reductions in ice cover expose the dark

19

underlying ocean, allowing more solar radiation to be absorbed. This enhances the

20

warming and leads to further ice melt. Thus, even moderate changes in something

21

like the ocean heat transport associated with AMOC variability could induce a large

22

and rapid retreat of sea ice, in turn amplifying the initial warming. Indeed, a number

23

of studies (e.g., Dansgaard et al., 1989; Denton et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005) have

24

suggested that changes in sea-ice extent played an important role in the abrupt climate

25

warming associated with Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) oscillations (see Sec. 4.5).

26

Abrupt, nonlinear behavior in the sea-ice cover has been simulated in simple models.

27

For example, box model studies have shown a “switch-like” behavior in the ice cover

28

(Gildor and Tziperman, 2001). Since the ice cover modifies ocean-atmosphere

29

moisture exchange, this in turn affects the source of water for ice sheet growth within

30

these models with possible implications for glacial cycles.
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1

Other simple models, specifically diffusive climate models, also exhibit rapid sea-ice

2

change. These models simulate that an ice cap of sufficiently small size is unstable.

3

This “small ice cap instability” (SICI) (North, 1984) leads to an abrupt transition to

4

year-round ice-free conditions under a gradually warming climate. Recently, Winton

5

(2006) examined coupled climate model output and found that of two models that

6

simulate a complete loss of Arctic ice cover in response to increased CO2 forcing, one

7

had SICI-like behavior in which a nonlinear response of surface albedo to the

8

warming climate resulted in an abrupt loss of Arctic ice. The other model showed a

9

more linear response.

10

Perhaps more important for 21st century climate change is the possibility for a rapid

11

transition to seasonally ice-free Arctic conditions. The summer Arctic sea ice cover

12

has undergone dramatic retreat since satellite records began in 1979, amounting to a

13

loss of almost 30% of the September ice cover in 29 years. The late summer ice

14

extent in 2007 was particularly startling and shattered the previous record minimum

15

with an extent that was three standard deviations below the linear trend (Stroeve et

16

al., 2008). Holland et al. (2006) showed that climate models can simulate even more

17

rapid September Arctic ice loss in future 21st century climate projections. In one

18

simulation, a transition from conditions similar to today to a near-ice-free September

19

extent occurred in a decade. Increasing ocean heat transport was implicated in this

20

simulated rapid ice loss, which ultimately resulted from the interaction of large,

21

intrinsic variability and anthropogenically forced change.

22
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Key Findings
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•

The main concerns about abrupt changes in atmospheric methane (CH4) stem

11

from (1) the large quantity of methane believed to be stored as methane

12

hydrate in the sea floor and permafrost soils and (2) climate-driven changes

13

in emissions from northern high-latitude and tropical wetlands.

14

•

The size of the hydrate reservoir is uncertain, perhaps by up to a factor of 10.

15

Because the size of the reservoir is directly related to the perceived risks, it is

16

difficult to make certain judgment about those risks.

17

•

There are a number of suggestions in the scientific literature about the

18

possibility of catastrophic release of methane to the atmosphere based on

19

both the size of the hydrate reservoir and indirect evidence from

20

paleoclimatological studies. However, modeling and detailed studies of ice

21

core methane so far do not support catastrophic methane releases to the

22

atmosphere in the last 650,000 years or the near future. A very large release

23

of methane may have occurred at the Paleocene-Eocene boundary (about 55

24

million years ago) but other explanations for the evidence have been offered.

25

•

The current network of atmospheric methane monitoring sites is sufficient for

26

capturing large-scale changes in emissions, but it is insufficient for attributing

27

changes in emissions to one specific source sector.
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Observations show that there have not yet been significant increases in

2

methane emissions from northern high-latitude hydrates and wetlands

3

resulting from increasing Arctic temperatures.

4

•

While catastrophic release of methane to the atmosphere appears very

5

unlikely, it is very likely that climate change will accelerate the pace of

6

chronic emissions from both hydrate sources and wetlands. The magnitude of

7

these releases is difficult to estimate.

8
9

Recommendations
•

Monitoring the abundance of atmospheric methane and its isotopic

10

composition should be maintained and expanded to allow detection of change

11

in net emissions from northern and tropical wetland regions. Specifically,

12

systematic measurements of CH4 from tall towers and aircraft in the Arctic

13

and sub-Arctic regions would allow detection of changes in emissions from

14

these sparsely monitored but important regions. For the tropics, expanded

15

surface measurements and continued observations of CH4 abundances are

16

required.

17

•

The feasibility of monitoring methane in the ocean water column near marine

18

hydrate deposits, or in the atmosphere near terrestrial hydrate deposits, to

19

detect changes in emissions from those sources, should be investigated, and if

20

feasible this monitoring should be implemented.

21

•

Efforts should be made to increase certainty in the size of the global methane

22

hydrate reservoirs. The level of concern about catastrophic release of

23

methane to the atmosphere is directly linked to the size of these reservoirs.

24

•

The size and location of hydrate reservoirs that are most vulnerable to climate

25

change (for example shallow water deposits, shallow sub-surface deposits on

26

land, or regions of potential large submarine landslides) should be identified

27

accurately and their potential impact on future methane concentrations should

28

be evaluated.
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Improvement in process-based modeling of methane release from marine

2

hydrates is needed. The transport of bubbles is particularly important, as are

3

the migration of gas through the stability zone and the mechanisms

4

controlling methane release from submarine landslides.

5

•

Modeling efforts should establish the current and future climate-driven

6

acceleration of chronic release of methane from wetlands and terrestrial

7

hydrate deposits. This should include development of improved

8

representations of wetland hydrology and biogeochemistry, and permafrost

9

dynamics, in earth system and global climate models.

10

•

Further work on the ice core record of atmospheric methane is needed to fully

11

understand the implications of past abrupt changes in atmospheric methane.

12

This work should include high-resolution and high-precision measurements

13

of methane mixing ratios and isotopic ratios, and biogeochemical modeling

14

of past methane emissions and relevant atmospheric chemical cycles. Further

15

development of high-resolution proxies of low-latitude climate and better

16

records of pre-Last Glacial Maximum wetlands are also needed.

17

1. Background: Why Are Abrupt Changes in Methane a Potential Concern?

18

1.1 Introduction

19

Methane (CH4) is the most important greenhouse gas that humans directly influence, after

20

CO2. Concerns about methane’s role in abrupt climate change stem primarily from (1) the

21

large quantities of methane stored as solid methane hydrate on the sea floor and to a

22

lesser degree in terrestrial sediments, and the possibility that these reservoirs could be

23

unstable in the face of future global warming, and (2) the possibility of large-scale

24

conversion of frozen soil in the high latitude Northern Hemisphere to methane producing

25

wetland, due to accelerated warming at high latitudes. This chapter summarizes the

26

current state of knowledge about these reservoirs and their potential for forcing abrupt

27

climate change.

28

1.2 Methane and Climate

29

A spectral window exists between ~7 and 12 micrometers (μm) where the atmosphere is

30

somewhat transparent to terrestrial infrared (IR) radiation. Increases in the atmospheric
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1

abundance of molecules that absorb IR radiation in this spectral region contribute to the

2

greenhouse effect. Methane is a potent greenhouse gas because it strongly absorbs

3

terrestrial IR radiation near 7.66 μm, and its atmospheric abundance has more than

4

doubled since the start of the Industrial Revolution. Radiative forcing (RF) is used to

5

assess the contribution of a perturbation (in this case, the increase in CH4 since 1750

6

A.D.) to the net irradiance at the top of the tropopause after allowing the stratosphere to

7

adjust to radiative equilibrium. The direct radiative forcing of atmospheric methane

8

determined from an increase in its abundance from its pre-industrial value of 700 parts

9

per billion (ppb) (MacFarlane-Meure et al., 2006; Etheridge et al., 1998) to its globally

10

averaged abundance of 1,775 ppb in 2006 is 0.49±0.05 watts per square meter (W m-2)

11

(Hofmann et al., 2006). Methane oxidation products, stratospheric water (H2O) vapor,

12

and tropospheric ozone (O3), contribute indirectly to radiative forcing, increasing

13

methane’s total contribution to ~0.7 W m-2 (e.g., Hansen and Sato, 2001), nearly half of

14

that for carbon dioxide (CO2) . Increases in methane emissions can also increase the

15

methane lifetime and the lifetimes of other gases oxidized by the hydroxyl radical (OH).

16

Assuming the abundances of all other parameters that affect OH stay the same, the

17

lifetime for an additional pulse of CH4 (e.g., 1 teragram, Tg; 1 Tg = 1012g = 0.001Gt,

18

gigaton) added to the atmosphere would be ~40% larger than the current value.

19

Additionally, CH4 is oxidized to CO2; CO2 produced by CH4 oxidation is equivalent to

20

~6% of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion. Over a 100-year time horizon, the

21

direct and indirect effects on RF of emission of 1 kilogram (kg) CH4 are 25 times greater

22

than for emission of 1 kg CO2 (Forster et al., 2007).

23

The atmospheric abundance of CH4 increased with human population because of

24

increased demand for energy and food. Beginning in the 1970s, as CH4 emissions from

25

natural gas venting and flaring at oil production sites declined and rice agriculture

26

stabilized, the growth rate of atmospheric CH4 decoupled from population growth. Since

27

1999, the global atmospheric CH4 abundance has been nearly stable; globally averaged

28

CH4 in 1999 was only 3 ppb less than the 2006 global average of 1775 ppb. Potential

29

contributors to this stability are decreased emissions from the Former Soviet Union after

30

their economy collapsed in 1992 (Dlugokencky et al., 2003), decreased emissions from

31

natural wetlands because of widespread drought (Bousquet et al., 2006), decreased
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1

emissions from rice paddies due to changes in water management (Li et al., 2002), and an

2

increase in the chemical sink because of changing climate (Fiore et al., 2006). Despite

3

attempts to explain this surprising observation, the exact causes remain unknown, making

4

predictions of future methane levels difficult. Hansen et al. (2000) have suggested that,

5

because methane has a relatively short atmospheric lifetime (see below) and reductions in

6

emissions are often cost effective, it is an excellent gas to target to counter increasing RF

7

of CO2 in the short term.

8

1.3 The Modern Methane Budget

9

The largest individual term in the global methane budget is removal (removal terms are

10

referred to as “sinks”) from the atmosphere by oxidation of methane initiated by reaction

11

with hydroxyl radical (OH; OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O) in the troposphere.

12

Approximately 90% of atmospheric CH4 is removed by this reaction, so estimates of OH

13

concentrations as a function of time can be used to establish how much methane is

14

removed from the atmosphere. When combined with measurements of the current trends

15

in atmospheric methane concentrations, these estimates provide a powerful constraint on

16

the total source. OH is too variable for its large-scale, time-averaged concentration to be

17

determined by direct measurements, so measurements of 1,1,1-trichloroethane (methyl

18

chloroform), an anthropogenic compound with relatively well-known emissions and

19

predominant OH sink, are most commonly used as a proxy. As assessed by the IPCC

20

Fourth Assessment Report (Forster et al., 2007), the globally averaged OH concentration

21

is ~106 per cubic centimeter (cm-3), and there was no detectable change from 1979 to

22

2004. Reaction with OH is also the major CH4 loss process in the stratosphere. Smaller

23

atmospheric sinks include oxidation by chlorine in the troposphere and stratosphere and

24

oxidation by electronically excited oxygen atoms [O(1D)] in the stratosphere.

25

Atmospheric CH4 is also oxidized by bacteria (methanotrophs) in soils, a term which is

26

usually included in budgets as a negative source. These sink terms result in an

27

atmospheric CH4 lifetime of ~9 years (±10%). In other words, at steady state, each year

28

one ninth of the total amount of methane in the atmosphere is removed by oxidation, and

29

replaced by emissions to the atmosphere.
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When an estimate of the lifetime is combined with global observations in a one-box mass

2

balance model of the atmosphere (that is, considering the entire atmosphere to be a well-

3

mixed uniform box), total global emissions can be calculated with reasonable certainty.

4

Using a lifetime of 8.9 years and NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric

5

Administration) Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) global observations of CH4

6

and its trend gives average emissions of 556±10 teragrams (Tg) CH4 per year (yr-1), with

7

no significant trend for 1984-2006 (Figs. 5.1 and 5.7). The uncertainty on total emissions

8

is 1 standard deviation (s.d.) of the interannual variability; total uncertainty is on order of

9

±10%. The total amount of methane in the atmosphere (often referred to as the

10

atmospheric “burden”) is ~5,000 Tg, or 5 Gt CH4.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Figure 5.1. Methane emissions as function of time calculated with constant lifetime;
emissions from EDGAR inventory with constant natural emissions shown as red
triangles. EDGAR is Emission Database for Global Atmospheric Research (described in
Olivier and Berdowski, 2001); 2001 to 2004 emissions are preliminary (source:
http://www.milieuennatuurcompendium.nl/indicatoren/nl0167-Broeikasgasemissies%2Cmondiaal.html?i=9-20).
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Methane is produced by a variety of natural and anthropogenic sources. Estimates of

2

emissions from individual sources are made using bottom-up and top-down methods.

3

Bottom-up inventories use emission factors (e.g., average emissions of CH4 per unit area

4

for a specific wetland type) and activity levels (e.g., total area of that wetland type) to

5

calculate emissions. Because the relatively few measurements of emission factors are

6

typically extrapolated to large spatial scales, uncertainties in emissions estimated with the

7

bottom-up approach are typically quite large. An example of the top-down method

8

applied to the global scale using a simple 1-box model is shown in Fig. 5.1 and described

9

above, but the method can also be applied using a three-dimensional chemical transport

10

model to optimize emissions from regional to continental scales based on a comparison

11

between model-derived mixing ratios and observations. Bottom-up inventories are

12

normally used as initial guesses in this approach. This approach is used to estimate

13

emissions by source and region. Table 5.1 shows optimized CH4 emissions calculated

14

from an inverse modeling study (Bergamaschi et al., 2007, scenario 3) that was

15

constrained by in situ surface observations and satellite-based estimates of column-

16

averaged CH4 mixing ratios. It should be noted that optimized emissions from inverse

17

model studies depend on the a priori estimates of emissions and the observational

18

constraints, and realistic estimates of uncertainties are still a challenge. For example,

19

despite the small uncertainties given in the table for termite emissions, emissions from

20

this sector varied from ~31 to 67 Tg yr-1 over the range of scenarios tested, which is a

21

larger range than the uncertainties in the table would imply. While total global emissions

22

are fairly well constrained by this combination of measurements and lifetime, individual

23

source terms still have relatively large uncertainties.

24
25
26

Table 5.1. Annual CH4 emissions for 2003 by source type (from scenario 3 of
Bergamaschi et al., 2007); chemical sinks are scaled to total emissions based on Lelieveld
et al. (1998). Tg/yr, teragrams per year; 1 Tg = 1012 g.
Source
Emissions (Tg/yr)
Fraction of total (%)
Coal
35.6±4.4
6.7
Oil and gas
41.8±5.5
7.9
Enteric fermentation
82.0±9.6
15.4
Rice agriculture
48.7±5.1
9.2
Biomass burning
21.9±2.6
4.1
Waste
67.0±10.7
12.6
Wetlands
208.5±7.6
39.2
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6.8±2.0
42.0±6.7
-21.3±5.8
-1.3±2.9
531.6±3.7

1.3
7.9
-4.0
-0.2

1

Chemical Sinks
Loss (Tg/yr)
Troposphere
490±50
92.5
Stratosphere
40±10
7.5
Total
530
The constraint on the total modern source strength is important because any new

2

proposed source (for example, a larger than previously identified steady state marine

3

hydrate source) would have to be balanced by a decrease in the estimated magnitude of

4

another source. The budget presented in Table 5.1 refers to net fluxes to the atmosphere

5

only. The gross production of methane is very likely to be significantly larger, but

6

substantial quantities of methane are consumed in soils, oxic freshwater, and the ocean

7

before reaching the atmosphere (Reeburgh, 2004). (The soil sink in Table 5.1 refers only

8

to removal of atmospheric methane by oxidation in soils).

9

Given the short CH4 lifetime (~9 yr), short-term changes in methane emissions from

10

climatically sensitive sources such as biomass burning and wetlands, or in sinks, are seen

11

immediately in surface observations of atmospheric methane. As implied above, reaction

12

with methane is one of the major sinks for OH radical (the main methane sink), and

13

therefore increases in methane levels should cause an increase in the lifetimes of methane

14

and other long-lived greenhouse gases consumed by OH. Higher methane emissions

15

therefore mean increased methane lifetimes, which in turn means that the impact of any

16

short-term increase in methane emissions will last longer.

17

1.4 Observational Network and Its Current Limitations, Particularly Relative to the

18

Hydrate, Permafrost, and Arctic Wetland Sources

19

The network of air sampling sites where atmospheric methane mixing ratios are measured

20

can be viewed on the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) World Data Centre for

21

Greenhouse Gases (WDCGG) Web site (http://gaw.kishou.go.jp/wdcgg/) and is

22

reproduced in Figure 5.2. Methane data have been reported to the WDCGG for ~130

23

sites. Relatively few measurements are reported for the Arctic, and sites are typically far
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1

from potential permafrost, hydrate, and wetland sources. Existing Arctic sites have been

2

used to infer decreased emissions from the fossil-fuel sector of the Former Soviet Union

3

(Dlugokencky et al., 2003) and provide boundary conditions for model studies of

4

emissions, but they are too remote from source regions to accurately quantify emissions,

5

so uncertainties on northern emissions will remain large until more continuous

6

measurement sites are added close to sources. The optimal strategy would include

7

continuous measurements from tall towers and vertical profiles collected from aircraft.

8

Measurements from tall towers are influenced by emissions from much larger areas than

9

eddy-correlation flux techniques, which have footprints on the order of 1 square

10

kilometer (km2). When combined with global- or regional-scale models, these

11

measurements can be used to quantify fluxes; the vertical profiles would be used to assess

12

the quality of the model results through the troposphere. To properly constrain CH4

13

emissions in the tropics, retrievals of CH4 column-averaged mixing ratios must be

14

continued to complement surface observations.

15
16
17

Figure 5.2. Global network of monitoring sites (blue dots) for long-term observation of
atmospheric methane as of this date (http://gaw.kishou.go.jp/wdcgg/).

18

1.5 Abrupt Changes in Atmospheric Methane?

19

Concern about abrupt changes in atmospheric methane stems largely from the massive

20

amounts of methane present as solid methane hydrate in ocean sediments and terrestrial

21

sediments, which may become unstable in the face of future warming. Methane hydrate is
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a solid substance that forms at low temperatures and high pressures in the presence of

2

sufficient methane, and is found primarily in marine continental margin sediments and

3

some arctic terrestrial sedimentary deposits (see Box 5.1). Warming or release of pressure

4

can destabilize methane hydrate, forming free gas that may ultimately be released to the

5

atmosphere. The processes controlling hydrate stability and gas transport are complex,

6

and only partly understood. Estimates of the total amount of methane hydrate vary

7

widely, from 500 to 10,000 gigatons of carbon (GtC) stored as methane in hydrates in

8

marine sediments, and 7.5 to 400 GtC in permafrost (both figures are uncertain, see Sec.

9

4 below). The total amount of carbon in the modern atmosphere is ~810 GtC, but the total

10

methane content of the atmosphere is only ~4 GtC (Dlugokencky et al., 1998). Therefore,

11

even a release of a small portion of the methane hydrate reservoir to the atmosphere

12

could have a substantial impact on radiative forcing.

13
14

Box 5.1—Chemistry, Physics, and Occurrence of Methane Hydrate
A clathrate is a substance in which a chemical lattice or cage of one type of molecule

15

traps another type of molecule. Gas hydrates are substances in which gas molecules

16

are trapped in a lattice of water molecules (Fig. 5.3). The potential importance of

17

methane hydrate to abrupt climate change results from the fact that large amounts of

18

methane can be stored in a relatively small volume of solid hydrate. For example, 1

19

cubic meter (m3) of methane hydrate is equivalent to 164 m3 of free gas (and 0.8 m3

20

of water) at standard temperature and pressure (Kvenvolden, 1993). Naturally

21

occurring gas hydrate on Earth is primarily methane hydrate and forms under high

22

pressure – low temperature conditions in the presence of sufficient methane. These

23

conditions are most often found in relatively shallow marine sediments on continental

24

margins, but also in some high-latitude terrestrial sediments (Fig. 5.4). Although the

25

amount of methane stored as hydrate in geological reservoirs is not well quantified, it

26

is very likely that very large amounts are sequestered in comparison to the present

27

total atmospheric methane burden.

28

The right combination of pressure and temperature conditions forms what is known as

29

the hydrate stability zone, shown schematically in Fig. 5.5. In marine sediments

30

pressure and temperature both increase with depth, creating a relatively narrow region

31

where methane hydrate is stable. Whether or not methane hydrate forms depends not
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only on temperature and pressure but also on the amount of methane present. The

2

latter constraint limits methane hydrate formation to locations of significant biogenic

3

or thermogenic methane (Kvenvolden, 1993). When ocean bottom water temperatures

4

are near 0˚C, hydrates can form at shallow depths, below ~200 m water depth, if

5

sufficient methane is present. The upper limit of the hydrate stability zone can

6

therefore be at the sediment surface, or deeper in the sediment, depending on pressure

7

and temperature. The stability zone thickness increases with water depth in typical

8

ocean sediments. It is important to note, however, that most marine methane hydrates

9

are found in shallow water near continental margins, in areas where the organic

10

carbon content of the sediment is sufficient to fuel methanogenesis. In terrestrial

11

sediments hydrate can form at depths of ~200 m and deeper, in regions where surface

12

temperatures are cold enough that temperatures at 200 m are within the hydrate

13

stability zone.

14

15
16

Figure 5.3. Photographs of methane hydrate as nodules, veins, and laminae in sediment.
Source: http://geology.usgs.gov/connections/mms/joint_projects/methane.htm.
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1
2
3

Figure 5.4. Map of methane hydrate deposit locations. Source:
http://geology.usgs.gov/connections/mms/joint_projects/methane.htm.

4

5
6
7
8

Figure 5.5. Schematic diagram of hydrate stability zone for typical continental margin
(left) and permafrost (right) settings. The red line shows the temperature gradient with
depth. The hydrate stability zone is technically the depth interval where the in situ
temperature is lower than the temperature of the phase transition between hydrate and
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1
2
3
4
5

free gas. In the ocean this can occur above the sea floor, but generally there is not
sufficient methane in the water column for methane hydrate to form. For this reason the
stability zone in the left figure terminates at the sea floor. From National Energy
Technology Laboratory (http://204.154.137.14/technologies/oilgas/FutureSupply/MethaneHydrates/about-hydrates/conditions.htm).

6

Massive releases of methane from marine or terrestrial hydrates have not been observed.

7

Evidence from the ice core record indicates that abrupt shifts in methane concentration

8

have occurred in the past 110,000 years (Chappellaz et al., 1993a; Brook et al., 1996,

9

2000), although the concentration changes during these events were relatively small.

10

Farther back in geologic time, an abrupt warming at the Paleocene-Eocene boundary

11

about 55 million years ago has been attributed to a large release of methane to the

12

atmosphere, although alternate carbon sources such as oxidation of sedimentary organic

13

carbon or peats have also been proposed (see discussion in Sec. 4). These past abrupt

14

changes are discussed in detail below, and their existence provides further motivation for

15

considering the potential for future abrupt changes in methane.

16

The large impact of a substantial release of methane hydrates to the atmosphere, if it were

17

to occur, coupled with the potential for a more steady increase in methane production

18

from melting hydrates and from wetlands in a warming climate, motivates several

19

questions this chapter attempts to address:

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1. What is the volume of methane in terrestrial and marine sources and how much of
it is likely to be released if climate warms in the near future?
2. What is the impact on the climate system of the release of varying quantities of
methane over varying intervals of time?
3. What is the evidence in the past for abrupt climate change caused by massive
methane release?
4. What conditions (in terms of sea level rise and warming of bottom waters) would
allow methane release from hydrates locked up in sea-floor sediments?
5. How much methane is likely to be released by warming of northern high-latitude
soils, sea level rise, and other climate-driven changes in wetlands?
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1

6. What are the observational and modeling requirements necessary to understand

2

methane storage and its release under various future scenarios of abrupt climate

3

change?

4

2. History of Atmospheric Methane

5

Over the last ~300 years the atmospheric methane mixing ratio increased from ~700-750

6

ppb in 1700 A.D. to a global average of ~1,775 ppb in 2006. Direct atmospheric

7

monitoring has been conducted in a systematic way only since the late 1970s, and data

8

for previous times come primarily from ice cores (Fig. 5.6). Current levels of methane are

9

anomalous with respect to the long-term ice core record, which now extends back to

10

650,000 years (Spahni et al., 2005). There are no direct constraints on methane levels

11

beyond 800,000 years, the age at the bottom of the oldest ice core now available

12

(European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) Dome C ice core). New

13

international plans to drill at a very low accumulation rate site in Antarctica may in the

14

future extend the record to 1.5 million years (Brook and Wolff, 2005).
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Figure 5.6. The history of atmospheric methane from ice cores and direct measurements.
A. Zonally averaged representation of seasonal and interannual trends in tropospheric
methane and interhemispheric gradient over the last decade from NOAA Earth System
Research Laboratory (ESRL) data. B. The last 1,000 years from ice cores and direct
measurements (MacFarling-Meure et al., 2006) and NOAA ESRL data. C. The last
100,000 years of methane history from the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) ice
core in Greenland. δ18O is the stable isotope composition of the ice, a proxy for
temperature, with more positive values indicating warmer temperatures. The amplitude of
abrupt methane variations appears positively correlated with Northern Hemisphere
summer insolation (Brook et al., 1996). D. A composite of ice core data from the Vostok
and EPICA Dome C ice cores for the last 650,000 years from Spahni et al. (2005) with
additional data from MacFarling-Meure et al. (2006) and NOAA ESRL. δD is a
temperature proxy. Abbreviations: nmol mol-1, nanomoles per mole; ppb, parts per billion
by mole (same as nanomoles per mole); ‰, per mil.

16

2.1 Direct Observations

17

Early systematic measurements of the global distribution of atmospheric CH4 established

18

a rate of increase of ~16 ppb yr-1 in the late 1970s and early 1980s and a strong gradient

19

between high northern and high southern latitudes of ~150 ppb (Blake and Rowland,

20

1988). By the early 1990s it was clear that the CH4 growth rate was decreasing (Steele et

21

al., 1992) and that, if the CH4 lifetime were constant, atmospheric CH4 was approaching

22

steady state where emissions were approximately constant (Dlugokencky et al., 1998).
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Significant variations are superimposed on this declining growth rate and have been

2

attributed to climate-induced variations in emissions from biomass burning (van der Werf

3

et al., 2004) and wetlands (Walter et al., 2001), and changes in the chemical sink after the

4

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo (Dlugokencky et al., 1996). Recent measurements show that the

5

global atmospheric CH4 burden has been nearly constant since 1999 (Fig. 5.7). This

6

observation is not well understood, underscoring our lack of understanding of how

7

individual methane sources are changing.

8

Recently published column-averaged CH4 mixing ratios determined from a satellite

9

sensor greatly enhance the spatial coverage of CH4 observations (Frankenberg et al.,

10

2006). Coverage in the tropics greatly increases measurements there, but coverage in the

11

Arctic remains poor because of the adverse impact of clouds on the retrievals. Use of

12

these satellite data in inverse model studies will reduce uncertainties in emissions

13

estimates, particularly in the tropics.
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Figure 5.7. Recent trends in atmospheric methane from global monitoring data (NOAA
ESRL). A, Global average atmospheric methane mixing ratios (blue line) determined
using measurements from the ESRL cooperative air sampling network. The red line
represents the long-term trend. B, Solid line is the instantaneous global average growth
rate for methane; dashed lines are uncertainties (1 standard deviation) calculated with a
Monte Carlo method that assesses uncertainty in the distribution of sampling sites
(Dlugokencky et al., 2003).

9

2.2 The Ice Core Record

10

The long term record shows changes in methane on glacial-interglacial time scales of

11

~300-400 ppb (Fig. 5.6D), dominated by a strong ~100,000 year periodicity, with higher

12

levels during warm interglacial periods and lower levels during ice ages. Periodicity of

13

~40,000 and 20,000 years is also apparent, associated with Earth’s cycles of obliquity and

14

precession (Delmotte et al., 2004). Methane is believed to be a positive feedback to

15

warming ultimately caused by changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters on these time
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scales. The cyclicity is widely attributed to processes affecting both northern high latitude

2

and tropical wetlands, including growth and decay of Northern Hemisphere ice sheets,

3

and variations in the strength of the monsoon circulation and associated rainfall patterns

4

in Asia, Africa, and South America (Delmotte et al., 2004; Spahni et al., 2005).

5

The ice core record also clearly shows another scale of variability, abrupt shifts in

6

methane on millennial time scales that are coincident with abrupt changes in temperature

7

observed in Greenland ice cores (Fig. 5.6C). These abrupt shifts have been studied in

8

detail in three deep ice cores from Greenland and in several Antarctic ice cores

9

(Chappellaz et al., 1993a; Brook et al., 1996; Brook et al., 2000; Severinghaus et al.,

10

1998; Severinghaus and Brook, 1999; Huber et al., 2006). Detailed work using nitrogen

11

and argon isotope ratios as gas phase indicators of warming in the ice core record shows

12

clearly that the increase in methane associated with the onset of abrupt warming in

13

Greenland is coincident with, or slightly lags (by a few decades at most), the warming

14

(Severinghaus et al., 1998; Severinghaus and Brook, 1999; Huber et al., 2006). Methane

15

closely follows the Greenland ice isotopic record (Fig. 5.6C), and the amplitude of

16

methane variations associated with abrupt warming in Greenland appears to vary with

17

time. Brook et al. (1996) suggested a long-term modulation of the atmospheric methane

18

response to abrupt climate change related to global hydrologic changes on orbital time

19

scales, an issue further quantified by Flückiger et al. (2004).

20

2.3 What Caused the Abrupt Changes in Methane in the Ice Core Record?

21

Because the modern natural methane budget is dominated by emissions from wetlands, it

22

is logical to interpret the ice core record in this context. The so-called “wetland

23

hypothesis” postulates that abrupt warming in Greenland is associated with warmer and

24

wetter climate in terrestrial wetland regions, which results in greater emissions of

25

methane from wetlands. Probable sources include tropical wetlands (including regions

26

now below sea level) and high-latitude wetlands in regions that remained ice-free or were

27

south of the major ice sheets. Cave deposits in China, as well as marine and lake

28

sediment records, indicate that enhanced monsoon rainfall in the Northern Hemisphere

29

tropics and subtropics was closely linked to abrupt warming in Greenland (e.g., Kelly et

30

al., 2006; Wang et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2004; Dykoski et al., 2005; Peterson et al.,
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2000). The cave records in particular are important because they are extremely well dated

2

using uranium series isotopic techniques, and high-resolution oxygen isotope records

3

from caves, interpreted as rainfall indicators, convincingly match large parts of the

4

Greenland ice core methane isotopic record.

5

The wetland hypothesis is based on climate-driven changes in methane sources, but it is

6

also possible that changes in methane sinks, primarily the OH radical, played a role in the

7

variations observed in ice cores. Both Kaplan et al. (2006) and Valdes et al. (2005)

8

proposed that the glacial-interglacial methane change cannot be explained entirely by

9

changes in emissions from wetlands, because in their global climate-biosphere models the

10

difference between Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) and early Holocene methane

11

emissions is not large enough to explain the observed changes in the ice core record. Both

12

studies explain this apparent paradox by invoking increased production of volatile

13

organic carbon (VOC) from the terrestrial biosphere in warmer climates. VOCs compete

14

with methane for reaction with OH, increasing the methane lifetime and the steady-state

15

methane concentration that can be maintained at a given emission rate. Neither of these

16

studies is directly relevant to the abrupt changes in the ice core record, and there are

17

considerable uncertainties in the modeling. Nonetheless, further work on the role of

18

changes in the methane sink on time scales relevant to abrupt methane changes is

19

warranted.

20

The wetland hypothesis has been challenged by authors calling attention to the large

21

marine and terrestrial hydrate reservoirs. The challenge was most extensively developed

22

by Kennett et al. (2003), who postulated that the abrupt shifts in methane in the ice core

23

record were caused by abrupt release of methane from methane hydrates in sea-floor

24

sediments on continental margins. This hypothesis originated from observations of

25

negative carbon isotope excursions in marine sediment records in the Santa Barbara

26

basin, which appear to have coincided with the onset of abrupt warming in Greenland and

27

increases in atmospheric methane in the ice core record. The “clathrate gun hypothesis”

28

postulates that millennial-scale abrupt warming during the last ice age was actually

29

driven by atmospheric methane from hydrate release, and further speculates on a central

30

role for methane in causing late Quaternary climate change (Kennett et al., 2003).
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Some proponents of the clathrate gun hypothesis further maintain that wetlands were not

2

extensive enough during the ice age to be the source of the abrupt variations in methane

3

in the ice core record. For example, Kennett et al. (2003) maintain that large

4

accumulations of carbon in wetland ecosystems are a prerequisite for significant

5

methanogenesis and that these established wetlands are exclusively a Holocene

6

phenomenon. Process-based studies of methane emissions from wetlands, on the other

7

hand, emphasize the relationship between annual productivity and emissions (e.g.,

8

Christensen et al., 1996). In this view methane production is closely tied to the

9

production of labile carbon (Schlesinger, 1997) in the annual productivity cycle (Kaplan

10

et al., 2002; Christensen et al., 1996). From this perspective it has been postulated that

11

the ice core record reflects changes in rainfall patterns and temperature that could quickly

12

influence the development of anoxic conditions, plant productivity, and methane

13

emissions in regions where the landscape is appropriate for development of water-

14

saturated soil (e.g., Brook et al., 2000; von Huissteten, 2004).

15

The hypothesis that there was very little methane emission from wetlands prior to the

16

onset of the Holocene is at odds with models of both wetland distribution and emissions

17

for pre-Holocene times, the latter indicating emissions consistent with, or exceeding,

18

those inferred from the ice core record (e.g., Valdes et al., 2005; Kaplan et al., 2002;

19

2006; Chappellaz et al., 1993b; von Huissteten, 2004). von Huissteten (2004) specifically

20

considered methane emissions during the stadial and interstadial phases of Marine

21

Isotope Stage 3 (~30,000-60,000 years ago), when ice core data indicate that several

22

rapid changes in atmospheric methane occurred (Fig. 5.6C). Von Huissteten describes

23

wetland sedimentary deposits in northern Europe dating from this period and used a

24

process-based model to estimate methane emissions for the cold and warm intervals. The

25

results suggest that emissions from Northern Hemisphere wetlands could be sufficient to

26

cause emissions variations inferred from ice core data. MacDonald et al. (2006)

27

presented a compilation of basal peat ages for the circum-Arctic and showed that peat

28

accumulation started early in the deglaciation (at about 16,000 years before present), and

29

therefore emissions of methane from northern hemisphere peat ecosystems very likely

30

played a role in the methane increase at the end of the last ice age. The coincidence of

31

peatland development and the higher Northern Hemisphere summer insolation of late
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glacial and early Holocene time supports the hypothesis that such wetlands were methane

2

sources at previous times of higher Northern Hemisphere summer insolation (MacDonald

3

et al., 2006), for example during insolation and methane peaks in the last ice age or at

4

previous glacial-interglacial transitions (Brook et al., 1996; 2000). In summary, although

5

the sedimentary record of wetlands and the factors controlling methane production in

6

wetlands are imperfectly known, it appears likely that wetlands were important in the pre-

7

Holocene methane budget.

8

The clathrate gun hypothesis is important for understanding the future potential for abrupt

9

changes in methane – concern for the future is warranted if the clathrate reservoir was

10

unstable on the time scale of abrupt late Quaternary climate change. However, as an

11

explanation for late Quaternary methane cycles the clathrate gun hypothesis faces several

12

challenges, elaborated further in Section 4. First, the radiative forcing of the small

13

variations in atmospheric methane burden during the ice age should have been quite

14

small (Brook et al., 2000), although it has been suggested that impacts on stratospheric

15

water vapor may have increased the greenhouse power of these small methane variations

16

(Kennett et al., 2003). Second, the ice core record clearly shows that the abrupt changes

17

in methane lagged the abrupt temperature changes in the Greenland ice core record, albeit

18

by only decades (Severinghaus et al., 1998; Severinghaus and Brook, 1999; Huber et al.,

19

2006; Grachev et al., 2007). These observations imply that methane is a feedback rather

20

than a cause of warming, ruling out one aspect of the clathrate gun hypothesis (hydrates

21

as trigger), but they do not constrain the cause of the abrupt shifts in methane. Third,

22

isotopic studies of ice core methane do not support methane hydrates as a source for

23

abrupt changes in methane (Sowers, 2006; Schaefer et al., 2006). The strongest

24

constraints come from hydrogen isotopes (Sowers, 2006) and are described further in

25

Section 4.

26
27

Box 5.2—The Ice Core Record and Its Fidelity in Capturing Abrupt Events
Around the time of discovery of the abrupt, but small, changes in methane in the late

28

Quaternary ice core records (Fig. 5.6C) (Chappellaz et al., 1993a some authors

29

suggested that very large releases of methane to the atmosphere might be consistent

30

with the ice core record, given the limits of time resolution of ice core data at that
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time, and the smoothing of atmospheric records due to diffusion in the snowpack

2

(e.g., Thorpe et al., 1996). Since that time a large number of abrupt changes in

3

methane in the Greenland ice core record (which extents to ~120,000 years before

4

present) have been sampled in great detail, and no changes greatly exceeding those

5

shown in Figure 5.6C have been discovered (Brook et al., 1996; 2000; 2005; Blunier

6

and Brook, 2001; Chappellaz et al., 1997; Severinghaus et al. 1998; Severinghaus

7

and Brook, 1999; Huber et al. 2006; EPICA Members, 2006).

8

Could diffusion in the snowpack mask much larger changes? Air is trapped in polar

9

ice at the base of the firn (snowpack) where the weight of the overlying snow

10

transforms snow to ice, and air between the snow grains is trapped in bubbles (Fig.

11

5.8). The trapped air is therefore younger than the ice it is trapped in (this offset is

12

referred to as the gas age-ice age difference). It is also mixed by diffusion, such that

13

the air trapped at an individual depth interval is a mixture of air of different ages. In

14

addition, bubbles do not close off all at the same depth, so there is additional mixing

15

of air with different ages due to this variable bubble close-off effect. The overall

16

smoothing depends on the parameters that control firn thickness, densification, and

17

diffusion – primarily temperature and snow accumulation rate.

18

Spahni et al. (2003) used the firn model of Schwander et al. (1993) to obtain a

19

smoothing function for the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) ice core in Greenland

20

for the late Holocene, which has a Gaussian shape with width at half-height of about

21

20 years. This result is consistent with previous work by Brook et al. (2000) for the

22

Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GISP2) ice core. They examined the impact of

23

smoothing on abrupt changes in methane in the Greenland ice core record. (GISP2

24

and GRIP are in similar glaciological environments and their firn characteristics are

25

very similar.) Brook et al. (2000) investigated a variety of scenarios for abrupt

26

changes in methane, including those proposed by Thorpe et al. (1996), and compared

27

what the ice core record would record of those events with high-resolution data for

28

several abrupt shifts in methane (Fig. 5.9).

29

Two aspects of the ice core record argue against abrupt, catastrophic releases of

30

methane to the atmosphere as an explanation of the ice core record. First, the abrupt

31

shifts in methane concentration take place on time scales of centuries, whereas
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1

essentially instantaneous releases would be recorded in the Greenland ice core record

2

as more abrupt events (Fig. 5.9). While this observation says nothing about the source

3

of the methane, it does indicate that the ice core record is not recording an essentially

4

instantaneous atmospheric change (Brook et al., 2000). Second, the maximum levels

5

of methane reached in the ice core record are not high enough to indicate extremely

6

large changes in the atmospheric methane concentration (Fig. 5.9).

7
8
9

Figure 5.8. The firn column of a typical site on a polar ice sheet, from Schwander (2006).
Abbreviations: m, meter; kg m-3, kilograms per cubic meter.
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Figure 5.9. Model simulations of smoothing instantaneous release of methane from
clathrates to the atmosphere, and the ice core response to those events. The ice core
response was calculated by convolving the atmospheric histories in the top panel with a
smoothing function appropriate for the GISP2 ice core. The solid lines are the
atmospheric history and smoothed result for the model of a 4,000 teragram release of
methane from Thorpe et al. (2006). The blue solid line represents how an Arctic ice core
would record a release in the Northern Hemisphere, and the red solid line represents how
an Antarctic ice core would record that event (from Brook et al., 2000). The dashed lines
represent instantaneous arbitrary increases of atmospheric methane to values of 1,000,
2,000, 3,000, 4,000, or 5,000 ppb (colored dashed lines in top panel) and the ice core
response (bottom panel, same color scheme).

13

3. Potential Mechanisms for Future Abrupt Changes in Atmospheric Methane

14

Three categories of mechanism are considered in this chapter as potential causes of

15

abrupt changes in atmospheric methane in the near future large enough to cause abrupt

16

climate change. These are outlined briefly in this section, and Sections 4-6 discuss these

17

mechanisms in more detail.

18

3.1 Destabilization of Marine Methane Hydrates

19

This issue is probably the most well known due to extensive research on the occurrence

20

of methane hydrates in marine sediments, and the large quantities of methane apparently
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present in this solid phase in continental-margin marine sediments. Destabilization of this

2

solid phase requires mechanisms for warming the deposits and/or reducing pressure on

3

the appropriate time scale, transport of free methane gas to the sediment-water interface,

4

and transport to the atmosphere (see Box 5.1). There are a number of physical

5

impediments to abrupt release, in addition to the fact that bacterial methanotrophy

6

consumes methane in oxic sediments and the ocean water column. Warming of bottom

7

waters, slope failure, and their interaction are the most commonly discussed mechanisms

8

for abrupt release.

9

3.2 Destabilization of Permafrost Hydrates

10

Hydrate deposits at depth in permafrost are known to exist, and although their extent is

11

uncertain, the total amount of methane in permafrost hydrates is very likely much smaller

12

than in marine sediments. Surface warming eventually would increase melting rates of

13

permafrost hydrates. Inundation of some deposits by warmer seawater and lateral

14

invasion of the coastline are also concerns and may be mechanisms for more rapid

15

change.

16

3.3 Changes in Wetland Extent and Methane Productivity

17

Although a destabilization of either the marine or terrestrial methane hydrate reservoirs is

18

the most probable pathway for a truly abrupt change in atmospheric methane

19

concentration, the potential exists for a more chronic, but substantial, increase in natural

20

methane emissions in association with projected changes in climate. The most likely

21

region to experience a dramatic change in natural methane emission is the northern high

22

latitudes, where there is increasing evidence for accelerated warming, enhanced

23

precipitation, and widespread permafrost thaw which could lead to an expansion of

24

wetland areas into organic-rich soils that, given the right environmental conditions,

25

would be fertile areas for methane production.

26

In addition, although northern high-latitude wetlands seem particularly sensitive to

27

climate change, the largest natural source of methane to the atmosphere is from tropical

28

wetlands, and methane emissions there may also be sensitive to future changes in
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1

temperature and precipitation. Modeling studies addressing this issue are therefore also

2

included in our discussion.

3

4. Potential for Abrupt Methane Change From Marine Hydrate Sources

4

4.1 Impact of Temperature Change on Marine Methane Hydrates

5

A prominent concern about marine methane hydrates is that warming at the earth surface

6

will ultimately propagate to hydrate deposits and melt them, releasing methane to the

7

ocean-atmosphere system. The likelihood of this type of methane release depends on the

8

propagation of heat through the sea floor, the migration of methane released from hydrate

9

deposits through sediments, and the fate of this methane in the water column,

10

4.1.1 Propagation of Temperature Change to the Hydrate Stability Zone

11

The time dependence of changes in the inventory of methane in the hydrate reservoir

12

depends on the time scale of warming and chemical diffusion. There is evidence from

13

paleotracers (Martin et al., 2005) and from modeling (Archer et al., 2004) that the

14

temperature of the deep sea is sensitive to the climate of the Earth's surface. In general,

15

the time scale for changing the temperature of the ocean increases with depth, reaching a

16

maximum of about 1,000 years for the abyssal ocean. This means that abrupt changes in

17

temperature at the surface ocean would not be transmitted immediately to the deep sea.

18

There are significant regional variations in the ventilation time of the ocean, and in the

19

amount of warming that might be expected in the future. The Arctic is expected to warm

20

particularly strongly, because of the albedo feedback from the melting Arctic ice cap.

21

Temperatures in the North Atlantic appear to be sensitive to changes in ocean circulation

22

such as during rapid climate change during the last ice age (Dansgaard et al., 1989).

23

The top of the hydrate stability zone is at 200 to 600 m water depth, depending mainly on

24

the temperature of the water column. Within the sediment column, temperature increases

25

with depth along the geothermal temperature gradient, 30-50°C km-1 (Harvey and Huang,

26

1995). The shallowest sediments that could contain hydrate only have a thin hydrate

27

stability zone, and the stability zone thickness increases with water depth. A change in

28

the temperature of the deep ocean will act as a change in the upper boundary condition of

29

the sediment temperature profile. Warming of the overlying ocean may not put surface
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sediments into undersaturation, but the warmer overlying temperature propagates

2

downward until a new profile with the same geothermal temperature gradient can be

3

established. How long this takes is a strong (second order) function of the thickness of the

4

stability zone, but the time scales are in general long. In 1,000 years the temperature

5

signal should have propagated about 180 m in the sediment. In steady state, an increase in

6

ocean temperature will decrease the thickness of the stability zone. Dickens (2001b)

7

calculated that the volume of the stability zone ought to decrease by about half with a

8

temperature increase of 5°C.

9

4.1.2 Impact on Stratigraphic-Type Deposits

10

After an increase in temperature of the overlying water causes hydrate to melt at the base

11

of the stability zone, the fate of the released methane is difficult to predict. The increase

12

in pore volume and pressure could provoke gas migration through the stability zone or a

13

landslide, or the bubbles could remain enmeshed in the sediment matrix. Hydrate moves

14

down to the base of the stability zone by the accumulation of overlying sediment at the

15

sea floor, so melting of hydrate at the stability zone takes place continuously, not just in

16

association with ocean warming.

17

When hydrate melts, most of the released methane goes into the gas phase to form

18

bubbles, assuming that the porewaters were already saturated in dissolved methane. The

19

fate of the new bubbles could be to remain in place, to migrate, or to diffuse away and

20

react chemically (Hinrichs et al., 1999; Wakeham et al., 2003), and it is difficult to

21

predict which will occur. The potential for gas migration through the stability zone is one

22

of the more significant uncertainties in forecasting the ocean hydrate response to

23

anthropogenic warming (Harvey and Huang, 1995).

24

In cohesive sediments, bubbles expand by fracturing the sediment matrix, resulting in

25

elongated shapes (Boudreau et al., 2005). Bubbles tend to rise because they are less

26

dense than the water they are surrounded by, even at the 200+ atmosphere pressures in

27

sediments of the deep sea. If the pressure in the gas phase exceeds the lithostatic pressure

28

in the sediment, fracture and gas escape can occur (Flemings et al., 2003). Modeled and

29

measured (Dickens et al., 1995) porewater pressures in the sediment column at Blake
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Ridge approach lithostatic pressures, indicating that new gas bubbles added to the

2

sediment might be able to escape to the overlying water by this mechanism.

3

There is a differential-pressure mechanism which begins to operate when the bubbles

4

occupy more than about 10% of the volume of the pore spaces (Hornbach et al., 2004). If

5

a connected bubble spans a large enough depth range, the pressure of the porewater will

6

be higher at the bottom of the bubble than it is at the top, because of the weight of the

7

porewater over that depth span. The pressure inside the bubble will be more nearly

8

constant over the depth span, because the compressed gas is not as dense as the porewater

9

is. This will result in a pressure gradient at the top and the bottom of the bubble, tending

10

to push the bubble upward. Hornbach et al. (2004) postulated that this mechanism might

11

be responsible for allowing methane to escape from the sediment column, and calculated

12

the maximum thickness of an interconnected bubble zone required, before the bubbles

13

would break through the overlying sediment column. In their calculations, and in

14

stratigraphic deposits (they refer to them as “basin settings”), the thickness of the bubble

15

column increases as the stability zone gets thicker. It takes more pressure to break

16

through a thicker stability zone, so a taller column of gas is required. In compressional

17

settings, where the dominant force is directed sideways by tectonics, rather than

18

downward by gravity, the bubble layer is never as thick, reflecting an easier path to

19

methane escape.

20

Multiple lines of evidence indicate that gas can be transported through the hydrate

21

stability zone without freezing into hydrate. Seismic studies at Blake Ridge have

22

observed the presence of bubbles along faults in the sediment matrix (Taylor et al.,

23

2000). Faults have been correlated with sites of methane gas emission from the sea floor

24

(Aoki et al., 2000; Zuhlsdorff et al., 2000; Zuhlsdorff and Spiess, 2004). Seismic studies

25

often show “wipeout zones” where the bubble zone beneath the hydrate stability zone is

26

missing, and all of the layered structure of the sediment column within the stability zone

27

is smoothed out. These are interpreted to be areas where gas has broken through the

28

structure of the sediment to escape to the ocean (Riedel et al., 2002; Wood et al., 2002;

29

Hill et al., 2004). Bubbles associated with seismic wipeout zones are observed within the

30

depth range which should be within the hydrate stability zone, assuming that the
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1

temperature of the sediment column is the steady-state expression of the local average

2

geothermal gradient (Gorman et al., 2002). This observation has been explained by

3

assuming that upward migration of the fluid carries with it heat, maintaining a warm

4

channel where gas can be transported through what would otherwise be

5

thermodynamically hostile territory (Taylor et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2002).

6

The sediment surface of the world’s ocean has holes in it called pockmarks (Hovland and

7

Judd, 1988; Hill et al., 2004), interpreted to be the result of catastrophic or continuous

8

escape of gas to the ocean. Pockmarks off Norway are accompanied by authigenic

9

carbonate deposits associated with anaerobic oxidation of methane (Hovland et al.,

10

2005). Pockmarks range in size from meters to kilometers (Hovland et al., 2005), with

11

one 700-km2 example on the Blake Ridge (Kvenvolden, 1999). If the Blake Ridge

12

pockmark is the result of a catastrophic explosion, it might have released less than 1GtC

13

as methane (assuming a 500-m-thick layer of 4% methane yields 1 GtC). Since each

14

individual pockmark releases a small amount of methane relative to the atmospheric

15

inventory, pockmark methane release could impact climate as part of the ongoing

16

“chronic” methane source to the atmosphere, if the frequency of pockmark eruptions

17

increased. In this sense pockmarks do not represent “catastrophic” methane releases.

18

However, Kennett et al. (2003) hypothesized that some apparently inactive pockmark

19

fields may have formed during the last deglaciation and are evidence of active methane

20

discharge at that time.

21

Another mechanism for releasing methane from the sediment column is by submarine

22

landslides. These are a normal, integral part of the ocean sedimentary system (Hampton

23

et al., 1996; Nisbet and Piper, 1998). Submarine landslides are especially prevalent in

24

river deltas because of the high rate of sediment delivery and because of the presence of

25

submarine canyons. The tendency for slope failure can be amplified if the sediment

26

accumulates more quickly than the excess porosity can be squeezed out. This

27

accumulation can lead to instability of the sediment column, causing periodic Storegga-

28

type landslides off the coast of Norway (see section below on Storegga Landslide), in the

29

Mediterranean Sea (Rothwell et al., 2000), or potentially off the East Coast of the United

30

States (Dugan and Flemings, 2000). Maslin et al. (2004) find that 70% of the landslides
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in the North Atlantic over the last 45,000 years (45 kyr) occurred within the time

2

windows of the two meltwater peaks, 15-13 and 11-8 kyr ago. These could have been

3

driven by deglacial sediment loading or warming of the water column triggering hydrate

4

melting.

5

Warming temperatures or sea-level changes may trigger the melting of hydrate deposits,

6

provoking landslides (Kvenvolden, 1999; Driscoll et al., 2000; Vogt and Jung, 2002).

7

Paull et al. (1991) calculate that landslides can release up to about 1-2 GtC as methane; 1

8

Gt is enough to alter the radiative forcing by about 0.25 watts per square meter (W/m2).

9

The origin of these estimates is discussed in the section on the Storegga Landslide.

10

4.1.3 Impact on Structural-Type Hydrate Deposits

11

In stratigraphic-type hydrate deposits, hydrate concentration is highest near the base of

12

the stability zone, often hundreds of meters below the sea floor. In shallower waters,

13

where the stability zone is thinner, models predict smaller inventories of hydrate.

14

Therefore, most of the hydrates in stratigraphic-type deposits tend to be deep. In contrast

15

with this, in a few parts of the world, transport of presumably gaseous methane through

16

faults or permeable channels results in hydrate deposits that are abundant at shallow

17

depths in the sediment column, closer to the sea floor. These "structural-type" deposits

18

could be vulnerable to temperature-change-driven melting on a faster time scale than the

19

stratigraphic deposits are expected to be.

20

The Gulf of Mexico is basically a leaky oil field (MacDonald et al., 1994, 2002, 2004;

21

Sassen and MacDonald, 1994; Milkov and Sassen, 2000, 2001, 2003; Sassen et al.,

22

2001a; Sassen et al., 2003). Natural oil seeps leave slicks on the sea surface that can be

23

seen from space. Large chunks of methane hydrate have been found on the sea floor in

24

contact with seawater (Macdonald et al., 1994). One of the three chunks they saw had

25

vanished when they returned a year later; presumably it had detached and floated away.

26

Collett and Kuuskraa (1998) estimate that 500 GtC might reside as hydrates in the Gulf

27

sediments, but Milkov (2004) estimates only 5 GtC. In the Community Climate System

28

Model (CCSM) under doubled CO2 (after 80 years of 1%/year CO2 increase, from C.

29

Bitz, personal commun., 2007), waters at 500 m depth in the Gulf warm about 0.75°C,
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and 0.2° at 1,000 m. In situ temperatures at 500 m are much closer to the hydrate melting

2

temperature, so the relative change in the saturation state is much more significant at 500

3

m than deeper. The equilibrium temperature change in the deep ocean to a large, 5,000

4

GtC fossil fuel release could be 3°C (Archer et al., 2004). Milkov and Sassen (2003)

5

subjected a two-dimensional model of the hydrate deposits in the Gulf to a 4°C

6

temperature increase and predicted that 2 GtC from hydrate would melt. However, there

7

are no observations to suggest that methane emission rates are currently accelerating.

8

Sassen et al. (2001b) find no molecular fractionation of gases in near-surface hydrate

9

deposits that would be indicative of partial dissolution, and suggest that the reservoir may

10

in fact be growing.

11

Other examples of structural deposits include the summit of Hydrate Ridge, off the coast

12

of Oregon, USA (Torres et al., 2004; Trehu et al., 2004b) and the Niger Delta (Brooks et

13

al., 2000). The distribution of hydrate at Hydrate Ridge indicates up-dip flow along sand

14

layers (Weinberger et al., 2005). Gas is forced into sandy layers where it accumulates

15

until the gas pressure forces it to vent to the surface (Trehu et al., 2004a). Trehu et al.

16

(2004b) estimate that 30-40% of pore space is occupied by hydrate, while gas fractions

17

are 2-4%. Methane emerges to the sea floor with bubble vents and subsurface flows of 1

18

m s-1, and in regions with bacterial mats and vesicomyid clams (Torres et al., 2002).

19

Further examples of structural deposits include the Peru Margin (Pecher et al., 2001) and

20

Nankai Trough, Japan (Nouze et al., 2004).

21

Mud volcanoes are produced by focused upward fluid flow into the ocean and are

22

sometimes associated with hydrate and petroleum deposits. Mud volcanoes often trap

23

methane in hydrate deposits that encircle the channels of fluid flow (Milkov, 2000;

24

Milkov et al., 2004). The fluid flow channels associated with mud volcanoes are ringed

25

with the seismic images of hydrate deposits, with authigenic carbonates, and with

26

pockmarks (Dimitrov and Woodside, 2003) indicative of anoxic methane oxidation.

27

Milkov (2000) estimates that mud volcanoes contain at most 0.5 GtC of methane in

28

hydrate; about 100 times his estimate of the annual supply.
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4.1.4 Fate of Methane Released as Bubbles

2

Methane released from sediments in the ocean may reach the atmosphere directly, or it

3

may dissolve in the ocean. Bubbles are not generally a very efficient means of

4

transporting methane through the ocean to the atmosphere. Rehder et al. (2002) compared

5

the dissolution kinetics of methane and argon and found enhanced lifetime of methane

6

bubbles below the saturation depth in the ocean, about 500 m, because a hydrate film on

7

the surface of the methane bubbles inhibited gas exchange. Bubbles dissolve more slowly

8

from petroleum seeps, where oily films on the surface of the bubble inhibit gas exchange,

9

also changing the shapes of the bubbles (Leifer and MacDonald, 2003). On a larger scale,

10

however, Leifer et al. (2000) diagnosed that the rate of bubble dissolution is limited by

11

turbulent transport of methane-rich water out of the bubble stream into the open water

12

column. The magnitude of the surface dissolution inhibition seems small; in the Rehder et

13

al. (2002) study, a 2-cm bubble dissolves in 30 m above the stability zone, and only 110

14

m below the stability zone. Acoustic imaging of the bubble plume from Hydrate Ridge

15

showed bubbles surviving from 600-700 m water depth where they were released to just

16

above the stability zone at 400 m (Heeschen et al., 2003). One could imagine hydrate-

17

film dissolution inhibition as a mechanism to concentrate the release of methane into the

18

upper water column, but not really as a mechanism to get methane through the ocean

19

directly to the atmosphere.

20

Methane can reach the atmosphere if the methane bubbles are released in waters that are

21

only a few tens of meters deep, as in the case of melting the ice complex in Siberia

22

(Shakhova et al., 2005; Washburn et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2001) or during time periods of

23

lower sea level (Luyendyk et al., 2005). If the rate of methane release is large enough, the

24

rising column of seawater in contact with the bubbles may saturate with methane, or the

25

bubbles can be larger, potentially increasing the escape efficiency to the atmosphere.

26

4.1.5 Fate of Methane Hydrate in the Water Column

27

Pure methane hydrate is buoyant in seawater, so floating hydrate is another potential way

28

to deliver methane from the sediment to the atmosphere (Brewer et al., 2002). In sandy

29

sediment, the hydrate tends to fill the existing pore structure of the sediment, potentially

30

entraining sufficient sediment to prevent the hydrate/sediment mixture from floating,
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while in fine-grained sediments, bubble and hydrate grow by fracturing the cohesion of

2

the sediment, resulting in irregular blobs of bubbles (Gardiner et al., 2003; Boudreau et

3

al., 2005) or pure hydrate. Brewer et al. (2002) and Paull et al. (2003) stirred surface

4

sediments from Hydrate Ridge using the mechanical arm of a submersible remotely

5

operated vehicle and found that hydrate did manage to shed its sediment load enough to

6

float. Hydrate pieces of 0.1 m survived a 750-m ascent through the water column. Paull

7

et al. (2003) described a scenario for a submarine landslide in which the hydrates would

8

gradually make their way free of the turbidity current comprised of the sediment and

9

seawater slurry.

10

4.1.6 Fate of Dissolved Methane in the Water Column

11

Methane is unstable to bacterial oxidation in oxic seawater. Rehder et al. (1999) inferred

12

a methane oxidation lifetime in the high-latitude North Atlantic of 50 years. Methane

13

oxidation is faster in the deep ocean near a particular methane source, where its

14

concentration is higher (turnover time 1.5 years), than in the surface ocean (turnover time

15

of decades) (Valentine et al., 2001). Water-column concentration and isotopic

16

measurements indicate complete water-column oxidation of the released methane at

17

Hydrate Ridge (Grant and Whiticar, 2002; Heeschen et al., 2005).

18

An oxidation lifetime of 50 years leaves plenty of time for transport of methane gas to the

19

atmosphere. Typical gas-exchange time scales for gas evasion from the surface ocean

20

would be about 3-5 m per day. A surface mixed layer 100 m deep would approach

21

equilibrium (degas) in about a month. Even a 1,000-m-thick winter mixed layer would

22

degas about 30% during a 3-month winter window. The ventilation time of subsurface

23

waters depends on the depth and the fluid trajectories in the water (Luyten et al., 1983),

24

but 50 years is enough time that a significant fraction of the dissolved methane from

25

bubbles might reach the atmosphere before it is oxidized.

26

4.2 Geologic Data Relevant to Past Hydrate Release

27

4.2.1 The Storegga Landslide

28

One of the largest exposed submarine landslides in the ocean is the Storegga Slide in the

29

Norwegian continental margin (Mienert et al., 2000, 2005; Bryn et al., 2005). The slide
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excavated on average the top 250 m of sediment over a swath hundreds of kilometers

2

wide, stretching halfway from Norway to Greenland (Fig. 5.10). There have been

3

comparable slides on the Norwegian margin every approximately 100 kyr, roughly

4

synchronous with the glacial cycles (Solheim et al., 2005). The last one, Storegga proper,

5

occurred about 8,150 years ago, after deglaciation. It generated a tsunami in what is now

6

the United Kingdom (D'Hondt et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2004). The Storegga slide area

7

contains methane hydrate deposits as indicated by a seismic bottom simulating reflector

8

(BSR) (Bunz and Mienert, 2004; Mienert et al., 2005; Zillmer et al., 2005a, b)

9

corresponding to the base of the hydrate stability zone 200-300 m, and pockmarks

10

(Hovland et al., 2005) indicating gas expulsion from the sediment.

11
12
13
14
15

Figure 5.10. Image and map of the Storegga Landslide from Masson et al. (2006). The
slide excavated on average the top 250 m of sediment over a swath hundreds of
kilometers wide. Colors indicate water depth, with yellow-orange indicating shallow
water, and green-blue indicating deeper water.
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The slide was presumably triggered by an earthquake, but the sediment column must

2

have been destabilized by either or both of two mechanisms. One is the rapid

3

accumulation of glacial sediment shed by the Fennoscandian ice sheet (Bryn et al., 2005).

4

As explained above, rapid sediment loading traps porewater in the sediment column

5

faster than it can be expelled by the increasing sediment load. At some point, the

6

sediment column floats in its own porewater (Dugan and Flemings, 2000). This

7

mechanism has the capacity to explain why the Norwegian continental margin, of all

8

places in the world, should have landslides synchronous with climate change.

9

The other possibility is the dissociation of methane hydrate deposits by rising ocean

10

temperatures. Rising sea level is also a player in this story, but a smaller one. Rising sea

11

level tends to increase the thickness of the stability zone by increasing the pressure. A

12

model of the stability zone shows this effect dominating deeper in the water column

13

(Vogt and Jung, 2002); the stability zone is shown increasing by about 10 m for

14

sediments in water depth below about 750 m. Shallower sediments are impacted more by

15

long-term temperature changes, reconstructions of which show warming of 5-6°C over a

16

thousand years or so, 11-12 kyr ago. The landslide occurred 2-3 kyr after the warming

17

(Mienert et al., 2005). The slide started at a few hundred meters water depth, just off the

18

continental slope, just where Mienert et al. (2005) calculate the maximum change in

19

HSZ. Sultan et al. (2004) predict that warming in the near-surface sediment would

20

provoke hydrate to dissolve by increasing the saturation methane concentration. This

21

form of dissolution differs from heat-driven direct melting, however, in that it produces

22

dissolved methane, rather than methane bubbles. Sultan et al. (2004) assert that melting

23

to produce dissolved methane increases the volume, although laboratory analyses of

24

volume changes upon this form of melting are equivocal. In any case, the volume

25

changes are much smaller than for thermal melting that produces bubbles.

26

The amount of methane released by the slide can be estimated from the volume of the

27

slide and the potential hydrate content. Hydrate just outside the slide area has been

28

estimated by seismic methods to fill as much as 10% of the porewater volume, in a layer

29

about 50 m thick near the bottom of the stability zone (Bunz and Mienert, 2004). If these
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results were typical of the entire 104 km2 area of the slide, the slide could have released 1-

2

2 GtC of methane in hydrate (Paull et al., 1991).

3

If 1 GtC CH4 reached the atmosphere all at once, it would raise the atmospheric

4

concentration from today’s value of ~1,700 ppb to ~2200 ppb, trapping about 0.25

5

additional W/m2 of greenhouse heat, or more, considering indirect feedbacks. The

6

methane radiative forcing would subside over a time scale of a decade or so, as the pulse

7

of released methane was oxidized to CO2, and the atmospheric methane concentration

8

relaxed toward the long-term steady-state value. The radiative impact of the Storegga

9

Landslide would then be somewhat smaller in magnitude but opposite in sign to the

10

eruption of a large volcano, such as the Mt. Pinatubo eruption (-2 W/m2), but it would

11

last for longer (10 years for methane and 2 years for a volcano).

12

It is tantalizing to wonder if there could be any connection between the Storegga

13

Landslide and the 8.2 kyr climate event (Alley and Agustsdottir, 2005), which may have

14

been been triggered by freshwater release to the North Atlantic. However, ice cores

15

record a 75 pbb drop in methane concentration during the 8.2 kyr event (Kobashi et al.,

16

2007), not a rise. A slowdown of convection in the North Atlantic would have cooled the

17

overlying waters. Maslin et al. (2004) suggested that an apparent correlation between the

18

ages of submarine landslides in the North Atlantic region and methane variations during

19

the deglaciation supported the hypothesis that clathrate release by this mechanism

20

influenced atmospheric methane. The lack of response for Storegga, by far the largest

21

landslide known, and a relatively weak association of other large slides with increased

22

methane levels (Fig. 5.11) suggest that it is unlikely that submarine landslides caused the

23

atmospheric methane variations during this time period.
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Figure 5.11. Timing of submarine landslides in the North Atlantic region and preindustrial ice core methane variations. Landslide data from Maslin et al. (2004). Methane
data from Brook et al. (2000) and Kobashi et al. (2007). Abbreviations: km3, cubic
kilometers; yr, year; ppb, parts per billion.

6

Much of our knowledge of the Storegga Landslide is due to research sponsored by the

7

Norwegian oil industry, which is interested in tapping the Ormen Lange gas field within

8

the headlands of the Storegga slide but is concerned about the geophysical hazard of gas

9

extraction (Bryn et al., 2005). Estimates of potential methane emission from the Storegga

10

slide range from 1to 5 GtC, which is significant but not apocalyptic. As far as can be

11

determined, the Storegga Landslide had no impact on climate.

12

4.2.2 The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum

13

About 55 million years ago, the δ13C signature of carbon in the ocean and on land

14

decreased by 2.5-5 per mil (‰) on a time scale of less than 10 kyr, then recovered in

15

parallel on a time scale of ~120-220 kyr (Kennett and Stott, 1991; Zachos et al., 2001).

16

Associated with this event, commonly called the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum
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(PETM), the δ18O of CaCO3 from intermediate depths in the ocean decreased by 2-3‰,

2

indicative of a warming of about 5°C (Fig. 5.12). The timing of the spikes is to a large

3

extent synchronous. Planktonic foraminifera and terrestrial carbon records show a δ13C

4

perturbation a bit earlier than benthic foraminifera do, suggesting that the carbon spike

5

invaded the deep ocean from the atmosphere (Thomas et al., 2002). Similar events, also

6

associated with transient warmings, although less well documented, have been described

7

from other times in geologic history (Hesselbo et al., 2000; Jenkyns, 2003). The PETM is

8

significant to the present day because it is an analog to the potential fossil fuel carbon

9

release if we burn all the coal reserves.

10
11
12
13
14

Figure 5.12. Carbon (top) and oxygen (bottom) isotope record for benthic foraminifera
from sites in the south Atlantic and western Pacific Oceans for the Paleocene-Eocene
Thermal Maximum (PETM), from Zachos et al. (2001), modified by Archer (2007). ‰,
per mil.
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1

The change in isotopic composition of the carbon in the ocean is attributed to the release

2

of some amount of isotopically light carbon to the atmosphere. However, it is not clear

3

where the carbon came from, or how much of it there was. The magnitude of the carbon

4

shift depends on where it was recorded. The surface change recorded in CaCO3 in soils

5

(Koch et al., 1992) and in some planktonic foraminifera (Thomas et al., 2002) is twice as

6

large a change as is reported for the deep sea. Land records may be affected by changes

7

in plant fractionation, driven by changing hydrological cycle (Bowen et al., 2004). Ocean

8

records may be affected by CaCO3 dissolution (Zachos et al., 2005) resulting in

9

diagenetic imprints on the remaining CaCO3, a necessity to use multiple species, or

10

simple inability to find CaCO3 at all.

11

We can estimate the change in the carbon inventory of the ocean by specifying an

12

atmospheric partial pressure of CO2 value (pCO2), a mean ocean temperature, and

13

insisting on equilibrium with CaCO3 (Zeebe and Westbroek, 2003). The ocean was

14

warmer, prior to the PETM event, than it is today. Atmospheric pCO2 was probably at

15

least 560 ppm at this time (Huber et al., 2002). The present-day inventory of CO2 in the

16

ocean is about 40,000 GtC. According to simple thermodynamics, neglecting changes in

17

the biological pump or circulation of the ocean, the geological steady-state inventory for

18

late Paleocene, pre-PETM time could have been on the order of 50,000 GtC.

19

The lighter the isotopic value of the source, the smaller the amount of carbon that must be

20

released to explain the isotopic shift (Fig. 5.12, top). Candidate sources include methane,

21

which can range in its δ13C isotopic composition from –30 to –110‰. If the ocean δ13C

22

value is taken at face value, and the source was methane at –60‰, then 2,000 GtC would

23

be required to explain the isotopic anomaly. If the source were thermogenic methane or

24

organic carbon at δ13C of about –25‰, then 10,000 GtC would be required.

25

Buffett and Archer (2004) find that the steady-state hydrate reservoir size in the ocean is

26

extremely sensitive to the temperature of the deep sea. At the temperature of Paleocene

27

time but with everything else as in the present-day ocean, they predict less than a

28

thousand GtC of methane in steady state. As the ocean temperature decreases, the

29

stability zone gets thinner and covers less area. Their model was able to fit 6,000 GtC in
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the Arctic Ocean, however, using 6°C temperatures from CCSM (Huber et al., 2002)

2

(which may be too cold) and assuming that the basin had been anoxic (Sluijs et al., 2006).

3

Marine organic matter has an isotopic composition of -20‰, and would require 6,000

4

GtC to explain the isotopic anomaly. Svensen et al. (2004) proposed that lava intrusions

5

into organic-rich sediments could have caused the isotopic shift. They cite evidence that

6

the isotopic composition of methane produced from magma intrusion should be –35 to –

7

50‰, requiring therefore 2,500-3,500 GtC to explain the isotope anomaly in the deep

8

ocean. If CO2 were also released, from metamorphism of CaCO3, the average isotopic

9

composition of the carbon spike would be lower, and the mass of carbon greater. Storey

10

et al. (2007) showed that the opening of the North Atlantic Ocean corresponds in time

11

with the PETM. However, volcanic activity continued for hundreds of thousands of

12

years, leaving still unexplained the reason for the fast (<10,000 years) carbon isotope

13

excursion.

14

A comet impact might have played a role in the PETM, and while the isotopic

15

composition of comets is not well constrained, carbon in cometary dust tends to be about

16

–45‰ (Kent et al., 2003). Kent et al. (2003) calculate that an 11 km comet containing 20-

17

25% organic matter, a rather large icy tarball, could deliver 200 GtC, enough to decrease

18

the δ13C of the atmosphere and upper ocean by 0.4‰. It is unlikely that a comet could

19

deliver thousands of GtC, however. An impact strike to a carbonate platform or an

20

organic-rich sediment of some sort could release carbon, but it would take a very large

21

crater to release thousands of gigatons of carbon.

22

Volcanic carbon has an isotopic composition of –7‰, requiring a huge carbon release of

23

~20,000 GtC to explain the PETM . Excess carbon emissions have been attributed to

24

superplume cycles in the mantle and flood basalt volcanic activity (Larson, 1991).

25

However, these events tend to take millions of years to play out (Dickens et al., 1995).

26

Schmitz et al. (2004) and Bralower et al. (1997) find evidence of increased volcanic

27

activity during the PETM interval but view the activity as rearranging ocean circulation,

28

triggering methane release, rather than being a major primary source of carbon itself,

29

presumably because the potential volcanic carbon source is too slow.
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Acidification of the ocean by invasion of CO2 drove a shoaling of the depth of CaCO3

2

preservation in the Atlantic (Zachos et al., 2005) although, curiously, the signal is much

3

smaller in the Pacific (Zachos et al., 2003). The magnitude of the carbonate

4

compensation depth (CCD) shift in the Atlantic would suggest a large carbon addition, on

5

the order of 5,000 GtC or more (Archer et al., 1997).

6

A large carbon release is also supported by the warming inferred from the δ18O spike.

7

The benthic δ18O record is clearly interpretable as a temperature change, at a depth of

8

several kilometers in the ocean, from about 8° to about 14°C, in a few thousand years.

9

Warming is also implied by Mg/Ca ratios in CaCO3 (Zachos et al., 2003). The

10

temperature can be altered by both CH4 and CO2. Schmidt and Shindell (2003) calculated

11

that the steady-state atmospheric CH4 concentration during the period of excess emission

12

(ranging from 500-20,000 years) would be enough to explain the temperature change.

13

However, the atmospheric-methane concentration anomaly would decay away a few

14

decades after the excess emission ceased. At this point the temperature anomaly would

15

die away also. Hence, as soon as the carbon isotopic composition stopped plunging

16

negatively, the oxygen isotopic composition should recover as the ocean cools. The

17

carbon isotopic composition meanwhile should remain light for hundreds of thousands of

18

years (Kump and Arthur, 1999) until the carbon reservoir isotopic composition

19

reapproached a steady-state value. The record shows instead that the oxygen and carbon

20

isotopic anomalies recovered in parallel (Fig. 5.12). This suggests that CO2 is the more

21

likely greenhouse warmer rather than CH4. It could be that the time scale for the pCO2 to

22

reach steady state might be different than the time scale for the isotopes to equilibrate,

23

analogous to the equilibration of the surface ocean by gas exchange: isotopes take longer.

24

However, in the Kump and Arthur (1999) model results, pCO2 seems to take longer to

25

equilibrate than δ13C. The first-order result is that the CO2 and δ13C time scales are much

26

more similar than the CH4 and δ13C time scales would be.

27

A warming of 5°C would require somewhere between one and two doublings of the

28

atmospheric CO2 concentration, if the climate sensitivity is in the range of IPCC

29

predictions of 2.5 – 4.5°C. Beginning from 600 ppm, we would increase the pCO2 of the

30

atmosphere to somewhere in the range of 1,200 – 2,400 ppm. The amount of carbon
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required to achieve this value for hundreds of thousands of years (after equilibration with

2

the ocean and with the CaCO3 cycle) would be of order 20,000 GtC. This would imply a

3

mean isotopic composition of the spike of mantle isotopic composition, not isotopically

4

light methane. The amount of carbon required to explain the observed δ18O would be

5

higher if the initial atmospheric pCO2 were higher than the assumed 600 ppm. The only

6

way that a biogenic methane source could explain the warming is if the climate

7

sensitivity were much higher in the Paleocene than it seems to be today, which seems

8

unlikely because the ice albedo feedback amplifies the climate sensitivity today (Pagani

9

et al., 2006).

10

The bottom line conclusion about the source of the carbon isotopic excursion is that it is

11

still not clear. There is no clear evidence in favor of a small, very isotopically depleted

12

source of carbon. Mechanistically, it is easier to explain a small release than a large one,

13

and this is why methane has been a popular culprit for explaining the δ13C shift.

14

Radiative considerations argue for a larger carbon emission, corresponding to a less

15

fractionated source than pure biogenic methane. Thermogenic methane might do, such as

16

the release of somewhat more thermogenic methane than in Gulf of Mexico sediments, if

17

there were a thermogenic deposit that large. Perhaps it was some combination of sources,

18

an initial less-fractionated source such as marine organic matter or a comet, followed by

19

hydrate release.

20

The PETM is significant to the present day because it is a close analog to the potential

21

fossil fuel carbon release if we burn all the coal reserves. There are about 5,000 GtC in

22

coal, while oil and traditional natural gas deposits are hundreds of Gt each (Rogner,

23

1997). The recovery time scale from the PETM (140 kyr) is comparable to the model

24

predictions, based on the mechanism of the silicate weathering thermostat (400 kyr time

25

scale, Berner et al., 1983).

26

The magnitude of the PETM warming presents an important and currently unanswered

27

problem. A 5,000 GtC fossil fuel release will warm the deep ocean by perhaps 2-4°C,

28

based on paleoclimate records and model results (Martin et al., 2005). The warming

29

during the PETM was 5°C, and this was from an atmospheric CO2 concentration higher
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than today (at least 600 ppm), so that a further spike of only 2,000 GtC (based on

2

methane isotopic composition) would have only a tiny radiative impact, not enough to

3

warm the Earth by 5°C. One possibility is that our estimates for the climate sensitivity are

4

too low by a factor of 2 or more. However, as mentioned above, one might expect a

5

decreased climate sensitivity for an ice-free world rather than for the ice-age climate of

6

today.

7

Another possibility is that the carbon release was larger than 2,000 GtC. Perhaps the

8

global average δ13C shift was as large as recorded in soils (Koch et al., 1992) and some

9

planktonic foraminifera (Thomas et al., 2002). The source could have been thermogenic

10

methane, or maybe it was not methane at all but CO2, derived from some organic pool

11

such as sedimentary organic carbon (Svensen et al., 2004). At present, the PETM serves

12

as a cautionary tale about the long duration of a release of new CO2 to the atmosphere

13

(Archer, 2005). However, our current understanding of the processes responsible for the

14

δ13C spike is not strong enough to provide any new constraint to the stability of the

15

methane hydrate reservoir in the immediate future.

16

4.2.3 Santa Barbara Basin and the Clathrate Gun Hypothesis

17

Nisbet (2002) and Kennett et al. (2003) argue that methane from hydrates is responsible

18

for the deglacial rise in the Greenland methane record between 20,000 and 10,000 years

19

ago, and for abrupt changes in methane at other times (Fig. 5.6C). Kennett et al.(2000)

20

found episodic negative δ13C excursions in benthic foraminifera in the Santa Barbara

21

Basin, which they interpret as reflecting release of hydrate methane during warm climate

22

intervals. Biomarkers for methanotrophy are found in greater abundance and indicate

23

greater rates of reaction during warm intervals in the Santa Barbara Basin (Hinrichs et

24

al., 2003) and in the Japanese coastal margin (Uchida et al., 2004). Cannariato and Stott

25

(2004), however, argued that these results could have arisen from contamination or

26

subsequent diagenetic overprints. Hill et al. (2006) measured the abundance of tar in

27

Santa Barbara basin sediments, argued that tar abundance was proportional to methane

28

emissions, and described increases in tar abundance and inferred destabilization of

29

methane hydrates associated with warming during the last glacial-interglacial transition.
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As discussed in Section 1, there are several arguments against the hypothesis of a

2

clathrate role in controlling atmospheric methane during the last glacial period. Perhaps

3

the most powerful so far is that the isotopic ratio of deuterium to hydrogen (D/H) in ice

4

core methane for several abrupt transitions in methane concentration indicates a

5

freshwater source, rather than a marine source, apparently ruling out much of a role for

6

marine hydrate methane release (Sowers, 2006). However, the D/H ratio has not yet been

7

measured for the entire ice core record. The timing of the deglacial methane rise was also

8

more easily explained by wetland emissions than by catastrophic methane release (Brook

9

et al., 2000). The interhemispheric gradient of methane tells us that the deglacial increase

10

in atmospheric methane arose in part from high northern latitudes (Dallenbach et al.,

11

2000), although more work is needed to verify this conclusion because constraining the

12

gradient is analytically difficult. The deglacial methane rise could therefore be attributed

13

at least in part to methanogenesis from decomposition of thawing organic matter or from

14

high-latitude wetlands. Regardless of the source of the methane, the climate forcing from

15

the observed methane record (Fig. 5.6C and D) is too weak to argue for a dominant role

16

for methane in the glacial cycles (Brook et al., 2000).

17

4.3 Review of Model Results Addressing Past and Future Methane Hydrate

18

Destabilization

19

4.3.1 Quantity of Methane Potentially Released

20

Probably the most detailed analysis to date of the potential for methane release from

21

hydrates on a century time scale is the study of Harvey and Huang (1995). Their study

22

calculated the inventory of hydrate and the potential change in that inventory with an

23

ocean warming. They treated as a parameter the fraction of methane in bubbles that could

24

escape the sediment column to reach the ocean, and evaluated the sensitivity of the

25

potential methane release to that escaped fraction. Our picture of methane release

26

mechanisms has been refined since 1995, although it remains difficult to predict the fate

27

of methane from melted hydrates. Harvey and Huang (1995) did not treat the invasion of

28

heat into the ocean or into the sediment column. Their conclusion was that the radiative

29

impact from hydrate methane will be much smaller than that of CO2, or even between

30

different scenarios for CO2 release. The calculation should be redone, but it is unlikely

31

that an updated calculation would change the bottom-line conclusion.
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4.3.2 Climate Impact of Potential Release

2

Schmidt and Shindell (2003) showed that the chronic release of methane from a large

3

hydrate reservoir over thousands of years can have a significant impact on global climate.

4

The accumulating CO2 from the oxidation of the methane also has a significant climate

5

impact. New CO2 from methane oxidation accumulates in the atmosphere / ocean /

6

terrestrial biosphere carbon pool and persists to affect climate for hundreds of thousands

7

of years (Archer, 2005). If a pool of methane is released over a time scale of thousands of

8

years, the climate impact from the accumulating CO2 concentration may exceed that from

9

the steady-state increase in the methane concentration (Harvey and Huang, 1995;

10

Dickens, 2001a; Schmidt and Shindell, 2003; Archer and Buffett, 2005). After the

11

emission stops, methane drops quickly to a lower steady state, while the CO2 persists.

12

If hydrates melt in the ocean, much of the methane would probably be oxidized in the

13

ocean rather than reaching the atmosphere directly as methane. This reduces the century-

14

time scale climate impact of melting hydrate, but on time scales of millennia and longer

15

the climate impact is the same regardless of where the methane is oxidized. Methane

16

oxidized to CO2 in the ocean will equilibrate with the atmosphere within a few hundred

17

years, resulting in the same partitioning of the added CO2 between the atmosphere and

18

the ocean regardless of its origin. The rate and extent to which methane carbon can

19

escape the sediment column in response to warming is very difficult to constrain at

20

present. It depends on the stability of the sediment slope to sliding, and on the

21

permeability of the sediment and the hydrate stability zone’s cold trap to bubble methane

22

fluxes.

23

4.4 Conclusions About Potential for Abrupt Release of Methane From Marine

24

Hydrates

25

On the time scale of the coming century, it appears likely that most of the marine hydrate

26

reservoir will be insulated from anthropogenic climate change. The exception is in

27

shallow ocean sediments where methane gas is focused by subsurface migration. The

28

most likely response of these deposits to anthropogenic climate change is an increased

29

background rate of chronic methane release, rather than an abrupt release. Methane gas in

30

the atmosphere is a transient species, its loss by oxidation continually replenished by
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ongoing release. An increase in the rate of methane emission to the atmosphere from

2

melting hydrates would increase the steady-state methane concentration of the

3

atmosphere. The potential rate of methane emission from hydrates is more speculative

4

than the rate from other methane sources such as the decomposition of peat in thawing

5

permafrost deposits, or anthropogenic emission from agricultural, livestock, and fossil

6

fuel industries, but the potential rates appear to be comparable to these sources.

7

5. Terrestrial Methane Hydrates

8

There are two sources for methane in hydrates, biogenic production by microbes

9

degrading organic matter in anaerobic environments, and thermogenic production at

10

temperatures above 110°C, typically at depths greater than about 15 km. Terrestrial

11

methane hydrates are primarily biogenic (Archer, 2007). They form and are stable under

12

ice sheets (thicker than ~250 m) and within permafrost soils at depths of about 150 to

13

2,000 m below the surface (Kvenvolden, 1993; Harvey and Huang, 1995). Their presence

14

is known or inferred from geophysical evidence (e.g., well logs) on Alaska’s North

15

Slope, the Mackenzie River delta (Northwest Territories) and Arctic islands of Canada,

16

the Messoyakha Gas Field and two other regions of western Siberia, and two regions of

17

northeastern Siberia (Kvenvolden and Lorenson, 2001). Samples of terrestrial methane

18

hydrates have been recovered from 900 to 1,110 m depth in the Mallik core in the

19

Mackenzie River delta (Kvenvolden and Lorenson, 2001; Uchida et al., 2002).

20

5.1 Terrestrial Methane Hydrate Pool Size and Distribution

21

While most methane hydrates are marine, the size of the contemporary terrestrial

22

methane hydrate pool, although unknown, may be large. Estimates range from less than

23

10 Gt CH4 (Meyer, 1981) to more than 18,000 Gt CH4 (Dobrynin et al., 1981) (both cited

24

in Harvey and Huang, 1995). More recent estimates are 400 Gt CH4 (MacDonald, 1990),

25

800 Gt CH4 (Harvey and Huang, 1995), and 4.5-400 GtC; this is a small fraction of the

26

ocean methane hydrate pool size (see Sec. 4).

27

Terrestrial methane hydrates are a potential fossil energy source. Recovery can come

28

from destabilization of the hydrates by warming, reducing the pressure, or injecting a

29

substance (e.g., methanol) that shifts the stability line (see Box 5.1). The Messoyakha
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Gas Field in western Siberia, at least some of which lies in the terrestrial methane hydrate

2

stability zone, began producing gas in 1969, and some production is thought to have

3

come from methane hydrates, though methanol injection made this production very

4

expensive (Kvenvolden, 1993; Krason, 2000). A more recent review of the geological

5

evidence for methane production from hydrates at Messoyakha by Collett and Ginsburg

6

(1998) could not confirm unequivocally that hydrates contributed to the produced gas.

7

Due to low costs of other available energy resources, there had not been significant

8

international industrial interest in hydrate methane extraction during 1970-2000

9

(Kvenvolden, 2000), and the fraction of terrestrial methane hydrate that is or will be

10

technically and economically recoverable is not well established. In the U.S., the

11

Methane Hydrate Research and Development Act of 2000 and its subsequent 2005

12

Amendment have fostered the National Methane Hydrates R&D Program, supporting a

13

wide range of laboratory, engineering, and field projects with one focus being on

14

developing the knowledge and technology base to allow commercial production of

15

methane from domestic hydrate deposits by the year 2015, beginning with Alaska’s

16

North Slope. Estimates of technically and economically recoverable methane in hydrates

17

are being developed (Boswell, 2005, 2007).

18

5.2 Mechanisms To Destabilize Terrestrial Methane Hydrates

19

Terrestrial methane hydrates in permafrost are destabilized if the permafrost warms

20

sufficiently or if the permafrost hydrate is exposed through erosion (see Box 5.3).

21

Destabilization of hydrates in permafrost by global warming is not expected to be

22

significant over the next few centuries (Nisbet, 2002; see Sec. 5.4). Nisbet (2002) notes

23

that although a warming pulse will take centuries to reach permafrost hydrates at depths

24

of several hundred meters, once a warming pulse enters the soil/sediment, it continues to

25

propagate downward and will eventually destabilize hydrates, even if the climate has

26

subsequently cooled.

27

Terrestrial methane hydrates under an ice sheet are destabilized if the ice sheet thins or

28

retreats. The only globally significant ice sheets now existing are on Greenland and

29

Antarctica; maps of the global distribution of methane hydrates do not show any hydrates

30

under either ice sheet (Kvenvolden, 1993). It is likely, however, that hydrates formed
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under Pleistocene continental ice sheets (e.g., Weitemeyer and Buffett, 2006; see Sec.

2

5.3.1).

3

Terrestrial methane hydrates can also be destabilized by thermokarst erosion (a melt-

4

erosion process) of coastal-zone permafrost. Ice complexes in the soil melt where they

5

are exposed to the ocean along the coast, the land collapses into the sea, and more ice is

6

exposed (Archer, 2007). The Siberian coast is experiencing very high rates of coastal

7

erosion (Shakova et al., 2005). Methane hydrates associated with this permafrost become

8

destabilized through this process, and methane is released into the coastal waters

9

(Shakova et al., 2005). Magnitudes of the emissions are discussed below.

10

De Batist et al. (2002) analyzed seismic reflection data from Lake Baikal sediments, the

11

only freshwater nonpermafrost basin known to contain gas hydrates, and infer that

12

hydrate destabilization is occurring in this tectonically active lacustrine basin via upward

13

flow of hydrothermal fluids advecting heat to the base of the hydrate stability zone. If

14

occurring, this means of destabilization is very unlikely to be important globally, as the

15

necessary geological setting is rare.

16

Mining terrestrial hydrates for gas production will necessarily destabilize them, but

17

presumably most of this methane will be captured, used, and the carbon emitted to the

18

atmosphere as CO2.

19

5.3 Evidence of Past Terrestrial Hydrate Methane Release

20

No direct evidence has been identified of past terrestrial hydrate methane release in

21

significant quantities. Analyses related to the PETM and clathrate gun hypothesis

22

discussed in Sec. 4 have focused on methane emissions from the larger and more

23

vulnerable marine hydrates. Emissions from terrestrial hydrates may have contributed to

24

changes in methane observed in the ice core record, but there are so far no distinctive

25

isotopic tracers of terrestrial hydrates, as is the case for marine hydrate (Sowers, 2006).

26

5.3.1. Quantity of Methane Released From Terrestrial Hydrates in the Past

27

Weitemeyer and Buffett (2006) modeled the accumulation and release of biogenic

28

methane from terrestrial hydrates below the Laurentide and Cordilleran ice sheets of
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North America during the last glaciation. Methane was generated under the ice sheet

2

from anaerobic decomposition of buried, near-surface soil organic matter, and hydrates

3

formed if the ice sheet was greater than ~250 m thick. Hydrate destabilization arose from

4

pressure decreases with ice sheet melting/thinning. They simulated total releases for

5

North America of about 40-100 Tg CH4, with most of the deglacial emissions occurring

6

during periods of glacial retreat during a 500-year interval around 14 kyr before present

7

(BP), and a 2,000-year interval centered on about 10 kyr BP. The highest simulated

8

emission rates (~15-35 Tg CH4 yr-1) occurred during the dominant period of ice sheet

9

melting around 11-9 kyr BP.

10

Shakova et al. (2005) measured supersaturated methane concentrations in northern

11

Siberian coastal waters. This supersaturation is thought to arise from degradation of

12

coastal shelf hydrate, hydrate that had formed in permafrost when the shelf was exposed

13

during low sea level of the last glacial maximum. Methane concentrations in the Laptev

14

and East Siberian Seas were supersaturated up to 800% in 2003 and 2500% in 2004.

15

From this and an empirical model of gas flux between the atmosphere and the ocean, they

16

estimated summertime (i.e., ice-free) fluxes of up to 0.4 Mg CH4 km-2 y-1 (or 0.4 g CH4

17

m-2 y-1). They assume that the methane flux from the sea floor is of the same order of

18

magnitude, and may reach 1-1.5 g CH4 m-2 y-1. These fluxes are low compared to wetland

19

fluxes (typically ~1-100 g CH4 m-2 y-1; Bartlett and Harriss, 1993), but applied across the

20

total area of shallow Arctic shelf the total annual flux for this region may be as high as 1-

21

5 Tg CH4 y-1, depending on degree of oxidation in the seawater. (See Table 5.1 above for

22

global methane emissions by source.)

23

5.3.2 Climate Impact of Past Methane Release From Terrestrial Hydrates

24

Most studies of climate impacts from possible past methane hydrate releases have

25

considered large releases from marine hydrates (see Sec. 4 above). It is generally not well

26

known what fraction of the methane released from hydrate destabilization is either

27

trapped in overlying sediments or oxidized to carbon dioxide before reaching the

28

atmosphere (Reeburgh, 2004), and the same considerations are relevant to release from

29

terrestrial sources.
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Weitemeyer and Buffett (2006) estimated intervals of 500-2,000 years when methane

2

hydrate destabilization from retreat of the North American ice sheet caused increases of

3

atmospheric methane of 10-200 ppb, with the largest perturbation at 11-9 kyr before

4

present. Any effect of methane oxidation before reaching the atmosphere was ignored;

5

this oxidation would have reduced the impact on the atmospheric methane burden. This

6

atmospheric perturbation is equivalent to about 2-25% of pre-industrial Holocene

7

atmospheric methane burdens, and roughly equivalent to a radiative forcing of 0.002 –

8

0.1 W m-2 (using contemporary values for methane radiative efficiency and indirect

9

effects from Ramaswamy et al., 2001).

10

Thermokarst erosion on the Arctic coast of Siberia is thought to cause hydrate

11

destabilization and emissions of methane that are at most 1% of total global methane

12

emissions (Shakova et al. 2005), and so this process is very unlikely to be having a large

13

climatic impact..

14

5.4 Estimates of Future Terrestrial Hydrate Release and Climatic Impact

15

Harvey and Huang (1995) modeled terrestrial methane hydrate release due to global

16

warming (step function temperature increases of 5°C, 10°C, and 15°C, and the

17

propagation of this heat into hydrate-bearing permafrost). Over the first few centuries the

18

methane release is very small, and after 1,000 years, the cumulative methane release is

19

<1%, 2%, and 5% of the total terrestrial methane hydrate pool size, respectively; by 5,000

20

years this cumulative release has increased to 3%, 15%, and 30%, respectively. Even

21

5,000 years after a step function increase in temperature of 15˚C, the radiative forcing

22

caused by terrestrial hydrate melting (direct effects of methane plus methane converted to

23

carbon dioxide) was only ~0.3 W/m2.

24

Methane release from hydrate destabilization due to decaying ice sheets is unlikely to be

25

substantial unless there are significant hydrate pools under Greenland and/or Antarctica,

26

which does not seem to be the case. Thermoskarst erosion release is the only known

27

present terrestrial hydrate methane source. This process can be expected to continue into

28

the future, and it is very likely that emissions will remain a small fraction of the global

29

methane budget and therefore have a small impact on radiative forcing. However, most
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recent modeling analyses have focused on marine hydrates (e.g., Dickens, 2001c; Archer

2

and Buffett, 2004), and more work on the terrestrial hydrate reservoir is clearly needed.

3

5.5 Conclusions

4

No mechanisms have been proposed for the abrupt release of significant quantities of

5

methane from terrestrial hydrates (Archer, 2007). Slow and perhaps sustained release

6

from permafrost regions may occur over decades to centuries from mining extraction of

7

methane from terrestrial hydrates in the arctic (Boswell, 2007), over decades to centuries

8

from continued thermokarst erosion of coastal permafrost in Eurasia (Shakova et al.,

9

2005), and over centuries to millennia from the propagation of any warming 100-1,000 m

10

down into permafrost hydrates (Harvey and Huang, 1995).

11

6. Changes in Methane Emissions From Natural Wetlands

12

6.1 Introduction

13

Natural wetlands are most extensive at high northern latitudes, where boreal and arctic

14

wetlands have substantial carbon in peat and are frequently associated with permafrost,

15

and in the tropics, often associated with river and lake floodplains. Annual methane

16

emissions from tropical wetlands are roughly twice that from boreal/arctic wetlands.

17

Globally, wetlands are the largest single methane source to the atmosphere, with recent

18

emission estimates ranging from 100 to 231 Tg CH4 yr-1 (Denman et al., 2007),

19

constituting more than 75% of the total estimated natural emissions. Variations in

20

wetland distribution and saturation, in response to long-term variations in climate, are

21

therefore thought to have been main determinants for variation in the atmospheric CH4

22

concentration in the past (Chappellaz et al., 1990; Chappellaz et al., 1993a,b; Brook et

23

al., 1996, 2000; Delmotte et al., 2004). Recent interannual variations in methane

24

emissions have been dominated by fluctuations in wetland emissions (Bousquet et al.,

25

2006), although biomass burning also plays a significant role.

26

Methane emissions from natural wetlands are sensitive to temperature and moisture (see

27

below), and thus to climate variability and change. Emissions can also be influenced by

28

anthropogenic activities that impact wetlands such as pollution loading (e.g., Gauci et al.,

29

2004), land management (e.g., Minkkinen et al., 1997), and water management (e.g., St.
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Louis et al., 2000). While these anthropogenic impacts can be expected to change in the

2

coming decades, they are unlikely to be a source of abrupt changes in methane emissions

3

from natural wetlands, so this section will focus on climate change impacts.

4

Global climate model projections suggest that the tropics, on average, and the northern

5

high latitudes are likely to become warmer and wetter during the 21st century, with

6

greater changes at high latitudes (Chapman and Walsh, 2007; Meehl et al., 2007).

7

Temperatures in the tropics by 2100 are projected to increase by 2-4°C (Meehl et al.,

8

2007). Precipitation in the tropics is expected to increase in East Africa and Southeast

9

Asia, show little change in West Africa and Amazonia, and decrease in Central America

10

and northern South America (Meehl et al., 2007).

11

Warming in the northern high latitudes in recent decades has been stronger than in the

12

rest of the world (Serreze and Francis, 2006), and that trend is projected to continue, with

13

multimodel projections indicating that Arctic land areas could warm by between 3.5° and

14

8°C by 2100 (Meehl et al., 2007). The northern high latitudes are also expected to see an

15

increase in precipitation by more than 20% in winter and by more than 10% in summer.

16

Climate change of this magnitude is expected to have diverse impacts on the Arctic

17

climate system (ACIA, 2004), including the methane cycle. Principal among the projected

18

impacts is that soil temperatures are expected to warm and permafrost, which is prevalent

19

across much of the northern high latitudes, is expected to thaw and degrade. Permafrost

20

thaw may alter the distribution of wetlands and lakes through soil subsidence and

21

changes in local hydrological conditions. Since methane production responds positively

22

to soil moisture and summer soil temperature, the projected strong warming and

23

associated landscape changes expected in the northern high latitudes, coupled with the

24

large carbon source (northern peatlands have ~250 GtC as peat within 1 to a few meters

25

of the atmosphere; Turunen et al., 2002), will likely lead to an increase in methane

26

emissions over the coming century.

27

6.2 Factors Controlling Methane Emissions From Natural Wetlands

28

Methane is produced as a byproduct of microbial decomposition of organic matter under

29

anaerobic conditions that are typical of saturated soils and wetlands. As this methane
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migrates from the saturated soil to the atmosphere (via molecular diffusion, ebullition

2

(bubbling), or plant-mediated transport), it can be oxidized to carbon dioxide by

3

microbial methanotrophs in oxygenated sediment or soil. In wetlands, a significant

4

fraction of the methane produced is oxidized by methanotrophic bacteria before reaching

5

the atmosphere (Reeburgh, 2004). If the rate of methanogenesis is greater than the rate of

6

methanotrophy and pathways for methane to diffuse through the soil are available, then

7

methane is emitted to the atmosphere. Dry systems, where methanotrophy exceeds

8

methanogenesis, can act as weak sinks for atmospheric methane (see Table 5.1). Methane

9

emissions are extremely variable in space and time, and therefore it is difficult to quantify

10

regional-scale annual emissions (Bartlett and Harriss, 1993; Melack et al., 2004). Recent

11

reports of a large source (62-236 Tg CH4 yr-1) of methane from an aerobic process in

12

plants (Keppler et al., 2006) appear to be in overstated (Dueck et al., 2007; Wang et al.,

13

2008).

14

There have not been many field studies measuring methane fluxes from tropical wetlands

15

around the world, but work in the Amazon and Orinoco Basins of South America has

16

shown that methane emissions appear to be most strongly controlled in aquatic habitats

17

by inundation depth and vegetation cover (e.g., flooded forest, floating macrophytes,

18

open water) (Devol et al., 1990; Bartlett and Harriss, 1993; Smith et al., 2000; Melack et

19

al., 2004). Wet season (high water) fluxes are generally higher than dry season (low

20

water) fluxes (Bartlett and Harriss, 1993).

21

At high latitudes, the most important factors influencing methane fluxes are water table

22

depth, soil or peat temperature, substrate type and availability, and vegetation type (Fig.

23

5.13). Water table depth determines both the fraction of the wetland soil/peat that is

24

anaerobic and the distance from this zone of methane production to the atmosphere (i.e.,

25

the length of the oxidation zone) and is often the single most important factor controlling

26

emissions (Bubier et al., 1995; Waddington et al., 1996; MacDonald et al., 1998). The

27

strong sensitivity of CH4 emissions to water table position suggests that changing

28

hydrology of northern wetlands under climate change could drive large shifts in

29

associated methane emissions.
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Figure 5.13. Relationships between water table height, temperature, and methane
emissions for northern wetlands from Bubier et al. (1995). Abbreviations: mg/m2/d,
milligrams per square meter per day; mm, millimeters; C, degrees Celsius.

5

Vegetation type controls plant litter tissue quality/decomposability, methanogen substrate

6

input by root exudation (e.g., King and Reeburgh, 2002), and the potential for plant-

7

mediated transport of methane to the atmosphere (e.g., King et al., 1998; Joabsson and

8

Christensen, 2001). Substrate type and quality, generally related to quantity of root

9

exudation and to vegetation litter quality and degree of decomposition, can directly affect

10

potential methane production. Vegetation productivity controls the amount of organic

11

matter available for decomposition.
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In wetland ecosystems, when the water table is near the surface and substantial methane

2

emissions occur, the remaining controlling factors rise in relevance. Christensen et al.

3

(2003) find that temperature and microbial substrate availability together explain almost

4

100% of the variations in mean annual CH4 emissions across a range of sites across

5

Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavia, and Siberia. Bubier et al. (1995) find a similarly strong

6

dependence on soil temperature at a northern peatland complex in Canada. The observed

7

strong relationship between CH4 emissions and soil temperature reflects the exponential

8

increase in microbial activity as soil temperatures warm. The strong warming expected

9

across the northern high latitudes is likely to be a positive feedback on methane

10

emissions.

11

The presence or absence of permafrost can also have a direct influence on CH4 emissions.

12

Across the northern high latitudes, permafrost features such as ice wedges, ice lenses,

13

thermokarst, and ice heaving determine the surface microtopography. Small variations in

14

surface topography have a strong bearing on plant community structure and evolution as

15

well as soil hydrologic and nutritional conditions (Jorgenson et al., 2001, 2006), all of

16

which are controlling factors for methane emission. Projections of future methane

17

emission are hampered by the difficulty of modeling landscape/watershed hydrology well

18

enough at large scales to realistically represent small changes in wetland water table

19

depth.

20

6.3 Observed and Projected Changes in Natural Wetlands

21

6.3.1 Observed Changes in Arctic Wetlands and Lakes

22

Increased surface ponding and wetland formation have been observed in warming

23

permafrost regions (Jorgenson et al., 2001, 2006). These increases are driven primarily

24

by permafrost-thaw-induced slumping and collapsing terrain features (thermokarst) that

25

subsequently fill with water. For the Tanana Flats region in central Alaska, large-scale

26

degradation of permafrost over the period 1949-95 is associated with substantial losses of

27

birch forest and expansion of wetland fens (Jorgenson et al., 2001).

28

In recent decades, lake area and count in discontinuous permafrost regions have

29

decreased in western Siberia (Smith et al., 2005) and Alaska (Riordan et al., 2006) but
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have increased in continuous permafrost regions in northwestern Siberia (Smith et al.,

2

2005). The differing trends in discontinuous and continuous permafrost zones can be

3

understood if one considers that initial permafrost warming leads to development of

4

thermokarst and lake and wetland expansion as the unfrozen water remains trapped near

5

the surface by the icy soil beneath it. As the permafrost degrades more completely, lake

6

or wetland drainage follows, as water more readily drains through the more ice-free soil

7

to the ground-water system.

8

A strength of the Smith et al. (2005) study is that lake abundance is determined via

9

satellite, permitting the study of thousands of lakes and evaluation of the net change

10

across a broad area, which can in turn be attributed to regional driving mechanisms such

11

as climate and permafrost degradation. A similar analysis for wetlands would be useful

12

but is presently intractable because wetlands are not easy to pinpoint from satellite, as

13

inundation, particularly in forested regions, cannot be easily mapped, and wetland-rich

14

landscapes are often very spatially heterogeneous. (Frey and Smith, 2007).

15

Present-generation global climate or large-scale hydrologic models do not represent the

16

thermokarst processes that appear likely to dictate large-scale changes in wetland extent

17

over the coming century. However, wetland area can also respond to trends in

18

precipitation minus evaporation (P–E). A positive P–E trend could lead, in the absence of

19

large increases in runoff, to an expansion of wetland area and more saturated soil

20

conditions, thereby increasing the area from which methane emission can occur. Most

21

climate models predict that both Arctic precipitation and evapotranspiration will rise

22

during the 21st century if greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere continue to

23

rise. In at least one model, the NCAR CCSM3, the P–E trend is positive throughout the

24

21st century (Lawrence and Slater, 2005).

25

6.3.2 Observed and Projected Changes in Permafrost Conditions

26

There is a considerable and growing body of evidence that soil temperatures are

27

warming, active layer thickness (ALT) is increasing, and permafrost is degrading at

28

unprecedented rates (e.g., Osterkamp and Romanovsky, 1999; Romanovsky et al., 2002,

29

Smith et al., 2005; Osterkamp and Jorgenson, 2006). Continuous permafrost in Alaska,
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which has been stable over hundreds, or even thousands, of years, has suffered an abrupt

2

increase in degradation since 1982 that “appears beyond normal rates of change in

3

landscape evolution” (Jorgenson et al., 2006). Similarly, discontinuous permafrost in

4

Canada has shown a 200-300% increase in the rate of thawing over the 1995-2002 period

5

relative to that of 1941-91 (Camill, 2005). Payette et al. (2004) present evidence of

6

accelerated thawing of subarctic peatland permafrost over the last 50 years. An example

7

of permafrost degradation and transition to wetlands in the Tanana Flats region of central

8

Alaska is shown in Figure 5.14.

9
10
11
12
13

Figure 5.14. Transition from tundra (left, 1978) to wetlands (right, 1998) due to
permafrost degradation over a period of 20 years (Jorgensen et al., 2001). Photos, taken
from the same location in Tanana Flats in central Alaska, obtained from
http://www.arctic.noaa.gov/detect/land-tundra.shtml.

14

Model projections of soil temperature warming and permafrost degradation in response to

15

the strong anticipated high-latitude warming vary considerably, although virtually all of

16

them indicate that a significant amount of permafrost degradation will occur if the Arctic

17

continues to warm (Anisimov and Nelson, 1997; Stendel and Christensen, 2002; Zhang et

18

al., 2003; Sazonova et al., 2004). Buteau et al. (2004) find downward thawing rates of up

19

to 13 cm yr-1 in ice-rich permafrost for a 5oC warming over 100 years. A collection of

20

process-based models, both global and regional, all with varying degrees of completeness

21

in terms of their representation of permafrost, indicates widespread large-scale

22

degradation of permafrost (and by extension increased thermokarst development), sharply

23

increasing ALTs, and a contraction of the area where permafrost can be found near the
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Earth’s surface during the 21st century (Lawrence and Slater, 2005; Euskirchen et al.,

2

2006; Lawrence et al., 2007; Saito et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007).

3
4

Box 5.3—High-Latitude Terrestrial Feedbacks
In recent decades, the Arctic has witnessed startling environmental change. The

5

changes span many facets of the Arctic system including rapidly decreasing sea ice

6

extent, melting glaciers, warming and degrading permafrost, increasing runoff to the

7

Arctic Ocean, expanding shrub cover, and important changes to the carbon balance

8

(Serreze et al., 2000; ACIA, 2004; Hinzman et al., 2005). The observed

9

environmental trends are driven largely by temperatures that are increasing across the

10

Arctic at roughly twice the rate of the rest of the world (Serreze and Francis, 2006).

11

If the Arctic warming continues and accelerates, as is predicted by all global climate

12

models (Chapman and Walsh, 2007), it may invoke a number of feedbacks that have

13

the potential to alter and possibly accelerate Arctic and global climate change. If the

14

feedbacks operate constructively, even relatively small changes in the Arctic could

15

conspire to amplify global climate change. Continued environmental change,

16

especially if it occurs rapidly, is likely to have adverse consequences for highly

17

vulnerable Arctic and global ecosystems and negative impacts on human activities,

18

particularly in the Arctic, including costly damage to infrastructure and

19

marginalization of many Arctic communities.

20

The Arctic can influence global climate through both positive and negative feedbacks

21

(Fig. 5.15). For example, sea-ice retreat reduces surface albedo, enhances absorption

22

of solar radiation, and ultimately leads to greater pan-Arctic warming. Large-scale

23

thawing of permafrost alters soil structural (thermokarst) and hydrologic properties

24

(Jorgenson et al., 2001) with additional effects on the spatial extent of lakes and

25

wetlands (Smith et al., 2005; Riordan et al., 2006), runoff to the Arctic ocean,

26

ecosystem functioning (Jorgenson et al., 2001; Payette et al., 2004), and the surface

27

energy balance. Warming is also expected to enhance decomposition of soil organic

28

matter, releasing carbon to the atmosphere (a positive feedback) (Zimov et al., 2006)

29

and also releasing nitrogen which, in nutrient limited Arctic ecosystems, may prompt

30

shrub growth (a negative feedback due to carbon sequestration) (Sturm et al., 2001).

31

This greening-of-the-Arctic negative feedback may itself be offset by a positive
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radiative feedback related to lower summer and especially winter albedos of shrubs

2

and trees relative to tundra (Chapin et al., 2005), which promotes an earlier spring

3

snowmelt that among other things affects soil temperature and permafrost (Sturm et

4

al., 2001).

5

The future of the Arctic as a net sink or source of carbon to the atmosphere depends

6

on the delicate balance between carbon losses through enhanced soil decomposition

7

and carbon gains to the ecosystem related to the greening of the Arctic (McGuire et

8

al., 2006). Irrespective of the carbon balance, anticipated increases in methane

9

emissions mean that the Arctic is likely to be an effective greenhouse gas source

10

(Friborg et al., 2003; McGuire et al., 2006).

11

The Arctic is a complex and interwoven system. On the basis of recent evidence of

12

change, it appears that many of these feedbacks are already operating. Whether or not

13

the positive or negative feedbacks will dominate is a critical question facing climate

14

science. In a recent paper reviewing the integrated regional changes in Arctic climate

15

feedbacks, McGuire et al. (2006) conclude that the balance of evidence indicates that

16

the positive feedbacks to global warming will likely dominate over the next century,

17

but whether or not the myriad feedbacks will interact to significantly amplify (or

18

mitigate) global climate change remains difficult to predict, especially since much of

19

the research to date has considered these feedbacks in isolation.
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Figure 5.15. Terrestrial responses to warming in the Arctic that influence the climate
system. Responses of permafrost on the left are coupled with functional (physiological)
and structural biotic responses on the right either directly (arrows B and D) or through
mediating processes of disturbance and land use (arrows C and E). Functional and
structural biotic responses are also coupled (arrow A). Response pathways are identified
at three timescales (seconds to months, months to years, and years to decades). Physical
responses will generally result in positive feedbacks. In general, functional responses of
terrestrial ecosystems act as either positive or negative feedbacks to the climate system.
In contrast, most of the structural responses to warming are ambiguous because they
result in both positive and negative feedbacks to the climate system. Abbreviation: NPP,
net primary production. Figure adapted from McGuire et al. (2006).
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6.4 Observed and Modeled Sensitivity of Wetland Methane Emissions to Climate

2

Change

3

Field studies indicate that methane emissions do indeed increase in response to soil

4

warming and permafrost thaw. Christensen et al. (2003) note that a steady rise in soil

5

temperature will enhance methane production from existing regions of methanogenesis

6

that are characterized by water tables at or near the surface. While this aspect is

7

important, changes in landscape-scale hydrology have the ability to drive a more

8

significant change in methane emissions. For example, at a mire in sub-Arctic Sweden,

9

permafrost degradation and associated vegetation changes have driven a 22-66% increase

10

in landscape-scale CH4 emissions over the period 1970 to 2000 (Christensen et al., 2004).

11

Bubier et al. (2005) estimated that in a Canadian boreal landscape with discontinuous

12

permafrost and ~30% wetland coverage, landscape-scale methane fluxes increased by

13

~60% from a dry year to a wet year, due to changes in wetland water table depth,

14

particularly at the beginning and end of the summer. Nykänen et al. (2003) also found

15

higher methane fluxes during a wetter year at a sub-Arctic mire in northern Finland.

16

Walter et al. (2006) find that thawing permafrost along the margins of thaw lakes in

17

eastern Siberia accounts for most of the methane released from the lakes. This emission,

18

which occurs primarily through ebullition, is an order of magnitude larger where there

19

has been recent permafrost thaw and thermokarst compared to where there has not. These

20

hotspots have extremely high emission rates but account for only a small fraction of the

21

total lake area. Methane released from these hotspots appears to be Pleistocene age,

22

indicating that climate warming may be releasing old carbon stocks previously stored in

23

permafrost (Walter et al., 2006). At smaller scales, there is strong evidence that

24

thermokarst development substantially increases CH4 emissions from high-latitude

25

ecosystems. Mean CH4 emission rate increases between permafrost peatlands and

26

collapse wetlands of 13-fold (Wickland et al., 2006), 30-fold (Turetsky et al., 2002), and

27

up to 19-fold (Bubier et al., 1995) have been reported.

28

A number of groups have attempted to predict changes in natural wetland methane

29

emissions on a global scale. These studies broadly suggest that natural methane emissions

30

from wetlands will rise as the world warms. Shindell et al. (2004) incorporate a linear

31

parameterization for methane emissions, based on a detailed process model, into a global
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climate model and find that overall wetland methane emissions increased by 121 Tg CH4

2

y-1, 78% higher than their baseline estimate. They project a tripling of northern high-

3

latitude methane emissions, and a 60% increase in tropical wetland methane emissions in

4

a doubled CO2 simulation. The increase is attributed to a rise in soil temperature in

5

combination with wetland expansion driven by a positive P-E trend predicted by the

6

model. About 80% of the increase was due to enhanced flux rates, and 20% due to

7

expanded wetland area or duration of inundation. The predicted increase in the

8

atmospheric methane burden was 1,000 Tg, ~20% of the current total, equivalent to an

9

increase of ~430 ppb, assuming a methane lifetime of 8.9 years. Utilizing a similar

10

approach but with different climate and emission models, Gedney et al. (2004) project

11

that global wetland emissions (including rice paddies) will roughly double, despite a

12

slight reduction in wetland area. The northern wetland methane emissions, in particular,

13

increase by 100% (44 to 84 Tg CH4 yr-1) in response to increasing soil temperatures and

14

in spite of a simulated 10% reduction in northern wetland areal extent. Using a more

15

process-based ecosystem model, which includes parameterizations for methane

16

production and emission, Zhuang et al. (2007) model a doubling of methane emissions

17

over the 21st century in Alaska, once again primarily in response to the soil temperature

18

influence on methanogenesis, and secondarily to an increase in net primary productivity

19

of Alaskan ecosystems. These factors outweigh a negative contribution to methane

20

emissions related to a simulated drop in the water table. It is important to note that these

21

models simulate only the direct impacts of climate change (altered temperature and

22

moisture regimes, and in one case enhanced vegetation productivity) but not indirect

23

impacts, such as changing landscape hydrology with permafrost degradation and

24

changing vegetation distribution. At this time, it is not known whether direct or indirect

25

effects will have a stronger impact on net methane emissions. These models all predict

26

fairly smooth increases in annual wetland emissions, with no abrupt shifts in flux.

27

6.5 Conclusion About Potential for Abrupt Release of Methane From Wetlands

28

Tropical wetlands are a stronger methane source than boreal/arctic wetlands and will

29

likely continue to be over the next century, during which fluxes from both regions are

30

expected to increase. However, four factors differentiate northern wetlands from tropical

31

wetlands and make them more likely to experience a larger increase in fluxes: (1) high-
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latitude amplification of climatic warming will lead to a stronger temperature impact, (2)

2

for regions with permafrost, warming-induced permafrost degradation could make more

3

organic matter available for decomposition and substantially change the system

4

hydrology, (3) the sensitivity of microbial respiration to temperature generally decreases

5

with increasing temperatures (e.g., Davidson and Janssens, 2006), and (4) most northern

6

wetlands have substantial carbon as peat. On the other hand, two characteristics of

7

northern peatlands counter this: (1) northern peatlands are complex, adaptive ecosystems,

8

with internal feedbacks and self-organizing structure (Belyea and Baird, 2007) that allow

9

them to persist in a relatively stable state for millennia and that may reduce their

10

sensitivity to hydrological change, and (2) much of the organic matter in peat is well-

11

decomposed (e.g., Frolking et al. 2001) and may not be good substrate for methanogens.

12

The balance of evidence suggests that anticipated changes to northern wetlands in

13

response to large-scale permafrost degradation, thermokarst development, a positive P-E

14

trend in combination with substantial soil warming, enhanced vegetation productivity,

15

and an abundant source of organic matter will likely conspire to drive a chronic increase

16

in CH4 emissions from the northern latitudes during the 21st century. Due to the strong

17

interrelationships between temperature, moisture, permafrost, and nutrient and vegetation

18

change, and the fact that negative feedbacks such as the draining/drying of wetlands are

19

also possible, it is difficult to establish how large the increase will be over the coming

20

century. Current models suggest that a doubling of CH4 emissions could be realized fairly

21

easily. However, since these models do not realistically represent all the processes

22

thought to be relevant to future northern high-latitude CH4 emissions, much larger (or

23

smaller) increases cannot be discounted.

24

It is worth noting that our understanding of the northern high-latitude methane cycle

25

continues to evolve. For example, a recent field study suggests that prior estimates of

26

methane emissions from northern landscapes may be biased low due to an

27

underestimation of the contribution of ebullition from thermokarst hot spots in Siberian

28

thaw lakes (Walter et al., 2006). Another interesting recently discovered phenomena is

29

the cold adaptation of some methanogenic microorganisms that have been found in

30

permafrost deposits in the Lena River basin (Wagner et al., 2007). These microbes can
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produce methane even in the very cold conditions of permafrost, often drawing on old

2

soil organic matter. The activity levels of these cold-adapted methanogens are sensitive to

3

temperature, and even a modest soil warming can lead to an accumulation of methane

4

deposits which, under scenarios where permafrost degradation leads to thermokarst or

5

coastal erosion, could be quickly released to the atmosphere.

6

These recent studies highlight the fact that key uncertainties remain in our understanding

7

of natural methane emissions and their susceptibility to climate change as well as in our

8

ability to predict future emissions. Among the most important uncertainties in our

9

understanding and required improvements to process-based models are (1) the

10

contribution of ebullition and changes in ebullition to total methane emissions; (2) the

11

rate of change in permafrost distribution and active layer thickness and associated

12

changes in distribution of wetlands and lakes as well as, more generally, terrestrial

13

ecosystems; (3) model representation of soil thermal and hydrologic processes and their

14

response to climate change; (4) the contribution that shifts in vegetation and changes in

15

peatland functioning will have on the methane cycle; and (5) representation of the highly

16

variable and regionally specific methane production and emission characteristics. Even

17

with resolution of these issues, all predictions of future methane emissions are based on

18

the accurate simulation and prediction of high-latitude climate. Improvements of many

19

facets critical to the high-latitude climate system are required, including improvements to

20

the treatment of snow, polar clouds, subsoil processes, sub-polar oceans, and sea ice in

21

global climate models.

22

7. Final Perspectives

23

Although the prospect of a catastrophic release of methane to the atmosphere as a result

24

of anthropogenic climate change over the next century appears very unlikely based on

25

current knowledge, many of the processes involved are still poorly understood, and

26

developing a better predictive capability requires further work. On a longer time scale,

27

methane release from hydrate reservoir is likely to be a major player in global warming

28

over the next 1,000-100,000 years. Changes in climate, including warmer temperatures

29

and more precipitation in some regions, will likely increase the chronic emissions of

30

methane from both melting hydrates and natural wetlands over the next century. The
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magnitude of this effect cannot be predicted with great accuracy yet, but is likely to be

2

equivalent to the current magnitude of many anthropogenic sources, which have already

3

more than doubled the levels of methane in the atmosphere since the start of the

4

Industrial Revolution.

5
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